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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND INTRODUCTION phases into a coherent, comprehensive
accident management guide. This guide-

This Final Technical Report was l ines manual, however, attempts to
prepared for the United States Air Force integrate all response activitiesand the Federal Railroad Administration requiring attention by decision-makers

for Phase I of the "Post-Accident Pro- into one user's manual. The manual
cedures for Chemicals and Propellants" includes specific data on 28 hazardous
program conducted under interagency materials and guidelines to post-
agreement AR-9157. The overall accident handling procedures such as
objective of the project is to perform a hazards mitigation, cargo transfer,
state-of-the-art assessment to develop wreckage removal and cleanup/disposal;
technology which will minimize hazards however, this document covers only those
and environmental damage from trans- 28 specific hazardous materials.
portation accidents or other spills of
78 chemicals and propellants. This A brief review of appropriate
research was conducted by Systems legislation covering both the trans-
Technology Laboratory of Arlington, portation of hazardous materials and
Virginia under USAF contract F04611-80- environmental protection considerations
C-0046. The project involved six tasks shows a recognition of the overlap and
which were performed between August 1980 convergence of transportation and en-
and August 1982. vironmental protection concerns

beginning with the Toxic Substances
This report has been structured Control Act of 1976, followed by the

Into five sections with each section Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
corresponding to a separate area of of 1976, the Clean Water Act of 1977 and
accident management. Section 1 (General finally the Superfund Act (CERCLA) of
Guidelines) includes information on 1980. These laws recognize the
precautionary guidelines; technical necessity of integrating environmental
assistance and information; protective cleanup/disposal into the emergency
clothing, gear and equipment; wreckage response efforts undertaken when
removal contractors; and product transportation emergencies involving
transfer, cleanup/disposal con- hazardous materials occur.
tractors. Section 2 (Initial Response
Guidelines and Hazardous Chemical Data) These public laws provide specific
describes guidelines for reporting an spill notification requirements, define
accident; initiating the response governmental response responsibilities,
communications network; first on-scene set up civil and criminal penalties for
responders; and hazardous chemical violations, and require adequate cleanup
data. Section 3 (Hazards Assessment to protect the public and the environ-
Guidelines) contains information for ment. The following paragraphs describe
assessing the accident scene, deter- the nature of these legislative acts.
mining tle magnitude of the accident and
estimating the danger areas from Resource Conservation and Recovery Act
downwind vapor cloud dispersion. (RCRA) - Enactment of the Resource Con-
Section 4 (Hazards Mitigation Guide- servation and Recovery Act established
lines) identifies guidelines on contain- for the first time control for the
ment; vapor suppression; handling leaks; generation, transportation, and disposal
selection of personnel, equipment and of hazardous wastes. While RCRA pro-
materials; erecting barriers; fire- vided the tools to track and regulate
fighting and evacuation. Section 5 the handling of such substances, it did
(Cargo Transfer, Wreckage Removal, not deal with existing hazardous sites
Cleanup and Disposal Guidelines) which had become troublesome as a result
discusses guidelines concerning cargo of past Improper disposal practices.
transfer, wreckage removal and cleanup/ These sites, as well as accidents in the
disposal activities, handling or transportation of hazardous

substances, can present emergency situa-
There are currently several acci- tions requiring an immediate cleanup or

dent response/handling manuals and removal.
training courses available, however, not
one addresses all phases of accident Clean Water Act (CWA) - Federal
managment. Manuals such as the USCG authority found in Section 311 of the
Chemical Hazards Response Information Clean Water Act has existed for many
Systems, DOT Emergency Response Guide- years to respond to releases of oil and
o ok, EPA Manual for the Control of hazardous substances into the nation's

Hazardous Materials Spills and AAR navigable waters. This authority is
Emergency Handling of Hazardous assigned to the Environmental Protection
Materials In Surface Transportation do Agency and the United States Coast
provide response guidelines for several Guard. The Clean Water Act also
hazardous materials, but fail to supply established a fund to finance these
adequate information to integrate all responses (Section 311(k) of P.L. 95-
the accident response and handling 12); however, it provided only limited

• I : - ,= - - T .. . _: -- -' _ ' ' f:- _ _ ------- = -- - - -- = ...... . ' : = "£



authority and limited funds to tackle AFRPL - Air Force Rocket Propulsion
the variety of problems caused by Laboratory
release of hazardous substances into
land, ground water and air. ASTM - American Society of Testing

and Materials
To provide a more effective and

comprehensive response to the foregoing BLPVE - Boiling Liquid Expanding
problems, Congress in 1980 enacted the Vapor Explosion

* Comprehensive Environmental Response
* Compensation and Liability Act. CAS - Chemical Abstract Service

Popularly referred to as the "Super-
fund," CERCLA and Section 311 of the CCC - Communications Command
Clean Water Act permit the Federal Center
government to work with state and local
government to provide an immediate and CEQ - Council of Environmental
comprehensive response to accidental Quality
releases of hazardous substances.

CERCLA - Comprehensive Environmental
Comrehensi ve Environmental Response Response Compensation and
cmpaensatlon and Liability Act (C Liability Act

Superfund authorizes the Federal
Government to respond directly to CFR - Code of Federal Regulatio,
releases (or threatened releases) of
hazardous substances, pollutants or CHEMTREC - Chemical Transportal
contaminants that may endanger public Emergency Center
health or welfare. Superfund cleanups,
financed by a trust fund which will grow CHLOREP - Chlorine Emergency Plan
to $1.6 billion by 1985, are 86 percent
financed by taxes on the manufacture or CHRIS - Chemical Hazards Reap(
import of certain chemicals and Information System
petroleum, the remainder coming from
general revenues. The Hazardous Sub- C12  - Chlorine
stanees Response Fund is established by
Section 221 of P.L. 96-510 (CERCLA). CMA - Chemical Manufacturers
This fund is reimbursable; the govern- Association
ment generally can take legal action to
recover its cleanup costs from those CO2  - Carbon Dioxide
subsequently identified as responsible
for the release. Anyone liable for a COTR - Contracting Officer's
release who fails to take ordered Technical Representative
actions is (under specified conditions)
liable for punitive dama es equal to CPU - Central Processing Unit
three times the governmen s response
costs. Liability under Superfund is CWA - Clean Water Act
that which is defined in Section 311 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act DDESB - Department of Defense Ex-
(or Clean Water Act). plosives Safety Board

For a discussion of the National DOC - Department of Commerce
Contingency plan see Section 1.2.4.

DOD - Department of Defense
To assist in the use of this volume

a list of acronyms and a glosary of DOE - Department of Energy
terms has been prepared.

DOI - Department of Interior
GLOSSARY OF ACRONYMS 

AND TERMS

DOJ - Department of Justice
AAR - Association of American

Railroads DOL - Department of Labor

ADAPTS - Air Deliverable Antipol- DOS - Department of State
lution Transfer System

DOT - Department of TransportationAE - Acoustic Emission

DTIC - Defense Technical Informa-
AFCRL - Air Force Cambridge Research tion Center

Laboratory
ET - Emergency Medical Team

AFFF - Aqxteous Film Forming Foam
EO - Ethylene Oxide

Li.



EPA - Environmental Protection NO2  - Nitrogen Dioxide

Agency

NOAA - National Oceanic and Atmos-
ER - Emergency Response pheric Administration

FENA - Federal Emergency Management NRC - National Response Center
Agency NRT - National Response Team

FRA - Federal Railroad Administra- NTIS - National Technical Informa-
tion tion Service

GC/MS - Gas Chromotography/Mass NTSB - National Transportation
Spectometry Safety Board

HACS - Hazard Assessment Computer OERR - Office of Emergency and

System Remedial Response of EPA

HM - Hazardous Materials OES - Office of Emergency Services

HZ - Hydrazine, Anhydrous OHMTADS - Oil and Hazardous Materials
Technical Assistance Data

IATA - International Air Transport Systems
Association

OSC - On-Scene Coordinator
ICGIH - International Conference

Governmental Industrial PEL - Permissible Exposure Limit
Hygieniest

PPM - Parts Per MillionSIR - Infrared
RCRA - Resource Conservation and

LEL - Lower Explosive Limit Recovery Act

LH2  - Liquefied Hydrogen RRC - Regional Response Center

LIDAR - Light Detection and Ranging RRT - Regional Response Team

LNG - Liquefied Natural Gas SHELL R&D
SPILLS - Shell Vapor Dispersion Model

L02  - Liquefied Oxygen

SOA - State-of-the-Art
LPG - Liquefied Petroleum Gas

SOP - Standard Operating ProcedureMMH - Monomethylhydrazine

SOSC - State On-Scene Coordinator
MSA - Mine Safety Appliances Co.

STCC - Standard Transportation Com-
MTB - Materials Transportation modity Code

3Bureau
TEAP - Transportation Emergency As-

NaOH - Sodium Hydroxide sistance Plan

NASA - National Aeronautics and TLV - Threshold Limit Value
Space Administration

TNT - Trinitrotoluene
NATES - National Analysis of Trends

in Emergency System TTC - Transportation Test Center

N2 04 - Nitrogen Tetroxide (oxi- UDMH - Unsymmetrical Dimethylhydra-

dizer) zine

NDT - Nondestructive Testing UEL - Upper Explosive Limit

NEELS - National Emergency Equipment UN - United Nations
Locator System

USAF - United States Air Force
NFPA - National Fire Protection As-

sociation USCG - United States Coast Guard

NIOSH - National Institute of UV - Ultraviolet
Occupational Safety and
Health VCM - Vinyl Chloride Monomer

iii
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GLOSSARY remain in the gaseous state regardless
of the pressure applied.

AMBIENT CONDITIONS? Temperature and

atmospheric pressure conditions of the CRYOGENIC LIQUID: Any substance which
surrounding environment. Reference must be cooled to a temperature of
point is 590F and 14.7 psi (150 C and 760 -2380? (-1500 C) or lower in order to
mm Hg). effect a change from gas to liquid.

ANHYDROUS: Containing no water. DECONTAMINATING AGENT: An agent having
Relative quantitative measure of water a desirable controlled reaction rate or
in a chemical compound below a certain solvent action which is used to purge
limit, materials, components, systems or areas

of residues or contaminants.
BOILING POINT: The temperature at which

the vapor pressure of the liquid equals DEFLAGRATION: A rapid chemical reaction
atmospheric pressure. (Normal boiling in which the rate of energy released
point 760 mm or 14.7 psia.) Where an causes the resulting pressure wave in
accurate normal boiling point is the confinement of the reacting material
unavailable such as a hydrocarbon prevents the release of pressure,
mixture (P-i, JP-fuels), the 10 percent deflagration may progress to a
point of a distillation performed in detonation where the pressure wave
accordance with ASTM-D-86-62 may be used travels at supersonic velocity.
as the boiling point of the liquid.

DENSITY: The ratio of mass to volume of
BREACH: Puncture, tear, hole or rupture a substance.
in a vessel that allows the contents to
be released. DETONATION: A chemical reaction in

which the rate of energy released causes
COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID: Any liquid that the resulting pressure wave in the
does not meet the definition of any surrounding medium to travel at
other classification specified in 49 CFR supersonic velocities.
section 173.115 and has a flash point at
or above OOF (37.8 0 C) and below 2000 F DIKE: An earth or concrete barrier
(93.3 0 C) except any mixture having one surrounding a propellant tank and
component or more with a flash point at intended to contain a spill.
200 F (03.3 0 C) or higher, that makes up
at least 99 percent of the total volume DUNNAGE: Pallets and spacers used in
of the mi:ture. shipping, storage, and handling;

frequently made of wood, although metal
COMBUSTIBLE MATERIAL: A substance which is preferred.
will burn.

EMERGENCY-EXPOSURE LEVEL (EEL): The
COMPATIBLE MATERIAL: Having no maximum concentration of a toxic gas
undesirable reaction or physical effect which a normal person can endure for a
with or upon another material. speciffh period without lasting

physiological effects. See pamphlet
COMPRESSED GAS: Any material or mixture titled "Basis for Establishing Emergencyhaving in the container a pressure Inhalation Exposure Limits Applicable to

exce~dig 40 psi absolute at 701F (27.6 Military and Space Chemicals," 1964 Ed.,
N/cm at 21°C) or, regardless of the Advisory Center on Toxicology, NAS/NRC,
pressure at 70°F (210 C), having a Publications Office, Washington, D.C.
pressure exceeding 104 psi absolute at 20418, for a complete definition and the
130°F (5,377 N/cm 2 at 540 C); or any philosophy of hazards management.
liquid flammable material having a vapor
pressure exceeding 4O psi absolute at EVAPORATION RATE: The ratio of the time
100OF (27.6 N/cm4 at 38°C) as determined required to evaporate a measured volume
by ASTM Test D-323. of one volatile material to the time

required to evaporate the same volume of
CONTAINER: Any vessel used to contain a reference solvent under identical test
hazardous materials for transportation conditions (usually ethyl ether).
(e.g., tank car, tank truck, cylinder,
drum, etc.). EXPLOSION: The sudden release of energy

usually in the form of large volumes of
CRITICAL PRESSURE: The pressure gas which exert pressure on the
required to liquefy a gas at its surrounding medium. Depending on the
r-riti(Al temperature, rate at which energy is released, An

explosion can he cateFori7.ed as a
CRITICAL TEMPERATURE: The maximum deflagration, a detonation, or a rupture

j temperature at which a gas can be of a pressure vessel.
liquefied. Above the critical
temperature point the substance will
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EXPLOSIVE LIMITS: The upper and lower concussion, fragmentation, corrosion and
limits of the vapor concentration of a toxicity.
material that will explode when ignited
with an external energy source. HYGROSCOPIC: The property of readily

absorbing moisture from the atmosphere.
FIRE POINT (IGNITION TEMPERATURE)t The
lowest temperature at which a flame is HYPERGOLIC MIXTURE: Instantaneous self-
continuously supported over a liquid ignition of certain fuels and oxidizers
surface upon exposure to an open flame, upon contact with each other.

FIREPROOF: Materials which will not IGNITION TEMPERATURE: The lowest
burn when exposed to propellants or will temperature at which combustion can be
not continue to burn after removal from supported continuously on exposure to
contact with a hot flame ignition any ignition source.

source.INERT: Material which does not contain
FIRE RESISTANT: Materials which will explosives, active chemicals or
resist burning when contacted by fuels pyrotechnics, I.e., nonreactive 'as
or oxidizers, but after continuous helium or nitrogen gas with a specified
contact and exposure to an ignition propellant.

soure, wll ventallybur sloly.IMPINGEMENT: An external source of fire
FLAMMAEL2: Materials which are easily that is applying heat and energy to the
Ignited in air, oxygen, or other tanker. The tanker or its contents are
supporting atmosphere. not on fire.

FLAMMABLE LIMITS: The upper and lower LIQUEFIED GAS: Substance which is
vapor concentration of fuel to air which gaseous at room temperature and has been
will ignite in the presence of external converted to a liquid under controlled
ignition sources; often also referred to prsueadtmrtr.
as the explosive range. Flammable prsueadtmrtr.
limits in atmospheres other than air are MISCIBLE: Liquids capable of being
also identified. mixed.

FLAMMABLE LIQUID: An y liquid having a OXIDIZER: A propellant, such as oxygen,
flash point below 100OF (37.8 0 c), with nitric acid, fluorine, nitrogen
the following exceptions: any mixture tetroxide, and others which support
having one component or more with a combustion when in combination with a
flash point of 100OF (37.80) or higher, fuel.
that makes up at least 99 percent of the
total v~lume of the mixture; or any PROTECTED: The term "protected" shall
liquid meeting one of the definitions mean shock wave, spill, or fragment
specified in 49 CFR Section 173.300. protection provided by terrain,

effective barricades, net or other
FLARE TYPE COMBUSTION: The combustion physical means to inhabited buildings
of a fuel and oxizider mixture as within the hazardous area distances
distinguished from combustion of only expected from the propellant facilities.

the fel inair.PYROPHORIC: Spontaneously ignitable in
FLASH POINT: The lowest temperature at air.
which a liquid surface may be
momentarily ignited by open flame. it RAILROAD: Any steam, electric, or other
may be determined in either of two types railway which carries Passengers for
of apparatus: "closed cup" where the hire or cargo in transport.
fuel surface Is enclosed, or "open cup"
where the fuel surface is exposed to SOLVENT: That constituent of a solution
oppn air. Open ctip flash points are which Is present In a large amount.
higher than closed cup flash points.
The open cup flash point values are SPECIFIC GRAVITY: The ratio of the Mass
usually followed by the letters "OC" to of a given volume of liquid to the mass
differentiate from closed cup values, of an equal volume of water at a given

temperature. At 75OF (24i0C) the
GALVANIC CORROSION: Corrosion due to an specific weight of water is 8.33 pounds
electrical current action on two per gallon (366 gm/cc).
dissimilar metals in the presence of an
electrolyte. THRESHOLD LIMIT VALUE: The average

concentration of toxic gas to which most
HAZARD: A situation which may result in workers can be exposed during working
death or injury to personnel, or in hours (8 hours per day, 5 days a week)
damage to property. Includes effect of for prolonged periods without adversely
fire, flash, explosion, shock, affecting their health. (See also the
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complete definition "Threshold Limit
Values for Caemical Substances andPhysical Agents in the Work Environment"
by the American Conference of Govern-
mental Industrial Hygienists, 6500
Glenway Avenue, Building I)-13
Cincinnati, Ohio 45211; (513) 661-
7881).

TOXIC: Poisonous. A toxic material is
one which will cluse physiological
damage to the human b,)dy. See Appendix
A.

ULLAGE: The unfilled space In a tank or
container, also known as "outage."

VAPOR VOLUMEt The number of cubic feet
of vapor at ambient temperature (say75°P) which will be obtained by the

evaporation of one gallon of solvent or
toxic liquid. The number is useful for
evaluation of the extent of a toxic
exposure and is obtained by dividing the
pounds per gallon by the molecular
weight of the material and multiplying
by 392 (to obtain the number of cubic
feet for the number of pound-moles
present).
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1. GENERAL GUIDELINES where to find technical help; danger
assessment; decision-making; and to a

When a hazardous materials (HM) certain extent some general procedures
transportation accident occurs, several for on-scene actions such as controlling
groups will be required to respond on- access to the area, evacuation, surveil-
scene. These Include, at a minimum, lance of vapor clouds, firefighting,
fire, police and medical services, rescue and communications. In some
However, prior to the occurrence af a instances, there is hands-on training
hazardous materials transportation such as use of polyurethane toam tor
accident in a community, local decision- sealing holes in drums or diking liquid
makers should familiarize themselves pools, applying metal patches to tank
with the following information so they car holes by means of bolts or stopping
will be capable of handling the emer- leaks with wooden plugs. These are
gency in a timely manner assuring useful techniques, but have limited
community environmental and personal application in specific situations.
safetyt Heavy reliance must still be placed on

the specialists from the various disci-
* Pre-accident precautions such as plines involved. These specialists

training, contingency pre-planning, operate and make decisions based
communications and decision-making predominately on their own experience
responsibility, designation and and knowledge and, with few exceptions,
resource allocation; perform tasks without the benefit of

written procedures, particularly with
* Ava~lability of and access to respect to cargo transfer, wreckage

technical assistance; removal, and cleanup/disposal. Although
* Prtecivecloting ger, beating these courses give some attention to
0 Prtecivecloting ger, beating restoring the scene to normal, there is

apparatus, detectors and monitoring a lack of procedural training in these
equipment availability and uses; four activities.

e Specialized treatment chemicals, There are many training aids
sorbents, equipment resources available in addition to the courses
availability and uses (e.g., themselves. Examples are nomographs,
analytical and heavy equipment); slide rules, pocket manuals, checklists,

brochures, guides, films, video tapes,
0 Wreckage removal contractors; and slide-tape presentations, reference

books, data bases, resource lists and
0 Product transfer, cleanup/disposal charts (see Reference 1 and Appendix

contractors and special industry D). The U.S. Department of Transpor-
teams. tation Materials Transportation Bureau

provides, free-of-charge, quantities of
Thib volume discusses these factors a number of hazardous materials training

and provides general guidelines for aids to emergency service organiza-
their implementation and use. tions. Others may be purchased from the

Government or private companies. Rail
1.1. TRAINING carriers, in conjunction with the

Chemical Manufacturers Association, are
There are a number of training putting on hazardous materials transpor-

courses available which are taught by tation emergency training courses in
government, industry, educational communities where chemical shippers are
institutes and consulting organizations located or through which rail lines run.
aimed specifically at responders to
hazardous materials incidents. These The U.S. Department of Transporta-
courses vary from formal academic class tion, Research and Special Programs
sessions to slide-tape presentations, Administration, Materials Transportation
with an instructor's guide and student Bureau has compiled a list of 3142 organ-
workbook, to the home-study (correspond- izations offering training courses on
ence) course. The slide-tape courses hazardous materials transportation.
run from five to twenty hours of class This list nan be obtained by contacting
time. They may or may not be modular the Material Transportation Bureau's
(i.e., deal with topical areas such as Information Services Division at (202)
hazardous materials identification, 426-2301.
decision-making and seeking technical
assistance). Regardless of the type of activity

-- Immediate response, hazards mitiga-
Hazardous materials training tion, cargo transfer, wreckage removal,

courses stress planning but also present and cleanup/disposal or the specialist
some basic information concerning the discipline involved -- training must
nature of hazardous materials; how to assure that procedures are understood
identify spilled/ leaking material;



and utilized to accomplish the following s0 that such activities do not
four items: interfere with or jeopardize safety

of each group and that resources are
I. Provide communications training used most effectively.

2. Evaluate/assess the situation, The various response groups and
hazards and actions (Refer to Individual specialists need cominunica-
Appendix K) tions training in order to learn proper

3. Mke ecisonsprocedures for maintaining constant
3. Mke ecisonscontact within their particular groups

so that everyone Is always accounted
4. Take appropriate actions for, prompt escape action may be taken

If the need arises, and the OSC can be
These are discussed in the following provided with the latest facts on con-
paragraphs. ditions, progress, problems and needs.

1.1.1 Communications Traininx The public needs training in such
areas as sim'ple self-protection actions

An Incident must be recognized and (i.e., stuffing towels in cracks of
promptly reported to the proper windows or doors) in the event of a
authority. It is essential that speci- hazardous materials spill; getting up-
fic Information about the accident be wind and keeping away from the scene;
provided in this report so that the obeying evacuation orders; and, as
response network may be activated and previously mentioned, reporting an
those Involved can have a reasonable Incident.
idea of the nature of the accident and
hazardous materials involved. Training The news media can be a real help
in how, when, what and to whom to report or can compound the problem. Making the
a hazardous materials accident is the news media aware of and, where Possible,
first criterion. It involves the a participant in hazardous materials
ordinary citizen, who by chance may be spill response training, can make It a
present at an accident scene, as well as strong positive force in a real emer-
those who might become involved as gency. Training courses need to contain
professionals. Communications within a a portion showing how the news media can
particular response discipline, between assist In the event of an accident.
groups and with the on-scene coordinator News media representatives should be
(OSC) are complex but vital. Therefore, included in the preparation of the
training is required in the proper use community's HM emergency response plan
of communications equipment. Also, the and in available training courses.
assignment of proper frequencies and
responsibility for coordination of coan- All persons who will be concerned
munications must be clearly identified with a spill must have further training
in the emergency action plan. The In evaluation/assessment methods,
persons responsible for coordinating decision-making, the procedures required
communications need training: In their specific activities and aware-

To udertandtheIntefac beteen ness of how their actions Impact others.

different communication modes, fre- 1.1.2 Training for Decision-Makers

quenies nd euipmnt;It is imperative that training be
0 To understand, interpret and relay designed to meet the needs of all

facts and requests being made by or decision-makers. Depending upon the
sent to the numerous groups and Individual responsibilities and tho
individual specialists involved in particular types of activities involved,
the emergency; training can range from checkoff lists

to computer-simulated decision-making
0 To recognize and expedite priority methods. Essential to all decision-

communications; making is consideration of the situation
or problem, the alternative courses of

* To deal effectively with the news action, how the action will be accom-
media, by providing appropriate plished, when and by whom, and what will
factual information and by utiliz ing be the expected impact or results of
the news media as a means of miti- each. Evaluation and assessment of the
gating hazards to the public such as situation are the key factors upon which
preventing panic and providing sound decisions are based. Therefore, a
proper instructions or warnings; and detailed discussion of training require-

ments for decision-makers in evaluation
e To utilize communications to coordi- and assessment is presented.

nate Pfrectively the many activities
taking place on-scene and as backup,
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A chemical, propellant or other specialized groups and individual ex-
hazardous materials transportation aoci- ports involved. This training involves
dent requires initial and continued ways to select, use and identify the
assessment of the situation and evalua- limitations of equipment and materials
tion of the requirements and effective- (i.e., use only transfer equipment which
ness of corrective actions. Essen- is compatible with the particular
tially, these involve obtaining facts hazardous material or use gravity flow,
and analyzing them. Training is vital pressure flow or pumping for cargo
to assure that those involved with the transfer). Training can help railroad
emergency know what information is crew members and .ruck drivers3
necessary, how it may be obtained and
how to analyze it for determining the 0 Understand the HM aboard, their
existing hazards, potential dangers, hazards and the precautionary pro-
what damage has been sustained, the cedures they can use in the event of
magnitude of the spill, who and what are an accident;
exposed, what resources exist and how
they can be used most effectively, what * Assist them in seeking response
additional resources are required, and help;
the effectiveness of corrective
actions. Such training should involve * Convey HM information to response
how to: personnel; and

* Identify at a distance any HM in- * Otherwise cooperate with authorities
volved or that have been released; on-scene.

0 Determine the integrity of the HM There are continued hazards at chemical
containers; and propellant spill scenes and the

degree or nature may change. Training
• Establish the danger perimeter; for on-scene personnel needs to include

guidelines for recognizing the actual
* Predict the downwind toxic or flam- and potential hazards and the eventu-

mable vapor concentration versus ality of a significant change. Their
distance as well as cloud size and training needs to assure that each
travel rate; person understands not only how to per-

form his own task efficiently, but to
* Use resources most effectively; recognize the absolute necessity for

safety and accomplishing the task with-
* Determine the applicability and out jeopardizing the safety of others at

effectiveness of corrective actions; the scene or creating problems for them,
while at the same time protecting the

* Use remote sensing/detection/ environment and property. Training on
analytical equipment; the selection and use of proper protec-

tive clothing, breathing apparatus,
* Interpret data; gear, tools, equipment and materials is

vital to personnel safety and the
* Spot changing conditions whlch pose successful handling of the spill.

additional dangers; Training is needed in the techniques,

limitations and safety precautions for
0 Assess risks; cargo transfer, wreckage removal, and

cleanup/disposal operations. Hazards
* Determine hazards; and mitigation involves -ry means for

reducing or eliminatir the hazard or
* Monitor the scene for toxic or flam- threat, so it involves the full spectrum

mable vapor levels and for evidence of on-scene activities. Training needs
of personnel exposure, to concentrate on the use of common

sense coupled with good information and
Such training includes teaching forma- sound technical analysis.
lized methodologies where appropriate
(i.e., risk/ hazards analysis). 1.2 PLANNING

1.1.3 Response Activities Training This section describes components

and mechanisms for developing and uti-
Training is required to assure lizing hazardous materials transporta-

effective and safe performance of all tion accident contingency plans at the
the on-scene and support activities In community, industrial, state and Federal
handling hazardous materials trans- level. The reason for including
portation spills. This third aspect of planning in a document concerned with
training deals with the actual field post-accident guidelines is the fact
operations and what type of procedural that basic guidelines must exist before-
training is appropriate to each of the hand. After the accident it is too late
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to develop guidelines. Post-accident least two states, California and
guidelines should simply Involve doing Virginia, have oonducted studies to
what had been planned and subtly modi- assess the magnitude and volume of
fying the planned guidelines to fit the hazardous materials traveling along
specific case. various segments of the state's trans-

portation network. However, because
1.2.1 Community Emergency Response local emergency responders (i.e., fire,

Planning police, medical) are the first groups
on-scene, it is anticipated that an

An analysis of haza r i~ at erials inventory of hazardous materials traffic
transportation accidents (15112 showed will be conducted on the local level.
that municipalities having pre- The city or regional planning office
estahlished contingency plans for might be the logical organization to be
handling hazardous materials transporta- charged with performing this duty and
tion accidents were better prepared for possibly some other duties associated
hajndling the hazardous environment when with municipal contingency pre-
an accident occurred than those areas planning. Statutes may dictate some
that had not pre-planned. However, many other agency. The important idea is to
localities have not prepared or are not have some organization responsible.
aware of existing hazardous materials
transportation accident contingency It is recommended that an inventory
plans. This fact is exemplified by such of the community's transportation net-
transportation accidents as Beattyville, work be conducted. Also, physical/
KY and Youngstown, FL. In fact, com- chemical data should be compiled for the
munities which have contingency plans hazardous commodities being transported
usually have a large community-oriented through a community. Appendix A pre-
chemical manufacturer in the area or sents physical/chemical properties for
have previously had a major transporta- the 28 chemicals/ propellants which are
tion accident. addressed by this manual. Based on

thata vible current emergency response practice,
It is recommended ta avibe this information should be carried in

community contingency plan for hazardous the cars of each emergency service
materials transportation accidents be "chief" (i.e., designated on-scene co-
developed for every locality and that ordinator or his representative). The
this plan contain the following types of commodity information which the
Information: "chief" should carry include specific

gravity, vapor density, explosive
e Hazardous materials shipping routes limits, toxicity levels and fire-

and volumes through community; fighting/first-aid information.

* Community transportation network in A catalog of appropriate segments
*terms of possible evacuation routes of the response community and their re-

and also access by emergency sponsibilities and authority should also
services; include an inventory or specialized

hazardous materials response teams in,j Location of specialized personnel, or available to, the community including
materials, and equipment in com- local emergency services (fire, police,
munity or nearest location adequate medical), industrial teams, trade
to handle hazardous materials association teams and Federal, state and
emergencies; local government personnel. The type of

information which should be collected
" Appropriate segments of the emer- for each specialized responding

gency response community, with personnel/organization should include
clearly defined individual roles, the following:
responsibilities and statutory
authorities; e Name and address of key persons/

" Methods for accessing relevant tech-cotts
nical assistance sources; and e 24-hour emergency phone numbers;

" Designated communications network 0 Toll-free telephone numbers, if
(radio frequency, network channel, available; and
siren) to alert the public and to
handle communications between the e What resources they can provide.
Communications Command Center (CCC),
the accident site and other off- Other personnel or organizational
scene support organizations. information which should be cross and

sub-indexed Includes:
These topics are discussed in sub-

sequent paragraphs of this section. At
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. Response speolality (e.g., fire- to predict the dispersion of spilled HM
fighting, wreck handling, cleanup/ (ourrently this is essentially confined
disposal); to water spills). The computerized data

system makes available more detailed
* Specific commodity expertise; and technical information than CHENTREC can

provide. EPA and the Coast Guard also
* Availability of specialized equip- have technical expertise who may be con-

ment and materials. tacted for technical advice.

The Inventory of specialized equip- There are several cleanup/disposal
ment and materials suitable for harar- contractors who specialize in handling
dous materials traveling through a com- and advising cleanup and disposal opera-
munity should identifys tions at HM spills. Some shippers

utilize such contractors when they do
* Materials a,1 equipment needed for not have in-house specialized teams,

each hazardous material being However, carriers rarely have such
shipped; and capability and would have to rely on a

contractor. Normally, the shipper and
Location and availability of carrier agree how the matter will be
materials and equipment at public handled, so it does not become a
facilities and commerclal/industrial problem.
facilities.

A number of shippers provide a
Tee,inical assistance may be ob- company toll free 800 emergency number

tained in several ways (See Section on shipping papers and sometimes on the
1.5). The Chemical Transportation Emer- tank cars or cargo tanks.
gency Center (CHEMTREC 800/424-9300)
which is operated on a 24-hour, 7-day-a- Without adequate, fully-coordinated
week basis by the Chemical Manufacturers communications, it is impossible to suc-
Association, can provide some "cookbook" cessfully handle a HM transportation
initial response actions for an identi- emergency. The communications network
fied HM and get the shipper in direct must enable those groups at the scene to
contact with the emergency scene. If communicate within their respective dis-
the HM happens to be one for which a ciplines, between disciplines and with
segment of the chemical industry has the OSC. Additionally, the OSC must
developed special response teams (e.g., have direct contact with all the off-
the CHLOREP teams of the chlorine in- scene support activities (e.g., aerial
dustry through the Chlorine Institute), surveillance, weather service, and

CHEMTREC alerts such groups. The hospitals) and shipper, carrier, local,
shippers/chemical manufacturers are the state and Federal officials and response
most knowledgeable about the HM they centers (e.g., NRC and CHEMTREC) and the
produce/handle and are in the best news media.
position to provide technical assistance
at the accident scene. CHEMTREC Most of the emergency services
information per se is "cookbook" for organizations have communications sys-
specific commodities and no judgments or tems. The important concept is tieing

recommendations are offered. all communication into a centralized
communications center. A system of

The National Response Center (NRC), priorities must be established as to

operated by the U.S. Coast Guard what transmission to the centralized
(800/424-8802) In conjunction with its communications center takes prece-
joint responsibilities with EPA in dence. If possible, assignment of
handling water spills of hazardous sub- specific frequencies to the various
stances, likewise is operated around- groups is recommended. "Ham" operators,
the-clock and has a direct telephone particularly, may be a valuable
tie-in with CHEMTREC through a written resource. The CB system might be of
agreement. value under special circumstances.

Memorandum of Understanding Smith(2) uses a different set of

parameters for a community contingency
The U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and EPA plan. He lists several specific items

have joint regional response teams, with for some of the topical areas previously
designated on-scene coordinators (OSC), mentioned. All of these are valid and
which are dispatched to the scene if should be in the plan; however, the
either EPA or the Coast Guard deems It scope Is not complete. He indicates
necessary. These teams can provide that every local community contingency
technical advice and/or actually conduct plan should include:
cleanup/disposal operations, if neces-
sary. In addition, the NRC and other • A statement of purpose and scope;
agencies have various computer programs
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E Enabling acts and authority; Trade organizations such as the
Chemical Manufacturers Association (CA)

* Identification and function of the and American Society for Testing and
officials involved (in the sheriff's Materials (ASTM) should continue to
office, fire department, civil de- develop improved information, special-
fense organization, state police, Ized equipment and procedures to handle
E Ts, and social service organisa- M emergencies and to provide technical
tions); assistance, so that communities may

develop effective contingency plan& for
a An evacuation plan with predesig- general or specific HM accidents from

nated shelters and logistical both near- and long-term aspects.
support;

1.2.3 State Emergency Response Planning
• Identification of radio and TV

stations that will continually in- 40 CFR, Part 109, "A Guide for
form the public during the initial State Contingency Plans(3 ) ", published
trauma (these stations should be by EPA in the early 1970's requires that
publicized periodically as a public each state develop an emergency/disaster
service); plan which is as stringent as federal

contingency planning laws. As a result
0 Identification of the predesignated of this enactment, all states are re-

local on-scene coordinator (LOSC) by quired to have some form of emergency
name and/or position; disaster contingency ,lan. However, few

deal specifically w,.h the potential of
0 A mechanism for updating; a hazardous mater.ils transportation

accident. Based on the frequency and
0 A document showing how the local severity of hazardo , materials trans-

plan interfaces with the federal and portation accidents ccurring, and the
state plans; inability of local emergency services in

many localities to handle the emergency
0 Identification of a liaison official situation adequately, it is recommended

to work with the state and federal that a specialized contingency plan be
on-scene coordinators; developed which addresses only hazardous

materials transportation accidents. As
e Continually updated phone numbers recomm,?pg by Smith and

(home and business) of key others (4 2), this plan should
officials; include the following elements:

e A check-in location where key e A statement of purpose and scope;
officials can be located or tracked
once they have appeared on-scene; e Enabling laws;
and

a Identification of authorities
0 A method of identifying and ac- involved;

counting for anyone who may have
authority to go beyond the road- e A mechanism for updating;
block. This can be preplanned by
reviewing the state and federal e An activity scenario (short but
plans and can be coordinated during specific) for each element of state
the spill response with the federal government involved;
OSC and the state OSC.

0 A merging doctrine, showing how the
1.2.2 Industrial Emergency Response plan interfaces practically with

Planning federal and local plans;

Many industrial organizations which e The predesignated state on-scene
produce, consume or transport hazardous coordinator (SOSC) identified by
chemicals have developed contingency name and/or position;
plans. In fact, several of the trade
associations which represent these e Identification of a liaison official
indus3trial organizations have developed to work with the federal OSC and the
specialized response teams, such as in SOSC;
the orine industry. According to
Smith"i, the advent of industrial * The state's 24-hour reporting number
contingency plans has provided more com- (maintaining this phone is abso-
petent response on the part of industry lutely critical);
and development of innovative cleanup
technologies. e A current list of key state and

local phone numbers;
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• Provisions for local contingency (DOL), Department of Energy (DOE), De-
plans by district, region, country, partment of State (DOS), and the
and/or key cities; Department of Interior (DOI). The

• National Transportation Safety Board• Brevity (the federal plan should be (NTSB) is a liaison member. Members are

no more than 50 to 75 pages long, added as national interests change in
excluding state plans and annexes. the HM accident picture (See Appendix
A good state plan should be 20 to 30 M).
pages long, excluding annexes); and

1.3 COMMUNICATIONS
A designated place where key offi-
cials can be found or at least where An integral component of every com-
they check in upon arrival. munity's contingency plan for hazardous

materials transportation accidents
1.2.4 Federal Emergency Response should be guidelines for intra- and

Plannins inter-organizational communications at
an accident scene. Having means for

The Federal contiugency plan is timely establishment of a communications
based upon "The National Oil and Hazard- link saves valuable time for the on-
ous fybstances Pollution Contingency scene coordinator and other response
Plan( q  (40 CFR Section 1510). This personnel for mitigating the hazards

plan designates a group of Federal associated with an accident. Section
government organizations to serve on a 2.2 (Initiating the Respohse Communi-
Region. l Response Team (RRT). The cations Network) discusses these
purpose of this team is to facilitate requirements in detail.
the participation of several Federal,state, and local government officials 1.4 DECISION-MAKING
for responding on-scene to a polluting
or hazardous materials release. The Decisions are made by people, and
plan predesignates a presiding officer methodologies are tools which can be
and lists the various government organ- used to help organize and present infor-
izations with legal authority to parti- mation to assist the decision-makers in
cipate as members of this team. It this task. Decisions are made at every
identifies an on-scene coordinator (OSC) level by every person responding to or
at the Federal level and outlines basic coming upon a transportation accident
ground rules for the mitigation of involving hazardous materials. The
damage from the spill. It is designed decision may be as simple as turning a
specifically for HM spills in water; car around and heading the other direc-
however, the concept and organIzational tion, if one spots what appears to be a
structure is also adaptable to land train wreck five miles across the
accidenLs. valley. Decisions must be made as to

whether the wreckage can be safely
This plan establishes a National approached or not. Typical decisions

Response Team (NRT) located in Washing- include what types of response equipment
ton, D.C. This group provides national and personnel need to be deployed;
policy guidance and works continually whether or not to order an evacuation,
with the Council on Environmental Qual- what area should be evacuated and when;
ity (CEQ) in updating the 1510 plan. should an attempt be made to stop the
The NRT monitors significant accidents leak, do nothing, or further open a
involving spills of oil and hazardous damaged container to dispose of its
substances and is capable, on request of contents; whether or not to transfer
the RRT, to resolve major issues. hazardous cargo or attempt to move,
Should an event become so large or so upright or rerail overturned cars or
sociologically or technically complex tank trucks containing hazardous
based on the RRT's capabilities, the NRT materials; and what should be the order
could become actively involved. The NRT for performing these activities. The
is co-chaired by EPA and the U.S. Coast railroad crew must decide if the engine
Guard. Its members are high-level and remaining cars should be moved away
officials of the following federal agen- from the wreckage. A decision must be
cies: EPA, the Department of Transpor- made each time personnel, equipment or
tation (DOT) represented by the U.S. materials are deployed on-scene. Ap-
Coast Guard, Department of Defense propriate cleanup procedures must be
(DOD), Department of Commerce (DOC) chosen. Someone must decide if residual
represented by the National Oceano- material is to be neutralized, burned,
graphic and Atmospheric Administration vented, recovered on-site or disposed of
(NOAA), the Federal Emergency Management off-site, as well as what methods to
Agency (FEMA), the Department of Agri- use. Again it must be emphasized that
culture (USDA), Department of Justice for every action that is taken a de-
(DOJ), Department of Health and Human cision must be made. It is imperative
Services (HHS), Department of Labor that decision-makers be properly
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trained, so that decisions such as these discussion given in EPA "Manual for
will be made with a high level of tech- Sources of the Control of Hazardous
nical expertise and safeguard for Material Spillas Volume I - Spill
personal safety. Assessment and Water reatment

Teohniques (EPA-600/2-77-227)
(5 •

At most accidents, the decision-
maker (i.e., on-scene coordinator) is 1.5.1 EPA Oil and Hazardous Materials
typically the local fire chief. When Technical Assistance Data System
the accident is of such magnitude that (OUTADS)
local emergency services do not have the
personnel, equipment or material The OHMTADS computerized informa-
resources required to mitigate the tion retrieval service includes more
hazards or if a water pollution threat than 850 oil and hazardous substances on
exists on-scene, the on-scene coordi- file. OHMTADS is an on-line system
nator Is typically a designated USCG or which can assist on-scene responders in
EPA representative. Section 2.6 dis- identifying a hazardous material from
cusses the responsibilities of an on- limited on-site information such as
scene coordinator in detail, material color, smell, etc. There are

123 parameters of each OHMTADS file
The on-scene coordinator has a wide which includes a varied description of

range of tools for mitigating the physical, chemical, biological, toxi-
hazards at his disposal. These tools cological, transportation and commercial
include sev~l spil 6 .response .ornuals data. Of the file parameters, 95 of the

ErA', DOT'', USC G'7  and 123 segment headers are also file search
AAR 8') which provide initial response components.
actions, access to CHEMTREC and USCG
National Response Center (Section 1.5), This system enables the Identifica-
flow charts which illustrate the se- tion of unidentified pollutants through
quence of actions to be performed based the use of a random access feature.
on the specific accident conditions and This Jz accomplished by the input of
checklists of action items. These tools physicel .r chemical characteristics of
as well as other methods are discussed the material(s) involved allowing the
in Section 2.1. input of each key word to be automatic-

ally processed into an inverted Index
The importance of training for file, thus becoming a search component

decision-makers is discussed in Section of the data base. The system utilizes
1.1.2. Boolean logic to generate a list of the

probable materials involved based on the
1.5 TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND input characteristics provided. These

INFORMATION materials are then displayed on the
user's CPU. To assist in identifica-

Several information retrieval tion, the 95 search components can take
systems are available for obtaining an interactive mode which prompts the
chemical data which would be useful to user to input additional material or
on-scene response personnel to mitigate accident data until the material's
the hazards associated with a HM trans- identity may be confirmed.
portation accident. This section dis-
cusses the information contained in The oil and hazardous materials
these systems, mode of operation as well spill coordinator at the EPA Regional
as means of access. Appendix B is a office (Regional Response Center) pro-
listing of applicable retrieval systems, vides access to OHMTADS or an on-line
type of organization providing the ser- computer search can be performed through
vice information and type of on-site the University of Indiana.
response assistance which can be ob-
tained. Appendix C is a list of on-line 1.5.2 U.S. Coast Guard Chemical Hazards
information retrieval services which Response Information System
provide information in the form of an (CHRIS)
annotated bibliography or listing of
applicable topic references. Access to This system is comprised of four
an on-line retrieval system would be user manuals, a regional contingency
beneficial to on-site responders due to plan, a hazards assessment computer
the system's quick response time. system (HACS) and an organizational

entity at the Coast Guard Station. The
Also included as Appendix D is a four manuals are:

sample listing of reference texts,
guides and handbooks containing informa- e Vol. 1. CG-446-1 - Condensed Guide
tion on the thermophysical/chemical to Chemical Hazards. Provides vital
properties of hazardous materials. In- information on hazardous chemicals
formation on sources of technical assis- that are shipped in large quantity
tance and information are based on a by marine transportation.
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1 Vol. 2. CG-446-2 - Hazardous Chem- provides the user with approximate
ical Data Manual. Contains similar evaporation source-strength data for
information to Vol. 1 as well as hazardous chemicals under various
data in terms of the chemical, conditions. Methods are also available
physical, and toxicological proper- for approximating the concentration of
ties of hazardous chemicals. hazardous chemicals in both water and

air as a function of time and distance
0 Vol. 3 CG-446-3 - Hazard Assessment from the spill. The computerized

Handbook. Contains methods for counterpart of CHRIS Volume 3, HACS,
determining the source strength of makes detailed hazard evaluations easily
spilled hazardous chemicals as well obtainable. The HACS system has been
as procedures for estimating the designed basically for use by OSC
toxic, flammable and explosive personnel through the NRC at Coast Guard
hazards for the materials contained Headquarters. When using the HACS
in the HACS system, system, the following information should

be provided, when available, to the NRCt*Vol. '4 CG-416-'4 - RepneMethods

Handbook. Provides in ormation on * Material discharged;
techniques for handling spills of
the materials in CHRIS. The Appen- e Quantity spilled;
dix to CG-446-4 lists manufac-
turers of equipment that could be e Quantity originally in tank;
used in the event of a spill.

e Location of spill;
CHRIS was established as a result

of the development of the National Con- e Time of occurrence;
tingency Plan.

t Tank dimensions;

HACS, the computerized counterpart
of CHRIS Volume 3, provides detailed s Other cargos or nearby chemicals;
hazard assessment information. CHRIS
Volume 3 identifies methods for hand * Hole diameter;
calculating the spill situation. The
Coast Guard recommends that HACS be used * River depth;
because it provides sophisticated, rapid
and more accurate evaluation of the e River width;
spill situation than by the manual
method. HACS has been designed for e Stream velocity;
estimating release information of spills
into water. * Temperature (air);

Volume 1, Condensed Guide to Chemi- e Temperature (water); and
cal Hazards, has been designed primarily
for use by port security personnel and e Cloud cover (percent).
others who may be first to arrive at the
scene of a spill. When a chemical's In the event that Coast Guard
identity is known, basic spill informa- personnel require additional informa-
tion on the chemical can easily be tion, a call back number should be given
obtained. This volume is designed to to NRC personnel.
provide essential guidance to decision-
makers concerning immediate steps neces- CHRIS Volume 4, Response Methods
sary to insure protection to life, prop- Handbook, provides descriptive and
erty and the environment. In conjunc- technical information on methods of
tion with CHRIS Volume 3, Volume 1 can spill containment, mainly for oil
be used to assess the possible hazardous spills. Volume 4 is designed basically
effects of a spill. CHRIS Volumes 2, 3, for use by Coast Guard OSC personnel who
and 4 are designed for use by the On- have had previous training In hazard
Scene Coordinator's (OSC) office, the response.
Regional and National Response Centers
and Coast Guard Stations. HACS Is also Coast Guard Regional Offices have
designed for use by OSC personnel. CHRIS Manuals available for use in the

event of an emergency (see Appendix E)
HACS, Volume 2 and Volume 3 should (Appendix E also includes a listing of

be used together. A hazard assessment EPA Regional offices and appropriate
code for each chemical is stated in State Agencies to contact in the event
Volume 2, Hazardous Chemical Data, and of a spill). The HACS can be accessed
this code can be used in Volume 3, for emergencies directly through the
Hazard Assessment Handbook, to select Department of Transportation National
appropriate calculation methods for Response Center, USCG Regional Response

- hazard mitigation assessment. This Center or Coast Guard District Office.
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1.9.3 U.S. Coast Guard National Strike is not computerized but it contains over
Fo6rce Description 3,600 items considered by manufacturers

to be their primary items of shipment.The Coast Guard's National Strike

Force (NSF) is part of the National Con- CHEKTREC's emergency telephone
tingency Plan established under the number is extensively distributed
authority of the Federal Water Pollution throughout the chemical industry as well
Conql Act Amendments of 1972, Section an to emergency services, chemical dis-
311 ''. As needed and specified in the tributers, and can generally be found on
National Contingency Plan, equipment and shipping documents. When CHEMTREC re-
trained personnel are provided to aid ceives an emergency call, its personnel
the on-scene coordinator during Phase will obtain as much data from the caller
III (containment and countermeasures), as can be provided, makir.g a written and
Phase IV (cleanup, mitigation and dis- recorded record of the information re-
posal) and Phase V (Documentation and ceived. CHEMTREC personnel will then
Cost Recovery). The East, West, and relay to the site available precau-
Gulf Coasts each have a Coast Guard tionary information, on the chemicals
Strike Team. Each team is comprised of reported, as previously supplied by
about 19 personnel with three or four chemical producers (e.g., toxic, fire
officers and can effectively respond to and explosion hazards). The shipper of
a pollution incident in its area with at the chemical will then be notified and
least four persons responding within two will be responsible for further actions
hours and at full strength in 12 regarding additional assistance, in-
hours. The strike team supplies com- cluding making contact with the caller.
munication support, assistance and

advice on ship salvage, diving and The primary purpose of CHEMTREC is
removal procedures. The following as a medium for putting the caller and
equipment, basically designed for air chemical shipper and/or chemical manu-
transport, is available: facturer into contact with each other

when an accident occurs because the
" Air Deliverable Antipollution Trans- chemical manufacturers will have the

fer System (ADAPTS), consists of a necessary data concerning the properties
pumping system to off-load stricken of their products. CHEMTREC is also
cargo vessels; available as a contact point for such

organizations as the Chlorine Institute
* Yokohama fenders, used for side (chlorine spills), the National Agri-

protection during vessel-to-vessel cultural Chemicals Association (spills
cargo transfer; of pesticides), the Fertilizer Institute

(ammonia spills) and the Department of
* High-seas containment barrier; and Energy (radioactive materials).

* High-seas skimmer. CHEMTREC may be accessed by using
an emergency telephone number. When con-

On-scene coordinators anywhere in tacting CHEMTREC, as much of the fol-
the U.S. can request the services of the lowing information as possible should be
National Strike Force by contacting the provided:
National Response Center 24-hour emer-
gency telephone number (800/424-8802). * Name of caller and call back number;
Specific details and any pertinent
information should be given regarding * Location of problem;
the emergency cordition.

0 Shipper or manufacturer;
1.5.4 Chemical Transportation Emergency

Center (CHEMTREC) * Container type;

CHEMTREC (service of Chemical Manu- * Rail car or truck number;
facturers Association) operates at an
office in Washington, D.C. maintaining . Carrier name;
an emergency 24-hour telephone number
(800/424-9300 or 202/483-7616 in Wash- * Consignee; and
ington, D.C.) for emergencies involving
the transportation of chemicals. * Local conditions.
CHEMTREC's initial response is to
contact the shipper of the chemical, 1.5.5 Chlorine Emergency Plan (CHLOREP)
obtain necessary information as well as
assistance and follow-up. If the chemi- Chlorine emergencies can be handled
cal can be identified, CHEMTREC will by procedures outlined in the Chlorine
then assist by providing "cookbook" cau- Emergency Plan, developed by chlorine
tionary measures that can be exercised manufacturers in the U.S. and Canada
at the spill site. The CHEMTREC system through the Chlorine Institute. The
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plan (CHLOREP) provides for the manu- In terms of personal protection,
facturer Closest to the emergency Bite emergency services should have available
to provide technical assistance, regard- protective clothing, acid suits,
less of whose product in involved, chemical/gas suits, oooling systems

(heat exchangers) and fire entry suits17The CHLOREP system operates through for use by responding personnel. In
CHEMTREC. When an emergency call is terms of breathing equipment these same
placed, CHENTREC contacts the individual services should have the following
suggested by the mutual aid plan. The equipment available for use: breathing
individual then gets in touch with the apparatuses, regulated manifold air
spill site to make a decision as to the supply systems and assorted cannister
necessity of dispatching a technical masks and cartridges.
team to provide assistance. Each manu-

*facturer contributing to this service Several commercial manufacturers/
has experienced crews and adequate suppliers produce this type of equip-
equipment available to respond to an ment. A sample listing of a few manu-
emergency. facturers/suppliers is given in Table 1-

1. Table 1-1 is not an endorsement of
CHLOREP may be accessed through any of these items or manufacturers and

CHEMTREC's 24-hour emergency number. the types of personal protective
clothing, equipment and gear which they

1.5.6 Additional Sources of Material supply. Chemical manufacturers, the
Information U.S. General Services Administration

catalogues, telephone yellow pages, EPA
*There are many handbooks and and USCG Regional Offices are other

reference texts which may prove htlpful sources for this type of information.
in the event of a hazardous materials
spill. Any person or organization who Local emergency services should
may be confronted with a HM spill obtain the obvious personal protective

*emergency should have access to the clothing, equipment and gear required
commonly used references. The USCG for handling the types of hazardous
Regional Response Center (RRC) maintains commodities being transported through or
a hazardous materials reference consumed in a community. Clothing,
library. At a minimum, the references equipment and gear should be thoroughly
listed in Appendix D should be acquired. inspected and tested periodically to
Each community should establish a assure that It will provide the required
central location where all the neces~sary level of personal safety. Protective
documents may be maintained. These may clothing, equipment, breathing apparatus
be found at the UJSCG RRC. or gear which does not meet these strict

safety standards should be either dis-
In developing community emergency carded or repaired. Once repaired,

response plans for hazardous materials inspection and testing should be
transportation emergencies, local conducted to assure that the repair was
decision-makers should provide the adequate. Penalties should be imposed
telephone numbers of the information on individuals/organizations which do
assistance systems identified and not abide by these guidelines and who
develop an accident site data sheet subject personnel to unnecessary hazards
which keys needed data for operation of due to negligence in enforcing these
many of these systems, requirements. These items are expensive

and the various segments of the emer-
1.6 PROTECTIVE CLOTHING, GEAR AND gency response community have much to

EQUIPMENT AVAILABILITY AND USES gain by pooling resources.

When entering a hazardous environ- 1.7 SPECIALIZED TREATMENT CHEMICALS,
ment, appropriate protective clothing, EQUIPMENT, RESOURCES AVAILABILITY
gear, breathing apparatus and equipment AND USES
must be used. This section does not
discuss the specific items required for Specialized treatment chemicals,
working in hazardous environments for equipment and resources are needed at a
each chemical/ propellant dealt with in hazardous materials transportation acci-
this manual, but does identify the types dent. This section does not directly
which should be available on-scene and discuss the treatment chemicals, equip-
their uses. A commodity-specific ment or resources which can be used to

*listing of protective clothing, mitigate the hazards associated with the
breathing apparatus, gear and equipment chemicals/propellants examined in the
to be used for the hazardous materials manual, but identifies treatment chemi-
addressed by this manual is presented in cals, sorbents and analytical and heavy
Table 5-2 of Section 5. equipment which can he utilized. A



TABLE 1-1. PARTIAL LISTING OF PROTECTIVE CLOTHING,

BREATHING APPARATUS, GEAR AND EQUIPMENT

Item Manufacturer Location

Portable Resuscitation Units Robert Shaw Anaheim, CA

Gas/Vapor Respirators 3M Company St. Paul, MN

Breathing Apparatuses (15-60 minute
capacity)

Gas Mask (30 minute capacity)

Organic Vapor Respirator

Acid Gas Respirator

Gloves

- neoprene (corrosives)

- nitrite (aromatic, petroleum and Lab Safety Supply Janesville, WI
solvents)

- polyethylene

- PVA coated

(organic solvents, aromatics,
ketones and chlorinated solvents)

Face Shields

Safety Caps

Splash Suits

First Aid Kits

Breathing Apparatus Mine Safety Pittsburgh, PA
Appliances (SA)

Acid Suits

Cooling Systems (heat and exchangers)

Regulated Manifold Air Supply System

Bullhorns

Road Blocks

Absorbents (e.g., sawdust, fly ash,
cotton, straw)

Gelling Agents (e.g., wax, soap)

Shovels

Signs

Rope

Portable Generator and Lights

Foams

Portable and Mobile Radios

Videotape Recorder, Camera

Source: Equipment Manufacturer's catalogs/pamphlets.
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detailed discussion of commodity- activated carbon and various commercial
specific Information is given In Section absorbent.
5 .3.8.

1.7.2 Sorbent Materials
1.7.1 Treatment Chemicals and Methods

Use of sorbent materials to soak up
According to Smith(2 ), several and contain spilled hazardous materials

treatment chemicals and methods exist during initial response, product trans-
for mitigating the hazards associated fer, and cleanup/disposal operations at
with a spill. the accident site Is common practice.

Typical sorbent devices include spill
"The decision for use of speci- control pillows, which absorb 98% of
fic treatment chemicals and their capacity (e.g., of oil) in 30
methods will be dependent on seconds (a number of these can be com-
such factors as existing legal bined to form a dike), spill squeegee
limits for materials in the and absorbent paper. It is recommended
environment (RCRA, state and that a stockpile of such materials be
local W3s, water quality kept by the local community at all
limits), private property and times. However, if this is not feas-
riparian water rights, nature ible, the community should Identify the
of the contaminant, cost con- location where these supplies can be
siderations, safety and public obtained in a timely fashion, establish
health considerations, physical cooperative agreements with local chemi-
liuvitations, testing, quaran- cal manufacturers who would have a
tine and residual disposal supply in-house or obtain these materi-
constraints." als from the product transfer, clean-

up/disposal contractor directly. A
Once the treatment considerations detailed discussion of these materials

have been analyzed based on the accident is given in Section 5~. This technique
conditions and the aforementioned fac- is not recommended for oxidizing materi-
tors, it is then possible to select the als like nitrogen tetroxide.
appropriate treatment method. Table 1-2
lists treatment methods for handling 1.7.3 Analytical and Heavy Equipment
spills of hazardous materials.

In addition to the tools needed as
TABLE 1-2. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS indicated in Table 1-1, analytical and

TREATMFNT METHODS heavy equipment are i neoeaity at
hazardous materials transportation

* Carbon absorption accidents. Analytical monitoring de-
" pH adjustment vices serve such functions as identify-

* Air stripping and aeration ing hazardous materials on-site and
* Precipitation providing continuous monitoring for

* Neutralization toxic, flammable and explosive vapors
* Biological during all phases of accident re-

* Destruction sponse. Heavy equipment is used in
0 Solution/Dilution initial response, wreckage removal, and
0 Mixing cleanup/disposal operations. Table 1-3
0 Land spraying is a partial listing of analytical

detection/testing and heavy equipment
Source: Al J. Smith, Jr., Managing that communities should have available

Hazardous Substances Accidents, for use in the event of a hazardous
McGraw-Hill, Inc. 1981. materials transportation accident. An

In-depth discussion of the equipment
A discussion of each of these identified in Table 1-3, which may be

methods and their potential applica- used for the hazardous materials
bility to the chemicals/propellants addressed by this manual, is given in

-addressed by this manual are given in Section 3. In the event of a hazardous
Section 5. It needs to be emphasized materials transportation emergency,
that only compatible treatment chemicals communities should seek to have most of
should be used with the spilled material this equipment available for their
because mixing incompatible materials use. Heavy equipment can usually be
may result in worsening the situation, obtained through the state or local

*Local contingency plans should Identify Department of Highways and Transpor-
the location and availability of chemi- tation or through a local construction
cals for treating any hazardous material contractor. Analytical detection/
which flows through a community. Some testing equipment may be purchased ex-
common spill control materials available clusively for the use of a city's emer-
are acid and caustic neutralizing gency mervices, borrowed from a com-
ageriLc, diatomaceous earth, vermiculite, munity chemiical manufacturer or chemical

laboratory, obtained from a region's
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state emergency preparedness/civil materials have been dissipated from the
defense office or acquired for use from accident site, and the area is con-
a nearby military installation. Fire sidered to be a safe working environ-
departments have flammable vapor detec- ment. When wreckage removal contractors
tors. It is recomended that communities are required at rail transportation
obtain and pool as much of this equip- accidents, special heavy equipment is
ment as possible. However, when a needed. Two organizations which have
locality can not fund such purchasing it historically provided on-site wreckage
is recommended that agreements be pre- removal activities to rail transporta-
established with state preparedness/ tion accidents are:
civil defense and military installations
for their use and any technical assis- * Isringhausen, Railroad Specialists,
tance in their operation, as needed. Inc.

One Industrial Drive
TABLE 1-3. ANALYTICAL Jerseyville, Illinois 62052
AND HEAVY EQUIPMENT (618) 498-6441

Analytical Detection/Testing Equipment * Hulcher Emergency Services, Inc.
Box 191

* Gas detector Virden, Illinois 62690
(217) 965-3361

* Combustible gas/oxygen detector (800) 252-3371 in Illinois
(800) 637-5471 outside Illinois• Oxygen deficiency monitor

Wreckage removal contractors re-
Electrical safety hazard analyzer sponding to highway vehicles accidents

are typically the local towing or wreck-
Radiation/contamination survey age services. A listing of these
meters organizations can be found in the localtelephone directory yellow pages.

• Infrared radiometer Unfortunately, their response capabili-
ties are less sophisticated than the

* Explosimeter groups wh'ch respond to railroad acci-
dents. Local contingency plans should

• Mass spectrometer have these telephone numbers available
for usa in the event of an accident and

* Colorimetric tubes only those considered to be qualified
and reliable should be listed.

Heavy Equipment
Accident severity influences the

* Bulldozer level of sophistication required for
equipment to be brought on-scene.

• Crane Proximity of the accident site to the
contractor's location influences re-

* Backhoe sponse time and availability of per-
sonnel, equipment and materials. State

* Highloader and local emergency response plans
should have pre-identified wreckage re-

e Dump trucks moval firms which are capable of re-

sponding to transportation accidents
1.8 WRECKAGE REMOVAL CONTRACTORS that occur in a specific area. A de-

tailed discussion of the guidelines to
When a transportation accident be followed during wreckage removal

occurs and the services of a wreckage operations is given in Section 5.2.
removal contractor are required on-
scene, the choice of a wreckage removal The personnel, equipment and
contractor will depend upon the trans- material resources available to the
portation mode involved in the accident, wreckage removal contractor at the time
accident severity in terms of structural of the accident may influence the choice
damage to equipment, proximity of acci- of a firm to perform the wreckage re-
dent site to contractor's facility, and moval operations. This can be illus-
contractor's available resources. This trated by a situation where a wreckage
manual is concerned with wreckage re- removal contractor's facility is located
moval contractors who will respond to one mile from a railroad accident, but
rail and highway hazardous materials due to their inability to provide heavy
transportation accidents only. Most lifting equipment to the scene, it is
often, and it is sound safety practice concluded that this firm does not have
that, these contractors will not respond long-term on-scene response capabili-
on-scene until all toxic, flammable and ties. Since heavy equipment would be
explosive vapors related to hazardous needed in this instance, a wreckage
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removal contractor having heavy equip- For on-site product transfer and
ment would have to be contacted, even If cleanup/disposal operations, the fol-
this firm's facility i3 located 500 lowing information is supplied for the
miles from the accident scene. Of on-scene coordinator and others who must
course, response time will be increased make decisions regarding these
significantly, but this should not activities:
create a blot problem because wreckage
removal mhould not begin until the * Waste disposal sites capable of
situation is stabilized. The on-scene handling the materials addressed by
coordinator should not automatically this manual as well as state solid
discount the value of a wreckage removal waste management agencies (Appendix
contractor who does not have the heavy F);
equipment because this firm may be able
to assist in the short-term until the . Shipping containers required for
more distant wreckage removal contractor transport of each chemical/
can arrive on-scene. propellant; and

Acquiring a wreckage removal con- * Applicable Federal Regulations pert-
tractor is just one of the many deci- inent to the transport of these
sions which the on-scene coordinator commodities (Appendix M).
must make regarding the use of outside
technical experts. Local decision-makers should fam-

iliarize themselves with this inform-
1.9 P~uDiJCT TRANSFER, CLEANUP AND ation, so that, when local contingency

DISPOSAL CONTRACTORS plans are developed, data on the loca-
tion and capabilities of local waste

At most hazardous materials trans- disposal facilities and availability of
portation accidents, the services of required shipping disposal containers
product transfer, and cleanup/disposal based on the community's hazardous
personnel are required. This section materials transportation needs will have
provides a number, but not necessarily been identified. By so doing it is
complete listing of contractors involved anticipated that product transfer/
in these activities. An in-depth dis- cleanup/disposal activities may be
cussion of the guidelines to be used on- performed at the greatest level of cost-

scene by these organizations is given in effectiveness and personal safety.
Section 5. In many cases, the shipper Typical equipment that would be avail-
or association to which the shipper be- able to cleanup/disposal contractors is
longs, may provide such specialized given In Appendix N.
service. The carrier should involve the
shipper in the selection of a product
transfer, and cleanup/disposal con-
tractor.

It is intended that the information
in this section be used by the on-scene
coordinator and other officials as a
guide for determining the appropriate
contractor to hire based on proximity to
accident site; availability of person-
nel, materials and resources; cost con-
siderations; and the advice and consent
of the shipper and carrier. The com-
munity contingency plan should identify
product transfer, and cleanup/disposal
contractors who are capable of meeting
the locality's requirements based on the

- hazardous materials being transported in
the area.

Table 1-4 has been prepared to show
a representative listing of cleanup and
disposal contractors, their office loca-

* tions, mode of transportation used for
response and emergency response access
numbers. These contractors are region-
ally and, in some instances, nationally
recognized experts in handling hazardous
materials.
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TABLE 1-4. CLEANUP AND DISPOSAL CONTRACTORS*

Mode of Emergency
Transportation Response

Contractor Locations Response Number

OH Materials, Inc. Findlay, OH Air (800) 537-95400
Atlanta, GA
Ottawa, IL
St. Marks, FL

IT Corporation Wilmington, CA Highway (800) 262-190000 in California
Martinez, CA (213) 830-1720"0 outside
Benica, CA California

Rio Vista, CA
Keleyville, CA
Imperial County, CA
Milpitas, CA
Baton Rouge, LA
Concord, CA

Knoxville, TN
Taft, CA

Bakersfield, CA
San Diego, CA
Arlington, VA
Long Beach, CA

Industrial Marine
Service, Inc. Norfolk, VA Highway (804) S43-5718

Rollins
Environmental
Services, Inc. Bridgeport, NJ Highway (800) 232-6530 in New Jersey

(800) 257-5543 outside New
Jersey
(609) 467-31004a

Baton Rouge, LA (504) 778-1234"4
Deer Park, TX (713) 479-6001"0

Great Lakes
Environmental
Services, Inc. Roseville, MI Highway (313) 758-0400"0

(800) 482-4483 In Michigan
(800) 462-1968 outside
Michigan

Energy Systems,
Co. El Dorado, AR N/A (501) 863-7173"e

(501) 375-8444

H&H Ship Service,
Co. San Francisco, CA N/A (415) 543-4835"0

Crosby & Overton,
Inc. Long Beach, CA N/A (213) 432-5447"9

(213) 432-5445"0

National Industrial
& Environmental
Services Wichita, KS N/A (316) 744-1286

(316) 261-9230 (after 5 p.m.)

Source: 1982 Hazardous Materials Spills Conference.

*0 24-Hour number.
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TABLE 1-4 (cont'd)

Mode of Emergency
Transportation Response

office Used for Access
(ontractor Locations Responoa Number

Ryckman's Emergency
Action &
Consulting Team
(REACT) St. Louis, N40 Air (314) 569-0991"0

Highway (800) 325-1398e" outside
Missouri

Chemical Waste
Management Oak Brook, IL N/A (312) 841-860000

Ecology and
Environmental,
Inc. Buffalo, NY N/A (716) 631-9530001

J&L Industries,

Inc. Baltimore, MD N/A (301) 488-08000" inside
Maryland
(800) 638-911600 outside
Maryland

Geo Detox, Inc. Houston, TX N/A (713) 530-78700"

Marine Pollution
Control Detroit, MI N/A (313) 849-2333 *0

(800) 521-8232 outside
Michigan

Roberts
Environmental
Services Eugene, OR N/A (503) 688-4531"

SCA Chemical
Disposal Services Brookline, MA N/A (617) 247-40010

Western
Environmental
Services Portland, OR N/A (800) 547-0792"0

Richmond, CA (415) 234-740040

0 2'-hour number.

1. Will start operating from February 1, 1983.
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2. INITIAL RESPONSE GUIDELINES * Accident site conditions, including
AND HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL DATA meteorological, topographic, demo-

graphic and hydrogeologic.
This section describes initial re-

sponse guidelines for reporting the When members of the train crew or
accident, initiating the response corn- the truck driver are killed or incapa-
munications network, identifying citated during the accident, obviously
hazardous materials, on-scene coordina- they will not be able to notify their
tion, obtaining and relaying accident carrier's dispatcher or anyone else that
site information, assessing on-site an accident has occurred. When this is
resources availability, on-site the case, initial accident notification
decision-making, evacuation, news media is usually made by someone who happens
interface, command post operations and to be nearby and sees or hears the acci-
status reporting for continual assess- dent. Civilian members of the community
ment. should immediately advise a local ewer-

2.1 REPRTIG TE ACIDNTgny response dispatcher (i.e., fire,
2.1 EPOTINGTHEACCIENTpolice, medical) that an accident has

occurred. Even though several individ-
The ohientive of this section Is to uals may contact the same dispatcher

provide guidelines for reporting hazar- about the incident, this causes no prob-
dous materials transportation acci- lem. The important point is that no
dents. Depending upon the particular time is wasted, because this immediate
accident nircumstances, the reporting of notification can allow the local emer-
the accident may be performed by anyone gency services to respond on-scene(e.g., a member of the civilian popula- promptly. The first few minutes aretion, rail crew, truck driver or on- vital for successful response. This
duty/off-duty member of the local emer- contact is usually by telephone, and the
gency sevcs.telephone numbers of the local emergency

services are located in the front pages
When an accident does occur, Figure of the local telephone directory. Each

2-1 shows the notification sequence for citizen, who observes an accident should
each of these groups from initial noti- contact the local dispatcher instead of
fication to dispatch of response units assuming that someone else will notify
to the scene. It must be emphasized the appropriate official or agency.
that the reporting of the accident in Although notificati,.)n of the accident by
all instances should occur In a timely the citizen tc the local dispatcher is
manner. If not incapacitated, the de- usually by telephone, sometimes an acci-
signated member of the rail crew or the dent occurs in a remote area where there
truck driver should immediately notify Is no telephone service available. When
their carrier's dispatcher/local author- this is the case, citizens band ("CB")
ities ano provide accident facts as Is radio, emergency channel nine (9) should
found on the shipping documents (e.g., be used for contacting the local emer-
waybill, manifest, or bill of lading). gency services. There may even be a
This contact may be either by two-way "Ham" operator nearby. Prior to leaving
radio, telegraph or telephone, whichever the accident scene and seeking emergency
is available and fastest. An example assistance If radio communications are
of a carrier waybill is shown In Figure not available, the citizen should
2-2. Besides providing this basic in- quickly assess the accident situation
formation, the designated member of the noting precise location, fires, injuries
rail crew, truck driver or whoever or fatalities, etc. Members of the
reports the accident, should provide the civilian population should render medi-
following information so that the person cal assistance to those injured only to
receiving the report may alert the ap- the point that they are trained and
propriate response elements and provide qualified to perform, without unduly
the information necessary for prelimi- exposing themselves.
nary assessment of the accident environ-
ment and resources required for miti- In a few instances, a hazardous
gating its hazards: materials transportation accident may

first be encountered by an off-duty or
* Precise accident location; on-duty member of the local emergency

services. This was the case at
* Hazardous materials being trans- hazardous materials transportation

ported; accidents in Brooklyn, NY, in 1970,
Youngstown, FL, in 1978, and Crestview,

* Quantity of material released; FL in 1979. When a member of the emer-
gency services observes the occurrence

* Injuries or fatalities; of a hazardous materials transportation
accident they should immediately notify

* Numtber and type of cars damaged; and their local emergency services dis-
patcher according to normal practice.
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Prior to notifying the dispatcher of the communications network. The communica-
accident, a preliminary on-site assess- tions control may be a mobile unit or a
ment should be performed noting such on- fixed Installation (e.g., police head-
site information as those described for quarters). A properly operated communi-
the rail crew, truck driver and civilian cations system is an essential tool at
community. After the local emergency the accident site. However, a communi-
services dispatcher is notified of the cations network that is over-utilized
accident and its on-site conditions, the (e.g., everyone on the same frequency)
"alerting" member of the service should or unstructured could be detrimental to
remain on-scene to provide emergency any operation. Unfortunately, the
assistance as needed until additional latter occurs frequently at transporta-
response units arrive. tion accidents. Within a few minutes

after an accident, many types of emer- 1
The rail or highway carrier'sa dis- gency and work crews begin arriving at

patcher is responsible for contacti ng the scene. There must be coordination
the local emergency services as well as among responding fire and police depart-
Federal, state and local officials and ments, and spectators also must be dealt
agencies when an accident occurs. This with. As the number of people increase
contact is usually performed by tele- at the scene, communications become an
phone. There was a problem of railroad extremely Important tool for coordin-
dispatcher offices not being required to ating efforts to mitigate the potential
be manned 24-hours a day, 7-days a week, danger of hazardous materials re-
even though hazardous materials traffic leases. Typically, this is the point
was moving through a dispatche r's where communications between groups
region. As a result of a serious begin to break down. There are too many
hazardous materials accident at Youngs- ineedt grus orang t th
town FL in 1978, a dispatcher's station scene with no overall communications
must e~w be manned on a 24-hour network to knit them into a cohesive
basis' I' mitigating this potential work force. This situation is undesir-
problem as 'it had been prior to 1978. able for personal safety and response
The local emergency response effectiveness.
communicationz coordinator should
promptly notify all concerned organiza- There are two basic communication
tions and not assume that the carrier's problems to and from an accident site.
dispatcher has done so. This will First, there is the problem of communi-
assure that proper authorities have been cation between individuals and/or groups
notified. of people at the site and communications

with organizations not located at the
The conductor should have a pre- accident. Secondly, a need exists to

designated listing of officials with assure that field personnel have the
telephone numbers to be contacted in the most current methodology available for
event of an accident. These lists accident mitigation.
should be developed through a coopera-
tive effort between rail/highway At a crash site, the radio communi-
carriers transporting the hazardous cation equipment will typically belong
materials and those jurisdictions to five different groups:
through which the materials are being
shipped. Figure 2-3 identifies a few of 1. Fire department;
the appropriate officials/agencies to be
contacted initially. It is also the re- 2. Police department;
sponsibility of these dispatchers to
notify units to respond on-scene as 3. Emergency medical groups;
required. Once the accident has been
reported, it is Imperative that the com- 4. Carrier; or
munity's HM emergency response communi-
cations network he activated immedi- 5. Civil defense.
atelY.

Frequently these groups will not be
A discussion of the required able to communicate directly with one

agencies to be notified In the case of another by radio because they do not
an accident is given in Section 1. have a common frequency. A solution
(Technical Assistance and Information), would be to establish a Communications

Command Center (CCC). If located at the
2.2 INITIATING THE RESPONSE COMNUNICA- scene it should be under the control of

TIONS NETWORK the on-scene coordinator. If not at the
accident site then a primary, priority

Once on-scene, one of the first link between the CCC and the OSC is im-
actions to be performed by the local perative as Is the need for the CCC to
emergency response services is the
establishment of tlie on-scene response
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I?
AComments

1. Name: National Response Center
JFMess: Headquarters, U.S. Coast Guard

Washington,D.C.
Contacts NBC Duty Officer
Tl. No-r.: 800/424-8802 (24-hr)

2. Name: U.S. EPA Regional Office
Region No.

Address:

Contact: (day)
__ __-_ _ (night)

3. Name: U.S. Coast Guard District Office
District No.

Contact:
TeT-No. (day)

(night)

4. State Agencies:
Address:

Contact:
Te . No.: (day)

(night)

FIGURE 2-3. INITIAL NOTIFICATION LIST FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS
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be operated by those trained in communi- to transmit voice and data. The data
cations. Figure 2-4 shows the on-site would be transmitted over the telephone
CCC communications system Interfacing, using a modem. Vapor concentrationl,

temperature and wind speed and direction
The CCC has the potential of data would be transmitted to the NRC.

solving many of the problems that are The data should be collected from
inherent in present wreck-clearing and weather monitoring stations strategic-
other operations. The CCC should be ally placed around the accident site.
responsible for coordinating all commun- The sensor stations would transfer their
ications between each of the rescue data to the CCC via cable or via small
groups at the accident including carrier battery-operated transmitters. if
personnel. The CCC would allow for easy transmitters are used, they could all be
transfer of command to more experienced assigned the same transmission fre-
personnel as they arrive on-site. The quency. The weather sensor stations
CCC would also be responsible for making would Initiate their data transmissions
and maintaining contact with the Nation- at random. The probability of two or
al Response Center (NRC) and all other more sensor stations transmitting simul-
necessary away- from- the-scene organiza- taneously would be minimized. The CCC
tions. This contact to the NBC is tele- would decode the data and determine if
phonic, toll free, and operating 24-~ the data were contaminated by two or
hours daily. The CCC would pass real- more channels transmitting concur-
time data on the conditions at the crash rently. When data proves to be valid,
site to the NRC, which would return to the CCC would forward it to NRC. If the
the CCC information concerning the miti- data are not valid, it would be ignored
gation options available, given the and another transmission from the
hazardous materials involved. The NRC weather station would be requested.
should also be able to make recommenda- Until such sophistication becomes com-
tions on alternative techniques for monplace, telephones between the CCC and
changing conditions at the crash site. NRC may be used. The use of on-scene

communications to the NRC via radio or
The CCC could furnish the NRC video satellite signals would be a major

accurate on-scene meteorological condi- forward step.
tions, especially wind speed, ambient
temperature and precipitation/condensa- Data could also be transmitted by
tion information and receive estimated NRC to the CCC. This data could be in
downwind HM vapor dispersion dis- conjunction with voice communication and
tances. The latter would enable the OSC would consist of information concerning
to order timely evacuations to protect the mitigation of the hazards. Located
crews and civilian population in proxim- in the CCC would be a line printer which
ity to the accident. can reproduce the data transmitted from

the NRC into hard copy. The line
To make the Communications Command printer should be capable of making ad-

Center effective there must be desig- ditional copies, which could be for-
nated radio frequency channels assigned warded to the field crews to minimize
that will be used nationally for emer- misunderstood verbal communication. The
gency operations. The transceivers to hard copy may also serve as referencejbe used by field personnel must be port- material. This would minimize the need
able and may be designed to transmit or to carry manuals that cover all types of
receive only from the CCC. Ideally the possible chemical hazard information.
CCC should be mobile and not be more
than one mile from the accident site. Another function of the CCC, as
Permanent centers also have advan- directed by the OSC could provide fac-
tages. The CCC should have redundant tual information to the news med1A con-
transceivers capnble of transmitting and cerning the accident, evacuation possi-
receiving all of the designated radio bilities and precautionary steps which
frequencies. A receiver scanner could the public can perform for self-
be used to monitor the active chan- protection. The CCC should also serve
nels. The operator could select the as the information clearinghouse for the
channels to be used based on the partic- accident site with all questions being
ular needs at the moment. The assign- directed to an official spokesman (the
ment of frequencies should be spelled OSC or designee). It Is recommended that
out in the community NM emergency re- the official spokesman hold periodic
sponse plan. press conferences to keep the news media

appraised of the accident situation and
The CCC must also be capable of provide opportunity for questions. it

relaying information to the NRC. The is hoped that by providing this service
mechanism to implement this would be to the news media would be able to inform
use either a radio link or lay a wire to the public accurately about the accident
an acoustic coupler attached to a tele- status, any hazardous conditions and
phone receiver. This link must be able personal protection required. Members
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COMMUNICAT IONS NETWIW(

OIIETEROSYSTEM

TELPHN TRANSMISSION COWELER

RESONE GOIPS ADO OMMICTIOS OW RADIO 0NRC/CNER1'REC, SHIPPER
POST - TRADE ASSOCIATION GrOUP

WI-S~f(LPO7 TELEPHIM OTHER GROUJPS

RADIO

(MTEOROOGIC.I

FIGURE 2-4. ON-SITE CCC COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM INTERFACE
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of the emergency response nommunity Activities of the Fire Service
should not be asked to answer questions
from the news media except at press con- When a call about a hazardous
ferences. Questions should be directed materials accident is received, the
to the CCC, which will advise the OSC. following list are activities that the
The OSC's official spokesperson will fire service might be called upon to
serve as the direct news media inter- perform on-scene:
face. That person should also be the
interface between the OSC and CCC. 1. Activate a communications network;

Basic to the establishment of' a CCC 2. Contact local authorities, OSCG/NRC,
is the availability of communications CHE1ATREC, shipper, carrier, DOD,
equipment for field use. Transceivers DOT, hospitals and public health
for field use should be portable, be officials, state officials, news
able to transmit and to receive from CCC media and others indicated in the
and the necessary inter- and intra- emergency response plan;
disciplinary on-scene groups, and be
easily maintained. The capability to 3. Obtain technical information about
produce hard copy recordings for the the hazardous materials being trans-
former would be advantageous, ported, its potential dangers (i.e.,

flammable, toxic, explosive, ete.)
The cost ristsderations In terms of and monitor the area for dangerous

required system components are approxi- levels;
mately $1,500. It is believed that such
a micro-computerized communications L4. Provide factual information about
system could be transported by mobile the accident status;
response van or other vehicle to the CCC
location and that most localities would 5. Advise news media of the status of
be able to allocate the purchase cost of the situation through the OSC/CCC;
materials from their budget. It need
not be emphasized that a cost-benefit 6. Provide two-way radio links to
relationship exists between the purchase groups involved in response activi-
cost of equipment and those costs in- ties;
curred as a result of a severe hazardous
materials transportation accident. 7. Act in the capacity of the on-scene
Being able to speed up communications by coordinator;
a few minutes could prevent a catas-
trophe and the equipment costs could be 8.Obtain and utilize meteorological
easily realized. However, using such a information for firefighting
system would require that individuals strategy;
are properly trained in its use, the
system is available for use when an 9. Perform search and rescue opera-
accident occurs, and that the system is tions;
durable, well-maintained an(' accessible
to the site. 10. Assist with evacuations;

Tf' the system exists to provide 11. Identify presence of vapor clond and
hard copy data output from the CCC to its direction;
the accident site, it could be used to
supplement verbal instructions given by 12. Decide what personnel should be pre-
the OSC to designated officials on- sent during specific operations;
site. It is the responsibility of every
community to establish designated re- 13. Establish command post;
sponsibilities for hazardous materials
transportation accident response, so 14. Seek train crew or truck driver for
that communications may be quickly waybill or bill of lading;
established and that a coordinated re-
sponse effort be conducted. 15. Decide whether to perform fire-

fighting activities such as extin-
2.3 FIRST ON-SCENE RES1PONDERS guishing fires, suppressing vapors,

containing runoff to prevent contain-
First on-scene responders to a ination to waterways, closing valves

hazardous materials transportation acci- of damaged tank to stop release; and
dent include such emergency service or-
ganizations as fire, police and medi- 16. Keep any sources of ignition away
nal. A listing of the activities which from transfer operations, cool con-
each of these emergency service organi- tainer if needed, place protective
zations normally performs on-scene are barriers and stand by on alert in
given In the following sections. case of an unforeseen event.
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Activities of Law Enforcement Personnel 2. Obtaining information on the numbers
and types of injuries, fatalities

Law enforcement personnel should and exposures;
perform the following activities at
hazardous materials accidents: 3. Determining the types of hazardous

materials involved;
1. Receive notification of the acci-

dent; 4. Contacting needed medical special-

2. Make contact with local fire depart-its
ment, carrier dispatcher, shipper 5. Assessing the adequacy of the facil-
and other local officials; ity to treat victims;

3. Provide communications backup; 6. Determining what if any, additional

4. Determine alternative traffic routes help or facilities will be needed;
around hazard area; 7. Deciding what facilities are capable

of handling Victims With specific
5. Assess and implement measures needed injuries or exposures; and

to secure the area allowing only
authorized response individuals Into 8. Contacting hospital personnel so
the area and keeping unauthorized they can prepare for the arrival of
per~wnnel out; the injured victims.

6. Establish and monitor roadb~,.ks and 2.4 BASIC CONSIDERATIONS FOR INITIAL
other barriers; RESPONDERS

7. Assist with evacuation of residenth, First on-scene responders to a
hazardous materials transportation acci-

8. Assist with removal of fatalities, dent are require- to make many decisions
injuries and exposures; about the hazards of the accident and

their capability for handling them based
9. Assume control, if authorized, of on the availability of personnel, equip-

community plan; and ment, materials, and other resources.
10 eetbih noml tafc fo Figure 2-5 is an example of a decision

10. e-etabish noral rafic low matrix for firefighters. A detailed
after accident is considered discussion in terms of hazardous materi-
stabilized. als identification is given in Section

3.2. Once the hazardous material has
Activities of Emergency Medical Services been Identified then appropriate actions

may be taken. Basic decisions such as
Communication capabilities of emer- whether or not to attempt to fight a

gency medical services should provide fire should be made at this point".
receiving information on hazardous Basic considerations include the avail-
materials and exposures and relaying ability of water, anticipated effective-
this information to other responding ness, and its compatibility with the
units and provide secondary communica- released material. Local jurisdictions
tion support. should have an inventory of available

materials, equipment and trained person-
These services must have procedures nel for handling the hazards associated

to give first-aid to victims and to with the hazardous commodities being
transport them to hospitals. Also, transported through their jurisdic-
emergency medical personnel should: tion. Such an Inventory of commodity

flow through a locality should also be
1. Have the training and equipment produced. Once the inventory of person-

needed for transporting injured per- nel, equipment and materials has been
sons out of remote areas or rugged compiled, these data should be available
terrain; to the OSC on-site. The storage of

these data could be at the State capi-
2. Assist in evacuation; and tal, county seat or any central location

and be accessed through telephone link
3. Assist in personnel decontamination, to the accident site, the OSC or CCC.

The inventory would serve as a real-time
Duties for members of the medical decision-making tool for the OSC. Adja-

services other than emergency medical cent communities should have access to
services should include the followings each others inventory of personnel,

equipment, materials, and other re-
1. Establishing communications with sources as a backup.

mobile emergency units and hos-
pitals;
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WHAT IS THE MATER! AL INVOLVED?

NOW LONG HAS IT DAN ~ 10 MINUTES
BURNING OR LEAKINGf o MORE

A S THAN
MINUTES

WH4AT ARE INE LOW RISKEXPOSURES

HIGH LIFE
OR PROPERTY

WHAT IS THE 500 GALLONS PER - EAUT\
WATER SUPPLY MINUTE OR LESS

MORE THAN 500
GALLONS PER MINUTE

CAN WATER BE APPLIED NE
To PO INT OF IMPINGMENT

YES

MOW QUICKLY CAN OE IUE *

WATER BE APPLIED OE IUE .~VCJ1~T

LESS THAN 5 MINUTES

GO TO WORK STOP LEAK PUT OUT FIRE

FIGURE 2-5. SAMPLE DECISION MATRIX FOR FIREFIGHTERS
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The Department of Transportation, detailed discussion of training require-
Environmental Protection Agenlcy,, U.S. ments is given in Section 1.1.
Coast Guard and Association of Amerioan
Railroads contain initial response pro- At hazardous materials transporta-
cedures for each of the 28 chemicals and tion accidents in which a water pollu-
propellants in this document. Appen- tion threat Is not possible or when thedices G, H, I and J summarize these local community has personnel, equipment
respective guidelines for first on-scene and materials available to mitigate the
responders. hazards, the on-scene coordinator Is

frequently the local fire chief. State2.5 IDENTIFYING HAZ.ARDOUS MATERIALS contingency plans should identify a

The ollwin secion brifly designated official or his represent-
The ollwin secion brifly ative as the on-scene coordinator, If

describes methods for on-scene identi- the community does not have a viable
fication of hazardous materials. Cur- plan with a designated OSC or the situ-
rent state-of-the-art for on-scene ation Is beyond the capability of theidentification of hazardous materials community to deal with. When a poten-
Involves sensing techniques, visual tial water pollution threat exists ormethods and external communications when a local community does not havesystems. Sensing techniques include sufficient personnel, equipment and

tection devices, radiation absorption hazards, the on-scene coordinator isunits -.d GC/MS. Visual methods In- either the USCG representative (threat
dlude: waybills, consists, bills of to coastal and navigable waterways) or
lading, and other shipping documenta- the EPA representative (threat to inlandtion; DOT placards; UN and STCC numbers; waters, groundwater). The identifica-
specific service stenciling (e-g., tion of the appropriate representative
chlorine, LPG and anhydrous ammonia) and to respond is designated through the NRC
tank car and vehicle markings. External under the aegis Of the National Contin-
communications systems include telephon- gency Plan. Once on-site, the federal
Ic means (e.g., NRC and CHEMTREC) and on-scene coordinator supercedes the re-
computerized data hookup (e.g., sponsibility of the local coordinator,,
OHMTADS). A detailed discussion for if the OSC has the authority or is
Identifying hazardous materials on-scene requested by local authorities to do
is given in Section 3.2. Initial re- so. To assure that the identity of the
sponders should familiarize themselves on-scene coordinator is clearly defined
with these methods so that sound analy- the following guidelines should be
sis of chemical information may Ihe followed:
obtained and relayed to appropriate
officials In a timely manner thus maxi- e On-scene coordinator be located at
mizing personnel safety and the publiccomnpst ad
welfare.

. Name and access number to OSC be
2.6 ON-SCENE COORDINATION given to each "service" chief.

The on-scene coordinator is the When spills of chemicals or propel-person in charge of operations at the lants occur on DOD facilities and vapors
accident site. By having this author- pose an off-site threat, the on-base
ity, the OSC must utilize the services8 emergency coordinator should work
of both technical and non-technical closely with the USCG or EPA representa-
personnel in the fields of emergency tive. Because DOD is a participating
response, wreckage removal, product member of the National Contingency Plan,
transfer, cleanup and disposal opera- matters of this type should be handled
tions and mesh these in with the needs in a similar manner to other serious
of public officials and the public. To threats and in accordance with the
be an effective on-scene coordinatorI an authority and responsibilities found in
individual must have training and first the 1510 Plan.
hand experience in such areas and man-
agement as: hazardous materials identi- The command post should be an off-
fication; communications; protective site mobile facility In which the on-
clothing, gear, breathing apparatus and scene coordiv'4'or and technical repre-
equipment; specialized chemical treat- sentatives n-. decisions in terms of
ment; equipment (e.g., detection, con- accident mitigation. This response unit
tainment, analytical and heavy); wreck- should have the capabilities of serving
age removal, product transfer, cleanup as the Communications Command Center, if
and disposal operations and contractors; possible, and be equipped with other
regulations; evacuation; sources of specialized equipment and materials
hazardous material physical and chemical needed at most hazardous materials
information; And vapor dispersion. A accidents.
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7Ii
It is recommended that every local- nearby military base. Emergency re-

ity have ready a mobile command post sponse plans should have a provision
and, based upon the types and volumes of which has arranged for an interface
commodity flow through a community, be mechanism with these groups to obtain
equipped with basic material and equip- the necessary weather Information.
ment resources described in Section .
1.7. Having a computer terminal, at the The types of data, which should be
county seat or other central location, collected either by the mobile equipment
which provides access to chemical and or through the weather service, Include
hazards information should enable the ambient temperature (vertical profiles,
OSC to obtain real-time data for use on- if possible, wind speed and direction,
site. The command post should be atmospheric pressure presence or absence
located upwind at sufficient distance of temperature inversion, any storm ac-
from the accident site so personnel are tivity and location of nearest cold
not exposed to flammable or toxic front (precipitation or condensation
vapors, activity).

A detailed discussion of the com- Devices, for the collection of
munication link requirements on-site is meteorological or other data (e.g.,
given in Section 2.2. vapor concentration) or for detection

purposes, should meet the following
2.7 OBTAINING ACCIDENT INFORMATION requirements:

When responding to the scene of a . Be able to function over a wide
hazardous materials transportation emer- range of temperatures;
gency, initial on-scene responders
should assess the accident site condi- . Be able to withstand shock and hos-
tions so that appropriate personnel, tile environments;
equipment and materials may be alerted/
deployed to the scene. In addition to 0 Be easily maintained with replace-
information about the nature of the able parts;
accident, HM involved, location and any
obvious hazards, the responders should * Require only simple Input and out-
Identify environmental, meteorological, put, used with a minimum of
topographic and demographic conditions. training;

Environmental conditions, such as * Have non-sparking components (be
presence of water bodies, soil composi- approved for operation in the
tion, type of vegetation, aquatic and presence of the vapors that may be
terrestrial animals are needed toprsn)

3 ~determine control strategy. Much ofprsn)
this information may be obtained from a * Provide real-time monitoring cap-
responders general knowledge of an area abilities;
or from U.S. Geological Survey base maps
and aerial photographs. e Be portable, easily carried;

If possible, meteorological data * Have a long-lived, rechargeable
should be collected at the accident power source;
site, but if an accident occurs in a
remote area or rugged terrain, deploying 0 Provide a written record of the
mobile meteorological monitoring equip- data; and
ment may be unrealistic. However, when
the topography is rather flat, mobile * Be cost-effective.
meteorological monitoring equipment
should be placed at the accident site, Meteorological and other types of
with. resultant data being continually or monitoring devices should be conducted
frequently forwarded to the CCC and to continuously throughout the entire
the NRC if the latter is involved, period of the accident until the final

cleanup/disposal have been completed.
Local meteorological forecasts, In conjunction with on-scene monitoring,

expected to impact an accident area, any released material should be tracked
will always be important, especially by radar/sende surveillance methods.
when the accident Is of such magnitude
that the response operations will take Based on meteorological conditions
several days. When required, forecasted and the toxic and flammable vapor
meteorological information may be hazards associated with the released
obtained through contact with a local material, decisions may be made con-

Weather service, the National Weather cerning; (1) whether the hazardous
service, National Oceanographic and condition has been stabilized enough to
Atmospheric Administration (NOWA or a allow work in the area, and (2) whether
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downwind population should be evacuated * Asoertaining the extent of damage;
and to what distance. These decisions and
are critical in cases where the released
material presents toxic or flammable * Determining sources and nature of
vapor hazards. A commercial source of any fires.
meteorological monitoring equipment is
Forestry Suppliers, Inc. of Jackson, MS Section 3 presents detailed hazard
(1-800-647-5368). assessment guidelines and their rela-

Toporaphc coditons houl be tionship to initial on-scene responders.

noted by initial emergency responders 2.9 RELAYING ACCIDENT INFORMATION
because landforms can act as barriers or
"funnels" for the hazardous materials Initial on-scene responders should
(liquid or vapor) when spilled. For be familiar with ways to relay on-site
example, if a dense gas is released accident information. This necessity
(most of the chemicals and propellants may be accomplished through training
in this manual behave in this fashion), (Section 1.1) and actual experience In
it tends to hug the ground, spread and accessing accidents and using communi-
seek low areas. If a population center cations equipment (Section 2.2). The
is located in a valley and the spill types of accident information which
occurs on a ridge, it may be necessary should be relayed to the service dis-
to evacuate the low lying area even patcher includes hazardous materials
though the area may be upwind, Identification (Section 3.2) and

accident site conditions (Section 3.3).
Demographic da a such as population

density (persons/mi ) and transportation 2.10 ASSESSING RESOURCES
infrastructure will influence the level
of evacuation required and the evacua- The on-scene coordinator should
tion routes which may be taken. identify the resources needed on-site to

control the accident. This inventory
Once an initial on-site assessment should include such factors as person-

is made (e.g., location, nature, HM in- nel, equipment, materials and responders
volved, environmental, meteorological, and also includes a comparison of avail-
topographic and demographic data), this able resources in the area (from the
information should be relayed to the CCC contingency plan). Based on the assess-
and in turn to the services dispatcher ment of the hazards associated with the
so personnel, equipment and materials ancident, made by responders and techni-
may be deployed to the scene, applicable cal experts, the OSC may determine the
vapor dispersion models exercised, accident resource requirements. Other
evacuation conducted, access to the factors useful for determining the
accident site controlled and other deci- resources required to mitigate the
sions made by the on-scene coordinator, hazards include on-site observation of

personnel combating the hazards and
2.8 HAZARD ASSESSMENT personal experience of the OSC.

Continuous hazard assessment should Once the required resources have
be conducted by the responders to enable been identified, the on-scene coordina-
operational decisions for mitigating the tor would initiate action to acquire/
accident situation and, thus, returning deploy them.
to a normal state. The hazard assess-
ment activities which should be per- 2.11 DECISION-MAKING
formed by initial on-sI'ene responders
include the following: The OSC needs to make decisions

concerning deploying personnel and
" Determining whether hazardous resources to the scene, initiating

materials have been released; rescue, controlling access, evacuation,
moving the command post and requesting

* Identifying hazardous materials additional assistance and resources. At
released; the scene of a hazardous materials

transportation emergency timely
* Determining the location, terrain, decisions must be made by the on-scene

nature and extent of released chem- coordinator for these factors. A
ical or propellant; general discussion of training which on-

scene decision makers should have is
* Determining who and what are at given in Section 1.1.

risk;
Basic to any transportation acci-

* Determining if there are fatal- dent is the denloyment of personnel and
ities, injuries, exposures and resources to the scene. When hazardous
whether rescue is feasible; materials are involved, the interactions
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of responding personnel becomes much handle hazardous materials transporta-
m ore complex. This is due to the fact tion accidents. However, DOD facilities
that these materials are hazardous, of any reasonable size usually have
therefore, a large number of specialist access to specialized personnel, equip-
groups are involved and the situation mont and materials capable of assessing
continually changes, sometimes drastic- and mitigating certain HM hazards.
ally, so the OSC must be very judicious,
yet act promptly in assigning personnel, When local fire, police or emer-
equipment and other resources. gency medical service personnel arrive

on-scene and it Is determined that the
During performance of USAF contract area is safe to work, rescue of injured

FO04611-8O-C-OO146 an accident management and exposed persons and removal of
strategy for decision-makers was de- fatalities should be initiated. Local
veloped. This strategy involved the hospitals should be notified immediately
development of logic needed for the by the service dispatcher, through the
assessment of and recovery from catas- CCC, of an accident resulting in in-
trophic spills of either aerozine-50 or juries, exposures, fatalities, and what
nitrogen tetroxide during off-complex HM Is Involved, so the hospital may
highway transportation emergencies. The ready itself for the arrival of these
accident management technique developed individuals. The communications link is
for these two commodities could be usually through the hospital's emergency
applied to any hazardous material. To unit. It is recommended that hospitals
further illustrate this methodology as which do not have emergency operation
it is applied to accident management for plans develop such a program. Also,
a hypothetical accident of aerozine-50, this program, once developed, .should be
refer to Appendix K. tested by hospital personnel and local

emergency medical personnel at a mock-up
Upon receiving initial notification accident.

of an accident, the emergency service's
(i.e., police, fire, medical) dispatcher During the removal of injuries and
deploys "first response" teama to the exposures from the scene, continuous
scene. This includes an officer who monitoring for toxic vapors should be
serves as the on-scene coordinator. if conducted. If proper breathing equip-
the accident situation worsens and on- ment and protective clothing are not
site "first response" teams are not available for use by emergency personnel
capable of handling the situation, addi- and toxic vapors exceed the TLV, rescue
tional personnel, equipment and materi- should not be attempted. All emergency
als need to be brought on-scene or a services should have such breathing
decision needs to be made to evacuate apparatus and protective clothing and
existing on-scene personnel. The de- gear. In all cases, removal of fatal-
cision to evacuate existing on-scene ities should not be conducted when the
Personnel sho-3ld be made by the on-scene concentration is above the TLV. A
coordinator. If additional personnel, discussion of methods for assessing the
equipment or materials are needed on- on-site vapor concentrations is given in
scene this request should be made by the Section 3.4*.1.
OSC through the CCC to the appropriate
organizations. It should then he the At all accidents, access to the
particular service's dispatcher or scene should be controlled so unauthor-
spenialist group's representative who ized individuals do not enter the
should locate and deploy the required area. Only personnel such as emergency
resources on-scene. Mutual aid agree- response, product transfer, cleanup/
ments should be made between communities disposal, wreckage removal contractors,
and with county and state organizations etc. should be permitted within the
to assure the availability of personnel, accident perimeter and then only those
equipment and materials, when an emer- involved In on-going operations. if
gency occurs. Many such agreements questions arise about the authorization
exist, but other jurisdictions need to of individuals on-scene, these inquiries
develop programs. should be directed to the on-scene co-

ordinator. The enforcement of re-
Another source of specialized stricted access to an area should be

personnel, equipment and materials is a performed by law enforcement personnel.
local DOD facility. Agreements should
also he made between nearby DOD in~stal- When the on-scene or downwind vapor
lations and local communities with the concentration exceeds the TLV, evacua-
former being invited to participate in tion of response personnel and members
the development of contingency plans. of the civilian population should be
Often local communities cannot afford considered. Emergency response person-
the specialized training for personnel nel, wearing proper protective clothing
or the enuipment and materials needed to and breathing apparatus, may remain If

engaged in essential operations and
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continuously monitored. Others:should approach, all concerned hear the sane
he wthdawnto asaf ditanc up stry.All those who wish to speak or

wind. If the public is exposed or are requested by the media to do so may
expected to be exposed to a dangerous be heard. The OSC should serve as the
concentration, instructions for self- moderator. It would be wise for the
protection and evacuation should be group of speakers to meet together
given. before the press conference, if pos-

sible, to make certain they are on the
Evacuation should be conducted in "same wavelength", so to speak, and to

an orderly manner, in accordance with try to have the facts put together and
the contingency plan. Reasonable safe- answers to anticipated questions pre-
guards for evacuated citizens' property pared, so that the press conference will

*(e.g., by patrolling the evacuated area) proceed smoothly, satisfy the public and
need to be provided. Evacuation should news media needs, and not detract from
be conducted by lAw enforcement person- the emergency response efforts.
nel in conjunction with members of the
civil defense organization. Communities The OSC or the OSC's designated re-
and state agencies should establish a presentative should keep in contact with
cooperative assistance plan in the event the news media and determine what ques-
of such an emergency. tions they have and what information

they desire. This contact also facil-
The area to be evacuated will be a itates requests to the medI2 to make

function of the HM vapor dispersion pat- announcements promptly.
tern. A discussion of vapor dispersion

*in relation to estimating evacuation The news media should not be
radii is given in Section 3.4.1. located with the OSC. However, appro-

priate accooamodations should be made
The command post should be kept up- available nearby, as is done for the

wind from the spill site at all times. numerous other groups represented, so
* -Basic to keeping upwind from the spill that there is no actual or implied

site is knowing the prevailing and discrimination against the media.
actual wind direction.

The OSC should arrange for the news
In some instances, on-site person- media to be informed of the dangers that

nel, equipment and materials may not be exist, personnel precautions that must
adequate to control the hazards of the be taken, why certain actions are taken
accident. When this is the case, the and special instructions. Above all,
on-scene coordinator can request addi- the media members must un'derstand that
tional i.sn0stanoe and resources. All restrictions placed upor them Are for
reque.-tsq for additional assistance and their own safety and to prevent inter-
resources should be made to the on-scene ference with operations, not to hide the
coordinator or through the CCC. facts.

2.1? WORKING WITH THE NEWS MEDIA The news media is in a unique posi-
tion to allay public fears and prevent

The news media can be a valuable panic. News media officals should avoid
resource or another complicating factor the temptation to make technical assess-
in handling a hazardous materials emer- ments at the scene and should make cr-
gency. Obviously, the former is neces- tamn that only factual information is
sary. The news media deals in informa- reported. hbe best method for this is
tion and has direct contact with the to work through the OSC or other offi-
public via TV and radio. Thus the news cially designated spokesperson. Rumors
media can provide warnings and instruc- may be easily confirmed or proven wrong
tions when there is a danger, a poten- by these persons. Even though the temp-
tial danger or even if an evacuation is tation for sensationalism may be very
necessary. strong the media should exercise re-

straint, so as not to unduly alarm the
The public and the news media are public or to further complicate the

entitled to know what has happened, serious problems with which the emer-
what',q going on and what to expect. it gency responders are already faced.
is important for the OSC to hold
periodic press conferences to provide A detailed discussion of the news
factual information. Individual re- media interface with on-scene responders
sponders and experts can expect to be Is given in Section 2.2 (Initiating the
pursued by the news media. However, the Response Communications Network).
overall operation can best he served, If
there is a clear understanding and
agreement among such individuals and the
OSC that all the interviews will be held
at press conferences. By using this
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2.13 STATUS REPORTING FOR CONTINUAL AS- * Short-term inhalation limits; and
SESSNENT S Odor threshold.
For the duration of the accident,

frequent periodic status reporting
should be made from each on-scene
specialist and group to the on-scene
coordinator, or his designated spokes-
person, via the CCC. Status reporting
serves as an excellent mechanism for
facilitating information flow between
organizations for changing accident
conditions, success and problems en-
countered as well as for obtaining
minute-to-minute information on accident
site conditions. A discussion of status
reporting in terms of news media inter-
face is given in Section 2.2 (Initiating
the Response Communications Network).

The CCC location depends upon the
particular eommunity and its contingency
plan. It should be located far enough
away from the accident scene so that its
function is never endangered. Depending
upon the circumstances, the on-scene co-
ordinator, media interfacing representa-
tive and other technical experts may or
may not be located at this facility.
All communications should flow through
the CCC, to and from the scene. Techni-
cal decisions should be made by the OSC
based on continuous status reporting
from the scene via the CCC. Once an
appropriate technical decision has been
made by the OSC, the duty should be

.( given to the on-scene service chief
whose personnel are performing the
actual response activities. It cannot
be overemphasized how critical it is for
community contingency plans to pre-
establish specific responsibilities for
organizations responding on-3cene and
prnvidinR support.

2.14 HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL DATA

This section identifies the kinds
of physical and chemical properties pre-
sented in this document for the 28 chem-
icals and propellants. The following
information is given in Appendix A:

* Flash point;

* Vapor density (relative to normal
air);

* Critical temperature;

* Critical pressure;

* Lower and upper flammability limits
in air;

" Specific gravity;

e Color of material;

e Threshold Limit Value (TLV);
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3. HAZARD ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES In determining the accident si te
conditions, 'guidelines must be eata-

The first step In mitigating the blished to handle such situations as%
effects of a hazardous materials trans- hazardous materials on fire resulting in
portation emergency is to view the acci- toxio or corrosive material hazards;
dent site in its entirety; determine the massive liquid pool or small continuous
materials involved; identify synergis- leak as a result of loose, damaged or
tic/antagonistic effects; determine unseated fittings or valves; and situ-
which mitigation and cleanup/disposal ations where no release occurs but there
options are available, applicable and is fire impingement on Intact tanks
viable; and then choose among the op- containing hazardous materials.
tions those best suited to handle the
situation. The accident site with all Given both the hazardous materials
its specific meteorological, environmen- involved and other accident conditions
tal, topographic, hydrogeologic and such as release, fire Involvement, loca-
demographic considerations must be tion and weather; hazards mitigation
detailed before a course of response and options may then be identified. In
mitigation actions can even be contem- deciding which hazards mitigation
plated. Such things as material re- options to use, personnel must be aware
lease, fire and fire Impingement, amount of the available alternatives, personnel
and nature of container damage, meteoro- and equipment requirements and appro-
logical conditions, terrain, population priate specific applications for each
and property proximity and resource method. Procedures need to identify
availatb!_Iity are all necessary Inputs to available options to on-scene decision-
the various on-scene decision-makers makers so that the optimum solution
handling the accident. considering both safety and cost-

effectiveness is reached. The options
The imperatives associated with also should be developed in an inte-

response and mitigation, however, must grated form so that the total scene will
have human safety as the first priority, be considered at every step in the
followed by protection to the environ- wreck-handling process. (See Appendix
ment and surrounding property. Trans- K).
portation industries (rail and highway)
Involved in accidents are confronted 3.2 DETERMINING HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
with additional operating and cost prob- INVOLVEMENT AND IDENTIFICATION
lems in re-establishing order and re-
sumption of business after an inci- The initial confusion and mis-
dent. Furthermore, members of the local leading reports following a transporta-
sociopolitical structure may place re- tion emergency are a natural result of
strictions on response and mitigation the chaos and fear at an accident
activities for various reasons, all of site. However', for a responder to be
which make the total assessment of an able to take adequate mitigating actions
accident extremely complicated, and alleviate the safety problems, fast,

accurate accounting of the materials
This document will attempt to de-.- involved is essential. The first step

ineate the necessary steps In assessing is to determine whether or not hazardous
the technical and physical hazards materials are present in the train con-
associated with a transportation emer- slat or on the truck. The waybill,
gency. The sociopolitical and economic train consist or bill of' lading which
business aspects which are also relevent accompany shipments by rail and highway
will not be discussed. However, every are the appropriate indicators of
emergency responder and on-scene container contents. In the highway
decision-maker ought to be aware that mode, the bill of lading is carried in
these issues can also be extremely the driver's cab. For rail shipments,
important at an accident and may even the train consist and waybill informa-
dictate hazards mitigation activities. tion is kept by the conductor in the

*caboose. These documents identify
3.1 ASSESSING THE ACCIDENT SCENE contents of a highway tank truck or rail

tank car and provide the quantity and
Initially, the hazardous materials weight of the commodity, the DOT pla-

involved must be identified along with cards required, the DOT description and
their physical, chemical and thermal hazard classification of the material

*properties; assessments of toxic, fla- and the National Motor Freight Classi-
mable and explosive vapor hazards fication Number (highway) or the Uniform
associated with the particular hazardous Classification Number (rail) for the
material involved in the accident must specific commodities being transported.
be performed; and accident site condi-
tions must be detailed. If these documents are not avail-

able, a phone call to the transportation
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company's dispatcher can provide the Involved In a transportation accident.
required information. In the highway mode, the bill of lading

is carried in the driver's cab. For
Once the presence or *been*@ Of rail shipments, the train consist and

hazardous materials has been acertained waybill Information is usually held by
and their location identified, the level the conductor. These documents identify
of involvement in the wreck itself must contents of a rail tank oar or highway
be determined. This involvement may be tank truck as well as providing the
simply a derailed, undamaged/damaged quantity and weight of the commodity,
loaded tank e., a leaking tank car, a the DOT placards required, the DOT
leaking tanL car with burning contents, description and hazard classification of
a damaged/undamaged loaded tank car with the material, the National Motor Freight
f ire impingement, etc. Under such con- Classification Number (highway) or the
ditions the involvement, location and Uniform Classification Number (rail) for
identification of hazardous materials the specific commodities being
can be critical. transported and sometimes general

emergency response Information. An
The identity of materials involved example of a sample waybill is given in

in an accident can be determined using Figure 2-2. Waybills, bill of lading or
any one or combination of the following some exempted documentation are required
methods: under the Hazardous Materials

Transportation Act to accompany a
e Visual methods such as documenta- shipment of hazardous materials. In

tanrshapes/designs; then additional information must be
sought to identify materials. Following

e External communications data sys- an accident, rail or highway personnel
tessuch as CHEMTREC, USCG/NRC, should seek out representatives of the

OHMTADS, etc.; and emergency response community and supply

any documentation or assistance they can
0 Sensing methods using equipment to help identify the materials

specifically designed to identify involved. Further, the rail crew shouldcommodities. also identify not only involved cars
that contain hazardous materials but

321Visual Methods also their position in the train for
possible interaction with other HM which

Svrlvisual methods for on-scene could increase hazards and risks to
identification of hazardous materials arriving emergency responders. Many

conaiedintransport trailers, rail- railroads and shippers currently provide
cas r other shipping containers printed emergency response procedures
exs.These include: with the documentation for each

commodity being transported.
0 Waybill, consist or bill of lading

documentation; DOT Placarding System

0 DOT placarding system separately The DOT placards are indicators of
or in conjunction with the United the primary hazard associated with
Nations (UN) or Standard Transpor- specific classes of hazardous materi-
tation Commodity Code (STCC) als. They Indicate explosives, comn-
identification numbers; and pressed gases (non-flammable and flam-

mable), flammable liquids and solids,
* Observation of markings, specific oxidizing materials, poisonous materi-

coloration, size, shape and appur- als, irritating materials, corrosive
tenances on containers, materials and radioactive materials,

etc.
Optimally, these methods can be used in
conjunction with other available methods According to the DOT the colors
to Identify a material involved in an used for hazardous materials placards
accident. Positive identification is and labels are designed to readily
necessary for response personnel to identify the primary hazards of a cargo
properly mitigate hazards associated or material to emergency response
with a specific accident, personnel. Because of the various

dangers, six distinctive colors are used
Waybill, Consist or Bill of Lading Doc- to assist in identification of the most
umentation significant hazard Involved. These six

colors are Important for emergency re-
Waybill, consist or bill of lading sponse personnel to remember when

documentation Is an important tool for looking at vehicle placards or package
identifying the contents of a tank labels, and are as follows:
truck, tank car or other container
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1. Orange identifies explosives and be available in a single source document[ blasting agents. for all hazardous materials emergen-

cies. A problem associated with the UN
2. Red identifies flammable and com- classification system is that the re-

or gstible materals (liquids, solids sponses are for generic hazard groupingsor gaseous). (although primary, secondary and

tertiary hazards have been considered),
3. White identifies items such as rather than being commodity specific.

po-on, corrosive materials, poison
gag, chlorine and any other material Table 3-1 shows the hazard class,
which may present a severe health placards required, packaging exceptions
hazard. and specific requirements for transport

of the 28 chemicals/proellants ad-
. Blu__e designates materials which will dressed by this manual. Table 3-2 gives

react violently, when in contact the DOT/UN and STCC number for each of
with water, usually producing a the chemicals and propellants.
flammability hazard or generating
extremely high temperatures. Specific Service Stenciling

5. Yellow designates substances which Certain commodities In transporta-
wT--react violently upon contact tion require that the name be stenciled
with other chemicals, such products on the tank car or container. Formay dreduce toxic or flammable gases example, tank cars of anhydrous ammonia,through spontaneous combustion or propane, chlorine and butadiene service

they may detonate If subjected to are stenciled. This stenciling can be a
severe shook. useful identification tool as an indica-

tor of tank contents. Also, to insure
6. Green identifies materials which are reliability, a check should be made

ly pressurized. Such materials a prior to loading or unloading the con-
may explode without warning if ex- tainer so that the lading conforms with
posed to intense heat. the tank stencil. Operational proce-

dures are needed to ensure this check
Certain hazardous commodities, with mul- prior to loading and unloading opera-
tiple hazards, are identified by a tions.
multi-colored placard.

7. Yellow and White indicate Radio- 3.2.2 External Communications Methods

active materials. Telephonic assistance networks such

as the USCG National Response Center and
8. Red and White stripes indicate CHEMTREC can assist a caller in identi-

F- Tamm,,ble solid. fying a material given some on-scene
information such as markings, placards,

9. Red and White stripes with Blue top color, odor, dispersion pattern,
containing a slashed W indicate a behavior (e.g., reactivity), etc. If
flammable solid which is water- the information is adequate, these
reactive. The slashed W indicates groups may be able to provide prelimi-
water is not to be used on the nary handling and firefighting proce-
commodity. dures until expert assistance arrives.

Computerized systems can further augment
Material Identification Numbering Sys- data transmisaion to an accident
tems scene. These systems need to be access-

ible to personnel in remote areas; use
All DOT-regulated hazardous commod- real-time data; have quick turn around

Ities shipped by highway or rail have time, which will improve on-scene iden-
been assigned a United Nations (UN) tification methods; and have 24-hour
number by DOT. The railroads also uti- accessibility by personnel to the
lize a Standard Transportation Commodity system. The personnel using these
Code (STCC) number. If either or these systems need to have knowledge of input
numbers is known, but the commodity name parameters used to execute the models
is not known, existing response proce- and have proper training to interpret
dures may be identified by referencing the results. A detailed discussion of
the UN number in the DOT "1980 Hazardous these systems, methods of operation and
Matef~is Emergency Response Guide- access information is given in Section
book or the STCC number in the AAR 1.5.
guide, "Emergency Handling of Hazardous
Matefq ls In Svrface Transports- 3.2.3 Sensing Methods
tion ' ;

". Each of these manuals has
been designed for a particular purpose; The state-of-the-art of practical
consequently, they differ in details. hazardous materials sensing technology
Appropriate response procedures need to is relatively unsophisticated and not
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TABLE 3-1. REGULATIONS APPLICABLE TO CONTAINER REQUIREMENTS e

(Code of Federal Regulations Title 49)

Packaging
Hazardous Materials

Descriptions and Hazard Label(s) Required Specific
Proper Shipaina Names Class (if not exoepted) Exceptions Requirements

1. Acetone Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.118 173.119

2. Acetone Poison B Poison None 173.346
Cyanohydrin

3. Acrylonitrile Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid None 173.119
and Poison

4. Aerozine-50 Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.118 173.119
and Poison

5. Ammonia, Nonflammable Gas Nonflammable Gas 173.306 173.304
Anhydrous 173.314

173.315

6. Butadiene, Flammable Gas Flammable Gas 173.306 173.304
Inhibited 173.314

173.315

7. Chlorine Nonflammable Gas Nonflammable Gas None 173.304
and Poison 173.314

173.315
8. Ethyl Acrylate, Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.118 173.119

Inhibited

9. Ethylene Oxide Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid None 173.124

10. Hydrazine, Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid None 173.276
Anhydrous and Poison

11. Hydrocyanic Acid Poison A Flammable Gas and None 173.332
Poison Gas

12. Hydrogen, Flammable Gas Flammable Gas None 173.316
Liquefied

13. Isobutane (LPG) Flammable Gas Flammable Gas 173.306 173.304
173.314
173.315

14. Methyl Alcohol Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.118 173.119

15. Methyl Bromide Poison B Poison None 173.353

16. Methylhydrazine Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid None 173.145
and Poison

17. Monomethylamine None None None None
Nitrate

18. Nitrogen Poison A Oxidizer and None 173.336
Tetroxide, Liquid Poisonous Gas

19. Oxygen, Nonflammable Gas Oxidizer None 173.304
Pressurized
Liquid

20. Propane (LPG) Flammable Gas Flammable Gas 173.306 173.304
173.314
173.315

0 Source: Title 49 CFR, Section 172.101.
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TABLE 3-1 (oont'd)

Packaging

Hazardous Materials
Descriptions and Hazard Label(s) Required Specific

Proper Shipping Names Class (if not excepted) Exceptions1  Requirements

21. Propylene (LPG) Flammable Gas Flammable Gas 173.306 173.304
173.314
173.315

22. Sodium Hydro- Corrosive Corrosive 173.244 173.245,
sulfide Solution Material

23. Sodium Hydroxide Corrosive Corrosive 173.244 173.249
Solution Material

24. Styrene Monomer, Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.118 173.119
Inhibited

25. Toluene Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.118 173.119

26. Dimethylhydra- Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid None 173.145
zine, Unsym- and Poison
metrical

27. Vinyl Acetate Flammable Liquid Flammable Liquid 173.306 173.304
173.314
173.315

28. Vinyl Chloride Flammable Gas Flammable Gas 173.306 173.304
173.314
173.315

3
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TABLE 3-2. DOT/UN AND STCC NUMBERS FOR SELECTED COMMODITIES*

DOT/UN STCC
Commodity NumIer Number

1. Acetone 1090 4908105

2. Acetone Cyanohydrin 1541 4921401

3. Acrylonitrile 1093 4906420

4. Aerozine-50 N/A 1  N/A

5. Anhydrous Ammonia 10ot 4904210

6. Butadiene, Inhibited 1010 490R704

7. Chlorine 1017 4904120

8. Ethyl Acrylate, Inhibited 1917 4907215

9. Ethylene Oxide 1040 4906610

10. Hydrazine, Anhydrous 2029 4906225

11. Hydrocyanic Acid 1951 4920125
12. Hydrogen, Liquefied 1049 4905746

13. Isobutane (LPG) 1075 4905747

14. Methyl Alcohol 1230 4909230

15. Methyl Bromide 1062 4921440

16. Methylhydrazine 1244 4906230

17. Monomethylamine Nitrate N/A N/A
18. Nitrogen Tetroxide, Liquid 1067 4920360

19. Oxygen, Pressurized Liquid 1073 4904360

20. Propane (LPG) 1075 4905781

21. Propylene (LPG) 1075 4905782

22. Sodium Hydrosulfide Solution 2922 4935268

23. Sod um Hydroxide Solution 1824) 4935240

24. Styrene Monomer, Inhibited 2055 4907265

25. Toluene 1294 4909305

26. Dimethylhydrazine, Unsymmetrical 1163 4906210

27. Vinyl Acetate 1310 4907270

28. Vinyl Chloride 1086 4905792

0 Source: 1Q82 AAR Emergency Handlins ot Hazardous Materials in Surface
Transportation.

1. May be shipped as hydrazine.
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zdequate. Areas such as remote versus shsonsdrbepoiefr ute
non-remote sensing and multiple development as a portable field sys-
(functional) versus single materials tem. Using a single frequency laser, a
Identification need to be developed and Raman system has the potential to detect
assessed In terms of safety, coat, many materials; however, the large power
availability and accessibility trade- requirements have meant bulky mobile
of fs. The most sophisticated technical' systems to date.
equipment Is not useful If It can not be
used where needed by the personnel These two areas are the most
available, promising for progress in remote

sensing of hazardous materials following
Technology has perhaps outstripped transportation emergencies.

the emergency response community's
resources both to train and equip its The non-remote sensing field has
personnel. Thus, an effort to identify more currently available techniques with
those methods most immediately applic- several commercial instruments using
able and effective Is necessary. radiation absorption techniques; (IR,

UV, visible) mass spectrometry; gas
To date there are no operational or chromatography; gas chromatography/mass

available Instruments capable of remote spectrometry (OC/MS); and specific
specific hazardous materials identifica- material chemical reactions and para-
tion. Soveral systems have been applied meter measurement techniques (PH,
to atmospheric observations to measure conductivity, colorimetric Indicators,
the low-level concentrations of known gas and vapor detectors).
species. However, these data are useful
and have led to the development of many The O/MS and dispersive IS
components which may be used for remote analyzer show promise for near-term
sensing of hazardous materials, development. However, the methods for

specific materials presently appear the
The U.S. Army is experimenting with most practical and broadly applicable

an instrument which may prove promising for accident site use. These methods
in the future, but It Is In preliminary include specific colorimetric detector
developmental stages. The prototype, tubes, water analysis kits, gas and
the XM21, is a passive long-path infra- vao dectr an dsmtr. Th
red Instrument being developed for field following sections will describe these
detection of chemical warfare agents methods and their specific application
(nerve gas). This system is promising to the 28 specified chemicals and
because It Is being designed for use by propellants.
an Operator with limited training, to
portab'le and rugged. Since the system A. Colorimetric Indicators
is designed specifically for nerve
gases, analysis and development of a Detector tubes are a type of visual
microcomputer-based discrimination colorimetric indicator comprised of a
subsystem must be conducted to adapt sealed glass cylinder with chemically-
this hardware for identification of many treated packings designed to react with
hazardous materials, a specific gas or vapor. Typically,a

calibrated pump Is used to draw a vapor
Recently, the Computer Genetics sample through the tube and the length

Corporation of Wakefield, Massachu setts of stain or degree of color change
has developed a mobile LIDAR (light determined from calibration charts.
detection and ranging) system using This method cans be applied to the
Raman techniques, Rayleigh and Mie scat- following:
tering, fluorescence and differential
absorption for making measurements. 1. Acetone
This system operates much 1 ke radar 3. Acrylonitrile
with 5 to 10 nanosecond (10-1 second) 5. Anhydrous Ammonia
pulses of selected wavelengths Of light 6. Butadiene
penetrating a column of air or water. 7. Chlorine
The back scattered light 1s detected as 9. Ethylene Oxide
a function of distance by Its time delay 10 Hydrazine, Anhydrous
and computer processing of the spectra 11. Hydrocyanic Acid

*yields concentration profiles of the 12. Hydrogen, Liquefied
material. The data are rapidly ob- 14. Methyl Alcohol
tamned, with high resolution and are 18. Nitrogen Oxides
three dimensional. 19. Oxygen, Pressurized Liquid

20. Propane (LPG)
However, the Computer Genetics 21. Propylene (LPG)

system has not yet been adapted or used 224. Styrene Monomer, Inhibited
specifically for identifying unknown 25. Toluene
hazardous materials. This approach also 26. Dimethylhydrazine, Unsymmetrical
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27. Vinyl Acetate detecting ammonia, chlorine, hydrazine,
28. Vinyl Chloride methylhydrazine and oxides of nitrogen.

These indicators are manufactured by The combustion-type devices are
Mine Safety Appliances Company (NSA), currently widely used by emergency
National Draeger, Inc., Bendix/Gastee response groups for monitoring flammable
(National Environmental Instruments, or explosive atmospheres associated with
Inc.) and Matheson Gas Products (Divi- an accident site. They are portable,
sion of Hill Ross, Inc.), and possibly lightweight, relatively inexpensive and
other firms. require little technical training to

use. Several models are available in-
One of the major shortcomings in eluding the NSA Explosimeter, the Grace

the application of oolorimetric deteo- industrial Electronic Nose, the
tors to hazardous materials emergencies Bacharach TLV Sniffer, Infrared Indus-
is that they are generally material- tries Portable Hydrocarbon Analyzer and
specific and of very limited use for the Soott/Davis Portable Flame Ioniza-
identification of unknowns or mixtures, tion Meter.
which is the usual case in accidents.
However, where the presence of a materi- D. Dosimeters. Personal Monitors.
al is suspected, these indicators might Alarms
add to the evidence toward verification.

These are also instruments which in
B. Water Analysis Kits some manner indicate danger levels of

exposure for individuals in the vicinity
Several kits have been developed of hazardous materials releases. These

for analysis of hazardous materials in may be portable alarms designed to
water. The two major types differ respond to a specific material such as
basically in the nature of the tests the U.S. Army M43 alarm which responds
involved. One uses non-specific, to nerve agents and monitors used in
chemical-class tests for detection of mines and tunnels, or personal monitors
pollutant presence, the other keys tests like the Dupont Pro-Tek badges for toxic
for specific contaminant identifies- gases which could actually be worn by
tion. The first type kit is commercial- responders. MDA Scientific, Inc. pro-
ly available from HAC Chemical Co., duces personnel pocket-sized monitor/
while the second is still under evalua- alarm units which can monitor for am-
tion by the EPA. The problem with both monia, chlorine, hydrazines and nitrogen
types of analysis kit is that training dioxide. However, these units are
is required both to perform and inter- specific for given materials and would
pret results. not be applicable to a broad or unknown

range of hazardous atmospheres.C. Gas and Vapor Detectors

The need for fast, accurate in-
There are many different vapor field sensing methods for detection and

detectors available for many different identification of hazardous materials
applications and varying levels of involved in a transportation emergency
sensitivity. There are Instruments is urgent. These methods are needed not
which measure concentrations in percent only to facilitate mitigation and clean-
by volume or percent lower explosive up but also to monitor the environment
limit (LEL); instruments for specific during these post-accident efforts.
ranges of explosives or flammable vapors Present methods utilizing visual
(alkane hydrocarbons); instruments for (shipping documents, placards, markings)
broad ranges of combustibles; and and external communications systems
instruments which do not depend on (CHEMTREC) are simply not adequate.
combustion for their operation.

Currently no remote sensing instru-
The basic detection method for the mentation exists which is portable and

first group of instruments is to burn or field-ready for detection and identifi-
combust the gases and to use the combus- cation of hazardous materials. The Army
tion products or heat of combustion as XM21, remote IR system and the Computer
an indicator of concentration. Flame Genetics remote single frequency laser
ionization and catalytic combustion are Raman system offer the greatest promise
the two specific applications. The for future development of remote field
Instruments for detection of other gases monitoring systems.
or vapors utilize such systems as UV
absorption, photoionization and colorn- Therdt is a large number of non-
metric techniques. These instruments remote instruments commercially avail-
can provide selected vapor-specific able for specific applications during
detection. For example, CEA Instru- hazardous materials emergencies, but
ments, Inc. sells a portable continuous there is no instrument capable of iden-
colorimetric analyzer capable of tifying an unknown material. Detector
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tubes, water analysis kits, portable hand an adequate evacuation radius is
"sniffers" for flammable and explosive essential to provide protection to the
vapor levels and specific vapors are all public in the event of a toxic vapor
available and can assist in verification cloud. On the other hand, the risks
of materials on-scene. Also, a diaper- associated with evacuation of the
sive IR instrument and portable gas elderly or sick can bring punishing
chromatograph/mass spectrometer (GC/MS) liability after the fact. Of additional
systems are being developed for field concern Is damage to private property
use in hazardous materials identifioa- and businesses as well as energy, com-
tion. munications and other community systems.

However, the single instrument to 3.3.3 Meteorological Conditions
use at hazardous materials transporta-
tion emergencies has yet to become a Weather is a critical factor in the

reality, especially in the area of response phases of a spill. Reliable
remote sensing capabilities. information of precitipation forecasts,

local temperatures and surface-wind and
Based upon this review of hazardous high-altitude-wind data can be continu-

materials identification methods Table ally available on-scene by the National
3-3 has been prepared to summarize ap- Oceanographic and Atmospheric Adminis-
propriate HM identification methods to tration (NOAA) (301) 655-4000 or local
be used in on-site analysis. weather service. Where available,

mobile meteorological monitoring equip-
3.3 DFTERMINING THE MAGNITUDE OF THE ment could be used at the site for more

ACCIDENT accurate assessment of evacuation prior-
ities. Data should be obtained continu-

magnitude and severity of a hazardous operations such as plugging leaks,

materials transportation accident. uprighting cars or transferring loads.
These include the materials involved,
accident site location and proximity to Wind speed and direction are criti-
population centers, meteorological con- cal when gases or extremely volatile
ditions, site topography and hydrogeo- liquids are released. Wind shift could
logy, soil characteristics, presence of mean that work would have to be stopped
fire and firefighting resources avail- and the area evacuated. In the case of
able, accident debris, public/observers such a release, steady winds may help
and the duration of on-scene response disperse toxic or flammable vapors or a
activities. Many of these factors are fire column may help carry them away.
dis gsed in a book by Al Smith, Of course, this impacts communities
Jr. ' ,  Region IV EPA OSC, entitled, downwind and evacuation may be a direct
Managing Hazardous Substances Acol- result.
dents. The following sections discuss
these factors and the significance of Rain conditions can both help and
their impact on post-accident proce- hamper activities at an accident site
dures. and provisions for controlling contami-

nated runoff, preventing leaching of
3.3.1 Materials Involved contaminants through soils into ground

water and working under generally more
The hazardous materials involved in dangerous conditions must be anticipated

a transportation accident dictate what and dealt with.
containment measures, firefighting tech-
niques and extinguishing media, hazard The ambient temperature may also be
mitigation, and cleanup/disposal proce- an important safety factor, especially
dures are effective and available to where toxic or flammable materials or
response personnel. Therefore, the fire situations are involved. High
identity, amount, condition and temperatures can further cause safety
hazardous properties of involved risks such as fatigue and stress for on-
materials must be quickly determined, scene personnel and perhaps cause judg-

mental errors.
3.3.2 Accident Site Location

3.3.4 Site Topography and Hydrogeology
The proximity of an accident to

large cities, property or vital energy All areas, unless they are swamps
and communications systems and/or or lakes, will eventually drain to some
private property can adversely affect water body. Thus, essentially every
the extent of damages and personal transportation related hazardous materi-
injuries. Densely populated areas may als accident can be considered a poten-
require evacuation, relocation and for tial spill reaching water. If the
boarding during an emergency. Evacua- material is not directly released into a
tion is a two-edged sword. On the one body of water, it can be introduced as a
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TABLE 3-3. SUIUMARY OF APPROPRIATE HNM
IDENTIFICATION METHODS FOR THE CHEMICALS AND PROPELLANTS*

Dosimeters,
Personal

Service Colorimetria Monitors, Gas
Material 3tenollins Indicator Alarms Detector

1. Acetone

2. Acetone Cyanohydrin

3. Acrylonitrile

4. Aerozine-50

5. Anhydrous Ammonia •

6. Butadiene, Inhibited • •

7. Chlorine • • •

8. Ethyl Acrylate, Inhibited

9. Ethylene Oxide I

10. Hydrazine, Anhydrous

11. Hydrocyanic Acid

12. Hydrogen, Liquefied •

13. Isobutane (LPG) S

14. Methyl Alcohol S •

15. Methyl Bromide • 9

16. Methylhydrazine 0

17. Monomethylamine Nitrate

18. Nitrogen Tetroxide, Liquid 6 6

19. Oxygen, Pressurized Liquid s

20. Propane (LPG) •

21. Propylene (LPG)

22. Sodium Hydrosulfide
Solution

23. Sodium Hydroxide Solution

24. Styrene Monomer, Inhibited 0

25. Toluene U

26. Dimethylhydrazine 6

Unsymmetrical
27. Vinyl Acetate S

28. Vinyl Chloride •

• Source: Manufacturer's literature. Refer to SRI Dictionary of Chemical Producers
for listing of chemical manufacturers in your area.
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contaminant by rain or fire control step in handling a transportation acci-
runoff. Steep cliffs or banks at the dent and the presence of hazardous
site can make wreckage handling and materials may complicate these
cleanup/disposal very difficult and efforts. The accident site must be
terrain effects can also alter vapor stabilized from toxic or flammable vapor
dispersion patterns impacting evacuation levels and care must be taken to monitor
considerations and even on-scene the area when moving disoriented or
approaches. damaged cars. See Sections 5.1 and 5.2

on the precautions for cargo transferSoil characteristics at the site and wreckage removal operations.

also play an important role in on-scene

activities. The need to contain liquid 3.3.7 Public/Onlookers
releases and prevent them from entering
the soil system and eventually reaching Onlookers must not be permitted
subsurface water is largely dependent on near the scene of a hazardous materials
the soil porosity, permeability, aorp- accident. An adequate "public safety
tion characteristics and degree of perimeter" must be established in the
attentuation. For example, sandy or interest of public safety for the safety
loamy soils or dry very plastic friable and efficiency of on-scene personnel.
clays allow the rapid penetration and The news media can do much to solve this
transport of liquids, while dense wet problem.
clays, peat moss or humus soils will
attenu.ite and immobilize various contam- 3.3.8 Duration of Response Activities
inants and even buffer certain chemi-

cals. Also certain soil microbia can The time and effort spent in the
act to biodegrade some materials once initial phases of accident response can
they have been attenuated in the soil do much to alleviate the needs for ex-
system e tensive subsequent cleanup and dispo-

sal. The more rapidly the situation is
3.3.5 Fire and Fref_htn Resources stabilized for safety, the less damage

to property and the environment will be
Conventional fire training is not done. Also the steps taken early to

always adequate in chemical situa- mitigate hazards will indicate what
tions. Water may indeed worsen a fire actions are required in the later stages
involving chemicals and extreme caution of wreckage removal, and cleanup/dispo-
must be exercised in using appropriate sal.
extinguishing materials. Water should
not be used as an extinguishing agent 3.3.9 Assessment of Injuries, Exposures
for fires involving acrylonitrile, and Fatalities
methyl alcohol, propane, styrene,
toluene or vinyl acetate. Fire impinge- In Section 2, initiating guidelines
ment on loaded containers is extremely for rescue and removal of injuries,
dangerous and if sufficient water is exposures, and fatalities from the scene
available and applied early enough, of a hazardous materials emergency are
containers may be cooled. In many discussed. It needs to be emphasized
cases, fire conditions may provide the that, even though the primary on-scene
best or possibly the only, method for a responsibility of emergency medical per-
particular hazardous material. Acrylon- sonnel is to provide medical assistance
itrile, butadiene, ethyl acrylate, to those who require it, they should not
styrene, vinyl acetate and vinyl enter a contaminated area when the con-
chloride can both undergo polymerization centration exceeds the TLV, unless
when exposed to intense heating and are completely protected and fully qualified
safer to let burn. In other instances, in self protection, and never when the
it may not be practical to extinguish a minimum vapor concentration mixture
fire because there is the grave risk of exceeds the LEL.
flash back, reignition and possible ex-
plosion. In all cases involving fires, Information is needed on the
an adequately trained, equipped and injuries and exposures to the crew or
coordinated firefighting unit is a driver in the immediate vicinity of the
necessity. accident. The crew or driver should be

accounted for and rescued if necessary
3.3.6 Accident Debris and possible without jeopardizing the

safety of the would-be rescuer. It is
Serious accidents always involve of prime importance that rescue

twisted, flattened, punctured pieces of personnel he adequately clothed and
metal, wood, plastics and other de- equipped to perform search and rescue
brim. This material must at some point operations, or further injuries/fatal-
be moved and properly disposed of which Ities will occur.
imposes safety and regulatory require-
ments. Wreckage removal is an integral
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teThe major hazards associated with to ographic conditions, see Section
the 28 chemicals and propellants, upon 3.:01.
release in a transportation accident,
are the toxic, flammable or explosive The threat of property damage is
vapor levels attendant. Thus, data on based upon the location of an accident
hazardous atmosphere, vapor clouds and with respect to populated/industrialized
meteorological conditions are vital to areas. In populated areas, residents
rescue personnel. are in potential danger as well as their

homes, valuables, pets and any utility
3.3.10 Determining Who and What Are at systems. Industrial areas may be even

Risk more threatened, when public systems
such as utilities (power, water sup-

When a hazardous materials trans- plies), communications (telephone, TV,
portation acuident occurs, the on-scene radio, special satellite), and services
coordinator must determine who and what (hospitals, schools, retirement homes)
are at risk. Under these conditions, are endangered. Decisions need to be
risk may include such factors as person- made as to whether sufficient resources
al exposures or injuries, pollution are available for handling these eventu-
threat or property damage. Once the alities, and if not, what alternative
accident risk is determined, it should actions can be taken to minimize the
be the on-scene coordinator's responsi- danger.
bility to take remedial actions to
mitigate these and any further risks. In all these cases a local/commun-

ity emergency action plan to address
The risk associated with personal hazardous materials transportation

exposures and injuries should be deter- emergencies that has been developed,
mined for on-scene response personnel as implemented and tested is the best
well as members of the local community. mitigation option available.

Risk to on-scene response personnel 3.4 ESTIMATING DANGER AREAS
may be assessed by continuously moni-
toring the accident site for toxic, 3.4.1 Downwind Vapor Cloud Dispersion
flammable and explosive vapors, the
weather, the integrity of the containers Several vapor dispersion models
and personnel behavior. When the TLV or have been examined including the USCG
LEL threshold exceed the minimum safe HACS, Shell R&D SPILLS, DDESB Downwind
concentrations on-site, the on-scene Chemical Hazard Slide Rule, AFCRL Ocean
coordinator must immediately evacuate Breeze/Dry Gulch and prototype dense gas
personnel from the scene, until the vapor dispersion models.
vapor concentrations are below the TLV
or LEL or other precautions are taken. U.S. Coast Guard 1ard Assessment
The exception being those personnel Computer System (HACS)W 0
especially protected, qualified and who

* of necessity must work in the toxic HACS is built on the mathematical
atmosphere (not flammable). models that were created for the CHRIS

Hazard Assessment Handbook, Volume 3,
Assessing the risk to members of together with several specialized models

the local community should be performed developed specifically for computer
by applying an appropriate vapor dis- application. Subroutines for modeling
persion model (see Section 3.4.1). By phenomena such as liquid spread and
inputting basic accident information fire, dispersion of vapor, radiation
such as source strength, meteorological from fires, and dissolution and dis-
and topographic conditions into one of persion in water for some 900 commonly
the vapor dispersion models, the on- shipped chemicals are included.
scene coordinator can estimate the down-
wind vapor concentrations for a speci- The major subroutines are:
fied time. This tool will enable the
on-snene coordinator to establish avacu- (A) Ventine Rate Model. This computes
ation radii based on the specific the rates and time of release, and
material released, and to determine the total quantities released for gases
exclusion area in any case. and liquids which are discharging

from a punctured tank or container;The pollution threat (i.e., water

and air) associated with an accident (B) Vapor Flame Size and Thermal Radia-
will be a function of the accident site, tion Model. This is used for esti-
hydrogeology, topography, meteorologi- mating venting of a flammable gas
cal, chemical/physical properties and under pressure from a hole In a
quantities of the materials released, tank and Is comprised of three seg-
For a detailed discussion of the ments for computing length and
behavior of dense gases under various distance of the flame jet (BI);
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safe separation distances from the dense than water and having boiling
flame and whether or not an Intact points greater than ambient temper-
tank containing compressed gas will ature.
rupture if exposed to the flame
(82); and how long to tank rupture Basic Assumptions of MACS Vapor Disper-
given fire exposure (5); sion model (C)

(C) Vapor Dispersion Model. This com- The model is based on the Gaussian
putes the dispersion of neutrally diffusion model and the experimentally
buoyant gases in air for either determined Pasquill variances of the
instantaneous or continuous re- Gaussian concentration profile. This
leases of gases or vapors evolving model Is comprised of two submodels or
from holes in tanks, evaporating segments to compute (Cl) the downward
pools of spilled liquid or both; distance over which a flammable or toxic

cloud or plume is hazardous and (C2) the
(D) Spreading Rate and Movement time of arrival, duration and width of

Model. This is used for spills of the cloud or plume for given concentra-
liquids less dense than water which tion at a specified downwind location
are insoluble or slightly soluble and time. The wind direction and velo-
in water and have a boiling point city are assumed to be constant (invari-
less than ambient temperature; ant with height and distance of travel

of the cloud or plume). The model also
(E) Liquefied Flame Size and Thermal assumes a flat terrain in the direction

R.oiation Model. This is used for of travel. The output from these dis-
potential or actual ignition of a persion submodels is based on values of
pool of spilled flammable liquid; lower flammable and lower toxic limit

concentrations for the spilled chemical.
MI Boiling Rate Model. This is used

to compute time for all discharged Interface Capabilities of MACS Vapor
liquid to vaporize and is used for Dispersion Model (C)
liquids more dense than water, in-
soluble or slightly joluble, with The basic dispersion model (C) was
boiling points less than ambient developed to describe dispersion of
temperature; gases or vapors released directly from a

tank. Vapor dispersion models for
(P) Mixing and Dilution Model. This releases under other conditions were

computes the concentration of a developed as separate modules inter-
water-miscible liquid or solid at a facing with the basic model. These are:
specified point and time resulting
from a discharge in a lake, river 0 Vapor dispersion from insoluble or
or tidal estuary; slightly soluble liquids less dense

than water with boiling points lower
(R) Boiling Rate Model. This is uti- than the ambient temperature (G).

lized for volatile liquids soluble Options are provided to model the
in water and having boiling points vapor release as either instanta-
greater than am~ ient temperature neous or continuous.
but less than 100UC;

0 Instantaneous or continuous vapor
(T) Spreading Rate and Movement release from insoluble or slightly

Model. This is applicable to the soluble liquids more dense than
continuous or instantaneous release water and having boiling points less
of chemicals which are soluble or than ambient temperature (J).
slightly soluble in water, less
dense than water and having boiling 0 Vapor dispersion, hazards associated
points greater than ambient temper- with spills of soluble chemicals
ature; with boiling points less than am-

bient temperature (N. This model
(V) Boiling Rate Model. This computes assumes all vapor is evolved in-

pool size and area, volume of chem- stantaneously and uses estimates of
ical remaining, temperature of the the size and shape of the vapor
chemical, and evaporation rate for source.
volatile chemicals which are insol-
uble in water, less dense than e Dispersion of vapor from spills of
water and having boiling points volatile liquids which are soluble
greater than jam~bent temperature in water and have boiling points
but less than lO0UC; and greater than amA ient temperature but

less than 100uC. CT his chemical
C)Movement in Water Model. Thitt Is type has a considerable vapor pres-

used for chemicals insoluble or sure at ambient temperature and is
slightly soluble In water, more miscible in water) CS). The model
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assumes all of the vapor liberated as the Gaussian plume equation. This
is generated at the spill origin. three-dimensional Gaussian puff model is

used to generate the following three
a Dispersion of vapors from spills of different outputs; maximum concentra-

volatile insoluble chemicals having tions and their downward positions at
a boiling point greater than ambient given elevations and elapsed times since
temperature and which are less dense the spill; concentrations at given times
than water (W). Either instantane- and positions in space; and constant
ous or continuous vapor release is concentration contour plots (isopleths)
modeled. for given elevations and elapsed times.

It should be noted that these The thermophysical properties
models do not take into account the necessary for the calculation of eva-
disturbances caused by obstructions, poration rates are vapor pressures,wind direction change or wind velocity heats of vaporization, saturated liquid
nor do they include the effects of the enthalples and binary diffusivities in
vapor being heated by the ground or air air. The properties of air required are
and the consequent rise of the plume. thermal conductivity, kinematic viscos-
Therefore, it is important that the ity and thermal diffusivitx in the
output values be properly interpreted by temperature range of O-1006C. The
trained persons as guides for assessing necessary soil properties are thermal
and evaluating hazards and not taken as conductivity, density and specific heat
absolute concentration values, for dry, unfrozen and frozen soil.

Accessibility to HACS System Accessibility to SPILLS Vapor Dispersion

HACS is primarily accessible

through the National Response Center The computer program is very user
under the aegis of the OSC. In addi- oriented, written in a conversational
tion, there is a mechanism for helping mode using Fortran V, and designed tocommunities with pre-emergency contin- run on an IBM 370 computer. In addi-

gency planning, again through the appro- tion, it can be easily accessed on a
priate OSC in each region. portable terminal at the time of an

accident to assist in mitigation
Shell. I &D SPILLS Vapor Dispersion efforts. For example, the input para-
Nodel' meters to the model can be varied to

predict minimum and maximum isopleths
The Shell model can be used to upon which estimates of evacuation zones

analyze the evaporation and atmospheric can be based.
dispersion of a chemical spill on
land. The unsteady state model esti- DDEownwind Chemical Hazard Slide
mates vapor concentration as a function RuleCm
of time and distance downwind of the
spill. The chemical hazard slide rule was

developed to provide simple solutions to
The model incorporates three op- the complicated problems of making at-

tions depending on the nature of the mospheric dispersion predictions in the
spill: field. This system does not solve math-

ematical relations, it replots computer
(1) Instantaneously formed pools of generated solutions to such simulations

liquids or liquefied gases; using recognized procedures. Graphical
slide rules are different from conven-

(2) Continuous spills, such as leaks tional logarithmic instruments in two
from tank cars, tanks or pipelines; basic ways:
and

1) Sets of data are acted upon by con-
(3) Stacks, where the emission rate is stants to arrive at new sets of

assumed to be known. answers, and

For options (1) and (2), the thermophys- 2) Data and constants may be treated
ical properties of the 36 chemicals in as parameters and not values.
the system are used to calculate the
evaporation rate which then becomes the The information required to use the
emission rate for the atmospheric dis- Chemical Hazard Slide Rule for deter-
persion calculations. The mathematical mining downwind hazard predictions are:
model for calculating evaporation rate
is based on heat and mass transfer mech- 1) Agent;
anisas. The air dispersion model is
based on the Gaussian puff model which 2) Source strength;
uses the same approach and assumptions
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3) Local meteorological data needed to was developed for military agents and
identify the applicable Pasquill explosives, and does not have the data
category Including wind speed and necessary to address release of any of
direction, cloud cover and solar the 28 chemicals and propellants in this
radiation level; study. The Chemical Hazard Slide Rule

Is relatively easy to use and can be
'4) Determination of the source as applied for field use; however, further

instantaneous or continuous; development of slides for other
5) Fr aconinuus surc, lngt of hazardous chemicals must be undertaken
5) or cotinou sorce legthof before the system can be used for

time of release; and across-the-board hazardous materials
emergency transportation response

6) Level of human activity downwind, activities.
which influences breathing rate and
therefore, population exposure. Th5 MWJ Statistical Vapor Dispersion

The slide rule uses positive film
type acetate overlays to reproduce many The AFCRL model is a steady state
graphs. Some parts are fixed over a set model representing a ground level re-
of locators and other parts slide to lease of vapors from a spill or UDIIH-
make estimates from many combinations of hydrazine fuel or nitrogen tetroxide
contributing factors. This assembly may oxidizer. It was developed to determine
be used to estimate downwind dosages the dispersion and toxic vapor levels of
from the accidental atmospheric releases these propellants at Titan II instal-
of toxic chemicals near ground level. lations. Experiments have shown that
Two sets of components may be requireds low level atmospheric diffusion depends

on the following parameters: (1) wind
1) A set of components to estimate direction fluctuation as an indication

dosages as a function of downwind of the horizontal rate of mixing or
provided for both instantaneous and gradient as an indicator of the vertical
continuous sources. rate of diffusion; (3) mean wind speed

a an indicator of the dilution rate of
2) The second set of components is the contaminant as it Is emitted at the

used in the estimation of evapor- source; and ('4) source strength, the
ation rate for accidental spills, amount of material Introduced into the
The evaporation rate and the total atmosphere per unit time.
quantity spilled are used to esti-
mate the time required for complete The AFCRL dispersion model assumes
evaporation. that: (1) only vertical and lateral

mixing occurs; (2) steady state condi-
General Operating Principles tions are present; and (3) there are

homogeneous horizontal atmospheric
Precalculated solutions are plotted conditions. The model was empiric-

graphically on a transparent slide so ally/statistically developed based on
when proper alignment Is made with a the following tracer experiments simu-
base graph, the coordinate axes reflect lating ground level continuous point
a valid data set by the Intersections of source releases: (1) Prairie Grass at
coordinate points on the plotted curves. O'Neill, Nebraska In 1956; (2) Ocean

Breeze at Cape Kennedy, Florida in 1963;
A new set of solutions is generated and (3) Dry Gulch at Vandenberg AFB,

by moving the curve to a new position. California in 1963.
Scales are plotted, generally on the
slide, to aid in the relocation of the The equation developed using these
slide at a new position and thus repro- data is as follows:
duce the precalculated solution for a C, -1.95 4.92specific change in a parameter. When ~ . 000175 x (A T + 10)
more than one parameter is plotted, a
cursor is needed to locate the slide where C, Is the peak concentration In
properly as two or more parameters are pgins/cubic meter at a height
varied, of approximately 5 feet

above the ground at a given
The functional graphs of this slide downwind travel distance, X

*rule are plotted on a full logarithmic (in meters)
scale.

Q Is the source strength inThe user needs to be trained In the gins/second
use of the system and requires0
background information on the several AT Is the difference, In F
Input parameters needed. This system between the temperature at
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5q feet and 6 feet above the emitted at the boiling point of the gas;
ground. thus, cloud mixing is enhanced with

heating along the cloud path. Refrig-
AT is defined by (T 4 -T6 ) so that a erated liquefied gases emanate from pool

negative 4T means a decrease of tempera- evaporation after a spill. The resul-
ture with height, and a positive 4T, an tant vapor is denser than air and dis-
increase of temperature with height. parses with a gravity spread component
The quantity 10 is added to &T to avoid until mixing and cloud heating cause the
raising a negative number to a power. gas to become neutrally or positively
The constants are parameters of fit buoyant. Atmospheric diffusion of
determined by least squares regression refrigerated pressuri'ed liquefied gases
techniques. The model can be applied would result from the combination of
only to releases of short duration, 3 flash and pool evaporation and cloud
minutes or less, and up to a maximum heating.
downwind direction of six miles. This
model can not be applied to releases Atmospheric dispersion models for
that are instantaneous or have elevated dense gases are typically multicomponent
sources. mathematical descriptions of the three

phases of gas release. These models can
Based on the results of these best be defined as a:

tests, nomographs and tables have been
developed which predict the normalized 0 Source model which describes gas
peak concentration of contaminants as a emission to the atmosphere;
function of distance downwind and extent
of hazard area as defined by a given 0 Gravity spread model which simulates
concentration and source strength. If spreading and dilution of the cloud
an accident was to occur, data necessary under the influence of gravity and
to execute this model could be obtained edge mixing or entrainment; and
at the meteorological equipment stations
at the Missile site. 0 Neutral tracer dispersion model

which accounts for final transport
Overview of Dense Gas Dispersion Models and dispersion of the gas from the

time the cloud becomes neutrally
The HACS, SPILLS, DDESB Slide Rule buoyant with respect to air until it

and AFCRL vapor dispersion models are no longer presents hazards.
not designed to predict the concentra-
tion levels and atmospheric dispersion Two distinct features of source/gas
of negatively buoyant or dense gases. generation models are that pressurized
Other groups of models are being de- liquefied gas is subject to two compo-
veloped with this purpose In mind but nents of vaporization upon release as
have not been validated by field follows: (1) a flash as the liquid vapor
testing. Dense gases fall into four pressure goes from pressure vessel
categories based on either their chemi- environment to ambient air pressure and
cal composition or specialized shipping cools the liquid to its boiling point;
requirements. These categorises e (1) and (2) heat transfer to the liquid pool
high molecular weight gases (e.g. Cl); from the substrate (land or water).
(2) pressurized liquefied gases at
ambient temperature and elevated pres- Gravity spreading models are based
sures (e.g. LPG); (3) refrigerated on the understanding that gravity acting
liquefied gases (e.g. LNG); or (4) on the density difference between the
refrigerated pressurized liquefied cloud and air results in an outward
gases. motion. The outward motion continues

until the density difference s elimi-
For predicting the atmospheric nated. It should be noted that confined

dispersion of high molecular weight land spill models do not normally in-
gases it should be noted that they elude gravity spread submodels. Various
experience gravity spreading with gravity spread models consider cloud-air
entrainment and turbulent mixing in the entrainment, convective heating and wind
atmosphere. Pressurized liquefied gases speed.
stored at ambient temperatures and
elevated pressurps experience gas Dispersion models are of two types
releampq from two effoctes (1) flash as follows: (1) numerical models (based
evaporation due to reduction of vapor on LNG simulations) developed primarily
pressure and temperature to reach for Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and;
equilibrium with the atmospherel and (2) (2) analytical models. In the numerical
slow pool evaporation resulting from models, gravity spreading after vapori-
heat transfer to the cold liquid pool. sation and dispersion are coupled in
Gravity spreading and dispersion of the numerioal solutions to equations for
-old gas are influenced by surface mass, heat and momentum conservation.
heating of the eloud, since vapors are Analytical models, however, are
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empirical solutions to a diffusion explosive energy of hydrogen in confine-

equation for neutrally buoyant gases ment (e.g., pipe) is approximately
whose fundamental concepts are equated equivalent to 24 grams of TNT per gram
to Gaussian puff (instantaneous) and of hydrogen and that only about 10% of
(continuous) plume solutions derived by this explosive yield can be expected in
Pasquill. open air. However, it should be kept in

mind, that in confinement, hydrogen-air
The dispersion parameters used in mixtures react more violently than in

dense gas models are somewhat controver- the open and there are many ways to
sial because of their temporal and spa- confine the mixture. The quantity-
tial variability. Presently dispersion distance relationships for the protec-
parameters are empirical relations based tion of personnel near liquid hydrogen
on limited measurements over short dis- storage and experimental areas (unba,
tances on flat terrain for neutrally caded) are shown in Figure 3-1.
buoyant gases which may not be repre- These data were obtained from National
sentative particularly over water or Bureau of Standards Technical Note
varying terrain. 690. The figure contains curves for

fireball radius, a range of overpres-
While a comprehensive but usable sures and shrapnel. Assuming 32,000dense gas model does not presently gallons Of liquid hydrogen in a tank car

exist, field experiments are planned to and a liquid density of .0708 gm/cm,

further develop applicable models. Once this works out to 8,575 kilograms. From
a cc.prehensive vapor dispersion model the chart (Figure 3-1) the fireball
with capabilities of existing models for radius for this quantity of hydrogen is
spills on land and water is combined about 239 feet. However, dangerous
with dense gas and terrain effects, the radiant heat extends beyond this
emergency response community will have a distance. The chart does not distin-
tool broadly applicable to the wide guish safe personal distance for the
range of vapor hazards presented at individual phenomenon but indicates one
hazardous materials transportation distance for all three. Overpressure
emergencies. distances range between 787 and 1542 ft.

and the fragment distance is 3,346 ft.
3.4.2 Blast Overpressure. Fireball and Fatality and injury ranges downwind for

Fragment Dispersal Areas liquid hydrpe pool fires appear in

Figure 3-2. Figure 3-2 also indi-
There are three different phenomena cates the estimated safe distances for

which may occur alone or in combination given spill quantities involved in the
and because they are closely associated, pool fire.
they are being treated together. A
fuel-air vapor-phase explosion (deflag- Although not specifically designed
ration/detonation) Is possible with for (Mquid hydrogen, Baker's work-
those chemicals and propellants which book should be of value for deter-
form flammable mixtures with air. The mining at least a rough prediction of
magnitude and severity of the reaction blast pressure and fragment effects for
depends upon such things as: how well hydrogen and other chemical and propel-
the chemical or propellant mixes with lant spills and container ruptures. It
air before ignition occurs; the fuel-to- is cautioned that these distances are
air ratio; the quantity of chemical or approximations and do not ensure abso-
propellant mixed; thermochemical proper- lute safety because of the wide varia-
ties of the chemicals and propellants; tion in conditions that occur at differ-
and the meterological conditions. ent accident scenes as well as at
Explosions create blast waves which are different times at a particular site.
expressed as overpressures in pounds per
square inch gauge or bars gauge and a A tank car tends to rupture such
time duration (e.g., milliseconds). The that the ends, if thrown, will travel in
military has done a considerable amount a direction roughly along the logitudi-
of research on fuel-air explosives. nal centerline of the tank. Therefore,
However, most of the reports have been nothing and no one should be located or
nlassified, so the information is not positioned in those two directions.
available for use in this publication. Other fragments or debris may be hurled
Suffice it to say that unclassified in any direction so precautions must be
portions of reports indicate that it is taken to deal with this potential
possible to produce explosive reactions danger.
with vapors, so the potential for such
reactions must be recognized when these Vyljoride. Hokason and Wenzel(2 3 )
chemicals and propellants are spilled,h explosive and flammability
and appropriate countermeasures taken. characteristics of vinyl chloride

monomer (VCM). They reaffirmed that the
Liquefied Hydro en. ORI, Inc. flammability limits In air were 2.5% to
reports' )

' that the theoretical 30% and that VCM should be treated as a
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flammable gas even in the presence of dispersion and cleanup of hazardous
water vapor. Although no detonations materials are not addressed in this
were observed In the experiments, the section. Within this context, the
authors cautioned that these tests did subject guidelines are comprehensive
not involve ignition from electrostatic because they address all of the major
discharges. They further cautioned that items which should be included. They
they had difficulties measuring propaga- Include Information pertaining to the
tion velocities. initial inspection, assessment of dif-

(24) ferent types of damage and mechanisms ofPropane. Jones2I) et a2, shows failure. .
maximum theoretical fireball diameter
versus volume of liquid propane re- One of the major difficulties with
leased. The possible fire damage radius these guidelines is that they offer no
due to 32,000 gallons (a full tank car) means of anticipating an Impending
of burning propane is given as 6140 feet explosion of the tank car. They do
and the radius of possible projectable provide for different degrees of cau-
damage from a ruptured propane tank ear tion, depending on the extent of damage,
is 2500 feet. but they offer no suggestions as to when

the condition of the tank car becomes so
Ethylene Oxide. Bowen(25) briefly dangerous that the area should be evacu-discusses some tests on an ethylene ated. The difficulty in providing such
any blast overpressure data. It does confidence is recognized and this situa-
say that ethylene oie(EO) can not be tion is dsuedigrardtilin
detonated in the liquid state but the this section.
vapor-in-air detonation limits are 6% to
21 by volume. Inasmuch as EO Is com- The purpose of this effort is to
pletely miscible in water, the vapors provide an assessment of the existing
can be scrubbed out of the air or the guidelines, emphasizing both their
liquid EO may be diluted by water. The strengths and weaknesses so that the
flammability range for ethylene oxide risks associated with wreck clearing
vapors is 3% to 100% in air. operations can be minimized. Emphasis

is placed on those portions of theEthylene oxide may violently de- guidelines assessing the structural
(compose or polymerize in the presence of integrity of damaged rail cars.

such catalysts as metallic chlorides and
oxides, alkali metals and hydroxides, 3.5.1 Inspection
acids and organic bases.

It is apparent that the initial
3.5 CONTAINER INTEGRITY ASSESSMENT inspection of the damaged tank car

represents the most critical step in the
For many years, wreck clearing assessment process, because the immedi-

operations have been hampered by the ate risks and the consequences of an
risk of tank cars damaged by collision error are greatest at this point.
or derailment. A number of' serious Because of the unknown possibility ofincidents have occurred in recent years explosion, the inspection should be as
because apparently stable tank cars have thorough and accurate as possible, while
exploded without warning, causing exten- at the same time minimizing the exposure
sive property damage and, in some cases, of personnel to danger. This represents
loss of life. The potential dangers of a major shortcoming associated with
such explosions have increased in recent visual methods, because a careful
years because of the increasing sizes of Inspection for cracks can involve a
tank cars and the necessity of trans- considerable expenditure of time In
porting more volatile and dangerous situations where the inspectors' life is
materials. In order to provide some at risk. The risks associated with an
means of ascertaining the structural Incorrect assessment can be even greater
integrity of damaged tank cars, guide- because more personnel would be normally
lines based on direct visual inspection in the immediate vicinity of the tank
of the damaged tank cars have been car after it was declared safe. Several
developed. The principal purpose of violent explosions of tank cars, which
these guidelines is to recommend courses were thought to be in a stable condi-
of action that will minimize the risks tIon, have occurred in recent years
associated with the wreck clearing resulting in considerable damage and
operations. loss of life.

The emphasis Is placed on actions A major difficulty with the inspec-
directly associated with the tank car tion process, In addition to the time
and not with other aspects of the wreck and risk factors, is that the bottom
clearing~ operations. For example, the portion of the car is normally unavail-
problems associated with atmospheric able for inspection. In many cases
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where the car is partially embedded in conjunction with a dent, score or gouge
the ground or otherwise unexposed, one- warrant unloading without moving the
half or more of the car cannot be car, if possible. One exception toinspected. Because the lower portions those rules is that cracks In fillet

of the car are most likely to have welds of attachment brackets or rein-
received the worst damage, the inspec- forcement plates are not considered
tion process may be misleading, even critical unless they extend into the
when performed in the best possible base metal of the container.fashlion.

It is well known from fracture
Another significant problem with mechanics that the deleterious effects

the inspection process is the difficulty of cracks are strongly influenced by
associated with the inspection of their size and shape. For example, the
insulated tank cars. The damage ob- maximum value of the stress intensity
served on the jacket is immaterial to factor for a semi-elliptical surface
the car's structural integrity, so it is flaw is given by:
necessary to ascertain the extent of

damage to the tank itself. Assessment r.71 0k (
of tank damage may be difficult or K = (a /b

impossible without extensive preparation E (a/b)

to expose the tank surface. Such ef-
forts naturally increase the inspection where KI  = stress intensity factor,
times a,.d uncertainties associated with
the evaluation process. a = crack depth,

Aerial surveillance could assist at b = crack length,
least in preliminary inspection and as-
sessment. Use of a high resolution E(a/b) = elliptical integral of

video camera in an aircraft (e.g., hell- the second kind,
copter) could permit zooming in from a
safe distance on areas of the wreckage Mk = back-face correction
that are not visible from the ground. factor, and
This could provide some of the
information required for such things as ok = nominal applied stress.
dent analysis, hot spot locations,
twisting and bulging, as well as the For a crack oriented along the length of
conditions of external valves, piping the tank car the nominal tangential
and appurtenances which are not stress (hoop stress) is:
buried. This technique is practical
because exposure of inspection personnel
is eliminated. o = p(

3.5.2 Damage Assessment
where p, D and t represent the internal

Damage assessment includes con- pressure, the diameter and the shell
sideration of most types of damage that thickness, respectively, of the tank.
would be expected to occur to tank cars If the crack were oriented perpendicular

during collision or derailment. Rail to the length of the tank, the stress
burns are not explicitly discussed, would be exactly one-half of the value
although the nature of the damage is given by equation (2).
similar to wheel burns and may be
combined with the latter for discussion At the point when the internal
purposes. Rail burns have been shown to pressure is just large enough to ini-
be tne critical mechanism leading to tiate unstable fracture, equation (1)
explosions in tank cars, for example, can be written:
the tank car failure in Cuming, Iowa in
1969. Punctures and other types of 1.1 Mk c (
damage causing rupture and leakage are ) (ab

not considered here because they pre- KIc E (a/b(

clude pressure build-up and subsequent
explosive fractures. where a, is the critical value of the

applied normal stress and K c is the
3.5.3 Cracks critical stress intensity factor or the

fracture toughness. The fracture tough-
The current treatment of cracks is ness is considered to be a material

qualitative in that the existence of property, independent of the structure
cracks of any size is considered ade- or flaw geometry.
quate justification for unloading the
tank car as soon as possible if it is Applicot1.on of the fracture mechan-
safe to do so. In addition, cracks in ics to the nterior is not a simple
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matter because it is necessary to
establish reasonable values for the q 1 - e (- ) (6)
length and depth of the crack, the

pressure, and the fracture toughness.
In addition, values must be obtained for Equation (6) can be solved for ef to
E (a/b) and N , which are available in yield
tabular form, 1f a, b and the thickness
are known. The difficulties associated
with obtaining the necessary input data = n (=) (7)
suggest that the use of a fracture Cf
mechanics failure criterion may be too
sophisticated for application at a Then from equations (5) and (7), the
wreck-clearing site. Fracture mechanics critical normal strain can be written in

-1 methods are, however, quite valuable for terms of Rmin and h as:
and are often employed in determining
the influence of cracks on unstable 2(Rmin + h)
fractures, after they occur (post lf in min (8)
failure analysis). No other quanti- 2Rmin +
tative treatments of cracks are avail-
zi~l f'or assessment of tank car atruc- The relative influence of R, and h
tural integrity, so the qualitative on c is indicated in Table 3-4'. Table
approach currently used Is probably the 3-4 shows that both Rmin and h exert
most appropriate under existing circum- strong influence on cf so that the
stances. analysis is somewhat incomplete if Rmin

is used only as input data.3.5.4 Dents
The maximum normal strain criterion

Dents are quantitatively defined in for fracture states that a structure or
the subject guidelines as having the component will fail when the maximum
critical radii less than certain speci- normal strain attains the value deter-
fied values. These minimum values are mined from a tensile test on the same
Rmin = 4.0 inches for tank cars built material. A steel commonly used for the
before 1966 and Rm~j 2.0 inches for fabrication of tank cars prior to 1966
those built in NA or later. The was an ASTM A-212 Grade B steel, which
rationale for these requirements is had a required minimum Cf of 21 per-
based on the maximum normal strain (at cent. Comparison of this value of Ce
the surface) caused by bending. Corre- with Table 3-4 shows that the critical
lations between the minimum bend radius strain permitted by the guidelines 1s

and fracture may be obtained experimen- approximately one-third of the mir,'
tally by the cold bend test or by con- value for that material. Thi. rz-
sideration of the maximum normal strain sents a reasonable safety ft: ".
criterion, considering that the actual tank - r

will have fabrication welds, various
The correlation between the minimum amounts of damage (nold work) and will

bend radius and the maximum normal be subjected to various environmental

strain criterion for fracture is conditions not experienced by the test
indicated by the following analysis. specimens.
From the theory of bending, relation-
ships have been established between the For more information on the speci-
minimum bend radius, R ln, the thick- fications and design requirements for
ness, h, and the reduction of area, q, tank cars, refer to Title 49 CFR Part
obtained from a tensile test. For 179, Specifications for Tank Cars. This
values of q less than 0.2 the relation- provides information on required plate
ship has the form: thickness, bursting pressure, materials,

insulation, safety relief valves design
Rmin i and setting, etc. Of course under acci-

(4) dent conditions, it is best to consult
someone with experience in assessing
tank car structural damage such as the

or shipper, the car manufacturer or the
AAR.

h
q h2 min h) (5) 3.5.5 Additional Failure Criteria

Another failure condition, which
The analysis of the parameters in a conceptually is the same as the maximum
tensile test has also resulted in the normal strain criterion and perhaps more
following relationship between q and the widely used, is the maximum normal
normal strain, Ef, as stress failure criterion. However, the

maximum normal strain criterion is more
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TABLE 3-4. INFLUENCE OF THICKNESS AND MINIMUM BEND
RADIUS ON THE CRITICAL NORMAL STRAIN

Minimum Critical
Bend Radius Thickness Normal Strain

(in) (in)

4.0 0.6 6.7

4.0 0.7 7.7

1.0 0.8 8.7

2.0 0.6 12.3

2.0 0.7 13.9

2.0 0.8 15.4

3
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useful when the material is somewhat brittle, whereas the maximum shear
ductile, as indicated by the require- stress or strain or the distortion
ments that C f Is greater than or equal energy criteria are moat effective for
to 0.21 for the A-212 Grade B steel, ductile materials. Also, increasingly,

biaxial or triaxial states of stress or
Several other failure criteria are strain (in which a 2 and 0 or £2

widely used under various conditions and and a3 cannot be neglected in3 relatio
should be mentioned for comparison pur- to a, or e 1) provide better agreement
poses. The maximum shear stress or with the maximum shear stress or strain
strain criteria states that a structure and distortion energy criteria. Con-
or component will fail when the maximum sidering all of the uncertainties
shear stress or strain attains a value associated with the damage evaluation
equal to the maximum values obtained process, the maximum normal strain
from a tensile test on the material, failure criterion is probably as effec-
Thus failure will occur whent tive as the others and is easier to

apply to the evaluation of dents.

max 2 -- One major limitation for this as-

sessment of the minimum bend radii of
lents is that it includes no guidelinesor (9) identifying sufficiently great damage as

to warrant precautionary evacuation of
the area around a tank car. These

4max 1 guidelines mainly suggest different
procedures for handling the tank cars
when different magnitudes of damage have

where 01 and E, are the principal values been observed. Development of the
of the stress and strain obtained from ability to predict accurately the point
the tensile test (a -2 £2 0). Then, of unstable fracture is a very difficult
values of ( a a "2/2 or ( £ - E 2)/2 matter and will probably require a com-
are obtained for he structure to be pletely different approach from the one
examined and are compared with T MIX presented in the subject guidelines.
or Ymax obtained from the tensile test One approach which appears to have con-

siderable promise for providing such
Another widely used failure condi- data is the acoustic emission (AE)

tion is the distortion energy or Von method. This method is based on the
Mises failure criterion. This criterion ability to identify when the acoustic
states that the structure or component signals emitted by a structure represent
will fall when the distortion energy the onset of unstable fracture. This
given by: method Is currently subject to much

development and may be quite applicable
00Co 7 -2 (1 2 +(0 o)2+ to tank assessment.

12 3.5.6 Scores and Gouges

(a 2 ao 2 1/2

2 - 3The guidelines for the assessment
of scores and gouges is partially
quantitative and partially qualita-

or tive. Scores are generally considered

to be noncritical unless they cross a
1 _ ¢)2 + (2 weld seam and then are considered poten-

o  - (£ £2) + (£3 I + tially critical only if they remove more
weld material than the amount extending

2 1/2 above the base metal. The depth of the
(£2 - £ 3 (10) scoring is treated quantitatively by

reducing the allowable internal pressure
in proportion to increasing depth of

becomes equal to their values calculated scoring or gouging. The relation be-
at fracture during a uniaxial tensile tween allowable internal pressure and
test. In equations 10, al, a2 , and 0 depth of scoring included in the guide-
are the principal (maximum) stresses lines has been plotted in Figure 3-3 for
and £1, £

2
, and c3 are the principal 34OW and 400W tank cars (340 psi and 400

(maximum) strains. psi proof tests). The relationships

between these two variables appears to
Many other failure conditions have be essentially linear and suggests that

been developed but the ones cited in the the allowable pressure is primarily
previous paragraphs are the most widely dependent on the thickness of the
used. As a general rule, the maximum remaining material. Inasmuch as the
normal stress or strain failure criteria thickness of the tank is not required to
are used when the material response is apply these guidelines, they appear to
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be based on an average value of thick- 3.5.9 MovinA of Tanks
noe in the range 5/8 to 3/Il inch. It
is also noted that a fixed stress aon- The moving, lifting and uprighting
centration factor at 2.0, rather than a of invaluod or damaged tank cars Is one
variable factor, was used because the reason ft an accurate damage and struc-
permitted pressures were not a function tural Integrity assessment following a
at either the thickness of the tank or derailment or vehicle overturn. For
the score or gouge radius. To a lesser specific guidelines on lifting provi-
degree than the fracture mechanics sions, rigging and other wreckage
analysis, more aocurate treatments removal considerations see Section 5.2.
require additional information (the tank
thickness and the gouge radius) which 3.5.10 Mechanism of Failure
may be difficult to obtain reliably and
quickly. The scoring also Introduces The Impact strength of the dif-
cold work at the outer surface which fering grades of steel give different
tends to alter the material properties, strengths to each different steel tank
making them less ductile and more sub- cars. However, in any case, the transi-
ject to brittle fracture. tion temperature at which the properties

of steel go from brittle to ductile
This suggested approach for deter- increases due to cold work. Cold work

mining the internal pressure of the gas- occurs when steel is deformed at atmos-
vapor mixture is valuable and should be pheric temperatures or is permanently
considered whenever the temperature can distorted by an impact.
be determined with a reasonable degree
of accuracy. In recent years, remote Failure of a tank ean occur in the
Infrared thermometers have been following ways First, the tank shell Is
developed. These appear to be poten- struck, causing an inward dent; this
tially useful for making rapid tempera- dent develops high tensile stress on the
ture scans of the entire tank oar and Inside surface and small cracks form;
from that obtaining Improved estimates the projectile which caused the dent
of the pressure in the tank. Possibly deforms and cold works the outside
the guidelines should be modified to surface; stress concentration occurs at
suggest use of these devices because the root of micro cracks, particularly
they should permit considerable in the cold work outside surface. Thus
Improvements in temperature measure- critical stress Is developed and only a
ments. slight crack growth or increase in
(stress could cause a catastrophic

The guidelines suggest that scoring failure. The general relationship
in a dent is more serious than either between crack length and stress illus-
type of damage by Itself. This is trating crack growth and propagation can
certainly true and additional caution In be seen In Figure 3-4.
quite properly directed toward such
situations. At present there is no technique to

detect a crack which has become critical

3.5.7 Wheel and Rail Burns and which could propagate and cause a
leak or violent rupture. However,

The damage caused by wheel or rail acoustic emmission technology shows
burns can be treated similarly to promise in detecting and monitoring
scoring and gouging. The depth of the flaws or cracks in accident situations.
burn is used to recommend immediate
unloading (minimum depth greater than Aerial surveillance could assist at
1/8 inch). These recommendations appear least in preliminary container integrity
to be based on prior field experience assessment. Use of a high resolution
rather than on technical grounds. video camera could permit zooming In
Again, it is noted that currently there from a safe distance on areas of the
is no specific level of damage that is wreckage which are not visible from the
cited or known to be serious enough to ground. This could provide some of the
warrant evacuation of personnel from the information required for much things as
vicinity of the tank car, although such dent analysis, hot spot locations,
criteria are badly needed. twisting and bulging, as well as the

conditions of external valves, piping
3.5.8 Unloading Methods. and appurtenances.

Guidelines for off-loading or
transfer techniques may be found In
Section 5.3.
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4~. HAZARD MITIGATION GUIDELINES pae ntte "The Use of Foams to
~~i.1~C CONAINEN Gas orls" b Hazard from Liquefied

4.1 ONTINMET G: Sills(10by . H. Hiltz and S. S.
Gross of NSA, the results of efforts on

Containment methods far spilled chlorine and ammahlA vre discussed.
hazardous materials will vary based upon The investigations '"i~of the effect
the specific nature at the chemical and ot foam on chlorine have given mixed
the y~ysical location of the spill. The results. It is certain that for the
EPA(" has Identified guidelines for the ourrent grades of comeroially available

*containment of spilled hazardous materi- foam systems, foam application to liquid
als on land or water, in water or air, ohlorine results in rapid destruction of
or underwater. The appropriate contain- the foam and a gross exaggeration of the
ment guidelines for each of the chemi- boil of f rate. Depending on the foam
cals and propellants addressed by this type, the expansion, and the rate of
manual are given in Table 5-5. application this effect may persist

4.2 APO SUPRESIONthrough several successive applications.

The interaction between the
Volatile liquids as well as corn- chlorine and the collapsing foam pro-

*pressed gases pose toxic and flammable duces a layer of ice and chlorine
vapor hazards. Vapor control has been hydrate which tends to float on the
attempted using water curtains, fog and chlorine surface. With continued appli-
spray but for mitigating the vapor cation of foam the layer eventually
hazard from spilled hazardous chemicals, becomes sufficiently continuous that a
foam systems appear to be the most effi- foam blanket can be built on top of
cient and effective, it. When this occurs, the rate of vapor

release of the chlorine is slowed and a
surfaces from ignition sources and radi- downwind area.
ant energy. This slows the vaporization
rate but vapor release is reduced pri- There is not yet sufficient data to
marily by the limited permeability of determine what foam or expansion is best
the foam, its capacity to absorb the nor what application rate or duration is
chemical, or by dilution of the surface necessary per square toot of spill sur-
layer. Foam can also be of use for face to achieve coverage. It does
strongly water reactive materials by appear best to work with medium expan-
allowing careful application of water to sion foams (300 to 350s1) but low
the surface to effect dilution or con- expansion foams exclusive of AFFF can
version to less hazardous forms without also provide benefit. At the present
violent reaction. Guidelines for selec- time only generalizations can be made.
tion of an acceptable foam system depend If the spill conditions are such that a
on the compatibility between the foam short term exaggeration of the chlorine
and the spilled chemical. Not all foams cloud can be tolerated In return for
are applicable to a volatile material, long term reduction of the hazard, foam
Polar materials for example, require should be considered.
special foam systems. 0 41e basis of
same EPA sponsored wXk ' on foams The data for ammonia(1, 8  aredone by MSA, the matrix presented in more definitive. As with chlorine, theTable 4-1 has been developed, initial foam application may be

destroyed, but even this may be advan-
The specific nature of the spill, tageous. One approach to an ammonia

on-scene accident conditions and spill Is dilution with water. Due to
resources available will in large part the large heat of solution the direct
determine which, if any, foam system is application of water to anhydrous
appropriate or applicable. Low expan- ammonia results In a violent reaction.
sion foams are less Influenced by atmos- Foam offters a means of applying water at
pheric effects of wind, rain or high a slow rate, providing dilution with a
temperature and so will provide the minimum of reaction.
longest safe period before break through
ot vapor occurs. However, they require With low expansion foams such dilu-
larger volumes of water than do high tion will probably be the major bene-
expansion foams so the spill may be fit. With medium to high expansion foam
spread further or the containing dike, a blanket can be developed with a subse-
dam etc. may overflow. quent reduction in the downwind gas

concentration. Figure 4-1 shows a
Specific work on foam systems companision of gas concentration at 4I

*applicable to the chemicals and propel- feet and 15 feet downwind from the spill
lants in this study has been done for edge for application of low and high
ammonia, chlorine, hydrazine, nitrogen expansion foams.
tetroxide, propane and butadiene. In a
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T"AR. m-1. itfiI VQR. SNLUCTIA6. iDMO 3oR USE in
MITIOATIN' Va'ft# RAZARD FROM SPILLED VOLATILE CHEMICALS**

Low l3tangiod Nlh xpalsion

Peote, groln *IdGI~l tUrfdoti~t Acryllo AF? Surfaotant

Eaters E A 3 3
Alcohols E 3 A 3 E

Ethers E 8 A a 9
Aldehydes E F A B E 9
Ketones E F A E E

Phenols E 9 A 3E E

Halogenated
Compounds A A C A C A

Alkanes A A C A C A

Alkenes A A C A C A

Alkynes A A C A C A

Dienes A A C A C A

Cycloaliphatic A A C A C A
Aromatic A A C A C A

Nitrogen
Tetroxide A

Hydrazine Fuels A

A - Recommended

C - Satisfactory

E - Not recommended

* Foam designations are for commercially available materials In common usage.

• Source: EPA 68-03-24781 Evaluation/Developgent of Foams for Mitigating Air
Pollution from Hazardous Spills, 1976.
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The benefit from the high expansion In a more recent study, initiated
foam is due to a combination of in September 19, 1981 and currently
effects. The high expansion foam causes still in progress, improved foam systems
a smaller increase in boil off than does for hypergol propellant spills were
the low expansion foam. The ability to developed. After laboratory experimen-
develop a persistent blanket results in tations, two systems judged to exhibit
some vapor scrubbing as the gas rises superior vapor suppressant properties
through the foam. Most importantly, were further evaluated in larger scale
however, is the warming of the vapor field tests simulating spill scenarios
both by normal heat transfer and also expected in space program operations.
from the heat of solution of ammonia in These scenarios include spills at launch
water. This is believed to be the site storage areas, transportation
explanation for the greater reduction at spills (highway), etc. Foam, prepared
15 feet downwind than at 4 feet; the from Rohm Haas ASE 95 (polyacrylic)/MSA
warm vapor being buoyant tends to dis- surfacant solution with an expansion
perse upward. ratio of approximately 8il, persisted

for over two hours when placed on top of
The importance of imparting a contained monomethylhydrazine pool;

huoynnce to ammonia vapor clouds has and a second foam, prepared from Rohm
been shown by recent tet and spill Haas ASE60 (polyaorylic)/MSA surfaciant
analyses in England. This work plus a pectin additive (expansion ratio,
provides an explanation of the long approximately 150:1), maintained a cover
downwind, extensive crosswind and upwind over N2 04  pool for approximately 15
movement of ammonia vapor clouds. It minutes. In both cases the cover could
predicates such movement on the collapse be maintained indefinitely by reappli-
of the Initial vapor column, the en- cation of fresh foam. In the oxidizer
trainment of significant quantities of case, even after the total breakdown of
air, the concurrent cooling of the the foam, the amount of rocket propel-
entrained air and the difficulty of lant vaporization was considerably
raising the temperature of such a reduced by the surface film formed by
mixture simply from the surrounding the collapsed foam. The capability of
atmosphere. the foam in extinguishing a fuel

4.2.1 Recent Laboratory Efforts (hydrazine) fire was also demon-..1Reen LboatryEforsstrated. Based on the successful

results obtained in this study, the U.S.
The use of foam to Induce gas Air Force is currently fabricating a

warming and buoyance would minimize portable foam generating system,
those events and aid in cloud dissipa- equipped with a spill collection
tion as well as restrict downwind system. The unit is completely self
travel. It has been proposed that simi- contained with its own power generator
lar events occur with other liquefied for operation in a remote location.
gases hut there is no supporting data.

Work done on extinguishment and
MSA has performed laboratory control of LPG (propane) fires by

studies and field tests for EPA to Applied Technology Corp. under contract
determine and evaluate the best proce- to DOE showed that:
dures to treat spills of hydrazine and
nitrogen tetroxide. The evaluationls e LPG fires can be controlled but not
included testing of foam acrylic plus extinguished by high expansion foam.
surfactant and mineral oil as suppres-
sants. The foam by itself was only e Dry chemical agents like potassium
partially successful in reapplication bicarbonate and urea potassium bi-
with fresh foam and did not produce an carbonate are effective extinguish-
effective cover. The test with mineral ants when applied with properly
oil showed that the oil was permeated by designed systems.
hydrazine.

Further testing done by Energy Ana-
In the tests on nitrogen tetroxide, lysts, Inc., on fighting liquefied gas

the ability of mineral oil to suppress fires showed that use of low expansion
vapors is temperature dependent. At protein and fluoroprotein foams did not
temperatures less than 60F, the oil extinguish a butadiene fire because they
provided an effective barrier to N201 floated on the surface and did not form
vapor (NO2 ); however foam control a complete seal. The most effective
appeared elfective only for a short foam is high expansion fluroprotein for
time. During the first application the extinguishing butadiene fires. However,
foam was more effective than oil. After the butadiene vapors eventually permeate
about 15 minutes breakthrough occurred the foam and this presents grave prob-
and vapor control was lost and cannot be lems of vapor travel, ignition and
reestablished, flashback. Thus, in this case as with

other heavier than air hydrocarbon
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Ii
liquefied gases, control of burning may a. The gasketed joints between the
be preferable to extinguishment. liquid valves and the manway cover

4.3 HANDLING LEAKS .
plate.

b. The sampling valve.
One can approach the problem of

leaks or product releases from con- o. The gauging device at the valve
tainer. punctured or otherwise damaged handle.
In transportation accidents from three
options: d. The closure plugs of the liquid

valves sampling line and gauging
1. Stopping the leak; device.

2. Leaving the leak "as Is;" or All openings in a tank oar con-
taining flammable compressed gas except

3. Further opening up the car or tank the safety valve are equipped with
(venting) and disposing of the gravity-activated excess flow check
lading burning). valves which are designed to close

automatically when their external
Depending on the size, shape, and closure is fully open or broken off.

orientation of a hole in a container, a Because of these devices, contents of
leak may be patched or plugged. If the the tank can only be transferred with
leak i from damaged or loosened car the tank in an upright position. A
fittings (gauging devices, valves, device known as an excess flow check
safety vents, thermometer well cap, valve float lifter, developed In Canada,
etc.), they may be tightened or can be applied to a closure valve that
repaired. Often, leakage from fittings will permit unloading regardless of the
can be stopped by tightening mounting position of the fitting. Unfortunately,
nuts and closure plugs. However, if the there are not very many of these devices
mounting gaskets or valves have deteri- available nor do they fit all closure
orated, tightening nuts will not stop valves being used today.
the leak. Replacement may be possible
by specially trained personnel with The following items must be
special equipment. strictly adhered to in attempting to

approach a leaking container:
Leaks can occur in fittings that

have not been broken off. When the tank 1. A leaking container is approached
is upright, vapor will be released if only after monitoring for and
the following fittings are loose or assuring safe toxic or flammable
defective: vapor levels;

a. The gasketed joint between the 2. Some efforts have been made to
manway cover plate and the manway assess the overall structural
nozzle. integrity of the container;

b. The gasketed joint between the base 3. Response personnel use appropriate
of the vapor valve and the manway protective gear and equipment when
cover plate. approaching a leaking container;

c. The gasketed joint between the base 4. All sources of ignition such as
of the safety valve and the manway mechanical refrigeration units,
cover plate. lamps, stoves, markers, etc. must be

extinguished;
d. The gasketed joint between the base

of gauging device and the manway 5. Only "non-sparking" tools must be
cover plate. used when making emergency repairs;

e. The closure plugs of the vapor 6. Patching or plugging materials must

valve, be compatible with the hazardous
material;

f. The thermometer well closure 
cap.

7. Trains are not permitted to pass on
g. The packing gland of the gauging adjacent tracks or motor vehicles on

device. the highway or street;

Liquid will be released if the 8. Moving of leaking tank cars or cargo
following fittings are loose or tanks is not attempted; and
defective:

9. If the container has a fire at the
safety relief valve or from a tank
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puncture, no attempt be made to to place charges and other equipment
extinguish the fire unless the leak as required;
can be secured because of the pro-
blem of vapor travel, reignition and 7. There must be adequate prior assess-
flashback. ment of impact and expected results;

When a tank car or tank truck con- s. The public and all non-essential re-
taining compressed flammable gases such eponse persinel must be removed to
as butadiene, isobutane, liquefied hy- a safety perimeter beyond the site;
drogen, propane, propylene and vinyl
chloride is involved in a transportation 9. If any liquid release is expected,
accident, leakage is likely to develop, dikes, dams or containment pits must
especially if structural damage has be constructed; and
occurred. These gases are heavier than

air and can travel and accumulate in 10. After fire has subsided the co4-
low-lying areas, posing fire, explosion tainer be checked for presence of
and flashback hazards. If a leaking flammable or other vapors and be
tank car is on fire it can be benign or flushed clear, if any remains, in
pose PLEVE potential. A more severe order to allow safe resumption of
BLEVE situation, however, is fire im- wreck clearing operations.
pingement on an adjacent car which is
not on fire. In terms of handling leaks in-

volving the chemicals and propellants
In cases where a container is In- addressed by this manual metals should

accessible, or the damage too severe, or not be used for acrylonitrile (i.e.,
where fire impingement has reached dan- copper, copper alloys, aluminum),
gerous proportions, or the container is anhydrous ammonia (i.e., copper and
punctured and its contents burning; galvanized surfaces), chlorine (i.e.,
trying to stop a leak may not be feas- most metals, especially copper),
ible or desirable. There may, in fact, hydrazine (i.e., most metals), nitrogen
be times when a tank car or other tetroxide (i.e., most metals), sodium
container needs to be emptied of its hydrosulfide solution (i.e, most metals)
contents because of potential critical and sodium hydroxide (i.e., aluminum,
damage precluding moving, rerailing or tin, lead, zinc).
even off-loading. In the past few years
there have been a few successful at- 4.4 FIREFIGHTING
tempts (i.e., Claxton, Kentucky; Molino,
Florida) at "venting" tank cars and The NFPA and other professional
"burning" contents using explosives. firefighting organizations, nationwide,
These procedures are still at very pre- provide excellent training courses and
liminary stages and thus must be used manuals on firefighting techniques.
with extreme caution and only when Thus, this manual will not presume or
conditions indicate no other solu- attempt to add anything to those
tions. The following issues must be efforts. However, it would be prudent
addressed in developing this technology: to point out In this section some of the

special problems and considerations
1. Assessment nf critical shell damage facing firefighters confronted with

to containt- precluding moving or an transportation accidents involving
in-field transfer; hazardous materials as well as some of

the options available for vapor
2. The decision to utilize explosives suppression and extinguishants.

for "vent" and "burn" must be one
mutually arrived at and agreed upon Fires Involving hazardous materials
by the experts who have critically present not only the expected thermal
assessed the situation; hazards but can also involve toxic or

corrosive combustion products and pre-
3. The area must be sufficiently remote sent large scale explosive hazards. If

to reduce exposure of public and a container itself is not mechanically
property; damaged or structurally weakened in a

fire, the combination of fire impinge-
4. Experts must be located to perform ment causing increase in internal

the operation; pressure and the resultant lessened

integrity of the container could cause a
5. Explosive materials such as shaped rupture.

charges, thermite grenades, etc.
must be available; Structural failure of the container

may cause a massive explosion with an
6. The accident scene must be suffi- accompanying fireball and tank fragments

ciently stabilized to permit access propelled at high velocities In every

direction. In such cases the principal
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firefighting tactic is to cool the tank * Method to build a 3-dimensional
shell by localizing streams of water at water barrier; and
the following main vulnerable points:
the vapor-phase area of the tank and the * Provides a lessened shock hazard or
point of flame contact. According to damage potential to electrical
the NFPA, the application of 500 gal/min circuitry.
is considered minimal if cooling of the
structure is to have any effect. This The main disadvantage of foam is the
technique Is extremely risky and the use possibility of saturation by the burning
of unmanned monitors to apply water is liquid, usually a result of improper
recommended providing they may be safely application of the foam blanket. Foam
set up. Water has been synonymous with is divided initially into high expansion
fire extinguishment for many years and, (a volume expansion of water to foam
when applied as a stream or a fog or in greater than 100 to 1) and low expansion
several intermediate forms, sees greater (a volume expansion less than 20 to 1).
use than any other single material. It
extinguishes basically by cooling the There are six major types of foam
burning surface to temperatures below agents in use: protein, synthetic, AFFF
those necessary to sustain combustion. fluoroprotein, alcohol and polar sol-
The steam generated by its absorption of vents foams.
heat acts to dilute the oxygen concen-
tration and, when used as a fog or Protein foam agents are materials
curta.n, blocks radiant energy release. derived from animal matter which provide

good cooling and burn back resistance.
Water is most useful against fires Its fire knock down capability is ac-

involving solid fuels like wood, paper, ceptable but not as good as AFFF. It is
other cellulosic materials and some limited to low expansion application.
liquid fuel fires. However it is not
effective for hydrocarbon liquids AFFF Is a descriptive term for a
because it is more dense than these fluorocarbon based surfactant which has
fluids and sinks giving little fire excellent fire knock-down capabilities
reduction. In fact, application of but is poor for cooling a structure and
water can worsen a situation by causing maintaining a blanket. Its principal
overflow of contained liquids or action is the formation of a special
frothing, boiling and spattering of oriented floating monomolecular film
pooled liquids. Water is ineffective which is effective as long as it is
against gases and cryogenic liquids and continuous. AFFF is normally used in
cannot be used for fires involving ener- the low expansion mode.
gized electrical equipment because of

S hazards to personnel and damage to Synthetic or detergent foams are
electrical circuitry. long-chain organic hydrocarbon compounds

with capabilities parallel to AFFF.
Water can be more efficient as an They are primarily restricted to high

extinguishant by adding surface active expansion use but s few agents can be
agents (surfactants) or sealing it into used for low expansion also.
the structure of a gel or foam. A
surfactant reduces the surface tension Fluroprotein is a blend of protein
of the water and thus imparts better and fluorocarbon materials to providewetting of organic surfaces, better lower surface tensions and greater

penetration into material surfaces and fluidity than are possible with protein,
openings. To expand the types of fires while maintaining the persisterce absent
where water could be applied, the water- in APFF materials. However, the result
surfactant combination was further de- is a compromise rather than an optimiza-
veloped by mechanically inducing dis- tion of characteristics of each.
perslon of air in water to form a Fluoroprotein Is restricted to low
continuum of bubbles known as foam. expansion use.
Foam offers several advantages, such as
the following, for a range of fire The last two are specialty low
scenarios: expansion foams for polar solvents and

some low molecular weight chlorinated
* Can be floated on the surface of hydrocarbons which degrade normal

liquids; foams: alcohol foams and polar solvent

foams. These foams either precipitate
& Mechanism to deliver water slowly or gel into an insoluble layer on the

but continuously; chemical surface to block foam degrada-
tion and provide a base for foam build-

* Cuts down smoke, fumes; up. There are protein, surfactant and
AFFF forms of alcohol foams and all are

* Fasier conversion of water to steam; restricted to low expansion use.
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Low expansion foams in addition to When the material is on fire, toxic

fire control can provide vapor suppres- hydr;oen cyanide Is generated. Wear
sion from spilled chemicals and smoke chemioal protective suit and self-
and fumes from deep seated fires. High oontainod breathing apparatus. Con-
expansion foams complement the low ex- tainers should be cooled with water from
pansion type and are utilized in a safe and protected location. Fire-
enclosed areas. High expansion foam fighting runoff will be harmful to
provides the fastest extinguishment of aquatic life in very low concentrations,
contained pool fires, so proper methods of containment must be

used.
Carbon dioxide also functions as an

extinguishant by blanketing the fire and 4.4.3 Acrylonitrile
is available in liquid form in extin-
guishers or in mechanical foams. Acrylonitrile is a flammable gas

when the vapor concentration in air is
Several halogenated hydrocarbons or between 3.05 - 17%. Fires of acryloni-

halons are extremely stable to heat and trile should be extinguished with only
are useful as fire extinguishants for dry chemical, alcohol foam or carbon
such applications as electronic equip- dioxide. Use of water or foam as a
ment, computer circuits, aircraft firefighting agent may cause frothing.
interiors, museums, vaults, hospitals, When heated or burned, acrylonitrile may
etc., where only minor residue resulting evolve toxic hydrogen cyanide gas and
from use is desirable. However, the nitrogen oxides. Flashback along vapor
decomposition of these agents under fire trail may occur. Combat fire from a
temperatures creates toxic gases or safe distance or protected area. Water
vapors; therefore these agents would may be ineffective on fire. Cool
probably be of only limited for trans- exposed containers with water. Fire-
portation emergencies. fighters should wear goggles, self-

contained breathing apparatus and rubber
Several dry chemical extinguishers overolothing. Spills may be harmful to

are also available and potentially aquatic life in very low concentration.
applicable. Sodium chloride, sodium
bicarbonate and/or potassium bicarbonate 4.4.4 Aerozine-50
can be used to reduce the intensity of
fires. Graphite, which is the major Aerozine-50 is flammable in both
component of several other dry extin- liquid and vapor states. Since the
guishants, is effective on fires of vapor over the fuel blend at 75°F is
certain metals like magnesium and sodium predominantly UDHH, the flammability
which are water or CO2 reactive. hazards of the mixture are the same as

for UDMH. The fuel blend vapors are
The following sections present flammable in air in concentratiors from

brief paragraphs for each chemical and 2.3 - 100%. Large quantities if water
propellant involved in fire. Details of should be used to extinguish Aerozine-50
cautionary emergency response guidelines fires. Aerozine-50 fires behave essen-
for each HM ound in the DOT, AAR, EPA tially as UDMH fires and may be extin-
and USCG Response Guidebooks are given guished by water sprays, alcohol foam,
in Appendices G through J, respectively, and dry chemical powders containing

primarily sodium bicarbonate. Acrylic
4.4.1 Acetone foam may also prove beneficial. Neither

Freon 13B1 (bromotrifluoromethane) nor
Acetone is a colorless flammable carbon dioxide are effective. The TLV

liquid which has flammable limits in air Is 0.1 ppm and ER personnel should be
of 2.6 - 12.8%. Use of water as a fire equipped with appropriate breathing
fighting agent in a straight hose stream apparatus. If a fishy odor is detected
will scatter and spread the fire, so it the TLV has been exceeded, evacuate the
should not be used. Acetone fires may area and seek proper medical assistance
flashback along vapor trail; containers (see Section 4.2.1).
should be cooled with unmanned hoses and
water nozzles; and fires should be 4.4.5 Ammonia, Anhydrous
extinguished with dry chemical, alcohol
foam or carbon dioxide. Anhydrous ammonia is a non-

flammable, toxic compressed gas but it
4.4.2 Acetone Cyanohydrin will support combustion within certain

vapor concentration limits (15.5-
Acetone cyanohydrin is a poisonous 27.0%). It can increase fire hazards

material which supports combustion when when oil or other combustible materials
its vapor concentration is between 2.2 - are also involved. Ammonia has no
12% in air. Appropriate fire fighting chemical incompatibilities with any fire
agents include water spray, dry chemi- extinguishing agent and the appropriate
cal, alcohol foam or carbon dioxide. agent for the surrounding fire
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conditions should be used. Firefighting also polymerize violently, if contami-
runoff water will be mildly corrosive nated with alkaline or acidic materials,
and extremely toxic to aquatic life, so metal oxides or chlorides. In a fire
care must be exercised to contain and involving this material, the first step
prevent it from reaching water sources, is to secure the release or leak if

possible before attempting to put out
4.4.6 Butadiene, Inhibited the fire because of flashback poten-

tials. One method of combating an
Butadiene is a flammable, Com- ethylene oxide fire is to flood it with

pressed gas with vapors heavier than water. According to the NFPA, however,
air. Under fire conditions, the vapors this method is sometimes ineffective.
may travel to an ignition source and Another recommended method is to use
then flashback. Containers may explode alcohol foam. Because alcohol foam is
in a fire due to polymerization of con- not always available, there will be
tents. Butadiene has no restrictions on occasion when there is no alternative
fire extinguishants. Flooding quantities but to use water. Ethylene oxide must
of water are generally effective. How- be diluted with water 22 to 1 before It
ever, it is important to stop and secure will no longer burn. Small pool fires
any leak sources, if attempts are made are most effectively extinguished using
to extinguish a fire involving butadiene fluidized (bicarbonate base) commercial
because of flashback problems. dry powder extinguishers.

4.4.7 Chlorine Standard foam must not be used,

because it may assist the burning rather
Chlorine is a non-flammable, toxic than retard it. Ethylene oxide vapors

compressed gas which may cause fire on may detonate, if some initiating heat
contact with combustibles. Chlorine source is present. Ethylene oxide
does react with many metals vigorously vapors, in a tank exposed to a fire, may
at high temperatures. There are no be rapidly heated to their ignition
special restrictions on fire extin- temperature unless the tank is cooled
guishing agents and any agent suitable with water spray.
for the fire is appropriate. A fire of
combustibles In chlorine atmospheres can 4.4.10 HydrazIne and Monomethylhydra-
produce toxic and corrosive combustion zine (MMH)
products. Chlorine reacts vigorously
with water and forms a corrosive solu- Hydrazine and MMH are flammable,
tion; therefore, any firefighting runoff poisonous liquids with flammable limits
water should be contained because it can of 4.7 - 100% and 2.5 - 98%, respec-
pose a threat to aquatic life. tively. In both cases, flashback along

a vapor trail may occur and the vapors
4.4.8 Ethyl Acrylate may detonate if ignited in a confined or

enclosed area. Water, which acts by
Ethyl acrylate is a flammable cooling and diluting, is the most effec-

liquid having flammable limits in air of tive agent for completely extinguishing
1.8 - 9.5%. When ethyl acrylate is air-supported hydrazine and MMH fires.
heated by fire toxic and irritating The most efficient means of applying
vapors are generated. Containers may water is in a coarse spray. Water fog
explode in fires causing flashback along and bicarbonate-base (powder) extin-
its vapor trail. In cases where the guishlng agents may be used for com-
material is released goggles, self- bating spill-type fires. In large
contained breathing apparatus and rubber fires, there is a danger of flashback
overclothing must be worn. Fires should with these agents, because hydrazine and
be extinguished with dry chemicals, MMH accelerate the disintegration of
foam, or carbon dioxide. Vapors of foam. Effective use of water minimizes
ethyl acrylate are heavier than air and the re-ignition and flashback hazard in
may travel a considerable distance to a hydrazine and MMH fires. Halogenated
source of ignition and flashback. May firefighting agents are generally
polymerize and cause container to ineffective on this type of fire. For
explode, oxidizer-supported fires (flare

burning), water fog or spray is the most
4.4.9 Ethylene Oxide effective extinguishing agent if it is

acceptable for use on the specific
Ethylene oxide is a flammable oxidizer feeding the fire. Also,

liquid whose flammable limits in air acrylic foam has been demonstrated to
range from 3-100%. These alr-ethylene show flame extinguis.ant capabilties
oxide mixtures of 6%-24% can detonate. (see Section 4.2.1).
The vapors are heavier than air and may
travel some distance to an ignition
source and flashback. The container may
explode when heated. Ethylene oxide may
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4.4.11 Hydroclanic Acid fire involves liquid oxygen and liquid
fuels, control it as follows

Hydrocyanic acid is flaable in
5.6 - 40% concentrations In air as a a. If a fire Is supported by liquid
liquid or gas. When a fire occurs an oxygen flowing into large quantities
attempt should be made to stop the flow of fuel, secure the release of oxy-
of the gas. Fires should be allowed to gen, and put the fire out with fire-
burn; however, exposed containers should fighting agents appropriate to the
be cooled with water. Extremely toxic fuel.
vapors are generated even at ordinary
temperatures. In case of fire emergency b. If fuel and liquid oxygen are mixed,
response personnel should wear a chemi- but not burning, Isolate the ares
cal protective suit with self-contained from sources of ignition, quickly
breathing apparatus. evacuate personnel, and allow the

oxygen to evaporate.
4.4.12 Isobutane

c. If large pools of oxygen and water-
Isobutane is a liquefied compressed soluble fuel are burning, use water

gas having flammable limits in air of to dilute the fuel and reduce the
1.8 - 8.4%. Isobutane floats and boils intensity of the fire. This method
on water. Water should be used to cool cannot be used with fuels which do
exposed containers and men effecting not mix with water. Appropriate
shut off (stop discharge If possible). extinguishing agents may be used to
Stay upwind and use water spray to put out fuel fires after the oxygen
"knock down" vapor. has evaporated.

4.4.13 Liquefied Hydrogen 4.4.15 Methyl Alcohol

Liquefied hydrogen is a flammable, Methyl alcohol is a flammable
compressed gas with flammable limits In liquid having flammable concentrations
air ranging from 4 - 75%. The most in air of 6 - 36.5$. In the case of
effective control of hydrogen fires Is fire flashback along vapor trail may
by securing the leak or release of occur; extinguish with dry chemical; do
hydrogen. Fires from hydrogen gas can not use water because it is ineffective
also be controlled effectively with very as a firefighting agent; and cool ex-
high concentrations of the common extin- posed containers with water. When
guishing agents, such as water, C02, and containers holding methyl alcohol are
steam. Equipment should be designed for subject to fire they may explode.
effective control and Isolation In oase
of failure. It should be noted that, if 4.4.16 Methyl Bromide
hydrogen flames resulting from leaks are
extinguished, hydrogen will continue to Methyl bromide is a compressed
leak and form a cloud of combustible gas liquefied gas having flammable limits in
that may explode if ignited. It is also air of 10 - 15%. When exposed to fire
important to note that the outer limits or heat toxic and irritating gases are
of hydrogen flame or fire cannot generated. Exposed containers should be
generally be seen. Where possible, use cooled with water. In the case of fire
large quantities of water, preferably in poisonous and irritating gases are pro-
the form of spray, to cool adjacent duced. Emergency response personnel
exposures. should be equipped with self-contained

breathing apparatus, goggles and protec-
4.4.14 Liquefied Oxygen tive impervious overclothing. Fires

should be extinguished by water, foam or
Liquefied oxygen is a liquefied gas carbon dioxide.

that is not flammable but will support
combustion. The presence of liquid 4.4.17 Nitrogen Tetroxide
oxygen will intensify a fire and when
mixed with a fuel, organic or combust- Nitrogen tetroxide is a compressed,
ible material can form a detonable toxic gas which is also a strong oxi-
mixture. Procedures for controlling dizer. It Is not flammable, but sup-
fires involving liquid oxygen vary with ports combustion of combustible materi-
the type and circumstances of the fire. als and can cause fire or explosion upon
Some general guideline recommendations contact with these materials. Nitrogen
follow. When the fire results from a tetroxide dissolves in water to form a
leak or flow of liquid oxygen onto wood, corrosive solution of nitric acid, thus
paper, waste, or other similar material, any firefighting runoff poses a threat
first stop the flow if possible. If the to aquatic life and should be con-
leak or flow can be stopped, use water tained. It should also be noted that
to put the fire out quickly. When the poisonous nitrogen oxide fumes are

produced in a fire involving nitrogen
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tetroxide. In case of fire, an attempt flammable hydrogen gas when in contact
ahould be made to secure the leak of with metals such as aluminum, tin, lead
N204 - The continued application of and zinc. Exposed containers should be
large quantities of water will eventu- cooled with water. Emergency response
ally flush away the oxidizer so that personnel should be equipped with rubber
combustion is no longer supported. Any overalothing. NaOH dissolves with the
remaining air-supported fuel fire may be liberation of heat in water and may
extinguished by using techniques applic- steam and splatter.
able to the fuel involved (see Section
41.2.1). In addition, all ER personnel 41.4.22 Styrene
should be equipped with Impervious
clothing. Styrene is a flammable liquid

4.4.18 ropanehaving flammable limits In air of 1.1 -I
M.~d~8 Prpane6.1%. Styrene vapor is heavier than air

and may travel considerable distance to
Propane is a flammable, compressed a source of ignition and flashback. At

hydrocarbon gas with flammable limits In elevated temperatures such as in fire
air ranging from 2.1 - 9.5%. Propane conditions, polymerization may take
vapors are heavier than air, may travel place which may lead to container explo-
some distance to an ignition source and sion. Water may be Ineffective as a
flashback, or can detonate if ignited in firefighting agent. Appropriate f ire-
an enclosed area. Containers may ex- fighting agents include water fog, foam,
plode in a fire and the fragments rocket carbon dioxide or dry chemical. Emer-
in every direction causing additional1 gency response personnel should wear
hazards. In a situation where a bulk chemical protective suits with self-
propane shipment is leaking and on fire, contained breathing apparatus. Exposed
no attempt should be made to fight the containers should be cooled with
fire unless the leak source can be water. Combat fires from safe distance
secured and there has been no fire or protected location.
impingement on any container vapor
space. In such cases, allowing the fire 41.4.23 Toluene
to burn and even further opening
(venting) the container for more rapid Toluene is a flammable liquid
burning of contents may be warranted and having flammable limits in air of 1.27 -
has been used In the past. For small 7%. Toluene vapors are heavier than air
propane fires, dry chemicals may be and may travel a considerable distance
used. to a source of ignition and flashback.

4.4.1 PropleneFirefighting precautions include wearing
*1I119Popleegoggles and self-contained breathing

apparatus; extinguish with dry chemical,
Propylene is a liquefied compressed foam or carbon dioxide because water is

gas having flammable limits in air of 2 an ineffective firefighting agent; and
-11%. When fire occurs container may cool exposed containers with water.

explode; flashback along vapor trail may
occur; flow of gas should be stopped If 4.4.241 Unsymmetrical Dimethylhydrazine
possible; fires should be allowed to H___
burn; and cool exposed containers and
protect men effecting shut off with UDMH is a poisonous, flammable
water. Vapors of propylene are heavier liquid with flammable limits in air
than air and may travel considerable ranging from 2 - 95%. UDMH fires
distance to a source of Ignition and supported by air may best be extin-
flashback. guished by the application of water in

relatively large amounts in proportion
4.4.20 Sodium Hydrosulfide to the fuel. When this fuel has been

diluted with water (one to three times
Sodium hydrosulfide is a non- the original fuel volume), the resulting

flammable gas. In cases where sodium solution Is non-flammable. The amount
hydrosulfide is released an attempt of water required to render the solution
should be made to stop discharge, keep non-flammable Is dependent on the temn-
people away, and Isolate and remove perature of the mixture. The most effi-
discharged material. Sodium hydro- cient method of applying water is in a
sulfide reacts corrosively with most coarse spray. Water fog, carbon di-
metals, but the reaction is not oxide, and bicarbonate-based fire
hazardous. extinguishing agents are not recommended

4.4.1 Soium ydroidefor extensive fires, since with these
*1.1.21Sodum Hdroideagents there is danger of flashbacks and

explosive re-ignitions. In any case,
Sodium hydroxide Is a non-flammable these agents should not be used for

solid, however, may cause fire In con- extinguishing this type of fire.
tact with combustibles. May also form a
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11.1.25 Vinyl Aoetate Evacuation of a I- to 2-mile radius
around the accident site can be a good

Vinyl acetate is a flammable liquid effeotive tool for safeguarding the
having a vapor concentration In air of general public. However, evacuation In
2.6 - 13.11%. Vinyl acetate vapors are an option which must be weighed care-
heavier than air and may travel con- fully for It can be a two-edged sword.
siderable distance to a source of On the one hand, the public must be
Ignition and flashback. Polymerization protected from exposures threatening
can occur when in contact with peroxides their health and general safety. On the
and strong acids, but only under extreme other hand, there must not be needless
conditions. Appropriate firefighting over evacuation because of the social
agents for vinyl acetate fires should be disruption, fear, cost, and potential
used including carbon dioxide or dry danger to the sick and elderly who must
chemical for small fires and ordinary be moved. There is the potential to
foam for large fires. In case of fire cause more chaos, confusion and problems
emergency response personnel should wear with an over zealous, uncoordinated and
goggles and self-contained breathing unanticipated evacuation. The Depart-
apparatus; combat fires from safe dis- ment of Transportation has identified
tance or protected location; extinguish isolation and evacuation distances for
with dry chemical, foam or carbon specific hazardous materials. Table 41-2
dioxide; and cool exposed containers has been prepared to show Initial isola-
with water. tion and Initial evacuation distances

from a spill of DOT recognized HM
41.4.26 Vinyl Chloride addressed by this manual. Isolation and

evacuation distances are given for
Vinyl chloride Is a flammable, com- acrylonitrile, anhydrous ammonia,

pressed gas with flammable limits in air chlorine, ethylene oxide, hydrocyanic
ranging from 11 - 26%. Vinyl chloride acid, methyl bromide and nitrogen
vapors are heavier than air, may travel tetroxide.
a distance to an ignition source and
flashback, and may detonate if Ignited Evacuation should be conducted by
In an enclosed area. Vinyl chloride law enforcement personnel in conjunction
polymerizes in air, sunlight or when with members of the state's civil de-
heated unless inhibited by phenol stabi- fense/einergency preparedness organiza-
lizer. Under fire conditions the con- tion. Communities and state agencies
tamner may explode. Further hazards should establish a cooperative assis-
Include the formation of toxic and tance plan in the event of such an
corrosive combustion products such as eegny
hydrogen chloride, phosgene and carbon eegny

*monoxide. The ares to be evacuated will be a
function of the material released and

For small fires, dry chemicals or local meteorological, topographic,
carbon dioxide may be used. To address hydrogeologic and demographic condi-
large fires, the leak source must be tions. A discussion of vapor dispersionisecured and adjacent exposed surfaces for estimating evacuation radii is given
cooled. However, in this case, as with In Section 3.11.1. The initial evacua-
propane, it may be in the interests of tion must be continually reevaluated
safety to allow the fire to burn, during the mitigation, cleanup and

disposal and wreckage removal phases
4.5 EVACUATION following a transportation emergency for

modification, extending or collapsing
When the on-scene or downwind vapor the hazard perimeter based on prevailing

concentration exceeds the TLV or the meteorologic conditions, the material
atmosphere has reached the LEL, the on- released and other accident conditions.
scene coordinator must make a decision
whether or not to evacuate on-seene An excellent walk throuf ) on
emergency response personnel and evacuation excerpted from Smith'' is
civilian members of the surrounding presented below.
community.

"fWithin minutes of the
It is not as important to evacuate accident, the first officials

emergency response personnel from the arrive on or near the scene.
scene if they have proper protective The first order of business Is
clothing and breathing apparatus, as it to get the immediate area
Is if they have limited or no resources evacuated. The people involved
available. Members of the local cam- here require little urging, but
munity are not generally equipped, could simply a direction in which to
be unaware that an accident has occurred go. If fire Is a big problem,
or they may simply not know what self- perimeter cooling can begin
protective steps to take. simultaneously with Initial
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TABLE 4-2. ISOLATION AND EVACUATION
DISTANCES OF SELECTED HAZARDOUS MATERIALS

INITIAL ISOLATION INITIAL EVACUATION
PILL or LEAK FROM LARGE SPILL FROM A TANK
(drum, smaller (or from many containers,

container or small drums, etc.)
leak from tank)

THEN EVACUATE
NAME FIRST IN A DOWNWIND

OF MATERIAL ISOLATE in all ISOLATE in all DIRECTION
SPILLING OR Direotions Directions Width Length

LEAKING feet feet miles miles

Acrylonitrile 30 60 0.1 0.2

Anhydrous Ammonia 100 200 0.4 0.7

Chlorine 250 520 1.3 2.0

Ethylene Oxide 40 70 0.2 0.2

Hydrocyanic Acid 90 190 0.5 0.7

Methyl Bromide 50 90 0.2 0.3

Nitrogen Tetroxide 110 220 0.5 0.8

I
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evacuation. There ts little Instructed Individually as to
you can save on-oons with wa bycno antd.
water; the beat you can hopewhtkp ano notd.
for Is explosion control.
Initial fire-control efforts
should always be defensive. Be
ready to retreat, and have your
equipment arranged In
withdrawal positions. (let Off
units Into the area as quickly
as possible. Civil defense
workers, sheriff, local police,
and spillor officials are to
begin the next stage of
evacuation immediately. Use
bullhorns or whatever is
available, and set up teams
moving in concentric circles.
Have one team move clockwise,
the next counterclockwise. The
theory Is that the overlapping
amplified warning may prewarn
those In the next block before
the team arrives. Finally,
have follow-up teams moving in
the sane pattern, closing and

* looking doors, checking ovens,
windows, lights, etc. If the
situation is too volatile, move* 1back. You can continue later
when you have received proper
equipment and additional
help. Don't forget to tell
everyone where to go. Pick out
a well-known spot (not too far
away, since some may be
walking), and make sure every
announcement relays this
location to the evacuees.
Immediately send one of your
staff members to receive then,
and get ready for the Red Cross
and Salvation Army to begin
sheltering them.

"When the area is evacuated
and secure, roving patrols
(with adequate breathing equip-
touhu th ara epnment) should continually move

sharp eye for curiosity
seekers, looters, and people
going back for something they
forgot.

Reoccupation is a happy
time, but It must be done with
some formality. Prior to
leaving the shelters, everyone
shniild he briefed an to what
happened and where and '4hen to
file claims they may have for
any and all damages. The
spillor should be involved in
this meeting. Last of all,
everyone should be warned that
cleanup Is continuing on-scene
and that they must stay out the
cleanup area. Individuals who
have suffered specific damage
such as contamination of water

* wells, gardens, etc., must be
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5. CARGO TRANSFER, WRECKAGE REMOVAL instruments and personal protective
AND CLEANUP/DISPOSAL GUIDELINES clothing, breathing equipment and other

5.1 ARG TRNSFE GUDELNESgear must be obtained and checked cut.5.1 ARG TRNSFE GUDELNESAfter careful study of the container
designs a sketch should be made of the

5.1.1 Cargo Transfer Team proposed transfer scheme. A list of all
necessary pipes, fittings, adapters,

When the tank cars containing the valves, gauges, pumps, containers and
haz.ardoum materials must be transferred other Items required to construct the
at the scene the carrier has the author- transfer should be made. An impcrtant
ity to select the group to perform any reason for having detailed container
cargo transfer operations. Because of design drawings is the need to be
the value of the cargo, the shipper's certain that all connections from the
knowledge of the cargo's characteristics transfer system to the tank will be
and expertise in handling the particular properly sized and threaded; a misfit.
carrier is performing a service for the Then, an overall plan should be written
shipper, the carrier should, and usually (if not already available) for every
does, seek the advice and assistance of aspect of constructing the transfer
the shipper for cargo transfer. Some system and its operation. The SOP
shippers have qualified in-house experts should include an appropriate checkoff
available to perform actual transfer and list to assure all steps are followed,
provide on-scene advice to others. In leaving nothing to chance.
any elent, no cargo transfer should be
attempted without supervision by fully- Upon arriving at the scene, the
qualified experts and the prior approval transfer team should make personal
of the carrier and shipper, both of whom cnatwt h S n prpit
should fully coordinate the plans and other officials, e.g., railroad, shipper
actions with the OSC. The shipper must (if the team is not from the shipper's
decide what personnel and equipment are organization), environmental monitoring
needed to accomplish the job and deter- groups and any other necessary support
mine what resources (equipment, groups such as earth movers or wreckage
materials, etc.) must be acquired handlers to discuss the transfer plan;
outside the company and arrange for them make necessary modifications if the
to be delivered to the site if neces- situation has changed; arrange for any
sary. In some cases, the shipper may needed support; and establish the comn-
elect to hire a contractor to perform munication linkage.
the transfer. In the best interests for
everyone concerned the shipper and 5.1.2 Container Status
carrier should be knowledgeable about
the capabilities and qualifications of a Presently, there Is no accurate way
potential cargo transfer contractor. to assess container structural integrity

at the accident scene. The technology
Qualification and Training has yet to be developed and applied to

the assessment of a hazardous materials
Individuals who perform cargo tank car or cargo tank. The propane

transfer and cleanup/disposal activities tank car explosion at Waverly, Tennes-
at the scene of a hazardous materials see, is clear evidence of this defi-
transportation accident should have ciency; nevertheless, certain observa-
training in material properties in- tions can be made to give some indica-
cluding thermophysical/chemical and tion. First look for visible leaks and
material compatibility; use of personal use detectors for hidden/gaseous
protective clothing; vapor monitoring; leaks. Insulation on tank cars or motor
Federal waste disposal regulations (see vehicle cargo tanks adds to the diffi-
Section 5.3); and transfer operations culty in locating leaks. If torching of
and options. the ullage space (vapor space) has been
* observed or there is evidence to that

Transfer Team Preparations effect on the tank, It should be assumed
that the metal has been weakened. Dia-

Before any decision or attempt is colorations, scrapes, scouring marks and
made to transfer cargo, the transfer Indentations are indications that the
team must know what hazardous materials container may have been weakened.
are present; quantities involved; con- Bulging indicates internal overpres-
tainer structural in+-grity, structural suighsocre. Dnmc tess
designs (detailed drawings are useful and strains also can occur to the tanks
and orientation. Depending upon the without any visible signs. If part of
situation, empty specification tank the tank is buried, the condition of the
trucks/rail tank cars or other con- hidden part can not be determined with-
tainers have to be obtained. Appropri- out removing the dirt from ar(e'ind it and
ate hazardous materials monitoring this is not recommended.
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In addition to the aforementioned manu'faoturer. It is critical that the
physical markings, one should look for fta n'be jmorn with certainty. Knowing
damaged or missing external valves, this permlts a decision as to how a
fittings, piping or other appurtenances connection can be made to the transfer
as well as damage at those points where system and whether or not the access
the tank has been mounted to the rail point can be opened. Also it reveals
car or truck chassis. Som egtornal how much the container needs to be
fixtures are designed to shear off, if reorientated to provide a suitable
impacted, and are backed up by internal access point; or if the container would
valving to prevent product release. The have to be breached to insert an
appearance around such damaged areas adapter, and if so, where the best
needs to be carefully examined for location to breach the container would
indications of damage to the container be. It should be kept in mind that
itself. Significant external damage and liquid i what needs to be
signs of dynamic stress/strain also transferred. Gaseous transfer is com-
indicate the possibility that internal pletely impractical.
piping may have been broken or weakened;
all these considerations must be taken The Chlorine Institute has
into account when producing the transfer developed sophisticated "Go Teams,"
system scheme. experts knowing container designs, and

equipment to seal leaks and repair
The utilization of an AE device certain items like valves and seals on

attached to the inner cargo tank is one chlorine containers. Other associations
area of technology which needs explora- are attempting to develop comparable
tion as a possible means to provide equipment and programs for other
warning that the container may be specialized hazardous materials.
weakening towards possible rupture.
Remote sensing and remote monitoring of The ideal situation is to have the
internal tank pressure and temperature normal unloading valves and piping in-
are other examples of technology needing tact and in a usable position. Often
development which could lead to improved this does not happen, so it is necessary
assessment of container integrity, to utilize other means to reach the
Currently, a great deal of evaluation is remaining cargo.
left to intuition or experienced judg-
ment for assessing the container's In the event there Is no access to
integrity. This is not a comforting the inside of the container and it is
situation from a safety standpoint, necessary to establish one tapping is a

possible technique. This requires
Even it there is no apparent damage special tools and equipment especially

to the tank car or larger tank of a tank designed for the particular commodity
motor vehicle, it should be assumed that and container. Much technology reoains
there has been damage and all actions to be developed in this area.
should be conducted with this in mind. Obviously, the greater the internal

pressure, the more difficult, risky or
In addition to determining the impossible this technique becomes.

container's integrity, it is very Im- Unless expertise with appropriate tools
portant to shore up, anchor with cables and equipment are available to perform
and secure the container by other means the operation, it should not be at-
before attempting any transfer activity, tempted. Consideration needs to be

given to container design, so that,
5.1.3 Container Accessibility regardless of orientation, both the

liquid and ullage areas would be
It is necessary to examine the accessible (permit installation of a

detailed design drawings for the valved adapater and still be capable of
particular tank car or cargo tank being opened with the adapter in
involved to determine internal piping place). Such a design would do away
arrangements, valving and other access with the need for the tapping proce-
points, and their position relative to dure. It may prove worthwhile to
the orientation of the container the develop improved tapping techniques.
quantity of hazardous materials and
liquid lev The Car and Locomotive In any event, continuous monitoring
Cyclopedia contains diagrams of a of the containers, meteorological condi-
number of rail tank cars. The railroad tions and personnel is necessary. Only 4

or company official may know something persons essential for the performance of
of the container design. It may be product transfer operations should be
necessary to get the drawings from the allowed in the area when this operation
tank car or cargo tank owner, trade is being conducted.
associations (e.g., the Chlorine
Institute and CHLOREF Teams may have
this information) or from the
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5.1.1 Conectig Uplocated in the ullage space it may be

When the prodct ranser eam possible to utilize this method. This
When the prodct ranser eam may not be possible or It might still be

finds that the on-site conditions are unadvisable even if It can be
safe to transfer the hazardous material, adjusted. If the vapors are flammable
careful consideration must be given to or toxic the release must be done In
the reactivity of the material with such a manner that released vapors do
metals, stability of the raterial (see not create either a flammable or toxic
Section 43.3) and availl'bility of hazard. If venting is to the atmos-
authorized transfer tanks. Attention phere, the release rate and meteoro-
must be paid to the container specifi- logical conditions must assure atmos-
cations for transport of each material pheric concentrations will be below the
given in 439 CFR. dangerous level to those working at the

scene and the community at large. Any
5.1.5 Reaching the Liquid Product person engaged In a venting operation

must have full protective (fire and
Bulk containers are designed for toxicity) clothing and gear. Unless it

top/bottom unloading depending upon the Is mandatory to do otherwise, the
particular hazardous material being venting system should be rigged so that
transported in them. As mentioned It can be controlled remotely to provide
earlier, liquid transfer Is a practical adequate safety to the persons involved.
approach. When In the normal position,
this is not a problem. However, the It may be advisable to flare
usual accident scene finds the con- venting vapors. If this is the case, a
tamner. in anything but normal orienta- line must be run a sufficient distance
tion. The wheels or undercarriage may away from the wreckage to pose no fire
be sheared off and the container could danger. The line must be located such
be resting on, or partially buried In, that the combustion products (they might
the ground. Obviously this makes be toxic) do not endanger the on-scene
transfer from the bottom impractical workers or the public. Flaring may
unless it Is possible to dig an access speed up the pressure released but the

tthrough the ground to a fitting under- rate of release must be controlled so
neath. If an access Is partially below that the concentration of combustion
the linuid level, it may be possible to prdcs eladisnthzdo.
remove .some of the liquid. However, a prdcseladisnthzdo.
point is goi g to be reached when it Depending upon the particular
will be necessary to insert some kind of hazardous material; it may be possible
dip tube or snorkel to reach the bottom to reduce the tank pressure by water-
of the liquid in order to remove it. cooling the container (not to'be done
Technology should examine the feasi- with cryogens or refrigerated pro-
bility for developing a snorkel-type ducts). With certain chemicals and
device during container construction propellants it might not be possible to
which would provide reliable access to reuesgicaty he nenlpe-
the liquid, even when pressurized, sure unless essentially all the product
regardless of the tanks orientation in is released. Water-cooling the con-
an accident. tainer might have to be done if condi-

tions indicate that transfer can not be
Special expertise and equipment are accomplished or moving the loaded con-

required to insert some type of tube tainer risky.
into the liquid level; this should be
performed only when no pressure exists As a last resort when cargo trans-
in the container. The outlet to any fer is considered dangerous, it may be
such device must be closed off before necessary to release the pressure by
insertion Into the liquid, so that when rupturing the container. This requires
the system is sealed no product will the services of qualified explosives
inadvertently run out. In fact that experts working in coordination with
piece of equipment, as well as the persons knowledgeable in the construc-
entire transfer system and receiving tion of the particular container and the
container should be flushed free of air characteristics of the hazardous
and be blanketed with an inert gas. materials In an explosive environment.

All effects (fire, toxicity, fragment.s
5.1.6 Minimizing Internal Pressure and blast overpressure) must be care-

fully estimated and the necessary prior
The chances of increased leakage or evacuation and other precautions taken

rupture of the container can be reduced beforehand. Provisions must be made to
if the excess internal container pres- assure immediate ignition of the vapors
sure can be safely reduced prior to to reduce vapor-phase explosion Inten-
commencing transfer operations. if thol sity.
container Is equipped with an adjustable
safety re~.ief device which is free and
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All pressure-reducing venting/ Capacity and Specitications
flaring systems must be equipped with
flow control valves, check valves, flame All hazardous materials which are
arrestors and other neoessary safety transferred will also be transported.
features to prevent air/flashback into Unless the hazardous materials are to be
the container. delivered, recovered or disposed in the

local jurisdiction where the accident
5.1.7 Transfer system  Design/Layout occurred, Its transport will be subject

_omponent8 to state and Federal regulations. More
and more states are adopting the Federal

Because of the differing hazards Hazardous Materials Transportation Regu-
associated with hazardous materials and lations (49 CFR). Therefore, it is
their incompatabilty with other strongly recommended that receiving
materials, threading and other aspects containers for the particular hazardous
of valves, connectors, etc. are material involved meet the 49 CFR speci-
deliberately designed to prevent fioations. In addition to avoiding
interchange. For that reason, and to penalities for violating the regula-
make certain no leak occurs, it is tions, their use avoids unnecessary
critical that fittings and connectors second transfers to specification
are matched between the tank and the containers and the hazards, risk and
transfer system. Certainly, the expenses that an operation entails.
precaution must be observed throughout
the transfer system. Regardless of what receiving

containers are used, it is absolutely
Materials of Construction Compatibility critical that they have been thoroughly

cleaned, so that there is nothing pre-
The 28 chemicals and propellants sent that could react with the HM to be

under consideration possess widely placed in them. Furthermore, their
diverse physical and chemical properties integrity needs to be verified so they
(see Appendix A). Liquefied oxygen and will not leak.
hydrogen are cryogens and they require
very specialized materials for storage In order that transfer oporations
facilities and handling tanks. Oxygen proceed without unintended interruption,
systems require special cleaning to the receiving containers must be posi-
ensure that no organic matter is present tiuned so they will be stable when
which could result in shock-sensitive loaded and be able to be moved out with-
materials. Nitrogen tetroxide systems out any problem. Also, the capacity of
must be cleaned and passivated because, the receiving container must be adequate
in the presence of moisture, it is very to accept all the product to be trans-
strongly acidic, thus corrosive, and ferred.
also is capable of spontaneously
igniting fuels (inorganic and organ- Groundina
ic). The hydrazines, particularly
hydrazine, itself, are hydroscopic and Several of the HM addressed by this
form corrosive alkaline solutions, manual are flammable (See Table 3-1).
Ammonia behaves likewise. These Sound safety procedures dictate that all
materials are given as examples to show sources of ignition be removed from any
that each of the 28 chemicals and pro- place where flammables are present.
pellants has peculiar properties which Static or electrical sparks can easily
must be fully understood when the ignite flammable vapors so It is
transfer system components are selected important that the entire transfer
(e.g., seals, fittings, pipes, valves, system, including the original HM
gauges, pumps, etc). If any of these container and receiver, be properly
fail during the transfer operation, new grounded, so that the possibility of
problems are created. sparking and igniting any inadvertent

vapor release is minimized. Fluid flow
The chemical manufacturers can is a notorious generator of static

provide information about the materials electricity. Pumps are also.
of construction and equipment suitable
for handling their respective commodi- In the event it is necessary to
ties and should be consulted when reorient the container prior to con-
designing a particular transfer sys- ducting transfer operations, heavy
tem. Equipment manufacturers (e.g., for equipment is usually involved. Such
pumps) should be able to recommend equipment is capable of developing high
equipment suitable for service with static charges. Grounding of such
particular hazardous materials. In most equipment in consonance with the
instances the manufacturer or shipper container is absolutely essential.
will be represented at the scene and can
provide technical expertise to transfer
operations of their HM.
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5.1.8 Transfer Operations stress and cause severe rupture during
reorientation or movements this type ofAdequate continuous monitoring of handling even strains normal tank ears

all aspects of the scene, operations and or cargo tanks. This reason indicates
personnel Is necessary so that correc- why cargo transfer before container
tive actions if needed may be taken movement Is generally advisable.
immediately. Accident case histories
reveal serious neglect in this area. Wind behavior must be known so

operations can be performed upwind from
Leaking vapors could be flammable hazardous materials containers. Trans-

or toxic. People working in close fer operations should generally not be
proximity are particularly susceptiblea performed in severe weather If' possible;
to such hazards and must be alerted meteorological information Is necessary
immediately. Weather radar In a valu- to manage the operations properly.
able tool for tracking a hazardous Liese mtolgca dta i
materials vapor cloud. Weather predic- necessary to make decisions about
tions and meteorological data are needed possible evacuations when transfer
on a continuing basis for downwind vapor operations are to be performed and while
dispersion calculations. The calcula- underway.
tions are used for the deployment of
personnel and management of operations. Persons working on the accident

scene are under stress and usually are
c:.anges in tank pressure or temper- breathing heavily due to the physical

ature may be Indicative of a potential nature of the work. If a person is
problem within the container and are exposed to a toxic vapor, the amount
particularly significant if the con- entering the lungs would increase.
tainer has sustained damage. Initial Personnel must wear full protective
determination of a container's struc- clothing and equipment for such
tural Integrity is an area where operations. There is a finite time
technology is deficient at hazardous limit for a person to perform so per-
materials transportation accidents. sonnel need to be observed for any
Even if the utilization of AE or other unusual behavior.
warning techniques proves technically
feasible, such device must be placed on 519CnrligTase
the container at the scene. However, 519CnrligTase
there is some unknown inherent risk to Transfer operations should be com-
the person who approaches the tank car pleted as quickly as is practical and
or cargo tank. A much greater AE safe. Most hazardous materials are
technological breakthrough would he moved as a liquid because with the
required to make the Installation of a quantities involved; an extremely long
device on every bulk container practic- time would be required to transfer the
ally and economically feasible. hazardous material as a gas or vapor

form. Three basic options that can be
Nevertheless, hazardous materials used for moving the liquid are gas/vapor

containers involved In an Incident, need pressure, gravity flow or pumps. If the
to be continually observed for any ab- conditions are such that the top of theInormal indications, particularly damaged receiving container is lower than the
or scraped areas. Dampening may be the bottom of the tank car or cargo tank,
first Indication of a leak. Hissing gravity flow can be used. This would be
(e.g., escapin~g gas) or creaking are considerably slower than the other two
audible dange, signals. Flexing or methods but is the safest because it
bulging would indicate a strong struc- does not involve the addition of a
tural deformation was taking place. pressurizing gas or mechanical equip-
Preferably, these observations would be ment. Depending upon the orientation
done through high-powered optics at a and design of the container and the
safe distance. However, if the decision condition of internal piping, gravity
has been made to permit transfer opera- flow might involv3 direct flow from the
tions to proceed regardless of the lower portion of the container. si-
unknown risk Involved, a qualified phoning may be required and extra pre-
expert investigator should personally cautions and special techniques (e.g.,
examine each car, making actual f ield applying some Inert gas pressurized or
measurements of distortions and noting some equipment) may be required to
all abnormalities, establish the liquid siphon head.

Obviously, the structural Integrity With those hazardous materials
is mont critical for containers whose which are already under pressure, the
contents are under significant pressure liquid driving force is already present
due to the possibility of violent rup- and can be utilized to accomplieh trans-
ture. Loaded cargo tanks if already fer. Unless there is no access to the
weakened could experience additional liquid this method Is faster than
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liquid this method is raster than shipper, obtain any necessary informa-
gravity flow and does not require any tion about the hazardous materials and
auxiliary help. to be certain how the shipper wants the

product handled for transport from the
There is a good likelihood that scene. The shipper may also be able to

pumping may be necessary, particularly provide design and construction details
if those HM are flammable liquids, for the tank car or cargo tank in-
Because there is a risk that introduc- volved. The transfer team certainly
tion of a pressurizing gas could stress needs to contact the carrier promptly to
the container, pumps ofter a viable seek the latter Information because
alternative. It is important to remem- these details are essential for
ber that the pumps must be compatible to designing the transfer scheme and pre-
operate in the presence of the vapors of paring the transfer operations. These
the particular hazardous material communications links must be maintained
Involved and that it be compatible with so that additional information may be
the hazardous material itself, obtained if needed.

Regardless of the method employed, Before commencing transfer
the transfer flow rate needs to be operations, the transfer team should
controlled so that the ability of the brief the OSC and other appropriate
grounding system to prevent any static officials, particularly those who will
charge buildups is not exceeded, nor is be providing a support or backup role.
a negative pressure created in the tank This plan should Include continuous two-
car or cargo tank. Mention is made that way communications between the OSC and
a closed transfer system is to be the team so that the OSC can coordinate
used. An important reason for this is support activities and be kept advised
to maintain an open line between the of progress, problems, and requests for
vapor (ullage) spaces of the container assistance.
being emptied and the receiver, so that
the pressure in the two will be at 5.2 WRECKAGE REMOVAL GUIDELINES
equilibrium. This is necessary to
prevent a negative pressure from 5.2.1 Initial Precautions
developing in the tank car or cargo tank
due to rapid drawing which could Before wreck clearing is initiated,
collapse the container and cause a the accident scene must be stabilized.
rupture or leak. Flow rats must be This includes:
controlled so the ability of the
connecting line between the two vapor e Reduction of hazards from toxic, ex-
spaces to maintain an equilibrium plosive, and flammable vapors;
pressure is not exceeded.

e Hazardous materials transfer where
There may be tremendous pressure advisable; and

brought to bear to get everything
cleaned up so rail service may be e Assessment of' the structural integ-
resumed or the roadweir opened. Safety rity of derailed or overturned tank
must be paramount expediency, so cars containing hazardous materials.
transfer must be efficiently but
not hurriedly. Guidelines to be followed to carry

out these precautions are discussed in
5.1.10 Communications other sections of this report. In the

case of a freight train derailment, it
The product transfer team, upon is also advisable to pull to safety

being contacted by whatever source, those oars that are still intact on the
needs to obtain as much information as track at the front and/or rear of the
possible about the accident - what HM train. The derailment will have
are involved, quantities, conditions, ruptured the air lines in the train
what resources and special equipment are brake system causing automatic applica-
available at the scene or nearby, the tion of emergency brakes to tne cars
name and phone number of the OSC and of still on the track. Therefore, it will
the shipper's and carrier's representa- be n,%nessary to close the angle cock on
tives, etc. The name and phone number the intact car at the break in the train
of the transfer team leader and a list to permit the build up of pressure in
of information that will be needed by the pneumatic brake system In order for
the team In order to Implement the the emergency brakes to release. There-
transfer scheme should be provided the after, the intact cars can be pulled to
OSC. safety away from. the accident scene.

If the transfer team is not a part
of the shipper's organization, the team
needs to maintain close contact with the
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5.2.2 Separating Derailed Rail Cars exercised to avoid contact with
leakage or ground saturated

The wreckage In a derailment is with even such materials asfrequently In a jumbled, partially lubricating oils, asphalts, or
interlocked condition. Some rail cars other petroleum products,
may still be coupled together with the vegetable oils, and animal
couplers inoperative. Damaged trucks fats, for they can be ignited
may be intertwined with othbr parts of and will burn as do flammable
the wreckage. Even after hazards from liquids."
vapors have been minimized and hazardous
materials transferred, removal of In the case of an inoperative
damaged rail cars should not be ini- coupler, it may not be necessary or
tiated until these cars have been desirable to use a cutting torch.
detached or mechanically separ'ated. Often, the knuckler can be disengaged by
Otherwise movement of the rail cars knocking out the knuckle pin with a
would be subjected to unexpected Jolts driving pin and sledge hammer. This
and banging could breach the integrity would then free the two coupled rail
of the car with possibly disastrous cars. When feasible, this procedure is
results, preferred over the use of cutting

torches to disengage ai, inoperative
If possible, mechanical separation coupler.

of the rail cars should be accomplished
by gentle moving and lifting of juxta- 5.2.3 Sequence of Wreckage Removal
pov.'d portions of the wreckage. if
portions are inextricably tied together, After the accident scene has been
as for example In coupled rail cars stabilized, it is necessary to establish
where the couplers are inoperative, then a sequence for wreckage removal that
cutting torches may be required. minimizes hazards to personnel. The
Extreme caution must be used, particu- wreckage may contain a mixture of
larly in the case of tank cars that hazardous and non-hazardous materials
contain flammable liquids or gas. laden oars with various degrees of
Cutting torches must not be used on tank damage. It is not possible to state
car tanks either empty ,or loaded. Sbome fixed rules for the sequence of wreckage
appli~g~le guidelines .ro B!2. Pamphlet removal because it depends on the
No. 1' are as follows: particular accident configuration. In

general, non-hazardous materials cars
"Wrecking operations or should be removed first, if they are

transfer of contents of tank readily accessible and their removal
cars of flammable gas should does not endanger the Integrity of
not be attempted until all hazardous materials tank cars. (It is
vzapors in that vicinity are assumed that hazardous materials con-
dispersed. Cutting torches tainers in box cars have been removed to
must not be used on tank car a place of safety, and the contents of
tanks, either empty or loaded, broken containers disposed of safely,

Wrecking operations or after which these cars can be treated as
transfer of contents of tank non-hazardous).
cars of flammable liquid should
not be attempted until all Next comes the removal of hazardous
vapors are dispersed. Cutting materials tank cars. This must be done
torches must not be used on with extreme caution, avoiding sudden
tank car tanks either empty or shocks or jars that might produce sparks
loaded. Many liq.-ds regarded or friction. If any leaks are likely
as safe under or .. nary condi- during movement of these cars, their
tions and transported as contents should be transferred first.
combustible or non-regulated Upright intact tank cars should probably
materials should be treated as be removed first in order to reduce the
dangerous in handling a numb-" of hazardous materials laden cars
wreck. An empty or partially at tue accident scene as quickly and
empty tank car, with or without safely as possible. Damaged and/or
placards, is very liable to overturned tank cars containing
contain a vapor-air mixture hazardous materials are probably the
which may Ignite. Fumes in any last to be removed. Their structural
empty tank car should be con- integrity should be continually moni-
sidered as injurious to a tored, both before and during wreckage
person entering it. An empty removal. After uprighting these cars,
tank should not be entered their contents would normally be
before it has been cleaned by transferred before proceeding in their
steaming and checked for removal.
residual vapors. When using
cutting torches, care must be
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In the last analysis, the decision oe Ones. Note all bent
on the safest sequence of wreckage structural members (legs,
removal, as well as on all .other aspects lattice members, gusset plates,
of wreckage removal, must depend on the etc.) and any parts worn by the
expertise of the wreak supervisor at the cables. Check for excessive
accident scene. corrosion. Also Inspect the

structural members that form
-.2.4 Transportinx Derailed Rail Cars the anchorage for the boom

hoist cable. Note any loose
If a derailed rail car has not suf- bolts.

fered appreciable damage to its under- Strike each sheave with
frame, including the car body holster, the hammer to detect any
then the car can be retruked and trans- cracks. Of course, check the
ported by rail In the normal manner. cables, anchorages, etc. In-
Its own trucka can he used if these are speot the crane engine and
available and in operable condition, hoist mechanism, paying atten-
Otherwise spare trucks should be brought tion to loose or worn pins,
in to the accident scene for this pur- keys, cotter pins, broken gear
pose. In the case of a derailed tank teeth, etc. Check the running
car carrying a hazardous material, it is gear, including wheels, crawler
also necessary to assess the structural treads, axles, gears,
integrity of the tank shell before re- sprockets, turntable, rollers,
trucking and transport by rail. If a center pin, and other vital
leak is considered likely during trans- parts. Make sure that the rail
port, the car's contents should be clamps and/or out-riggers are
transferred. In good condition.

Have the operator start up
If the derailed rail car cannot be the engine and raise the boom

safely retrucked, then transport on a to the normal operating posi-
flat car or gondola is usually the only tion, then pick-up a fair-size
alternative. The car body should be load and test the brake and
blocked and securely tied down in such frictions. Check the latch (if
transport to avoid further damage. The provided) on the foot bra ) to
contents of a hazardous materials tank ensure positive holding."M)
car should be transferred before the car
is transported in this manner. Vehicle mounted winches are also

used in wreck clearing, both railroad
5.2.5 Rigging Equipment Used In Wreck and highway, for exerting large pulling

Clearing forces. Of course, the vehicle must be
sufficiently braced to remain stationary

Wreck clearing requires the use of while the winch is exerting these forces
mobile cranes. Some types suitable for on the wreckage; this is particularly
use in railroad wreck-clearing opera- true In railroad wreck clearing where
tions are the locomotive crane and the the required pulling force may reach 100
crawler crane, shown in Figures 5-1 and kips or more. Dragging of a hazardous
5-2 respectively. Also used frequently materials tank car, whether by winch or
in railroad wreck clearing is the side crane, should be attempted only as a
boom tractor, shown in Figure 5-3. Side last resort and then only after fol-
boom tractors are commonly used in lowing all safety precautions. This
pairs, on opposite sides or opposite includes laying down a bed of foam along
ends of a rail car, for lifting and the path to be traversed and keeping all
moving the car. For highway wreck personnel at a safe distance. If leaks
clearing, the automotive truck crane are expected, the contents should be
shown in Figure 5-4 is appropriate, transferred first.
Prior to their use at an accident site,
these mobile cranes should be inspected Trackmobiles (small tractors) are
to insure their safe operation, often used for pulling derailed, but
Standard inspection procedures include upright, freight cars with intact
the following: trucks. Up to 50 kips of oar weight can

be transferred onto the traokmobile at
"To inspect these cranes, the pulling face of the coupler (15

have the operator lower the inches inside of striker). This
boom nearly horizontally or provides sufficient traction to the
until the load block rests upon trackmcbile to enable it to pull
the ground; then stop the derailed oars longitudinally.
engine. Examine the boom care-
fully, both from the ground and Wire rope, or steel cable as it is
by walking out on it. Strike frequently called, is used in all
all rivet heads with a machin- aspects of rigging including slings,
let's hammer to detect any hoisting cables, winch cables, and crane
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ago,

I FIGURE 5-1. LOCOMOTIVE CRANE

FIGURE 5-2. CRAWLER CRANE
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FIGURE 5-3. SIDE BOOM TRACTOR

FIGURE 5-4. AUTOMOTIVE TRUCK CLANE
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cables. It is essential that all wire is Important. When a wire rope sling
rope be inspected periodically for wear passes over sharp edges, lifting opera-
and broken wires to determine when a tions will often cause breaking of wire
wire rope has reached the limit of its strands, with a resulting deterioration
safe usage and must be discarded. It is In the overall strength of the wire rope
dangerous, particularly in wreckage sling. A chain sling can resist this
removal, to continue Its use beyond a abrasion such better.

certin sage.On the other hand, chains are not
t~eThe safe working loads for various as resistant to sudden loads or shocks

Table 5-1. The braided Sling is made up with little warning. Wire rope failure
of a number of smaller size wire ropes usually occurs over a period of time,
that form a continuous, uniform spiral with progressive breaking of wire
throughout the entire length of the strands, which allow detection during
sling. The spiral braiding gives a much periodic inspection of the wire rope.
lower modulus of elasticity that a Thus, chains require very careful
single cable of' the same capacity. This inspection prior to their use in wreak
greatly reduces the stress on the in- clearing. Danger signs are elongated
dividual wires when a load is applied links (due to overloading), butt links,
suddenly, permitting Its safe use with a cracked links, and excessive wear the
smaller factor of safety as indicated In links bear on each other. The chain
Table 5-1. Braided slings are also should be removed from service if any of
construnted so as to be almost flat in these conditions are present.
the general cross-section; these being
used particularly for basket-type Shackles, eyebolts, and turnbuckles
hitches. These slings may have appli- used in rigging require the same careful
cation in lifting railroad tank cars periodic inspection as chains. These
since their flat cross-section would components can also fail with little
minimize stress on the tank car body. warning, due to cracks, deformations, or

Another sling with a flat cross- exsivwarndorso.
section is the chain mesh sling, shown The hook should be the weakest part

inFiur -5. Thstp fsigwud of any rigging assembly, since it can
also be effective In reducing the stress provide visible evidence of overloading
on tank cars during lifting. It could prior to failure. It seldom breaks, but
also be used to an advantage in mini- may fail by straightening out and
mizing the damage to the jacket of releasing the load. Hook distortion due
Insulated tank cars, to overloading Is shown In Figure 5-6.

fA B C D E

FIGURE 5-6. HOOK DISTORTION
DUE TO OVERLOADING

Reforging and/or assembling of

spread hooks should not be permitted.

After long usage, all hooks should
be carefully inspected for flaws and

FIGURE 5-5. CHAIN MESH SLING cracks.

After many years of active service
Finally, wreck clearing involves all loadhooks should be carefully in-

the use of hoisting chains, hooks, apected. Hooks of 2 tons capacity or
shackles, etc. Although largely leas may be economically junked and
superseded by wire rope, chains are replaced by new hooks. Those of 3 to
still used In many aspects of rigging, about 40 tons capacity should be dipped
particularly where abrasion resistance In or coated with thin lubricating oil
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and then wiped thoroughly dry. Then the steadying line should be attached to the
hook should be painted with a cost of oar during lifting.
whitewash and allowed to dry. Flaws or
cracks will be indicated by discolors- The corners of freight oars are
tion of the white-wash as the oil is strongest in the vertical direction.

leached out of the tiny surface Lifting forces at theme locations should

should be scientifically inspected( 1  vertical direction. Appreciable lateral
uigacommercial Magniflux method. ' forces at these locations are to be

avoided. Movement of an upright car
M.. ovig Derailed Rail Cars Without laterally can be done by lifting and

Lifin roisions moving the entire car or else by lifting
and moving one end of the car while the

Wreckage removal of a derailed rail other end serves as a pivot. In the
car may involve uprighting and pulling latter mode, care must be exercised to
of the car, In addition to lifting, avoid additional stresses on an already
depending on the condition, orientation damaged car, particularly in the case of
and location of the derailed car. The hazardous materials tank cars. It may
aim is to move the derailed car along- be useful to lay down a bed of foam
aide the track where it can be retrucked under the pivot end prior to such
and retracked if feasible or else loaded movement.
onto a flatcar or gondola.

Uprighting of a derailed freight
Uprighting and lifting operations car involves rigging procedures similar

require the Use of one or two mobile to turning a load over on its side.
cranes as well as appropriate sling con- Some correct and Incorrect hitches for
figurations. Some typical sling con- accomplishing this are shown in Figure
figurations used in rigging, which may 5-9. The objective naturally Is to
be applicable to moving derailed cars, upright the car without banging or
are shown in Figure 5-7. jolting It, particularly when the car

contains (or contained) hazardous
It is important to recognize that materials.

the forces exerted on slings may be much
higher than the lifting force exerted by A hitch used frequently for up-
the crane, depending on the sling .,on- righting (rolling over) a tank car is
figuration and the sling angle. This i& the cross hitch illustrated in Figure 5-
Illustrated in Figure 5-8. A~ shown in 10. As a long tension is maintained on
this figure, an angle of 5 8 for the each leg of the hitch, the attachment
sling, would result in sling tensions hooks are not likely to slip.
over five times the lifting force in-
volved. Very shallow sling angles are Often times, it is unsafe or Im-
to be avoided in lifting operations in practical to attach hooks or slings to
order to avoid overstr'essing of the the underframe of a derailed car because
sling cables. the car is buried in mud, water, or

chemicals. A safer procedure may be to
Another reason for avoiding very first drag the car longitudinally to a

shallow sling angles is illustrated in better location via hook and sling
Figure 5-8. Even if the sling can with- attached to the coupler, which can
stand the large tensile forces, there is withstand large longitudinal forces. A
a real danger of one end of the sling hook adapter nicknamed the "ding-bat"
slipping off the hooke -'id dropping the can facilitate such pulling. It Is
load, substituted In place of the knuckler,

which is removed by knocking out the
Basket slings, either single or knuckle pin with a drive pin and sledge

double, are sometimes used for lifting hammer. In the case of hazardous
one end or all of a derailed car. These materials cars, dragging should be done
types of slings can slip during lifting only on a bed of foam to minimize
if the direction of forc exerted by dangers from jolts and sparking.
each sling deviates too mauch from verti-
cal. The car can drop as a result, In all movement and lifting of rail
endangering personnel as well as causing cars during wreck clearing, care must be
further damage. 9xercised to avoid forces on structural

members that are not designed to with-
Another danger during lifting is stand It. Tearing away of the struc-

the Instability of some higher center of tural member can occur with potentially
gravity cars such as tank cars. This disastrous results even if the struc-
type of car can roll during lifting and tural member holds, it can be badly
cause the crane to topple. Where there damaged. Thus, the wreck-clearing
is a possibility of car rolling a supervisor must be familiar with car

body construction, the relative
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tkidle Sling

Tour-loeg sling with
hooks for use when
lifting holes or
eyebolts are provided

* Double Basket Sling

Double choker sling with Hart: In using the double
hooks attached for more basket sling. vatch chat
readily attaching and one part does not tend to
detaching :lip along the load and

alow it to tilt and drop

FIGURE 5-7. TYPICAL SLING CONFIGURATIONS AND THEIR USES
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strengths of various struotural members, Use of lifting provisions can reduce
and the likely forces and directions of most hazards and equipment danagi
force that would be applied to these associated with conventional hook
members during wreck clearing, and sling attachments.

Another potential danger is slip- 9 Reduces exposure of wreck-clearing
page of the hooks during rigging opera- personnel in handling derailed car.
tions. In order to prevent hook slip-
page, as well as tearing away or damage e Avoids danger of hook slipping or
to the structural members, the use of tearing of car body structural mem-
hook attachment fixtures similar to that ber not designed for lifting.
shown in Figure 5-11 is recomended.

Such fixtures would be designed to clamp 0 Avoids damage produced by slings on
on to appropriate structural members and jacket of insulated tank car.
provide eyebolts for secure attachment
of hooks. The fixture would distribute 9 Avoids stress produced by slings on
the stress on the structural member and tank shell during lifting.
thus minimize the risk of tearing away
or damage to the structural member. 9 AAR provision for lifting not
Perhaps 3 or 4 fixture designs would be restricted to car type, or hazardous
sufficient to accommodate key structural versus non-hazardous service.
members on most freight cars. Each
fixtures would be designed to be port- 9 Speeds up wreck clearing, return of
able and readily attached to the track to normal and return of "q-
appropriate structural member. railed cars for repair.

5.2.7 Moving Derailed Rail Cars with 0 Increases safety an! reduces cos f
Lifting Provisions wreck clearing.

AAR Standard S-234-78, shown in AAR Standard 3-234-78 requires
Figure 5-12, gives the specifications each lifting provision be capable
for the provision for lifting a freight withstanding a force of 40% of the S
car. Freight car manufacturers are now rail load applied within 15 degree
required to meet this standard in new the vertical axis of the car. ..'s
car design and construction. Discus- would restrict its use to a lifting
sions with AAR reveal that a revision to force that is essentially vertical,
Standard S-234-78 is in process. since the allowable horizsntal component
Instead of specifying the minimum dimen- would be only 0.T4 sini5 0.1W, where
sions of the required opening, the W is the gross rail load. However, in
revised standard will require the the case of tank cars, the lifting pro-
opening to be compatible with two vision must be tested with a force that
standard crane hooks that will be has a larger horizontal component. This
specified. is required by AAR Standard 5.1.9 shown

in Figure 5-13. This testing standard
Although not mandatory, the requires a force of 25% of the gross

preferred location of the lifting rail load applied at 45 degrees from the
provision is in the car body bolster vertical In a vertical plane parallel to
which is designed to withstand the the longitudinal centerline of the
lifting forces. This location is car. This translates into a horizontal
particularly desirable in the case of component, parallel to the car center-
tank cars. Attachment of lifting pro- line, of 0.25 W sin45u = 0.18W.
visions to the tank itself should be
avoided, since damage to the lifting Thus, in the case of tank cars, the
provisions could then affect the lifting provision must be capable of
integrity of the tank. Tank oar withstanding a vertical force of 0.4W
manufacturers are generally using the (to satisfy AAR Standard S-234-78) and a
recommended location for lifting horizontal force parallel to the car
provisions in their car designs. centerline of 0.18W (to satisfy AAR

Standard 5.1.9). Assuming that the
When lifting provisions are avail- lifting provision is in the tank car

able on a derailed freight car, their body bolster, which is the recommended
use in lifting operations can reduce the location, the specified direction for
hazards of wreck clearing. some the horizontal force component is a
advantages of lifting provisions in worst case. The reason for this is that
wreck clearing are as follows: a tank oar body bolster is invariably

weakest in a horizontal direction0 Lifting provisions attached to car parallel to the car centerline and
body bolster can withstand lifting stronger in a horizontal direction
forces. perpendicular to the ar centerline.

Thus, the testing requirements of AAR
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BALL JOINT

(A) SINGLE EYEBOLT FIXTURE

EYE~BOLT

(B) ALTERNATIVE EYEBOLT
CONFIGURATION

FIGURE 5-11. HOOK ATTrACHM4ENT FIXTURES
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Association of American Railroads

Mechanical Division

Manual of Standards and Recommended Practices

PROVISION FOR LIFTING VUXUWN CAR

Standard

S-234-78

Adopted 1977

Effectives Cars Ordered New After July 1, 1978

1. The purpose of this provision is to provide a means to vertically lift a loaded
upright car. This provision is for new cars to facilitate rerailing operations
and to improve the method of handling derailed oars.

2. The pr.,viaion shall be made available at four places, preferably in or near the
body bolster at the! side sill.

3. The design force at each provision for the upright car must be 40$ of the gross
rail load applied within 15 degrees of the vertical axis of the upright car.
Each connection zone must be designed to support the above load without exceeding
the yield strength of the material except that local deformation is permitted to
achieve hook bearing area.

14. The provision may be similar to that shown below and should have rounded ends and
provide sufficient opening to accommodate lifting means.

Longitudinal Centerline of Car

in

Min.

Outboard Vertical Surface of Side Sill

Typical Arrangement When Opening
is Utilized in Horizontal Structure

FIGURE 5-12. PROVISIONS FOR LIFTING FREIGHT CAR
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THIS TEST REFERB TO TIM LIFTING PROVISION REOUIUTB MW 501 IN STANMDAD 8-234
OF TE NANUAL OF STANDAIDS AND RECOOMEIDED PRACTICES. RACE DISIGN OF A TAM CAN

LIFTING PROVISION IS SUBJECT TO A TET BY LOADING AT LAST ONE OF TEE LIFTING
PROVISIONS AS FO)LLQNSt

0 TIM VERTICAL CONPONENT OF THE LC APPLIED TO EACH LIFTING PROVISION

TESTED MUST BE A MINIMNM OF 25% OF THE GOSS VEIGHT 01 RAIL.

* THE DIRECTION OF THE APPLIED LOAD MUST B AT 450 FROM THE VERTICAL AND

AS NEAR AS POSSIBLE TO A VERTICAL PLANE PARALLEL TO THE LONGITUDINAL

CEN1TERLINE OF 53 CAR AND EXTMNDING T13OUGE TE CENTR OF TU LIFTING

PROVISION.

* AFTER APPLICATION AND REEASE OF THE REQUIRED LOAD, VISUAL INSPECTION

MOST REVEAL NO EVIDENCE OF PERMANERT DEFORMATION IN THE TAMU CAN,

BOLSTER OR LIFTING PROVISION EXCEPT THAT LOCAL DEFORMATION IS PERMITTED

In TRH 3owl BEARING AiA.

FIGURE 5-13. LIFTING PROVISION TEST (AAR STANDARD 5.1.9)
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Standard 5.1.9 imply that the lifting horisotal force limit. Even if fully
provision would withstand a horizontal loaded, the lifting provision design may
force of 0.18W in any direction, be such as to be capable of withstanding

a higher horizontal force limit.
It should be noted that the terms Lastly, uprighting operations of a fully

"vertical" and "horizontal" in the pre- loaded car may still be possible without
ceding discussion refer to directions exceeding the 0.1W horizontal force
for an upright car. If the derailed oar limit on a lifting provision, depending
Is not upright, the "vertical" and on the orientation and configuration of
"horizontal" directions would be the derailed car and on the rigging
relative to the instantaneous position procedures used. The wreck supervisor,
of the derailed car. Thus, if a who should be familiar with all of these
derailed tank car were on its side, factors, must make the final decision.
i.e., rotated 90 degrees from its up- If he deems it undesirable to use the
right position, the allowable "vertical" lifting provisions for uprighting, then
force of 0.4W wou1. be applicable conventional hook and sling attachments
initially to the horizontal direction could be used as discussed in Section
while the allowable "horizontal" force 5.2.6. Hook attachment fixtures similar
of 0.18W would be applicable initially to that shown in Figure 5-11 would then a
to the vertical direction. Of course, be useful in reducing the hazards of up-
these directions would change as the car righting operations.
orientation changes. It should also be
noted that the limits of applied force, Lifting provisions on a freight car
both "vertically" and "horizontally", are not suitable for car pulling opera-
apply to a structurally sound car. If tions where large longitudinal forces
the body bolster or its attachment to can be applied. The coupler, which can
the car has been damaged in the acci- withstand these forces, should be used
dent, these limits would have to be for pulling operations as discussed in
reduced. The wreck supervisor would Section 5.2.6.
have to make this decision.

5.2.8 Accident Prevention During
To summarize, the requirements of Rigging Operations

AAR Standards S-234-78 and 5.1.9 mean
that each lifting provision on a de- In addition to the dangers of
railed, but structurally sound freight working around hazardous materials,
car, can withstand the following forces: wreck-clearing workers are subject to

the considerable hazards associated with
• A "vertical" force of O.IW. rigging operations in general. Recent-

ly, according to industry .ources, a
e A "horizontal" force of 0.10W for wreck-clearing worker was killed when a

any freight car. rall car collapsed on him after a
rigging cable snapped. This accident

• A "horizontal" force of 0.18W for a was preventable by following a basic
tank car in which the lifting pro- safety maxim in rigging, namely, no
visions in incorporated in the body persons should be allowed below a
bolster. suspended load. There have been other

fatalities in wreck-clearing operationsThe "vertical" and "horizontal" resulting from improper safety prac-

directions are relative to the instant- tices. In March, 1978 on the Union
aneous orientation of the derailed car. Pacific Railroad, an employee was killed

between two couplers while the (1% was
In the case of a tank car, the being pushed onto another car . In

relatively large allowable horizontal May 1978, also on the Union Pacific, a
force (0.18W) can simplify uprighting cable hook slid along the side of the
operations. Instead of makeshift hook car with the result that the .car fell
and sling attachments, hoods can be down on and killed an employee ( 5 . In
seerely attached to the lifting pro- February, 1978 on Santa Fe, while a
visions and the car uprighted in a hopper oar was being erected, the
controlled, safe manner, via standard lifting hook was applied to the bolster
rigging procedures, without exceeding cover plate which tW'e away aiid fell on
the allowable force levels. This can be a man killing him ' '. These last two
of particular value In the case of fatalities are indicative of the hazards
hazardous materials tank cars. associated with the improper attachment

of hooks and/or application of lifting
In the case of freight cars other forces.

than tank cars, the lifting provisions
may still be usable for uprighting oper- The following are general safety
ations. If the freight car Is only guidelines for rigging operations in
partially loaded, the car could be wreck clearing to minimize danger to
uprighted without exceeding the O.1W personnels
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1. Prior to their use at an accident operations. An area that may yieldsite, mobile cranes must be In- significant improvement In safety Is the
spected using standard procedures to design of hook attachment fixtures,
insure their safe operation. similar to the one desoribed In Seotion

2 Al wie roes ustbe ispeted 5.2.6, that could be readily fastened to
2 Al wre ope mut b inpeced appropriate structural members. The

periodically tar wear and broken purpose of such fixtures would be to
wires to determine when a wire rope prevent hook slippage and to distribute
has reached the limit of Its safe the stress on structural members during

* ~~~~usage and must be discarded.rignoeatns

3. Hoks chins andsysolt shuld 5.3 CLEANUP AND DISPOSAL GUIDELINES
be Inspected periodically for cracks
or other flaws and any faulty equip- 5.3.1 Cleanup and Disposal Team
sent removed from service. Hooks
should be checked for signs of The cleanup and disposal team may
spreading (caused by overloading), or may not be the sane one that handles

4. Bom rane shuld ot e slwed product transfer. This primarily de-
~4.Bom cans houd otbe leed pends upon the particular hazardous

rapidly while carrying a load, material involved and the shipper's
During operation of these cranes, choice. It Is conceivable that the
the chassis should be on an even cleanup crew might be different from the
kcal and properly stabilized, disposal crew. However, in recent

years, a whole new specialized industry,
5. Avoid a very wide angle in a basket cleanup and disposal contracting, has

or bridle sling, even when strong developed.
enough to carry the load, since one
sling may readily slip off the crane Certain companies alone, or as part
hook (See Figure 5-8). of a trade association, have made avail-

6. ll rec-clarig prsonelshold able technical experts (specially
6. Al weckcleaingperonne shuld trained and equipped teams) to assist

wear safety shoes and hard fiber with advice and handling of hazardous
safety helmets and appropriate pro- materials on-scene. The CHLOREP teams
tective clothing, illustrate a cooperative industry effort

to assist in handling chlorine Inci-
7. No persons should be allowed below a dents.

suspended load.
It is absolutely mandatory that the

8. No persons should be allowed between handling and cleanup/disposal of
poi'tions of wreckage that are being hazardous materials be done only by
moved. persons who have been specially trained

and are fully qualified to deal with9. During car movement, no persons them. They must know such things s:t
should be allowed between crane and the Inherent hazards and physical/
point of attachment to oar (toavoid chemical characteristics of the
injury in event of failure of cble, materials to be handled; the reactions
hook or car attachment point), they undergo; the alternative safe

neutralizing techniques; the neutra-
10. Extreme caution must be used during lizing alternative which will result In

crane operations near overhead elec- the least disposal burden; whether or
tric lines, to avoid contact between not recovery should be attempted;
electric lines and any part of the whether the hazardous materials should
crane or load (particularly applic- be disposed of on-site or at an EPA
able to wreck clearing on highways), regulated waste disposal site; proper

protective clothing and equipmentl and
In addition, extreme caution should applicable DOT and EPA regulations.

be exercised in the attachment of hooks Thus, the team must possess a broad
to car body structural members, in order spectrum of knowledge and capabili-
to avoid hook slippage or tearing away ties. The team member must assure that
of the structural member with poten- the material to be disposed is packaged
tially disastrous results. Even when properly for shipment off-site.
slippage or tearing away does not occur,
considerable damage to the structural 5.3.2 Communications
member can result. It is essential that
the wreck-clearing supervisor be famili- As soon as the cleanup/disposal
ar with the car body construction, the team Is alerted that their services will
relative strengths of various structural be required, it is critical that commun-
members, and the likely forces and ications be established with the OSC,
directions of force that would be the carrier and shipper's represents-
applied to these members during rigging tive. The purpose is to obtain as many
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details about the accident scene and or parts of these DOT regulations for
situation as possible, particularly for Intrastate or interstate shipments.
the teams involvement, quantities of HN Therefore, if there is any hazardous
involved, physical terrain, weather materials or contaminated material which
conditions, etc., so that preliminary will have to be transported from the
operating plans can be drawn up and site, such chemicals or waste should be
actions taken with regard to ordering, placed directly in DOT-approved shipping
arranging and packaging. Communications containers. This avoids the hazards of
should be two-way and provide for additional transfer handling opera-
periodic updating of the on-soene tions. An early estimate of what
situations to the team as well as the containers will be needed and having
status of the team preparation to the them on hand before transfer and cleanup
OSC. The OSC should be made aware of is initiated will do much to speed up
the time when the team is expected to these operations and disposal.
arrive.

EPA requires certain types of in-
The cleanup/disposal team can often formation on a hazardous waste manifest

provide the OSC with advice on handling which is different from information
or treating the spilled/leaking tIN, normally required by DOT on shipping
managing effective control of them, papers. Efforts are In progress toward
while minimizing the quantitiy of HM the development of a nationally agreed
that has to be cleaned up and disposed upon system (See Federal Register,of. Good communications can assist In Volume 45, No. 219, Monday, November 10,

accomplishing these objectives. 1980, page 74642).

On the scene, the cleanup/disposal Docket No. HM-1450C Amdt. No. 172-
team communicates primarily with the 66 (Federal Register, Volume 45, No. 53,
OSC. While working at the scene, the Thursday, March 19, 1981, pages 17738-
OSC and the team members should have 17750) contains the amendments to the

continuous direct communication with DOT Hazardous Materials Transportation
each other and the team leader should Regulations to conform to the Compre-
have continuous, direct contact with the hensive Environmental Response Compensa-
OSC. The OSC must know at all times tion and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA).
what is happening and be able to respond
to requests from the team. The EPA policy Is to encourage and

help states to establish effective envi-
By participating in periodic or ronmental pollution control programs and

special meetings called by the OSC to then give the enforcement authority to
obtain the current assessment of the the states. The following two documents
situation or to handle special problems, furnish good insight Into EPA's intent
the cleanup/disposal team leader can as well as guidance for the cleanup/
communicate suggestions, concerns and disposal team:
requests.

1. SW-612, "State Decision-Makers Guide
Again, it needs to be pointed out for Hazardous Waste Management",

that communications, equipment and pro- 1977, U.S. Environmental Protection
cedures, used at the accident scene, Agency.
must be safe to use in the vicinity of
the HM involved. SOP's, as well as 2. SW-635, "Model State Hazardous Waste
assigned frequencies, are necessary to Management Act (Annotated)", 1977,
assure that proper communications are U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
maintained at all times. (Murray Newton).

All communications equipment should It should be kept in mind that,
be checked immediately before use and be although the HM addressed in this study
frequently checked between uses and mal- are liquids and gases, ground which
functioning items be promptly repaired becomes contaminated as a result of
or replaced. their being spilled would be solid

waste. Although EPA's intention is to
5.3.3 Cleanup and Disposal Regulations have as much uniformity as possible,

there may well be some specific varia-
With the exception of bulk marine tions from state-to-state, so one must

shipments, interstate shipment of be fully aware of the EPA requirements
hazardous materials is governed by Title as well as those of the state where the
49 Code of Federal Regulations (49 CFR), spill occurs and where the hazardous
Parts 100 to 199. Specifically, these waste is to be disposed of. It Is
derive from the Material Transportation extremely important that written dispo-
Bureau, Research and Special Programs sal approval be obtained in advance of
Administration, U.S. Department of the time such materials will be ready
Transportation. Most states utilize all for shipment. This means that the
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f tGww
cleanup and disposal team, at or before pookets at liquid or vapor oan exist and
the time shipping containers are being be released an earth during cleanup.

get disposal approval. The team has to occurrences. (See Section 3.2)perform soekn fpeiiayanaly-
@in as to what hazardous materials and In the event damaged tank cars or
quantities will be involved, tank cargo tanks still contains

hazardous materials and it is necessary
Even if hazardous materials are to perform any cleanup or disposal, it

proposed to be disposed of on-site, Is vital that the integrity of these
Federal, state and local environmental containers be continually monitored for
protection laws, regulations and structural integrity (See 3.5.). Clean-
ordinances must be obeyed. A full up/disposal operations should be con-
understanding of all applicable Is fined to that which Is absolutely
necessary. The OSC should have this necessary to prevent further problems.
information or be of assistance In Examples might be to vent (might include
obtaining it. When the cleanup/disposal flaring) vapor to reduce internal
team make their initial contact with the pressure or to divert a pool or stream
OSC -- and this should be prior to of liquid Into a catchment in order to
reaching the scene -- the OSC should be provide working access to the container.
reminded that the team will require this
regulatory information, unless the team The basic technology exists from
already has it. The Regional EPA office the aerospace, undersea, and nuclear
should also be contacted for a listing programs to develop a remote- controlled
of approved disposal sites and persons robot for hazardous materials cleanup
to contact at these locations, and disposal operations without the need

to expose people. The same is true for
5.3.4 Monitoring product transfer operations and moni-

toring of container structural integrity
Cleanup and disposal operations and hazardous materials releases. Such

normally begin after the situation has a robot could be air-lifted and be
been stabilized. However, remaining designed to operate on any kind of
materials (e.g., pools of the originally terrain or in the water. Until such
spilled hazardous materials or mixture hardware is developed and made avail-
with suppressants or the like; or able, it is necessary to utilize thehazardous materials in containers which relatively unsophisticated techiques
have been patched or temporarily sealed) currently in use.
actually may be giving off flammable or
toxic vapors or these could occur if 5.3.5 Personnel Protection
container leaking reoccurred. Also if
the materials are being deliberately It Is absolutely mandatory that all
burned or otherwise reacted, it is persons engaged in hazardous materials
important to know what vapors are pre- cleanup/disposal work be provided and
sent and their concentrations where required at all times to use protectiveIpeople are working within the exclus ion clothing, gear and equipment (e.g.,
areas and beyond the perimeter of the breathing apparatus) which are adequate
area. Persons engaged in cleanup/dis- for the particular hazardous material
posal work must be wearing full protec- Involved and the concentrations that
tive clothing, breathing apparatus and could be encountered. Table 5-2 has
other gear suitable for the hazardous been prepared to show the types Of
materials Involved. Continuous moni- personal protective clothing which must
taring of the site is necessary to be worn by emergency response personnel
assure that these persons are not when handling the 28 specific chemicals

*experiencing toxic concentrations or and propellants. Only fully qualified
dosages beyond the capability of this people should be engaged in cleanup/dis-
protection. Continual observations of posal. Even though they are fully
these persons (e.g., by closed circuit protected, such persons should avoid
TV monitoring), for unusual behavior, walking in, or other direct contact,
augments vapor monitoring and also with the hazardous materials. Working
provides an alerting that the person upwind of the spill is the recommended

* '1might be getting exhausted simply from approach to avoid vapors.
extended work under the confined,
cumbersome conditions. Insufficient It should be emphasized that
oxygen in the air is another aspect cartridge/cannister-type breathing
which monitoring must be able to spot apparatuses, which filter outside air
immediately. Monitoring is also of are extremely limited as to the conoen-
paramount importance to provide warning tration and exposure time they are good
that a flammable concentration is being for. They can easily be overwhelmed.
approached or has been reached. Trapped Self-contained air breathing equipment

Is the only kind recommended for
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TABLE 5-2. TIPE OF PENSOUNEL PROTIECIVt CLOThING R3SQIRED#,4*

Hazardous
Material 1 2 S 10 11 12

1. Acetone S a a a 

2. Acetone Cyanohydrin • a * * a

3. Acrylonitrile 6 0 • a •

4. Aerozine-50 * * a a a a
5. Anhydrous Ammonia a a

6. Butadiene,
Inhibited a a

7. Chlorine •

8. Ethyl Acrylate,
Inhibited a

9. Ethylene Oxide s a

10. Hydrazine,
Anhydrous a •

11. Hydrocyanic Acid 9 a a

12. Hydrogen, Liquid ' a

13. Isobutane (LPG) •

14. Methyl Alcohol a • a

15. Methyl Bromide a a

16. Methylhydrazine a a a a

17. MonomethylamIne
Nitrate

18. Nitrogen Tetroxide,
Liqiiid a a a a •

19. Oxygen, Liquefied * * a

20. Propane (LPG) I

21. Propylene (LPG) 9 0 S a

22. Sodium Hydrosulfide
Solution a a

23. Sodium Hydroxide
Solution a a a a a

24. Styrene Monomer,
Inhibited a a a a a a

25. Toluene * a a a a

26. Unsymmetrical
Dimethylbydrazine a • a

27. Vinyl Acetate * * a a a a

28. Vinyl Chloride a 0 a

*Index to type of personal protective clothing requireds

1 = Organic Vapor Canister 8 a Slicker Suit
2 = Air-supplied Mask 9 a Rubber Suit
3 = Rubber Gloves 10 = Safety Helmet
4 w Chemical Safety Goggles 11 a Self-oontained Breathing Apparatus
5 =Face Splash Shield 12 u Aoid Goggles
6 = Plastic Gloves 13 x Impervious Gloves
7 = Rubber Boots

*#Sources USCG, Chemical Hazards Response Information System.
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cleanup/disposal work and such equipment valves, containers, personal protective
has operating limitations. It must also8 clothing, breathing apparatus, absorbent
be remembered that there are no univer- materials, neutralizing chemicals and
sal protective clothing and gear which sources should be prepared for each M
will keep out all hazardous materials, that the cleanup/disposal team will be
Manufacturers of such items and the handling. In order to accomplish this,
hazardous materials manufacturers oan the team should prepare representative
provide the best advice on what should spill scenarios and schematic drawings
be worn in working with particular of the treatment systems. From these,
hazardous materials. Both EPA and the the team can list the types and quanti-
Coast Guard are supporting development ties of materials, hardware, and equip-
of protective suits (Coast Guard -- ment needed. Some spare parts and extra
butyl rubber maximum protection; and RPA amounts of materials should be Included

-lightweight butyl rubber suit). in the lists as should auxiliary equip-
ment for really critical items.

Before undertaking any cleanup/dis-
posal work, thti team needs to have Sample calculations should be pro-
standard operating procedures. Uti- vidod for determining how much of a

SOP's can do much to assure compliance neutralizing agent) will be required and

and give an added measure of protection Instructions should be given for using
to personnel. these ceias(e.g., how to mix solu-

tions, rate of application, expected
The scene, containers and personnel behavior and how to handle the reaction

must be continually monitored during products).
cleanup/disposal operations. (see
Section 5.3.4) If the HM or reaction product is to

The umbr o peson enage in be transported off-site, containers
The umbe of ersns egage in should meet DOT specifications so that

cleanup/disposal operations should be subsequent transfer into other con-
the minimum required to do the job. tainers will be unnecessary. It Is also

essential that the containers be easily
Unless there are some compelling, moved to the location where they are to

unique circumstances, cleanup/disposal be filled and be safely moved out after
operations should not be Initiated until filling. The decision to use a tank
the situation has stabilized and it has car, tank motor vehicle, portable tank
been determined to be safe to do so. or other container, is governed by
Even If the situation appears to have location, hazardous materials involved
been stabilized, the cleanup/disposal and quantity.
operations should be planned and con-
ducted to assure maximum protection to Tecenpdsoa emnest
those involved, in the event a new obtain the situation details at the
release occurs, other trouble arises. earliest possible time and keep current

on changes, so that arrangements may be
Judicious decisions and handling of made for timely delivery of all items

the incident in the early stages of and materials which are going to be
emergency response (e.g., proper diking needed, but which the team does not
or limited use of water) can reduce the carry with them. The same is true for
quantity of material that has to be obtaining necessary support such as
cleaned up, thus reducing the overall earth-moving equipment.
potential for exposure of the clean-
up/disposal team. Hazardous materials manufacturers

can be of assistance for determining
5.3.6 Selection of Guidelines. Toos which type of equipment and hardware are

Equipment, Materials and Re- compatible with the individual
ceiving Containers materials, safe handling methods and

neutralizing methods. The chlorine
The primary consideration in manufacturers, through the Chlorine

selecting any of these items is that Institute, have CHLOREP teams located at
they must be compatible with the partic- several points around the country to
ular hazardous materials which has been perform emergency repairs to leaking
spilled. Only non-sparking tools should chlorine containers and on-scene product
be used whenever flammable hazardous transfer and cleanup/disposal.
materials are involved. Also because of
the fire/explosion hazard, all equipment "A Survey of Personnel Protective
(e.g., pumps, and machinery) that will Equipment and Respiratory Apparatus for
be operating at the scene must be of a Use by Coast Guard Personnel in Respons
design which is safe to operate in the to Discharge of Hazardous Chemicals" Is
presence of flammable vapors. Separate available from the National Technical
lists of equipment, pipes, fittings,
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Information Service (ADA 010-110). This no reaction may be necessary. At higher
is a useful document. concentrations violent reactions may

occur. However, the quantities of
The EPA has worked out elaborate diluted HM and reactants can be

procedures for the diapgjal of a large enormouS, thus presenting several prob-
number of chemicals , of which lems. There must be an ample supply of
(acetone cyanohydrin, acrylonitrile, water. There must be enough storage
ammonia, chlorine, hydrazine, hydrogen capacity to handle the ON until they can
cyanide, nitrogen dioxide, sodium hydro- be treated and the products to be
sulfide, sodium hydroxide, styrene, disposed can be fed into a sewer or b)dy
toluene and vinyl acetate) are among of water at an allowable rate. If dLu-
those involved In this study. However, tion is utilized and transport costs
these are for water spills and the could be prohibitive.
chemicals and propellants are treated as
dilute aqueous solutions. Nevertheless, Dilution is a quick, simple way to
the overall guidelines with respect to reduce flammable and perhaps toxic
decisions on spill handling generally hazards on the short term period, but It
have aplication to land spills. To the may not be judicious in the long run
extent land spills involve water, the because it significantly spreads the HM
procedures would be directly applicable, and increases the size of the spill to

be disposed. Every effort must be -ade
The EPA manual goes into great to contain runoff and only the minimum

detail on the factors to consider, amount of water necessary should be
duties and responsibilities, equipment used.
sources, the design, construction and
operation of an on-site treatment system In very dry areas there may auto-
for the spilled hazardous materials. matically be limits on product dilution
Table 5-3 is reproduced from the manual because of the unavailability of water.
to show limiting factors for treatment
system design. Table 5-4 gives pro- Whether or not to use the dilution
pertles of commercially available technique requires a judgmental decision
plastics. The manual (pgs. 399-403) based upon an assessment of all the
gives examples of how to calculate the facts, alternatives and potential im-
amount of chemicals needed for treatment pacts. The cleanup/disposal team can
processing. Some of materials are provide good advice and should be in-
included on page 423 of the EPA manual. volved in the decision making process.

5.3.7 Treatment Options When selecting a neutralizing agent

one should choose those whose reaction
The purpose of treating spilled products will be non-hazardous or least

material remaining in the damaged hazardous so that one solves a problem
container is to control the hazards and and doesn't create another one. Whether
render the product harmless. Once it treatment is direct or conducted in a
has been decided that the HM must be diluted condition must be determined on
treated, the decision must be made as to an individual case basis. Again, it
what treatment method and material depends upon the particular HM, quan-
should be used. Acids may be neutra- tity, remoteness of the area, topography
lized with bases and vice versa. When and other influencing factors.
performed out in the open in a remote
location in a suitable pit, it may be 5.3.8 Disposal Options
possible to react essentially conce'-
trated chemicals directly. For example, If the bulk of the spilled/leaking
liquid chlorine may be added directly to 1M nan be recovered, the disposal prob-
caustic soda at a controlled rate. Re- lem has been greatly reduced and should
actions can be violent, so this has to not be a big problem. The same is true
be done remotely. Heat released from if the contents of damaged containers
the reaction also tends to vaporize can be transferred to sound ones. Dis-
unreacted chloriae. posal may involve venting/flaring a

Dilution of reactants and HM with flammable/toxic gas to reduce the
water may be used, but this approach can internal pressure of the container and
create complications, cool the contents through the evapora-

tive effect. This may have to be
Because the Coast Guard and EPA repeated and should only be done under

have been so extensively involved in strictly controlled conditions and it
treating spills of HM in water, their has been determined that it is safe to
technology stresses the neutralization rig for this operation and perform it.
treatment of dilute aqueous solutions. It may also be necessary under some
Of course, reactions can be better con- circumstances to mix nitrogen with
trolled when concentrations of reactants venting vapors to prevent ignition.
are low. Or ir dilution is sufficient, Purging of essentially empty containers
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TABLE 5-3. LIMITING FACTORS IN TREATMENT SYSTEM DESIGN

TIME:

Ilmediate Danger

Meteorological Conditions

Local Political Considerations

SITE CONSIDERATIONS:

Safe Proximity to the Spill

Accessibility by Vehicles

Clear Area

Flat Area
Firm Ground

Number of Setups Required

Proximity to Residences
Restriction to Civilian Vehicular Traffic

MATERIAL AVAILABILITY:

Sufficient Tankage

Sufficient Pump Transfer Capacity
Media Availability

Chemical Availability

Special Equipment Availability

PROCESS RESTRICTIONSt

Long Detention Time in Sedimentation
Difficulty in Desludging

Long Contact Times Required in Columns
Large Volumes of Sludge Obtained

MANPOWER LIMITATIONS:

Sufficient Skilled Labor for Construction

Sufficient Labor for Operation

MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS:

Degree of Contaminant

Available Hauling Capacity
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to remove the last NM vapors is also are direoted away from the scene and
advisable (e.g., If any air has entered populated areas.
or the container is going to a repair
facility). Chemical neutralization or other

ohemical reactions may be utilized. For
If the UN product has been too example, caustic soda is commonly used

badly contaminated for economic/safe for on-site neutralization of
recovery, it may need to be disposed o chlorine. What HM may be treated in
on-site. If it is flammable and the this manner depend upon the circus-
combustion products are not harmful, stances at the scene. The simplest
controlled burning is a possible method. system is where reaction takes place in

an open pit. In other cases it may be
Oxygen might best be allowed to necessary to construct an elaborate

evaporate. A very important caution is system such as is used by the Coast
that oxygen can saturate clothing and, Guard and EPA to process large quanti-
if there is a static spark or other ig- ties of aqueous solutions resulting from
nition source encountered, the clothing spills In waterways. Whatever, the
will burn like a torch. Therefore, the treatment method used, it should be
area must be secured for a sufficient performed a safe distance away from the
distance and be constantly monitored to spill point. The reaction products must
prevent such exposure, be dealt with.

Under carerully controlled condi- In some instances it my be poe-
tions, nitrogen tetroxide may be burned sible to delete the HM sufficiently that
in a pit with kerosene. Meteorological it can be run into a stream or into a
conditions and exclusion distances must sewer. Flow rates and concentrations
be adequate and feed rate be lQw enough must be carefully monitored and con-
to assure the concentration of combus- trolled.
tion products does not exceed allowable
air pollution limits, because some There is often the danger of rain
unreacted oxidizer and other toxic which could run into the catchment and
gaseous reaction products will result. cause it to overflow. Care should be
Nitrogen tetroxide is a very strong taken to prevent such an unintended
oxidizer and can ignite with certain disposal. Divert water away from the
organic/inorganic materials upon con- catchment.
tact. Containers must be especially
cleaned before being filled with the Burying is a possible disposal
oxidizer. Impurities sometimes cause method, if it can be proven that no
violent reaction. Therefore, it is unsafe concentrations of the HM would
unwise to put contaminated nitrogen reach the atmosphere or migrate through
tetroxide in containers. Only fully- the earth to present a hazard and there
qualified experts should dispose of this will be natural reaction with the earth
oxidizer. There is a need for develop- to render the HM harmless. This would
ment work on improved direct disposal normally have to be in an area which
methods for N 0 and the other chemicals would be under surveillance and be
and propellant s which will speed up the monitored.
disposal operation, to assure safety and
reduce time and costs. Some HM may have to be disposed

off-site. This requires prearrangements
Venting/flaring may also be used to and authorization. It is essential that

dispose of larger quantities of certain the disposal operations are done by
chemicals and propellants. Depending fully-qualified, reputable organiza-
upon the particular HM involved (e.g,, tions.
hydrogen), it may be bubbled through
water and burned at the water surface; Table 5-5 is a rough matrix which
be diluted with nitrogen to make it non- shows USCG recommended cleanup/disposal
flammable. This latter method usually procedures for 25 of the chemicals and
involves a very large amount of nitrogen propellants. Table 5-6 indicates re-
which presents a logistics problem and sponse definitions. Cleanup/disposal
high cost, so it has limited applica- procedures for Aerozine-50, liquefied
tion. Possibly carbon dioxide (e.g., hydrogen and monomethylamine nitrate are
dry ice) might be used In certain in- not given.
stances, be cheaper and be easier to use
or bq burned. In any event, the 5.3.9 Handling Unspilled Material
venting/flaring system must be designed
to preclude flash-back to the source. In the case of liquids with rela-
The vent/flare location must be a tively low vapor pressure (e.g., hydra-
sufficient distance and direction from zine), some product may remain in the
the source so that combustion products container because the puncture was in

the ullage space or in the side of the
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TABLE 5-5. U.S. COAST GUARD CAUTIONARY AND CORRECTIVE RESPONSE INDEX*

Cautionary Response Corrective Response

(A-F) (G-R)

A B C D E F G_* H I J G L H N 0 P Q R

1. Acetone x x Z 0 11

2. Acetone Cyanohydrin x x x x x x * x x S x

3. Acrylonitrile x x x x x x x * x x e x x

4. Aerozine-50 x x x x x x x x x

5. Ammonia, Anhydrous x x x x •

6. Butadiene, Inhibited x x x Is x x x
7. Chlorine Is x x X x sx

8. Ethyl Acrylate, Inhibited x x x x x I x x x

9. Ethylene Oxide x x x x x x

10. Hydrazine, Anhydrous x x x x x x x x x

11. Hydrocyanic Acid x x x x x x x x x

12. Hydrogen, Liquefied

13. Isobutane Kx x x x x x

14. Methyl Alcohol x x K K K

15. Methyl Bromide x x x x x x

16. Methylhydrazine x x x x x x x x x

17. Monomethylamine Nitrate

18. Nitrogen Tetroxide x x x K x x x x

19. Oxygen, Pressurized Liquid x x x x x

20. Propane (LPG) x x x x x x

21. Propylene (LPG) x x x x x x

22. Sodium Hydrosulfide
Solution x x x I x x x

23. Sodium Hydroxide Solution x x x x x x x
24. Styrene x x x x x x x x x x

25. Toluene Kx x x x x x x x x

26. Dimethylhydrazine,
Unsymmetrical x x x x X x x x x

27. Vinyl Acetate x x x x x x x x x x

28. Vinyl Chloride x x x x x x x

Index to USCG-Cautionary and Corrective Response Index***

A = Restrict Access G = Dilute and Disperse M = Burn
B = Restrict Ignition H s Stop Discharge N z Neutralize
C a Evacuate I x Contain 0 x Absorption
D z Restrict Human Use J 2 Skim P a Other Treatments (state-

a Restrict Farm Use K 2 Pump (of-the-art not well
F = Restrict Industrial Use L 2 Dredge developed)

Q a Clean Shore Line
R a Salvage Waterfowl

* Sources USCG, Chemical Hazards Resvonse Infomation Systom.
as Dilute and disperse only when other corrective methods cannot he used.

:e0 Response Index key defining response options is located in Table 5-6.
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TABLE 5-6. RESPONSE DEFINITIONS

CAUTIONARY RESPONSES (A-F)

A. RESTRICT ACCESS - This response is Invoked when appreciable danger arises from a
flammable or toxic spill, and the general public (speotators) should be kept from

the spill area. Acosos is restricted if ignition is considered possible

(restrict Ignition), or if evacuation is recommended.

B. RESTRICT IGNITION - This response Is invoked when chemicals are involved which

create flammable vapors.

C. EVACUATE - This response is invoked when there is a very real danger that a
highly flammable or toxic spill may spread, or develop a detrimental reaction
with water. This category includes flammable chemicals and extremely toxic
chemicals, e.g. poisonous gases.

D. RESTRICT HUMAN USE - This response is invoked when mostly soluble substances or

those which are exceptionally toxic are Involved in a spill. The primary danger

is that of ingesting the chemicals in drinking water.

E. RESTRICT FARM USE - This response is Invoked when a toxic chemical contaminant is

spilled in water used for irrigation or animals.

F. RESTRICT INDUSTRIAL USE - This response is invoked when the spill contains
chemicals which could corrode machinery, or if the possiblity of ignition from

highly flammable organics is developed. Those chemicals which upon heating could

release poisonous gases could also cause this response to be Invoked; as could

those which might form an insulating film on internal boiler surfaces.

CORRECTIVE RESPONSES (G-R)

It is possible that several responses may be appropriate for a particular
chemical spill. On-site conditions will dictate which responses are required. Also,

a chemical colild exist in more than one physical for'm and thus requires several
ameliorated responses. In cases where multiple responses are checked, "dilute and
disperse" should be the last response Implemented.

G. DILUTE AND DISPERSE - This response is invoked to handle spills primarily
involving dissolved species which are dangerous in a concentrated state. The

situation can be ameliorated by water jets, propellors, or similar means of
agitation spreading and mixing.
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TABLE 5-6 (cont'd)

I. CONTAIN - This response is invoked to contain spills involving insoluble spenlen

which form surface slicks. Slicks having vapors of very low flammability may be

contained near ships, piers, etc., but highly flammable materials should only be
confined In areas which are remote from ignition sources. Explosion-proof

equipment should be employed. Corrosivity with respect to materials should also

be considered.

J. SKIM - This response Is invoked to handle insoluble species which float and form

surface slicks. Corrosivity with respect to homes and pumps should be

considered.

K. PUMP - This response is invoked to handle insoluble species which sink

(particularly liquids or finely divided solids), but which may be pumped directly

from the spill. Again, corrosivity should be considered.

L. DREDGE - This response is invoked to handle insoluble species which sink (solids

and some liquids).

M. BURN - This response is invoked to handle highly flammable floating chemicals.

Even though there is an ignition danger, the "contain" category is checked.
Containment may have to be accomplished by air barriers, herders, or expendable

booms since few booms are fire-resistant.

N. NEUTRALIZE - This response is invoked to handle acids, bases, oxidants, or

reductants. Calcium hypochlorite or caustic soda is often used In neutral-

izaton. This response action is largely confined to still or confined non-

flowing waters.i
0. ABSORPTION - This response is invoked to handle chemical species which can be

absorbed or adsorbed. These species which form surface slicks (float) and

include: oil-like chemicals, solvents, toxic compounds (e.g. pesticides and

halogenated hydrocarbons). Treatment by ion exchange Is also possible for

miscible chemicals. Materials for sorption include hay, paper, styrofoam,
plastic, glass beads, charcoal and ion exchange resins.

P. OTHER TREATMENTS - This response is invoked to handle oils and other floating
materials by specialized methods. These treatments include the use of
emulsifiers, dispersants, sinking agents, coagulants and flocculants. Biological

degradation is also included in this category.

Q. CLEAN SHORE LINE - This response Is invoked to handle insolubles (especially

oils) with high surface tensions.

R. SALVAGE WATERFOWL - This response is invoked when it Is deemed feasible to

salvage waterfowl that have been exposed to an oil discharge.
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container. It may also be true that sufficient to present a fire or toxic
evaporative cooling could slow down the hazard, it should not be detrimental to
overall evaporation rate and result in leave it there, because ammonia is
some residual liquid product. Such applied directly to the soil as a
products may or may not be contaminated fertilizer.
or capable of being recovered.

When one is faced with a monstrousWhether to neutralize or dilute the quantity of aqueous solution or con-
produce in the original container or taminated ground which must be treated
remove it at a controlled rate, to treat and disposed of, the importance of
or burn it will depend upon the making every reasonable effort at the
particular hazardous material, the outset to properly contain the material
quantitiy of hazardous material, the and utilize water judiciously becomes
relative amount of freeboard space; and very clear.
ease of access to the Interior for
adding the neutralizer or diluent. In UDMI has the lowest boiling point
most instances the quantity would be too of the three hydrazines, thus is the
great to permit treatment in the origi- most volatile and is the most toxic, as
taonbearemovedoatha prdctold rate thel. ropefiantsaar dilutmed , wit fa
nao containe, aoth proutrold have wels e firellnt haardisrmed, iit a
either in a transfer operation or to a least 10 volumes of water. The toxic
flare or neutr~alization/dilution tank or and corrosive hazards still dictate the

pit. use of full protective clothing and
Hopeully th conainr ca be gear, Including self-contained breathing
Hopeully th conainr ca be apparatus for those persons handling

patched and sealed before the transfer, even the diluted solutions.
cleanup and disposal phases take place,
thus reducing the flammable/toxic vapor A decision has to be made as to
hazard and enabling controlled flow of whether neutralization should be
the residual product. Essentially the attempted or the aqueous solution placed
removal of residual product Is a trans- In containers. Leaving a large pool of
fer operation and the same approach and an aqueous hydrazine solution around
conditions apply. The physical setups (i.e., while material Is slowly released
and procedures will be somewhat dif- into a body of water, a sewer or the
ferent only if the product is not being like) does not appear to be a viable
placed In receiving containers for alternative.
shipment. If disposal is to take place
on-site, the controlled transfer will be Deliberate ignition and burning of
to a dilution tank or pond/neutralizer/ the spilled hydrazine, MMH or UDMH Is a
flarefburning pit. Generlly tipeaking, possible action which w~.uld certainly
the le3s the material that has to be require very solid justification and
disposed of, the simpler the overall would have to be conducted far enough
problem, away and in a direction so no one would

Non-vailbiliy of suitble be jeopardized by the unburned vapors or

transport containers in an economical tecmuto rdcs
time-frame might dictate that disposal Because nitrogen tetroxide boils at
at the site would be preferable to 70.10F, It undergoes self-cooling and a
delays that would be encountered in pool will tend to freeze over, thaw,
shipping the produce off-site. refreeze in a cyclic pattern once it has

5.3-0 Hadlin SplledMateialcontacted/reacted and stabilized with
5.3.0 Hndlng piled ateialrespect to the ground. It is likely

that the pool will remain for a while
The hydroscopic, water-soluble and a substantial amount can be pumped

chemicals and propellants are those into containers. Use of water on the
which would be expected to remain for liquid can speed up evaporation, so
the longest time, be absorbed by the water application should be confined to
ground and require processing. Ammonia, knocking down vapors away from the
the three hydrazines and possibly nitro- pool. Nitrogen tetroxide is a very
gen tetroxide fall into this category. strong oxidizer so it can ignite certain
If water Is used to control the vapors, organic and Inorganic fuels spontane-
the volume of the resulting aqueous ously upon contact. Reaction can be
solutions could be substantial and, If violent with basic chemicals. If such
contained as a pool, would contaminate a materials are present on the ground
substantially greater quantity of soil where the N20 ssild h eutn

thnthe hazardous materials themselves hea will ssniallyicrs thetn
than sbtnial nres h

would. evaporation rate.

Providing the rate of ammonia Large pools of oxygen are known to
release from contaminated soil is not persist because moisture Is condensed
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from the air to form a large ice ake Chlorine an be neutralized by sodium
which slows evaporation. Extreme care bicarbonate or caustic soda In a bulk
must be used around oxygen vapors pit operation such as was done at
because clothing and other materials Creatview, Florida. Special precautions
become saturated and, if near an are required for both.
ignition source, ignite like a torch.
If adequate safeguards can be taken, The liquid oxygen (L02 ), liquid
allowing the oxygen to evaporate may be hydrogen (LH ) and propane do not
the best disposal method. require neutra;ization, just precautions

against their flammable hazards, and
Propane will not remain very long they do not contaminate the ground per

and does not contaminate the ground per se.
so. Hydrogen is similar and boils at a

lower temperature than propane. Both Vinyl chloride, butadlene, and

are easily ignited and, in a massive ethylene oxide do not permanently con-
spill, a conflagration is almost a cer- taminate the ground either. They can be

tainty. dangerous if placed in containers, when

contaminated, due to the possibility of
Dutadiene, being a hydrocarbon gas, polymerization or decomposition. There-

would not be expected to contaminate the fore, the best disposal is controlled

ground per se and any spill would tend burning. Spills of acrylonitrile,
to evaporate quickly, with the principal hydrocyanic acid, isobutane and pro-
hazard being its flammability. It is pylene shold be allowed to burn off.

conceivable, but not very likely, that Spills involving acetone, acetone

it might encounter some catalytic cyanohydrin, ethyl acrylate, methanol,

material which would tend to polymerize sodium hydrosulfide, soidum hydroxide,

It. Vinyl chloride might be more apt to styrene, toluene, and vinyl acetate
polymerize, which would give off a large should be taken up with sand or another

amount of heat which might be sufficient noncombustible absorbent material.
to ignite any pool. Toxicity is the
other concern with this hazardous mater- 5.3.11 Recovery Versus Disposal

ial. The safety group from the Society
of Plastic Industries has expertise When practical, recovery of spilled

available to advise on the proper H4 is usually preferable to disposal.
handling of vinyl chloride. Among the actors which must be con-

sidered in making this decision are the
Ethylene oxide is very unstable and following:

decomposition may be triggered by a

number of metallic oxides, etc., which 0 Safety of the personnel who will
may well be found in the ground where a perform recovery or cleanup/disposal

spill has occurred. This reaction gives operation (e.g. potential for

off an enormous amount of heat and can exposure).
be violent. Vapors can detonate (6% to
24% by volume in air) and the flamma- * Complexity of the recovery versus
bility range is 3% to 100%. disposal process.

Handling of spilled chlorine should • Time to set-up and perform opera-

be left to a CHLOREP team. tion.

Ammonia and the three hydrazines e Preference of the shipper.
are bases, so aqueous solutions must be
treated as basic solutions. Substantial a Opinions of the carrier.

dilution is normally required before
neutralization is attempted to keep the * Relative hazard(s) to the other

reaction under control. Direct neutra- emergency personnel, the public and
lization or other reaction could be the environment.
extremely violent. The huge volumes and
cumbersome aspects of aqueous solutions • The HM Involved and quantity(ies).
and the potential violence of the direct
reactions both indicate that it is pre- a Environmental conditions (present

ferable, easier, If possible, to capture and forecasted).
the spilled material for recovery or

controlled burning than to attempt * Comparative economics.
neutralization.

• Environmental protection and trans-
Chlorine and nitrogen tetroxide are poraton regulations.

acidic materials but the same complica-

tions abide with them as with the a Availability (or not) of an appro-
bases. Nit-ogen tetroxide can be burned priate disposal site.
in a pit with a fuel such as kerosene.
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* Ditanc todispsalsites).earth, It might be possible to put a
Avaiabiity f euipmnt nd catch pit lower than the interface and
Avaiabiity of euipent and drain the HN into It. Depending uponmaterials, what KM is involved and the purity, the

product may be pumped into containers
* The physical orientation and con- for shipment, reacted or burned. Of

dition of the container(s). courae, if the product is spilled on a
non-porous surface and can be contained* Potential liability, therein, they can be picked up directly

Such decisions need to be backed up with it oties
analyses. Therefore, it is vital that Contaminated soil at varying depths
the OSC, shipper and carrier representa- and points around the spill needs to be
tives get with the potential product analyzed to see If the degree is above
transfer, cleanup/disposal in-house or acetbelms. fthcoenrin
contractor teams as early as possible so is within acceptable limits, it can be
the latter may be able to start working left to undergo natural degradation and
up the preliminary plan(s) and analy- no further effort will be necessary to
sis(es), which can be updated as new collect the HM. If it exceeds the
facts became available. This approach allowable limit, the contaminated soil
makes good use of these team members' must be treated. If treatment in place
times and should result in the OSC and is not practical, the soil will have to
other -'ficia1s having the Information be collected for treatment or shipment
fer making a decision on which course to by digging It up. Cleanup and disposal
follow, when the choice has to be made. teams frequently use vacuum trucks for

sucking up liquids. Certain types of
feHaving schematics of typical trans- contaminated soil might also be handled
fecleanup and disposal operations, this way, providing the vacuum equipment

lists of equipment, hardware, and other and containers are so designed. Small
materials, their sources, costs and amounts of contaminated soil usually are
availability should assist in preparing handled by shovel. Large amounts may
analyses, and can be prepared ahead of have to he scooped up with a high-loader
time. The bottom line is that a safety or hackhoe. However, depending upon
management decision must be made and it containers to he used, if shipment is
is important that the information upon intended, it may still be necessary to
which the decision is made be realistic fill the containers using a shovel. Ifand as complete as possible. The con- the spilled HM has soaked into the soil
sideration factors listed could be but the settling rate is slow enough it
expressed in matrix form with some rough may be possible to move the contaminated
weightin~g values for preliminary compar- soil onto a covered surface or prepared
ison. M~ore detailed breakdowns could be pit with outlet which will allow con-
utilized If the choice were not rather trolled drainage and collection of KM.
obvious from the preliminary analysis.

The method of collection will5.3.12 Waste Collection ultimately depend upon the particular KM
involved, the quantity, the terrain and

Waste collection must be considered what disposal method is contemplated.
at the very outset of emergency response In any event, waste collection opera-
action at the scene. The spilled/ tions should be conducted only by a
leaking HM must be contained to limit fully-qualified cleanup/disposal team
spread and pollution (water, air and properly protected and monitored. if
ground) as much as possible. Damming, transport is contemplated, collection Is
diking, ditching and entrapment are some made so that the amount to be shipped is
of the techniques employed. The sur- kept as small as practical. The Coast
faces upon which the HM spills may vary Guard and EPA have detailed instructions
considerably in porosity (e.g., sand, on waste collection as related to water
clay, concrete, railroad ballast, black spills. These generally would apply to
top or water), so penetration and ease land spills to the extent these involve
of collection will also vary. Vigorous the KM getting into waterways.
reaction might occur with certain KM.
If it is possible to construct or find a 5.3.13 Waste Removal
material with less porosity, even better
be able to line it with a compatible If it is not possible to dispose of
material, leaks and possibly certain the spilled/otherwise contaminated KM
spills (e.g., a pool) could be diverted on-site, such waste must be moved off-
into such containment for easier collec- site to an authorized treatment facil-
tion for cleanup/disposal. ity/disposal site. Usually cleanup

Iftecontractors obtain the necessaryIfteporous soil is not deep and approvals and handle the transport of
is underlayed with rather non-porous the waste. In any case, they must be
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obtained before shipment. Such trans-
port must be in accordance with DOT
regulations for Interstate shipments and

products, mst be removed, so that the
concentration of any residual NH Is
within acceptable limits and the area is
safe for normal use.

Tank trucks and drums are the moot
frequently used containers for shipping
hazardous wastes. However, It large
quantities of contaminated earth had to
be moved, suitably covered lined dump
trucks/rail cars might be usable. it
should be recognized that vibration from
transportation could possibly cause the
liquid to migrate and concentrate (e.g.,
In the bottom of the container), so the
lining of the container is Important to
prevent leakage. Barges also might be
suitable for hauling very large quanti-

ties of contaminated earth.
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j iAPPENDIX B

PARTIAL LISTING OF SOURCES OF INFORMATION/ASSISTANCE
FOR HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SPILLS

Type of
Type of Informatiog

Information Source Ormanization Assistance Access

EPA Oil and Hazardous Federal 2-A EPA Regional Office, University
Materials - Technioal of Indiana (24-hour on-line
Assistance Data System capability)
(OHMTADS)

Coast Guard Chemical Federal 2-A National Response Center
Hazards Response through OSC.
Information System Regional Response Centers
(CHRIS) District Offices: (see

Appendix E)

Coast Ciard National Federal 1 National Response Center
Strike Team (800/424-8802)

U.S. Army Technical Federal I Dept. of Army Operation Center
Escort Center (703/521-2185)
Chemical Emergency
Response Team

Chemical Transportation Industry 2,3 Through CHENTREC 800/424-9300
Emergency Center sponsored (in Washington, D.C.
(CHEMTREC) 202/483-7616)

Pesticides Safety Industry 1,2,3 Through CHENTREC 800/424-Q300
Team Network sponsored (in Washington, D.C.

202/483-7616)

Transportation Canadian, 1,2,3 Each regional Control Center

Emergency Assistance privately has a 24 hour numbers
Plan (TEAP) sponsored

1. Hooker Chemicals Division,
Vancouver, British
Columbia 604/929-3441;
Geographic locations
British Columbia

2. Celanese Canada Ltd.,
Edmonton, Alberta,
403/477-8339; Geographic
locations Prairie
Provinces

3. Canadian Industries Ltd.,
Copper Cliff, Ontario,
705/682-2881 Geographic
locations Northern Ontario

1 1. Respond to scene with trained personnel If required.
2. Provide information on identity, hazards, or what to do.
3. Refer to knowledgeable contact.

A. On-line computer available.
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Type of
Type of Information

Information Bourg*s kaiamm Access

4. Dow Chemical of Canada,
Ltd., Sarnia, Ontario
519/339-37111

Geographic locations
Central Ontario

5. Cyanamid of Canada, Ltd.,
Niagara Falls, Ontario,
416/356-6310
Geographic locations
Eastern Ontario

6. DuPont of Canada, Ltd.,
Maitland, Ontario,
613/348-3616
Geographic location:
Western Ontario

7. Allied Chemical Canada,
Ltd., ld, Quebec,
514/373-8330f

Geographic locations
Quebec, south of St.
Lawrence

8. Gulf Oil Canada, Ltd.,
Shawinigan, Quebec,
819/537-1123
Geographic location:
Quebec, north of St.
Lawrence

Chlorine Emergency Privately 1,2,3 Through CHENTREC - 800/424-9300
Plan (CHLOYEP) sponsored (in Washington, D.C.

202/483-7616)
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APPENDIX C

TYPICAL ON-LINE INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS

On-line
computer

Information Source systeu Contact

Lockheed Information Systems yea 408/742-4321
Ext. 45635

Illinois Department of Energy & Natural Resources

Environmental Quality Library no 312/793-3870

NIOSH Technical Information Center yea 301/443-4220

National Technical Information Servioe yea 703/487-4650

Environmental Emergency Center yes 819/997-3742

NatIc.ial Emergency Equipment Locator System
(NEELS-Canadian)

National Analysis of Trends in Emergencies
System (NATES-Canadian)

NASA - Scientific & Technical Information Office yes 202/755-3548

NkSA - Industrial Applications Centers:

Univ. of Conn., Storrs, CT yes 203/486-4533

Univ. of Pittsburg, PA yes 412/624-5211

Indiana Univ., Bloomington, IN yes 812/335-8884

Univ. of N. Mexico, Albuquerque, NM yes 505/277-3622

Univ. of S. California, Los Angeles, CA yes 213/746-6132

Global Engineering Documentation Services no 714/540-9870

213/624-1216

National Bureau of Standards Fire Technology Library no 301/921-3249

NASA - Aerospace Safety Research & Research & Data no 216/443-4000
Institute Ext. 285

Chemical Abstract Service Ohio State Univ. no 614/421-6940

Fire Research Section no 512/684-5111
Southwest Research Institute Ext. 2415

Environmental Engineering Division no 713/845-3011
Texas A&M Univ.

Toxicology Data Bank no 301/496-1131
National Library of Medicine

C-1
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APPENDIX D

SELECTED HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REFERENCES

OHMTADS Data Sheets US EPA Office of Hazardous Materials,
Washington, D.C. 20400.

CHRIS Manuals I-4 (CG-446-1-4) US Gov't Printing Office, Wash. D.C. 20402

Regional Contingency Plan US EPA, Regional Environmental Emergency
Section.

Regulation for Shipping Hazardous
Materials

49 1.F-Code of Federal US Dept. of Transportation Office of Hazardous
Regulations, Transportation Materials
Vol.49, Parts 100-199.

FAR 103-Federal Aviation US Dept. Federal Aviation
Regulations Vol. VI, Part 103.

CAB 82-Official Air Transport
Restricted Articles Tariff
No. 6-D

IATA-International Air Transport
Association Restricted Articles
Regulations

EPA Field Detection and Damage US EPA, Division of Oil and Hazardous
Assessment Manual for Oil and Materials
Hazardous Materials Spills Washington, D.C. 20400

Official Motor Freight Directory

Official Railway Guide

Dangerous Properties of Industrial Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.,
Materials, by N. Irving Sax 450 W. 33rd Street, New York, NY 10001

Chemical Transportation and RSMA,
Handling Guide 181 E. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL 60611

Laboratory Waste Disposal Manual Manufacturing Chemists Association (now
Chemical Manufacturing Association)
1825 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Wash., D.C.
20009.

Recommended Methods of Reduction, Government Reports
Neutralization, Recovery or NTIS
Disposal of Hazardous Waste (Vol. U.S. Dept. of Commerce
1-16) by TRW Systems Group Springfield, VA 22151

Hazardous Chemicals Data National Fire Protection Association
Noyas Data Corp. 470 Atlanta Ave.

Boston, MA 02110

Merck Index Chemical Engineers' Handbook, John H., et al,
Perry, Merck & Co., Inc. eds. & 5th ed., 1973, Rahway, NJ
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Ii
Chemical Rubber Corporation Chemical Safety Data Sheets (SD-1-D-96),
Handbook of Chemistry and Physics Manufacturing Chemists' Association
CRC Press

Handbook of Chemistry - Handbook Handbook of Analytical Toxicology, Sunshine,
Publishers Inc. by NA Lange I., ed., Chemical Rubber Co., 1969

Behavior of Organic Chemicals in MCA Chem-Card Manual
the Aquatic Environment - Part 1 -
A Literature Critique, Manufacturing
Chemist's Association

Behavior of Organic Chemicals in Mineral Facts and rroblems, US Bureau of
the Aquatic Environment - Part 2 - Mines Bull. 630, 1965
Behavior in Dilute Solutions,
Manufacturing Chemists' Organic Chemistry, Morrison, R.T., and R.N.
Association, April 1968 Boyd, 2nd ed., 1966

1963 Census of Manufacturers - Orsanco Quality Monitor, July 1970
Location of Manufacturing
Plants by Industry,
County, and Employment Size

Chemical Data Guide for Bulk The Pesticide Review, US Dept. of Agriculture,
Shipment by Water, US Coast 1970
Guard 1966

Railroad Accident Report-Southern Railway
Hygienic Guide Series, American Company Train 154 Derailment with Fire &
Industrial Hygiene Association Explosion, Laurel, MS., Jan. 25, 1969

Pesticide Poisoning of Pond Lake, Safety Guides (SG-1-SG-19) Manufacturing
Ohio, Investigation and Resolution Chemists' Association Spillages of Hazardous
(for the EPA, Ryckman, Edgerly, Chemicals (Chart)
Tomlinson and Associates, Inc.)

Proceedings of the 1972 National Water Pollution Abatement Manual, Manuals
Conference on Control of Hazardous Sheets W-1, W-2, W-3, W-4 & W-6,
Materials Spills (For the EPA) Manufacturing Chemists' Association
Uniersity of Houston, Houston, TX

Sp*-l Prevention Techniques for Control of Spillage of Hazardous Polluting
Hazardous Polluting Substances, Substances, 15090 FOZ (for the EPA), Battelle
(For the EPA), Arthur D. Little Co. Memorial Institute

Standard Methods for the Examina- Dangerous Articles Emergency Guide, Bureau of
tion of Water and Wastewater, Explosives, Association of American Railroads
American Public Health Association,
American Public Water Works, and
Water Pollution Control Federation

Water Quality Criteria, McKee, J.E. Explosives and Other Dangerous Articles,
and H.W. Wolf, the Resources Agency Bureau of Explosives, Association of American
of California, State Water Quality Railroads
Control Board

Water Quality Criteria - Report of Fire Protection for Chemicals, Bahme, C.W.,
the National Technical Advisory National Fire Protection Association
Committee to the Secretary of the
Interior, April 1, 1968, F.W.P.C.A.,
Wash.

Pollution and Marine Ecology, Olson,
T.A., and R.J. Burgess, 1967
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APPENDIX E

UNITED STATES COAST GUARD AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY REGIONAL OFFICES

10
Per e I .

Nowell '2 '

U.S. EPA REGION8
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EPA REGIONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE OFFICES

UEGION 1 REGION 6
Chief, Oil & Hazardous Materials Section Chief, Emergency Response Branch
Surveillance and Analysis Division 63SE, 1201 Elm Street
60 Westview Street First International Building
Lexington, MA 02173 Dallas, TX 75270
(617) 861-6700 (21l) 767-2720

REGION 2 REGION 7

Chief, Emergency Response and Hazardous Chief, Emergency Planning & Response
Materials Branch

Inspection Branch Environmental Services Division
Environmental Services Division 25 Funston Road
Edison, NJ 08837 Kansas City, KS 66115
(201) 321-6657 (816) 374-4482

REGION 3 REGION 8
Chief, Environmental Emergency Branch Chief, Emergency Response Branch
6th & Walnut Streets Environmental Services Division
Curtis Building 3ES30 1860 Lincoln Street
Philadelphia, PA 19106 Denver CO 80295
(215) 597-q075 (303) 837-2468

REGION 4 REGION 9
Chief, Emergency Remedial & Response Chief, Emergency Response Section

Branch T-3-3
345 Courtland Street, NE Compliance & Response Branch
Atlanta, GA 30365 Toxic & Waste Management Division
(404) 881-3931 215 Fremont Street

San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 974-8132

REGION 5 REGION 10

Chief, Superfund, Oil & Hazardous Chief, Environmental Emergency Response
Materials Coordinator Team

Environmental Services Division Environmental Services Division
5SEES 1200 6th Avenue
536 South Clark Street Seattle, WA 98101
Chicago, IL 60605 (206) 442-1295
(315) 353-9773
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, U.S. COAST GUARD DISTRICTS

1st Coast Guard District, 150 Causeway Street, Boston, MA 02114, Duty Officers
(617) 223-6978.

2nd Coast Guard Dlstriot, 1430 Olive Street, St. Louis, NO 63101, Duty Officers
(314) 353-7110.

3rd Coast Guard District, Governors Island, New York, NY 10004, Duty Officer:
(212) 668-7298.

5th Coast Guard District, Federal Buidling, 431 Crawford Street, Portsmouth, VA
23705, Duty Officer: (804) 398-6231.

7th Coast Guard District, Room 1018, Federal Building, 51 SW let Avenue, Miami, FL
33130, Duty Officer: (305) 350-5611.

8th Coast Guard District, Hale Bolls Federal Building, 500 Camp Street, New Orleans,
LA 70130, Duty Officer: (50) 589-6298.

9th Coast Guard District, 1240 East 9th Street, Cleveland, OH 44199, Duty Officer;
*(216) 522-3984.

11th Coast Guard District, Union Bank Building, 400 Oceangate Boulevard, Long Beach,
CA 90822, Duty Officer: (213) 590-2315.

12th Coast Guard District, 630 Sansome Street, San Francisco, CA 94126, Duty
Officer: (415) 273-7611.

13th Coast Guard District, 915 2nd Avenue, Seattle, WA 98174, Duty Officer:
(206) 442-5886.

14th Coast Guard District, Prince Kalanianaole Federal Building, 300 Ala Moans,
Honolulu, HI 96850, Duty Officer: (808) 546-2170 (commercial only), AUTOVON -
(315) 430-0111.

17th Coast Guard District, P.O. Box 3-5000, Juneau, AK 99802, Duty Officer:
(907) 586-7340 (commercial only), AUTOVON - (317) 388-7340.
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3TATl SOLID WAST MAIAGKNKNT AOIECIES

Alabama Connectiout

Director Solid Waste Management Programs
Division of Solid Waste and Vector Department of Environmental Protection

Control State of Connecticut
State Department of Public Health 122 Washington Street
State Office Building Hartford, Connecticut 06106
Montgomery, Alabama 36104 (203) 566-3672
(205) 8354-1303

Delaware
Alaska

Chief, Solid Waste Section
Solid Waste Program Coordinator Delaware Department of Natural Resources
Department of Environmental Conservation and Environmental Control
State of Alaska Edward Tatnall Building
Pouch 0 Dover, Delaware 19901
Juneau, Alaska 99801 (32 73-78
(907) 465-2660

District of Columbia
American Samoa

Director, Solid Waste Administration
Department of Public Works Department of Environmental Sciences
Government of American Samoa 415 12th Street, N.W., Room 307

* Page Page, American Samoa Washington, D.C. 20004
Overseas Operator (Commercial Call) (202) 629-4581

Arizona Florida

Division of Sanitation Administrator
Environmental Health Services Solid Waste Management Section
Arizona State Department of Health Division of Environmental Programs
17540 W. Adams Street Department of Environmental Regulations
Phoenix, Arizona 85017 2562 Executive Center Circle, East
(602) 255-1156 Montgomery Building

Tallahassee, Florida 32301
Arkansas (9054) 8-9334

Chief Georgia
Division of Solid Waste
Arkansas Department of Pollution Control Chief, Land Protection Branch

and Ecology Environmental Protection Division
P.O. Box 9583 270 Washington Street, S.W.
8001 National Drive Atlanta, Georgia 30334
Little Rock, Arkansas 72209 (54054) 656-2833
(501) 562-7444 

Ga
California

Administrator, Guam, EPA
Chief, Hazardous Waste Mgmt Program P.O. Box 2999
Vector Control Bureau Agana, Guam 96910
State Department of Public Health Overseas Operator (Commercial Call)
7544 P Street 7549-25486
Sacramento, California 958154
(916) 322-2337 Hawaii

Colorado Director, State Department of Health
P.O. Box 3378

State Department of Health Honolulu Hawaii 96801
4210 East Eleventh Avenue (808) 5546-6505
Denver, Colorado 80220
(303) 320-8333
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Idaho Mrln

Chief, Solid Waste Management Section Acting Chief
Environmental Services Division Division of Solid Waste Control
Idaho Department of Health & Welfare Maryland State Department of Health and
State House Mental Hygiene
Boise, Idaho 83720 201 West Preston Street
(208) 334I-4059 Baltimore, Maryland 21201

Illino(301) 383-2770/1/2

Massachusetts
Division of Land/Noise Pollution Control
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency Division of Water Pollution Control
2200 Churchill Drive Department of Environmental Quality
Springfield, Illinois 62706 Engineering
(217) 782-6760 110 Tremont Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02108
Indiana (617) 292-5673

Chief, Solid Waste Section Michigan
Division of Sanitary Engineering
Indiana State Board of Health Chief, Resource Recovery Division
1330 West Michigan Street Environmental Protection Branch
Indianapolis, Indiana 46207 Department of Natural Resources
(317) 633-0100 3500 Logan Street

Lansing, Michigan 489141
Iowa (517) 373-1220

Director, Land Quality Division Minnesota
Department of Environmental Quality
3920 Delaware Avenue Director
P.O. Box 3326 Minnesota Pollution Control Agency
Des Moines, Iowa 50316 Division of Solid Waste
(515) 281-8690 1935 West County Road, B-2

Roseville, Minnesota 55113
Kansas (612) 296-7373

Chief, Solid Waste Management Section Mississippi
Department of Health and Environment
Topeka, Kansas 66620 Director
(913) 862-9360 Division of Solid Waste Management and

Vector Control
Kentucky Mississippi State Board of Health

P.O. Box 1700
Director, Division of Solid Waste Jackson, Mississippi 39205
State Department for Natural Resources (601) 3514-6612

and Environmental Protection
275 East Main Street Missouri
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
(502) 5614-6716 Director, Solid Waste Management Program

Department of Natural Resources
Louisiana 2010 Missouri Boulevard

Jefferson City, Missouri 65101
Louisiana Health and Human Resources (3114) 751-4422

Administration
State Office Building NOTEi Address all mail tot
P.O. Box 60630 P.O. Box 1368
New Orleans, Louisiana 70160 State Office Building
(5014) 568-5521 Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

Maine Montana

Chief, Division of Oil and Hazardous Chief, Solid Waste Management Bureau
Materials Management Montana State Department of Health and

Department of Environmental Protection Environmental Sciences
State House 114214 9th Avenue
Augusta, Maine 014330 Helena, Montana 59601
(207) 289-2651 (1406) 449-2544
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Nebraska Ohio

Chief, Solid Waste Division Office at Land Pollution Control
Department of Environmental Control Ohio Environmental Proteotion Agency
State House Station, Box 914653 P.O. Box 10149
Lincoln, Nebraska 68509 Columbus, Ohio 43216
(1402) 471-2186 (6114) 466-8934

Nevada Oklahoma

Department of Human Resources Chief, Sanitation Service
Environmental Protection Service State Department of Health
Capitol Complex 10th and Stonewall
Carson City, Nevada 89701 Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 73105
(702) 885-47140 (1405) 271-5600

New Hampshire Oregon

Bureau of Solid Waste Director, Solid Waste Mgmt Division
Department of Health and Welfare Oregon State Department of Environmental
Hazen Drive Quality
Concord, New Hampshire 03301 1234 S.W. Morrison Street
(603) 2214-5500 Portland, Oregon 97201

(503) 229-5913
New Jersey

Pennsylvania
Department of Environmental Protection
Solid Waste Administration Director
P.O. Box 2807 Division of Solid Waste Management
Trenton, New Jersey 08625 Department of Environmental Resources
(609) 292-9120 8th Floor Fulton Building

P.O. Box 2063
New Mexico Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 17120

(717) 787-9697
Chief, Environmental Improvement Agency
General Sanitation Division, Room 517 Puerto Rico
P.O. Box 23148, P.E.R.A. Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501 Environmental Quality Board
(505) 9814-0020 Office of the Governor

Box 111488
New York Santurce, Puerto Rico 00910

(809) 725-51140 Ext. 226
Director, Division of Solid Waste Mgmt
New York State Department of Rhode Islandj Environmental Conservation
50 Wolf Road Department of Health
Albany, New York 12201 2014 Health Building
(518) 474-2121 Davis Street

Providence, Rhode Island 02908
North Carolina (1401) 277-2231

Branch Head South Carolina
Solid Waste and Vector Control Branch
Department of Human Resources Director, Solid Waste Mgmt Division
Divsion of Health Services Department of Health and Environmental
P.O. Box 2091 Control
Raleigh, North Carolina 27602 J. Marion Sims Building
(919) 733-61407 2600 Bull Street

Columbia, South Carolina 29201
North Dakota (803) 776-6194

Assistant Director South Dakota
Division of Water Supply and Pollution

Control - State Capital Division of Air Quality and Solid Waste
State Department of Health South Dakota Department of Water and
Bismark, North Dakota 58501 Natural Resources
(701) 2214-23514 Office Building No. 2

Pierre, South Dakota 57501
(605) 773-3153
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Tennessee Washington

Director Division Chief
Division of Solid Waste Management Solid Waste and Resource Recovery
Bureau of Environmental Management Division

and Quality Insurance Department of Zoology
State Department of Public Health Olympil1 Washington 98501
Capitol Kill Building, Suite 320 (206) #5-6000
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
(615) T41-365T West Virtinia

Texas Director, Solid Waste Program
Depatmet o Watr RsoucesState Department of Health
Depatmet o Watr Rsouces1800 Washington Street, E.

Water Quality Section Charleston, West Virginia 25305
* P.O. Box 132146 (3014) 348-2971

Austin, Texas 78711
(512) 475-3454 Wisconsin

Trust Territories Chief, Solid Waste Management Section
Division of Environmental Protection

Chief, Department of Health Services Department of Natural Resources
Office of High Commission Box 450
Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands Madison, Wisconsin 53701
Saipan, Marianas 96950 (0)2654
Overseas Operator (Commercial Call)(6826-88

Wyoming
Utah

SW Program Supervisor
Utah State Division of Environmental Wyoming Department of Environmental

Health Quality
'44 Medical Drive State Office Building West
Salt Lake City, Utah 814113 Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002
(801) 533-6163 (307) 777-7937

Vermont

Air and Solid Waste Programs
Agency of Environmental Conservation
P.O. Bcx 489
Montpelier, Vermont 05602
(802) 828-3395

Virgin Islands

Assistant Director
Division of Utilities and Sanitation
Department of Public Works
Government of the Virgin Islands
Charlotte Amalie
St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801
(809) 7714-7970

Virginia

Director
Bureau of Solid Waste and Vector Cont.
Virginia State Department of Health
James Madison Building
109 Govenor Street
Richmond, Virginia 23219
(8014) 786-5271
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APPENDIX F

LOCATION OF HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL SITIS
o

BFI - Chemical Services Division
Mobile, Alabama
(205) 666-5724

Services: Collection/haulage, processing/treatment, storage,
lab analysis, recovery, reclamation, disposal

Waste Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical fixing, neutralization,
oxidation/reduction

Disposal: Landfill

Chancellor and Ogden, Inc.
3031 East I Street
Wilmiagton, California 90744
(213) 432-8461

Services: Collection/hauling, lab analysis, storage, disposal

Waste Handled: Moat wastes considered

Disposals Secure landfill (CA, Class I)

County of Los Angeles Site
1955 Workman Mill Road
P.O. Box 4998
Whitter, California 90607
(213) 699-7411

Palos Verdes Landfill

Services: Disposal, lab analysis

Wastes Handled: Oil wastes, various wastes considered

Wastes Excluded: Highly flammable, mixed loads, magnesium, wastes
with 4-11pH range

Disposal: Secure landfill (Class I)

Calabasa Landfill

Wastes Handled: Caustics, drummed wastes

Wastes Excluded: Magnesium, cone. acids, alkali

Disposal: Secure landfill (Class I)

GSource: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Hazardous Waste Management Facilities
in the United States - 197T, EPA/530/SW-l46.3.
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Omar Rendering Company
P.O. Box 1236
Chula Vista California
(619) 121-8OO

Services: Collection, hauling, prooeseing/treatlent,

disposal, storage

Wastes Handled: Acids, caustics, solvents, etchants-liquids only

Processings Evaporation

Disposal: Open pit, lagoons

Richmond Sanitary Service
1224 Nevin Avenue
Richmond, California
(415) 236-8000

Services: Collection/hauling, disposal

Wastes Handled: Acids, refinery wastes, lead sludge, pesticide
containers

Wastes Excluded: Pending analysis

Disposal: Lagoons, landfill

San Diego County Site
5555 Overland Road
San Diego, California
(714) 565-5703

Services: Disposal, storage

Wastes Handled: Pesticides, chemical

Wastes Excluded: Cyanides

Disposal: Secure landfill

Zero Waste System, Inc.
2928 Poplar St.
Oakland, California 94608
(415) 893-8257

Services: Wastes utilization and waste exchange program,
disposal

Wastes Handled: Most waste considered, lab chemicals

Disposal: Off-site landfills
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I
Rollins Environmental Services
(Main Office) One Rollins Plaza
Wilmington, Delaware 19803
(302) 429-2700

Servicest Collection/haulage, storage, processing/treatment,

lab analysis, disposal

Wastes Handled: All wastes considered

Processing/Treatment: Chemical Degradation (neutralization, oxidation,
reduction), incineration, biological

Disposal: Landfill, incineration (rotary kiln), ocean
disposal

Complete Refuse Removal Service
P.O. Box 488
Smyrna, Georgia 30081
(404) 433-2421

Se-vices: Collection/haulage, processing, storage, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical solidifications, latex treatment

Envirosafe Services of Idaho
P.O. Box 936
Melton Home, Idaho 83647
(208) 587-8433

Services: Disposal

Wastes Handled: Pesticides, most wastes considered

Disposal: Secure burial

* Services Corporations of America, Inc.
11700 Stony Island Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60617
(312) 646-5700

Services: Processing/treatment, storage, lab analysis,
disposal, reclamation/recycling

Wastes Handled: Most materials considered

Processing: Chemical neutralization, electrochemical oxidation,
biological activated sludge

Disposal: Incinerator (rotary kiln)

U.S. Ecology
Box 7246 Louisville, KY 40207
(Site) Sheffield, Illinois
(815) 454-2376

Wastes Handled: Radioactive, pesticides, heavy metals, organics

Wastes Excluded: Reactive sodium and potassium

Disposals Secure landfill
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Maste Management, Inc. Also, Chen Vast Management, Inc.
3003 Butterfield Road 138 Calumet Expressway
Oak brook, Illinois 60521 Calumet City, Illinois 60409
(312) 654-8800 (312) S91-1500

Services: Colleotion/hauling, storage, processing/treataant,

lab analysis, disposal reclamation/reoovery

Wastes Handled: Aoids, caustics, solvents, heavy metals

Wastes Excluded: Cyanides., pesticides, herbicides

Processingt Chemical neutralization, precipitation

Disposals Landfill, sludge farming

U.S. Scrap Company
11507 South Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

Services: Collection/haulage, reclaaation/recycling, disposal

Wastes Handled: Solvents, oily wastes, sludges

Wastes Excluded, Cyanide, arsenic

Disposal: Landfill

Advanced Industrial Maintenance
4645 West 138th Street
Crestwood, Illinois 60445
(312) 396-1810

Services: Collection/hauling, storage, processing/treatment,
lab analysis, reclamation/recovery, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical fixings, neutralization,
oxidation/reduction

Disposal: Landfill

Rollins Environmental Services
(Main Office) Wilmington, Delaware 19803
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
(504) 778-1234

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment, storage,
lab analysis, disposal, reclamation/recycling

Wastes Handled, All materials considered

Processing: Chemical degradation, neutralization, precipitation

Disposal: Incineration, landfill
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BFI - Chemical Services Div. Also, Lake Charles Disposal Site
Baton Rouge, LA (318) 527-6857
(504) 293-4571

Servicest Collection/hauling, processing/treatment,

reclamation, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Neutralization, chemical solidification

Disposal: Landfill

Robb Tyler, Inc. (Subsidiary of BFI)
Baltimore, Maryland
(301) 686-6161

Services: Collection/haulage, processing/treatment, storage,
lab analysis, reclamation, disposal

Waste Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical fixing, neutralization, oxidation-
, reduction

Disposal: Landfill

Chem Met Service
18550 Allen Road
Wyandotte, Michigan
(313) 282-9250

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment, disposal,

storage

Wastes Handled: Most wastea considered

Wastes Excluded: Arsenic

Processing: Chemical neutralization, chemical fixation

Disposal: Landfill

Prenco Manufacturing Co.
2601 West 14 Mile
Royal Oak, Michigan 48073
(313) 399-6262

Services: Lab analysis, processing/treatment, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered, some explosives

Disposal: Incineration of liquids and solids

Systech Waste Treatment Center
3030 Wood Street
Mushegon Heights, Michigan 49444
(616) 733-1444
Business Office: (513) 298-6614

Services: Colleotion/haulage, treatment processing, storage,
disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical and biological
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Conservation Chemical Company
5201 Johnson Drive
Mission, Kansas 66205
(816) 483-4222
(Plants): St. Louis, Missouri

Gary, Indiana

Services: Collection/haulage, prooessing/treatment, lab
analysis, disposal, storage, recycling/recovery

Wastes Handled: Acids, caustics, arsenicals, cyanide, phenols,
heavy metal solutions

Wastes Excluded: Pending analysis

Pr.cessing: Distillation, neutralization recombination,
flouride recovery, sedimentation

Wheeling Disposal Service Co., Inc.

1805 South 8th Street
St. Joseph, Missouri 64503
(816) 279-0815
Site: Andrew County, Missouri

Services: Disposal, storage

Wastes Handled: Most waste considered, including pesticides

Disposal: Soil incorporation, landfill

Big 3 Enterprises
10,000 E. Girmingham Rd.
Kansas City, Missouri 64161
(816) 741-4466

Services: Collection/haulage, disposal

Wastes Handled: 0:'ganic chemicals, liquid and some solids

Disposal: Incineration

Atlantic Marine Industrial Services
235 Forrest St.
Metuchuy, New Jersey 08840
(201) 549-1788

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment, disposal,

lab analysis, storage

Wastes Handled: Petro-based, chemical

Processing: Chemical neutralization

111)o.I,1I Landfill

Browning - Ferris Industries, Inc.
Pedricktown New Jersey
(609) 299-0835

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment,
reclamation, lab analysis, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical fixation, neutralization

Disposal: Landfill
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Rollins Environmental Services
Bridgeport, New Jersey (Logan Township)
(609) 467-3100
(Main Office) Wilmington, Delaware 19803
(Main Office) (302) 429-2700

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment,
reclamation/recycling, lab analysis, storage,
disposal

Wastes Handled: All wastes considered

Processing: Chemical degradation, flocculation, trickling
filter, neutralization, precipitation

Disposal: Landfill, incineration (rotary kiln)

Solvent Recovery Service of New Jersey
1200 Sylvan Street
Linden, New Jersey 07036
(201) 862-2000

Services: Collection/haulage, processing/treatment, storage,
lab analysis, disposal, recovery

Wastes Handled: Liquid organic wastes, other wastes considered

Processing: Distillation, neutralization

Disposal: Incineration, landfill

Frontier Chemical Wastes Process, Inc.
4626 Royal Avenue
Niagra Falls, New York 14303
(716) 285-8208

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment,
consulting, recycling/reclamation, storage,
brokerage, lab analysis, disposal

Wastes Handled: All materials considered

Processing: Chemical degradation, catalysis, pyrolysis

Disposal: Landfill

Services Corporations of America
P.O. Box 200, 1550 Balner Road
Model City, New York 14107
(716) 754-8231

Services: Collection/hauling, recycling/reclamation,
processing/treatment, lab analysis, storage,
disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical degradation (patented neutralization
process), chemical fixation, distillation,
centrifuging, (resource recovery)

Disposal: Secure landfill, incineration
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Radiac Research Corporation
261 Kent Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11211
(212) 963-2233

Services: Collection/haulage, treatment, transfer to ultimate
disposal operations

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Systech Corporation Also: Hilliard, Ohio
Systech Waste Treatment Center (614) 876-1186
245 N. Valley Road
Xenia, Ohio 45385
(513) 372-8077

Services: Storage, process/treatment, disposal, lab analysis

Wastes Handled: Acids, caustics, plating wastes, organic wastes
(combustibles)

Wasten Excluded: Pending lab analysis

Processing: Chemical neutralization, reduction, flocculation,
I precipitation

Disposal: Incineration (fluid bed), landfill

Browning - Ferris of Ohio
P.O. Box 2907
530 Glenwood Avenue
Youngston, Ohio 44511
(216) 747-4433

Services: Collection/haulage, lab analysis,
treatment/processing, storage, disposal, recovery

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Neutralization, chemical fixing

Disposal: Incineration, landfill

Ecological Services, Inc.
East Palestine, Ohio
(216) 426-4171

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment, lab

analysis, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Chemical fixing, neutralization

Disposal: Landfill

Ross Incineration Services, Inc.
394 Giles Road
Grafton, Ohio
(216) 748-2171

Services: Disposal

Wastes Handled: Most burnable wastes considered

Disposal: Incineration
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Pottstown Disposal Service
P..ute 20 Sell Road
Pottstown, Pennsylvania 19I464I

Services: Disposal, lab analysis

Wastes Handled: All material considered

Disposal: Sanitary landfill

Browning - Ferris, Inc.
(Main Office)
14701 St. Mary's
Houston, Texas 77079
(713) 870-8100

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment,
reclamation/recovery, lab analysis, storage,

disposal

Wa-tes Handled: Most materials considered

Processing: Chemical degradation, biochemical

Disposal: Landfill, incineration, encapsulation

Rollins Environmental Services
Houston, Texas
(713) 479-6001

Services: Collection/hauling, storage, lab analysis,

processing/treatment, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Processing: Neutralization, oxidation/reduction

3Disposal: Incineration, landfill

Texas Ecologists, Inc. Subsidiary of: Nuclear Engineering Co.
Robstown, Texas
(512) 387-3518

Services: Collection/hauling, processing, treatment, disposal

Wastes Handled: Most wastes considered

Wastes Excluded: Cyanide

Processing: Chemical neutralization, evaporation

Disposal: Secure landfill, incineration

Chemical Processors, Inc.
5501 Airport Way South
Seattle, Washington 96108
(206) 767-0350

Services: Collection/hauling, processing/treatment, storage,
reclamation, lab analysis

Wastes Handled: All wastes considered; Solvents, Oil

Processing: Distillation, evaporation
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Western Proessing Company
7215 South 196th
Kent, Washington 98031
(206) 872-8075

Services% Processing/treatment, lab analysis,
recyoling/reclamation

Wastes Handled: Most wastes conlidered

Wastes Excludedt Beryllium

Processingi Chemical detoxification for reclamation
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APPENDIX 0

DOT-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDE

DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 13
HYDROCYANIC ACID - UN 1051

Fire or Explosion

* Some of these materials are extremely flammable.
* May be ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

0 Flammable vapor may spread away from spill.

* Container may explode In heat of fire.

* Vapor explosion and poison hazardous Indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

Health Hazards

* Poison; extremely hazardous.

* May be fatal if inhaled or absorbed through skin.

* Vapors non-irritating, deaden sense of smell.

0 Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

EMERGENCY ACTION

* Keep unnecessary people away.

0 Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

* Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and special protective clothing.

* Evacuate area endangered by gas (See Isolation and Evacuation Table in back of
guidebook; find the material by name).

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all directions If tank or tank car is involved in fire.

* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.

Fire

* Let burn unless leak can be stopped immediately..: Sml irs r chemical or C02.
0 Lage Fres:Water spray, fog or foam.

0 Moe cntanerfrom fire area If you can do it without risk.

0 Sty aay romends of tanks.
0 Cool container with water using unmanned device until well after fire is out.

* Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

Spill or Leak

* Do not touch spilled material.

* No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

a Stop leak if you can do It without risk.

* Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

First Aid
* Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* If not breathing, give artificial respiration.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 13 (continued)
HYDROCYANIC ACID - UN 1051

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

e Remove and isolate contaminated olothing and shoos.
e In case of contact with material, immediately flush akin or eyes with running

water for at least 15 minutes.

eKeep victi, quiet and maintain normal body temperature.
* Effects may be delayed, keep victim under observation.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 15
ANHYDROUS AMMONIA - UN 1005

Health Hazards
0 Poison (if inhaled may be fatal).

* Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

0 Contact with liquid may cause frostbite.

0 Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

Fire or Explosion

* Some of these materials may burn, but do not ignite readily.

0 Container may explode in heat of fire.

EM4ERGENCY ACTION

0 Keep unnecessary people away.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

0 Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

0 Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300 (in case of water pollution
call local authorities).

Fire

0 Small Fires: Dry chemical or C02.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

* Stay away from ends of tanks.

* Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire in out.

* Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

Spill or Leak

0 Ston leak if you can do it without risk.

* Use water spray to reduce vapors.

First Aid

0 Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.
0 If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

* Remove and Isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

0 In case of contact with material, Immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

* Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.

* Effects may be delayed, keep victim under observation.
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DOT RESPONSE GUJIDE 17
BUTADIENE, INHIBITED - UN 1010

VINYL CHLORIDE - UK 1086

Fire or Explosion

0 Extremely flammable.

* May be Ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

* Flammable vapor may spread away from spill.

0 Container may explode violently in heat of fire.

0 Vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

Health Hazards

* If inhaled, may be harmful.

0 Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation.

0 Contact may irritate or burn skin and eyes.

0 Contact with liquid may cause frostbite.

C Fire may produce irritating or poisonous gases.

EMERGENCY ACTION

* I Keep unnecessary people away.
0 Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

0 Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

0 Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

0 Isolate for 1/2 sile in all directions if tank or tank car ts Involved in tire.

;ir FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 
424-9300.

e Let burn unless leak can be stopped immediately.

0 Small Fires: Dry chemical or C02.

0 Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

0 Move container from fire area If you can do it without risk.

C Stay away from ends of tanks.

0 For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.
* If this is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

0 Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or
discoloration of tank.

0 Cool contaitier with water using unmanned device until well after fire is out.

Spill or Leak

* No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

0 Stop leak If you can do it without risk.

e Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

k First Aid

ip Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

0 If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

e In case of frostbite, thaw frosted parts with water.

* Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 20

CHLORINE - UN 1017
NITROGEN TNTROXIDE - UN 1067

Health Hazards
0 Poison.

0 If inhaled, may be fatal.

0 Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation.

* Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

a Contact with liquid may cause frostbite.
* Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

Fire or Explosion
* May ignite combustibles (wood, paper, oil, etc.).

* Mixture with fuels may explode.

0 Container may explode in heat of fire.

* Vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors or In sewers.

EMERGENCY ACTION

* Keep unnecessary people away.

a Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.
0 Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

* Evacuate area endangered by gas (See Isolation and Evacuation Table In back of
guidebook; find the material by name).

* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTAtCE CALL CHENTREC (800) 424-9300. Also, in case of water
pollution, call local authorities.

Fire
* Small Fires: Dry chemical or C02.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Move container from fire area If you can do it without risk.

0 Stay away from ends of tanks.
* Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until wellI after fire is out.

0 For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.

* If this Is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

Spill or Leak
0 Keep combustibles (wood, paper, oil, etc.) away from spilled material.

0 Stop leak If you can do it without risk.

* Use water spray to reduce vapors but do not put water on leak area.

0 Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

First Aid
0 Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* If not~ breathing, give artificial respiration.

a If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

a Remove and Isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

* In case of contact with material, Immediately flush skin and eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 20 (Coontinued)

CHLORIUI - UN 1017
NITROGEN T3IROXIDE - UN 1067

* Keep yiotim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.

* Effects may be delayed, keep viotim under observation.

G-6
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 22

ISOBUTANE - UN 1075
PROPYLENE - UN 1075

HYDROGEN, LIQUEFIED - UN 1966
PROPANE/LPG - UN 1075

Fire or Explosion

• Extremely flammable.

0 May be ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

o -Flammable vapor may spread away from spill.

• Container may explode in heat of fire.

* Vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

Health Hazards
* Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation.

• Contact will cause severe frostbite.

0 Fire may produce irritating or poisonous gases.

EMERGENCY ACTION
* Keep unnecessary people away.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

0 Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all directions if tank or tank oar is involved in fire.

• FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.

Fire

* Let burn unless leak can be stopped immediately.

* Small Fires: Dry chemical or C02.

* L;.rge Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

• Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

• Stay away from ends of tanks.

• Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.

• For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.

• If this is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

* Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or
discoloration of tank.

Spill or Leak

* No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

• Do not touch spilled material.

• Stop leak if you can do it without risk.

• Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

First Aid

• Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

• If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

• In case of frostbite, thaw frosted parts with water.

• Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 23

OXYGEN, PRESSURIZED LIQUID - UN 1073

fire or Explosion

M May ignite combustibles (wood, paper, oil, etc.).

* Mixture with fuels may explode.

* Container may explode in heat of fire.0 Vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

Health Hazards

* Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation.

e Contact will cause frostbite.

* Fire may produce ireitating or poisonous gases.

EMERGENCY ACTION

* Keep unnecessary people away.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

• Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all directions if tank or tank oar is involved in fire.

* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.

Fire

* Small Fires: Dry chemical or C02.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Move container from fire area If you can do it without risk.

* Stay away from ends of tanks.

* Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.

* For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.

* If this is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

Spill or Leak

Keep combustibles (wood, paper, oil, etc.) away from spilled material.

Do not touch spilled material.

• Stop leak if you can do it without risk.

* Isolate area until gas has dispersed.

First Aid

e Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

* In case of frostbite, thaw frosted parts with water.

* Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 26

ACIrOn - UN 1090..
VINY,4ACMATE - W1 3301

Fire or Explosion

0 Will burn. May he ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

• Flammable vapor may spread away from spill.

0 Container may explode in heat of fire.

0 Vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

* Runoff to sewer may create fire or explosion hazard.

Health Hazards

a Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation.

* Contact may irritate or burn skin and eyes.

* Fire may produce irritating or poisonous gases.

* Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

EMERGENCY ACTION

" Keep unnecessary people away.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

0 Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all directions if tank or tank car is involved in fire.
* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.

0 Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

* Small Fires: Dry chemical, C02, water spray or alcohol foam.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or alcohol foam.

* Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

• Stay away from ends of tanks.

0 Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.

0 For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.
* Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or

discoloration of tank.

Spill or Leak

* No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

0 Stop leak if you can do it without risk.
• Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Small Spills: Take up with sand, or other noncombustible absorbent material,
then flush area with water.

• Large Spills: Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

First Aid

• Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

• If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

* In case of contact with material, imsediately flush skin and eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

* Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.
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DOT RUSPPNSS OUID 27

ETHYL ACAY" !WUUTUD-.,U 1917.
STIREM 14 1XT3D- T U 2055

TOLOR - WII 1294

Fire or Explosion

* Will burn. Hay be ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

* Flamable vapor may spread away from spill.

* Container may explode in heat of fire.

* Vapor explosion hazard indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

* Runoff to sewer may create fire or explosion hazard.

Health Hazard

* Vapors may cause dizziness or suffocation.

* Contact may irritate or burn skin and eyes.

0 Fire may produce irritating or poisonous gases.

* Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

EMERGRNCY ACTION

* Keep unnecessary people away.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all directions If tank or tank oar Is involed in fire.

a FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHIMTREC (800) 424-9300.

* Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.
Fire

* Small Fires: Dry chemical, C02, water spray or foam.

• Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Move container from fire area If you can do so without risk.

* Stay away from ends of tanks.

Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.I For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.

* If this is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

& Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or
discoloration of tank.

Spill or Leak

* No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

* Stop leak If you can do it without risk.

e Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Small Spills: Take up with sand, or other noncombustible absorbent material,
then flush area with water.

* Large Spills: Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

First Aid

9 Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.
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DOT RESPONSE dUIDE 27 (continued)

ETHYL ACRYLATE,,!1NMIB1TED - UN 1917
STYRENE MONOEB, ZVHIDITED -. UN 2055

TOLUENE - UN 1294

* In case of contact with material, Immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

a Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 28

METHYL ALCOHOL - UN 1230
METHYL HYDRAZINI - UN 1244

DIMETHYL HYDRAZIN!, UNSIMMETRICAL - UN 1163
HYDRAZINE, ANR MRUS - UN 2029

Fire or Explosion

• Will burn. May be ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

* Flammable vapor may spread away from spill.

• Container may explode in heat of fire.

* Vapor explosion and poison hazardous indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

0 Runoff to sewer may create fire or explosion hazard.

Health Hazards
• Poison.

* May be fatal if inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through skin.

* Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

0 Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

EMERGENCY ACTION

• Keep unnecessary people away.

• Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

• Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and special protective clothing.

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all directions if tank or tank oar is involved in fire.
• FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.
* Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

* 3al1 Firest Dry chemical, C02, water spray or foam.

0 Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

• Stay away from ends of tanks.

* Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.

0 Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or
discoloration of tank.

Spill or Leak

* No flares, smoking or flames In hazard area.

* Do not touch spilled material.

* Stop leak If you can do it without risk.

* Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Small Spills: Take up with sand, or other noncombustible absorbent material,
then flush area with water.

* Large Spills: Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

First Aid

* Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing Is difficult, give oxygen.

* Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.
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DOT RISPONSE GUIDE 28 (continued)

METHYL ALCOHOL - UN 1230
METHYL HrDRAZINE - UK 1244

DINSTYL HYDRAZIRE, UNSYMMRICAL - UN 1163
HYDRAZINE, ANHYDROUS 2029

* In case of contact with material, immediately flush skin or eyes with running

water for at least 15 minutes.

* Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.

0 Effects may be delayed, keep victim under observation.
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DOT RESPONSE GUIDE 30

ACRYLON1Thf1L91IUNH1I1 T 6D- -'1* 1093
ETNILENM 011M - UN- 10N

Health Hazards

0 Poison.

* May be fatal if inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through skin.

• Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

6 Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

Fire or Explosion

6 Will burn. May be ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

* Flammable vapor may spread away from spill.

a Container may explode in heat of fire.

* Vapor explosion and poison hazardous indoors, outdoors or in sewers.

0 Runoff to sewer may create fire or explosion hazard.

EMERGENCY ACTION

* Keep unnecessary people away.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

" Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and special protective clothing.

* Isolate for 1/2 mile in all direotiosa If tank or tank oar is involved in fire.

* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.

* Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

* Small Fires: Dry chemical, C02, water spray or foam.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Stay away from ends of tanks.

* Do not get water inside container.

0 Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.1 For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.

a If this is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

0 Withdraw immediately in case of rising sound from venting safety device or
discoloration of tank.

Spill or Leak

0 No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

* Do not touch spilled material.

* Stop leak if you can do it without risk.

* Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Small Spills: Flush area with flooding amounts of water.

* Do not get water inside containers.

0 Large Spills: Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

First Aid
0 Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.
* If not breathing, give artificial respiration.
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DOT RISPONSE GUIDE 30 (continued)

ACRYLOLT3IEM.,. -IBIITED A* 21 1093
ITHTLBIN OXIDE - US 1040

• It breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

- R Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shos.

* In case of contact with material, Immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

* Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.

* Effects may be delayed, keep victim under observation.
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DOT REIPOhS3 QUID 32

MONOIIETHYLAM4ZN NITRAT3 SOLUTI0IQ

Fire or Explosion

* Will burn. May be ignited by heat, sparks and flames.

* May burn rapidly with flare-burning effect.

Health Hazards

* Little immediate health hazard.

* Fire may produce irritating or poisonous gases.

* Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

* Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

EMERGENCY ACTION

. Keep unnecessary people away.

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

* Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

• Wear self-contained breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

• FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300.

• Also, In else of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

* Small Fires: Dry chemical, sand, water spray or foam.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

e Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

* Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the aide until well
after fire is out.

0 For massive fire in cargo area, use unmanned hose holder or monitor nozzles.

* If this is impossible, withdraw from area and let fire burn.

0 Magneaium Fires: Use dry sand, Met-L-X powder or G-1 graphite powder; do not use
water.

Spill or Leak

a No flares, smoking or flames in hazard area.

e Do not touch spilled material.

* Small Dry Spills: Shovel into dry containers and cover; move containers; then
flush area with water.

* Large Spills: Wet down with water and dike for later disposal.

First Aid

0 Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

e In case of contact with material, immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

* Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

*At the time that shipments of monomethylamine nitrate solution was terminated In
August 1974 tnis material was classified as a flammable solid.
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DOT R2SPONSE GUIDE 55
ACETONE CYANOEIYDRIN - UN 1541

METHYL BROMIDE - UN 1062

Health Hazards

* Poison.

* May be fatal if Inhaled, swallowed or absorbed through skin.

0 Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

0 Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

Fire or Explosion

* Some of these materials may burn but do not ignite readily.

* Cylinder may explode in heat of fire.

EMERGENCY ACTION

* Keep unnecessary people away.

* Isoliate hazard area and deny entry.

eWear positive pressure breathing apparatus and special protective clothing.

* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CIIEXTREC (800) 424-9300.

* Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

eSmall Fires: Dry chemical, C02, water spray or foam.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

* Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

0 Fight fire from maximum distance.

Spill or Leak

* Do not touch spilled material.

* Stop leek If you can do it without risk.

* Use water spray to reduce vapors.

* Small Spills: Take up with the sand, or other noncombustible absorbent material,
then flush area with water.

* Large Spills: Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

Firsat Aid

* Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* If not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing Is difficult, give oxygen.

* In case of contact with material, Immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

0 Speed In removing material from skin Is of extreme Importance.

* Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

* Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.

0 Effects may be delayed, keep victim under observation.
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DOT RBSPOMSS GUIDE 59

SODIUM HYD3ULF IDE SOLUTIONUN 2922

Health Hazards

* Poison.

* Poisonous if inhaled or swallowed.

* Skin contact poisonous.

* Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

a Fire may produce irritating or poisonouo gass.

* Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

Fire or Explosion

* Some of these materials may burn but do not Ignite readily.

* Some of these materials may ignite combustibles (wood, paper, oil, etc.).

* Keep unnecessary people away. 
EEGNYATO

* Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

0 Isolate hazard area an deny entry.

* Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and speoial protective clothing.
* FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHEMTREC (800) 4241-9300.

0 Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

e Some of these materials may react violently with water.

* Small Fires: Dry chemical, C02, water spray or foam.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

e Move container from fire area it you can do it without risk.

e Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire is out.

Spill or Leak

* Do not touch spilled material.

* Stop leak If you can do so without risk.
* Use water spray to reduce vapors.

e Small Spills: Take up with sand, or other noncombustible absorbent material,
then flush area with water.

e Large Spills: Dike for later disposal and dilute with large amounts of water.
;irst Aid

0 Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

* If' not breathing, give artificial respiration.

* If breathing is difficult, give oxygen.

a In case of contact with material, Immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

a Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

e Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.

* Effects may be delayed, keep victim under observation.



ld DOT RISPOP3I GUIDE 60

SODIUM HYDROXIDE SOLUTION - UN 1824

~Health Hazards

* Contact may cause burns to skin and eyes.

• If inhaled, may be harmful.

• Fire may produce irritating or poisonous gases.

0 Runoff from fire control or dilution water may cause pollution.

Fire or Explosion

* Some of these materials may burn but do not ignite readily.

* Explosive concentrations of gas may accumulate in tanks." Some of these materials may ignite combustibles (wood, paper, oil, etc.).
EMERGENCY ACTION

0 Keep unnecessary people away.

• Stay upwind; keep out of low areas.

• Isolate hazard area and deny entry.

Wear positive pressure breathing apparatus and full protective clothing.

• FOR EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE CALL CHENTREC (800) 42-93o0.
A 0 Also, in case of water pollution, call local authorities.

Fire

& Some of these materials may react violently with water.

* Small Fires: Dry chemical, C02, water spray or foam.

* Large Fires: Water spray, fog or foam.

a Move container from fire area if you can do it without risk.

e Cool containers that are exposed to flames with water from the side until well
after fire Is out.

Spill or Leak

• Do not touch spilled material.

• Stop leak if you can do it without risk.I Small Spills: Take up with sand, or other noncombustible absorbent material,
then flush area with water.

* Small Dry Spills: Shovel into dry containers and cover; move containers; then
flush area with water.

• Large Spills: Dike far ahead of spill for later disposal.

First Aid

* Move victim to fresh air; call emergency medical care.

• Remove and isolate contaminated clothing and shoes.

0 In case of contact with m~terial, immediately flush skin or eyes with running
water for at least 15 minutes.

• Keep victim quiet and maintain normal body temperature.
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DOT ISOLATION 4ND XVACUATON DISTANC53S

Small Spill or Leak Large Spill

First Then Evacuate in a
Initial Isolate in Downwind Direction

Isolation All Directions width length
Material (feet) (et mile miles

Acrylonitrile O 60 0.1 0.2

Ammonia, Anhydrous 100 200 0.4 0.7

Chlorine 250 520 1.3 2.0

Ethylene Oxide 40 70 0.2 0.2

Hydrocyanic Acid 90 190 0.5 0.7

Methyl Bromide 50 90 0.2 0.3

Nitrogen Tetroxide 110 220 0.5 0.8

* These recommended distances to ISOLATE or EVACUATE people from spill areas are

only for the Initial phase of an accident involving volatile, hazardous liquids or
gases shipped in bulk or multiple container loads. Continuing reassessment will

be necessary since there may be a change In cirouastances, such as a change in

wind direction. Good judgment must be used in evacuation procedures to avoid

placing people in greater danger.

If a hazardous materials cloud goes between several tall buildings or down a

valley, the cloud may affect people much farther away than is specified in the

table and the evacuation distances should be increased in the downwind

direction. It is important to note at this point that the occupants of the upper

floors of any tall buildings in the evacuation sector may be safer remaining where

they are if the heating and air-handling equipment can be shut down so that the

hazardous vapors or gases will not be circulated in the building. A short-term

spill cloud also may be deflected or reflected by such a building and pass by it
without affecting the occupants or the equipment within it.

If a fire begins to involve the spilled material, the poisonous effect of gases on

the population may be reduced considerably as may the evacuation distances. On

the other hand, if undamaged containers are involved in a fire, the potential

fragmentation hazards would require isolation in all directions for one-half mile

which may be more or less than the distance suggested in the table.
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _APPENDIX H

AAR - EMERGENCY HANDLING OF
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS IN SURFACE TRANSORTATION

ACETONE
FLAMMABLE LIQUID

STCC 4908105
UN 1090

Acetone is a clear, colorless liquid with a pleasant odor. It is used to make

*other chemicals, in paint and nail polish removers, as a solvent. It is quite
volatile and has a flash point of 0 dog. F. It is lighter than water and soluble in

water. Its vapors are heavier than air.

If Material On Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities as fog

* Solid streams of water may be ineffective

It ;ool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

0 Use 'alcohol' foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved In Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

0 Build dikes to contain flow as necessary
0 Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors
* Keep upwind

0 Wear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

Evacuation
* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-

evacuate for a radius of 1500 feet

0 If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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ACETONE CYANOHYDRIN
POISON B, COMIUSTIBLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZAWDOUS SUMTANSC (RQ-10/4.54)
STCC 4921401

UN 1541

Acetone cyanohydrin is a colorless liquid. It has a flash point of 165 dog.
F. It slowly dissociates to acetone, a flamable liquid, and hydrogen cyanide, a
flammable poisonous gas, under normal storage and transportation conditions. The
rate of dissociation is increased by contact with alkalis and/or heat. It is lethal
by inhalation and less readily by skin absorption. It is lighter than water and is
soluble in water. Its vapors are heavier than air. Toxic oxides of nitrogen are
produced during combustion of this material.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire
a Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped
* Use water in flooding quantities as fog

• Solid streams of water may be ineffective
* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

a Apply water from as far a distance as possible

• Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire
• Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of Ignition away
* Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary
• Attempt to stop leak if without hazard
* Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection
0 Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind
0 Wear self-contained breathing apparatus
* Avoid bodily contact with the material

0 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment
* Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious

amounts of water or soap and water
Evacuation

* Tf material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
Environc ,tal Considerations - Land Spill

* Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material

* Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed
concrete

* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash or cement powder
Environmental Considerations - Water Spill

9 Use natural bai'riers or oil spill control booms to limit spill motion
* Use surface active agent (e.g., detergent, soaps, alcohols) to compress and

thicken spilled material
* If dissolved, apply activated carbon at ten times the spilled amount in

region of 10 ppm or greater concentration
* Adjust pH to neutral (pH=7)

• Use mechanical dredges or lifts to remove immobilized masses of pollutants
and precipitates

H-2
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ACRYLONITHILE
FLAMMABLE LIQUID, POISONOUS POLYMERIZABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (RQ-100/45.4)
STCC 4906420

UK 1093

Acrylonitrile is a clear colorless liquid with a strong, pungent odor. It Is
used in insecticides and to make plastics, fibers and other chemicals. It has a

flash point of 32 deg. F. It may polymerize if contaminated with strong bases or if

the container is subject to heat, as in fire conditions. Prolonged exposure to the

vapors or skin contact may result in death. It is lighter than water and is soluble

in water. The vapors are heavier than air. Toxic oxides of nitrogen are produced

during combustion of this material.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities as fog

* Solid streams of water may be ineffective

• Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

* Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire or Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

e Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

0 Keep upwind

* Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

* Wear full protective clothing

* • Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

Evacuation

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame -
evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

* If material is leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered

Environmental Co 'iderations - Land Spill

*s Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material

*• Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed
concrete

* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash, cement powder, sawdust, or commercial
sorbents

* Apply "universal" gelling agent to immobilize spill

H-3
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ACRYLONITRILE (continued)
FLAMMABLE LIQUID, POISONOU8 POLYNERIZABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUDBTANCZ (RQ-100/15.4)
STCC 4906420

UN 1093

Environmental Considerations - Water Spill

a Use natural barriers or oil spill control booms to limit spill motion

0 Use surface active agent (e.g., detergent, soaps, alcohols) to compress and
thicken spilled material

* Inject "universal" gelling agent to solidify encircled spill and increase
effectiveness of booms

0 Add calcium hypochlorite

* If dissolved, apply activated carbon at ten times the spilled amount in
region of 10 ppm or greater concentration

• Use mechanical dredges or lifts to remove immobilized masses of pollutants
and precipitatet

Environmental Considerations - Air Spill

• Apply water spray or mist to knock down vapors

• Combustion products include corrosive or toxic vapors

H
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ANHYDROUS AMMONIA

NONFLAMMABLE GAS, CORROSIVE
ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (RQ-100/45.4)

STCC 4904210
UN 1005

Anhydrous ammonia is a clear colorless gas with a characteristic odor. It is

used as a fertilizer, as a refrigerant, and in the manufacture of other chemicals.

Although It is classed as a nonflammable gas, it will burn within certain vapor

concentration limits, and it will increase fire hazard in the presence of oil or

other combustible materials. Its "combustibility" is definitely not a common problem

in the event of leakage. It is shipped as a liquid under pressure. Contact with the

liquid can cause frostbite. It is soluble in water forming a corrosive liquid.

Although ammonia is lighter than air, the vapors from a leak initially hug the

ground. It weighs 5.7 pounds per gallon.

If Material Involved in Fire

* Extinquish fire using agent suitable for type of surrounding fire (Material
itself does not burn or burns with difficulty.)

* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

* Use water spray to absorb vapors

If Material Not Involved in Fire

• Keep material out of water sources and sewers

0 Attempt to stop leak If without hazard

• Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

• Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

* Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

• Wear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Wash away material which may have contacted the body with copious amounts of
water or soap and water

* If contact with the material anticipated, wear full protective clothing

Evacuation

* If mat r'al leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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BUTADIENE, INHIBITED (Butadiene from Petroleum)
FLANKALI GAS
37CC 4e90570

UN 1010

Butadiene, inhibited is a colorless gas with an aromatic odor. It is shipped as

a liquefied gas under its vapor pressure. Contact with the liquid can cause
frostbite. It must be shipped inhibited as butadiene is liable to polymerization.
If polymerization were to take place In a cylinder or tank car, the cylinder or tank
car may violently rupture. It is easily ignited. Its vapor Is heavier than air and

a flame cans flash back to the source of leak very easily. It can asphyxiate by the
displacement of air. Under fire conditions the cylinders or tank cars may violently

rupture and rocket.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire
0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

0 Use water in flooding quantities as fog

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

CApply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire
0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources Of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers
* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to knack-down vapors

Personnel Protection

0 Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

0 Wear protective gloves and safety glasses
0 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Approach fire with caution

Evacuation
* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-

evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet
CIf material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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CHLORINE
NONFLAMMABLE GAS, POISONOUS

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUr3TANCE (RQ-10/4.54)
STCC 4904120

UN 1017

Chlorine is a greenish yellow gas with a pungent suffocating odor. It is used

to purify water, bleach woodpulp, and to make other ohemiuals. It is toxic by

inhalation. It is soluble in water. It reacts explosively or forms explosive

compounds with many common chemicals. It is normmlly shipped as a liquid in

cylinders or tank cars. Contact with liquid should be avoided as it can cause

frostbite; the liquid does readily vaporize to gas. The vapors are much heavier than

air and tend to settle in low areas. It weighs 13.0 pounds per gallon.

If Material Involved in Fire
* Extinguish fire using agent suitable for type of surrounding fire (Material

itself does not burn or burns with difficulty.)

* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

* Use water spray to absorb vapors

If Material Not Involved in Fire

* Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind
* Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

* Wear full protective clothing

0 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* gash away material which may have contacted the body with copiour ,smounts of
water or soap and water

Evacuation

* If material leaking (not on fire), evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

H-7
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ETHYL ACRYLATE, INHISITID
FLAMMABLE LIQUID, POLYNBRIZABLK

STCC 4907215
WI 1917

Ethyl acrylate is a clear colorless liquid with an acrid odor. It is used to

make paints and plastics. It has a flash point of 60 dog. F. If the material is

subjected to heat for prolonged periods or becomes contaminated it is subject to

polymerization with evolution of heat. If the polymerization takes place inside a

container the container may violently rupture. The material Is lighter than water

and slightly soluble in water. The vapors are heavier than air.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

a Use water in flooding quantities as fog

• Solid streams of water may spread fire

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

e Apply water from as far a distance as possible

e Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved In Fire

e Keep sparks, flames and other sources of ignition away

• Keep material out of water souroes and sewers
e Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

e Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

o Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection

o Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

* Wear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

a Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

e Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

f Evacuation

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame -

evacuate for a radius fo 2500 feet

0 If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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ETHYLENE OXIDE
FLAMMABLE LIQUID, CORROSIVE

THERMALLY UNSTABLE
STCC 4906610

UN 10140

Ethylene oxide Is a olear, colorless, volatile liquid with an ethereal odor. It

has a flash point Of less than 0 dog. r, and is flammable over a wide vapor-air

concentration range. The material has to be diluted on the order of 214 to 1 with

Water before the liquid loses Its flammability. If contaminated it may polymerize
4violently with evolution of heat and rupture of its container. The vapors may burn

inside a container. The vapors are irritating to the eyes, skin, and respiratory
system. Prolonged contact with the skin may result in delayed burns. It is lighter

than water and soluble in water. The vapors are heavier than air.

If Material on Fire of Involved in Fire

* Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities as fog

* Solid streams of water may be ineffective

* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

0 Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical
If Material Not On Fire and Not Involved in Fire

* Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Else water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection

0 Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

* Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

* Wear full protective clothing

" Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Wash away material which may have contacted the body with copious amounts of
water or soap and water

Evacuation
* If fire is prolonged and material is confined in the container - evacuate

for a radius of 5000 feet

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-
evacuate for a radius of 5000 feet
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THERMALLY UNSTILI
STCC 4906225

UN 2029

Hydrazine, anhydrous in a colorless, furning oily liquid with an ammonia like

odor. It has a flash point of 99 do&. F. It can ignite spontaneously on contact
with oxidizers, and may ignite spontaneously on contact with porous materials such as
earth, wood and cloth. It is toxic by inhalation and by skin absorption. It is

corrosive to tissue. Toxic oxides of nitrogen are produced during combustion of this

material.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

0 Use water in flooding quantities as fog

a Solid streams of water may be ineffeotive

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

0 Applywater from as far a distance as possible
0 Use "lol"foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

IfMaterial Not On Fire and Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

0 Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

0 Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

0 Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

PersnnelProtection

" vi breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

" Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

* Wear full protective clothing

0 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

0 Wash away material which may have contacted the body with copious amounts of
water or soap and water

Evcuation

a If fire becomes uncontrollable or container Is exposed to direct flame-
evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

0 If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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HYDROCYANIC ACID LIQUEFIED
POISON A, FLAMMABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (NQ-1O/i4.54)
STCC 4920125

NA 1051

Hydrocyanic acid liquefied is a colorless gas with a faint aromatic odor. It is

shipped as a liquefied gas under its vapor pressure and it must be stabilized to
avoid polymerization; it is easily Ignited. The vapor Is just lighter than air but a

flame can travel back t~o the source of leak very easily. It can polymerize from
contact with alkali. Lethal amounts may be absorbed through the skin as well as by

inhalation. It may be shipped in cylinders or tank cars. Prolonged exposure to fire

or heat may cause the cylinder or tank car to violently rupture and rocket. it

weighs 5.7 pounds per gallon.

If Material on Fire or Invclved in Fire

* Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities as fog
* Cool affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

0 Solid streams of water may be ineffective

M: Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical
IfMterial Not on Fire and Not Involved In Fire

* Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

* Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

0 Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

* Wear self-contained breathing apparatus
* Avoid bodily contact with the material

* Wear full protective clothing

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

Evacuation
* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-

evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet
* If material leaking (not on fire), evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

Enionmental Considerations - Land Spill

* Use natural barriers or oil spill control booms to limit spill motion

* Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material

* Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed
concrete

* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash or cement powder

Enionmental Considerations - Water Spill

0 Neutralize with agricultural lime (slaked lime), crushed limestone, or
sodium bicarbonate
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HDUtOCYTAIC *CIS SOLUTION (seatinued)
POISON, At ftimm"L

ENVIWOWYMTALLY Wats* M I'awcu (~tQ-1O/'I.sl)
MtCe 920125

ft 1051

.&iilWlm4A1 Consideftuona - Air SL
0 Apply water spray or mlat to knook-dowm vapors

a VAVpu knock-down water i oorrosive or toxic and should be diked for
66tainnent
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I! FLAMMABLE GAS

UP 1049

Hydrogen is a colorless, odorless gas. It Is easily Ignited. It is lighter

thun air, but a flame can flash baok to the source of the leak very easily. It Is

flamuabe over a wide range of vapor air conoentrations. It may be shipped In

cylinders and special tank oars. Under fire conditions the cylinders may violently

* rupture and rocket.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved In Fire

* Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

* Keep material out of water sources and severs

0 Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

* Wear protective gloves and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Approach fire with caution

Evacuation

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame
evacuate for a radius of 1500 feet

0 If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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ISOBUTAKE
FLAIUALE GAS
STCC 4905747

UN 1075

Isobutane is a colorless gas with a faint petroleum-like odor. It Is shipped as

a liquefied gas under its vapor pressure. Contact with the liquid oan cause
frostbite. It is easily ignited. Its vapor is heavier than air and a flame can
flash back to the source of leak very easily. The leak can either be a liquid or
vapor leak. It can asphyxiate by the displacement of air. Under fire conditions the

cylinders or tank car may violently rupture and rocket.
If Material on Fire of Involved in Fire

• Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

a Use water in flooding quantities as fog
* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water
• Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire
0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away
0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

• Attempt to stop leak if without hazard
* Use water spray to knock down vapors

Personnel Protection

• Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

S Wear protective gloves and safety glasses
e Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment
• Approach fire with caution

Evacuation

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame -
evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

• If material leaking (not on fire), downwinJ evacuation must be considered

I

4
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MTHYL ALCOHOL
FLAXNMALI LIQUID

STCC 4909230
UN 1230

Methyl alcohol is a clear, colorless liquid. It is used to make other

chemioals, to remove water from automotive and aviation fuels, as an antifreeze, and

as a solvent for various paints and plastics. It has a flash point of 52 dog. F. It

is lighter than water and soluble in water. Its vapors are heavier than air.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities as fog

0 Solid streams of water may be ineffective

e Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

* Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dr'. chemical

If Matirial Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

0 Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

• Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

• Keep upwind
• Wear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

|* Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious amount
of water or soap and water
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METHYL BROMIDE, LIQUID (INCLUDING
UP TO 2% CNLOROPICRIN)

POISON 3
STCC *921*40

UN 1062

Methyl bromide is oolorlee liquid with a Ohloroform-like odor. Under most

circumstances it is noncombustible. It In very slightly soluble in water. It in

toxic by inhalation. Prolonged or repeated skin contact can cause severe burns and

possible absorption of toxic quantities of the material.

If Material Involved in Fire

e Extinguished fire using agent suitable for type of surrounding fire
(Material itself does not burn or burns with difficulty.)

0 Use water in flooding quantities as fog

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Use foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not Involved in Fire

e Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

e Use water spray to knock down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

r Keep upwind

" Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

e Avoid bodily contact with the material

• Wear full protective clothing

e Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

e Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

Evacuation

• If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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METHYL HYDRAZINE

FLAMMABLE LIQUID, POISONOUS, CORROSIVE

THERMALLY UNSTABLE
81CC 4~906230

UN 12441

Methyl hydrazine In a colorless liquid with an ammonia like odor. It hag a
flash point of 17 dog. P. It Is flammable over a wide range of vapor air
concentrations. It may ignite spontaneously In contact with porous materials such as
earth, wood, cloth, etc., and with oxidizing materials. It Is toxic and the vapors
attack the eyes and respiratory system. It is also corrosive to the skin. It is
lighter than water and slightly soluble in water. The vapors are heavier than air.
Prolonged exposure of the containers of the material to fire or heat may result in
spontaneous decomposition of the material and violent rupture of the container.
Toxic oxides of nitrogen are produced during combustion of this material.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire
0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped
0 Use water In flooding quantities as fog

eSolid streams of water may be Ineffective
* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible
* Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep ,mparks, flames, and other sources of Ignition away
0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

a Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

* Attempt to stop leak If without hazard
* Use water spray to disperse vapors and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnei Protection

0 Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

e Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

0 Avoid bodily contact with the material

0 Wear full protective clothing

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment
0 Wash away materlal which may have contacted the body with copious amounts of

water or soap ak-Al water
Evacuation

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container Is exposed to direct flame-
evacuate for a radius of 5000 feet

" If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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NITROGEN TETROXIDE, LIQUID
POISON A, OXIDIZING

STCC 4920360

NA 1067

Nitrogen tetroxide liquid is a reddish-brown colored gas which becomes a

yellowish-brown liquid on oooling or compressing. It is shipped as a liquefied gas

under its vapor pressure. Its vapor Is heavier than air. It dissolves in water

forming nitric acid, a corrosive material. It is noncombustible, but will accelerate

the burning of oombustible materials. It is toxic by inhalation and by skin

absorption. The cylinders and "ton container" tank cars may not be equipped with a

safety relief device. Prolonged exposure to fire or heat can cause the violent

rupturing and rocketing of the cylinders and "ton container" tank cars, and the

possible violent rupturing and rocketing of the single unit tank car.

If Material Involved in Fire

Do not use carbon dioxide

• Extinguish fire using agent suitable for type of surrounding fire (Material
itself does not burn or burns with difficulty.)

• Use water in flooding quantities as fog

• Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

* Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind

* Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

* Wear full protective clothing

* Do not handle b-oken packages without protective equipment

0 Wash away material which may have contacted the body with copious amounts of

water or soap and water

Evacuation

* If material leaking (not on fire) evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

6
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OXYGEN, PRESSURIZED LIQUID
NONFLAMMABLE GAS, OXIDIZING

UN 1073

Oxygen, pressurized liquid Is an odorless, colorless to light blue liquid. It

Is noncombustible but it will actively support the burning of combustible material.

Contact with liquid make many normally hard to burn materials readily combustible.

When the liquid contacts combustible or oxidizable materials, an explosion may

result. Contact with the liquid will cause frostbite. Leaked or spilled material

will readily vaporize to the gaseous state. It may only be shipped in cylinders.

If Material Involved in Fire

0 Dangerously explosive

* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantites of water

0 Do not use water on material itself

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away
0 Attempt to stop leak if without hazard
0 Do not use water on material itself

Personnel Protection

* Wear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

0 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

0 Approach fire with caution

Evacuati on

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-
evacuate for a radius of 1500 feet
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PROPANE
FLAMMABLE GAS
STCC 4905781

UN 1075

Propane is a colorless gas with a faint petroleum like odor. It is shipped as a

liquefied gas under Its vapor pressure. For transportation it may be atenched.

Contact with the liquid can cause frostbite. It Is easily ignited. Its vapors are

heavier than air and a flame can flash back to the source of leak very easily. This

leak can be either a liquid or vapor leak. It can asphyxiate by the displacement of

air. Under fire conditions the cylinders or tank cars may violently rupture and

rocket.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantites as fog

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantites of water
0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not On Fire and Not Involved in Fire

0 • Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

0 Attempt to stop leak If without hazard

Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

1 • Keep upwind

0 Wear protective gloves and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

0 Approach fire with caution

Evacuation

* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame -

evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

0 If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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PROPYLERiE

FLA4ABLE GASSTCC 49057$2
UN 1075

Propylene is a colorless gas with a faint petroleum like odor. It in used to
other chemicals. It is shipped as a liquefied gas under its own vapor

rrerr.re. For transportation it may be stenched. Contact with the liquid can cause

frcstbite. It is easily ignited. Its vapors are heavier than air, and a flame can
flash back to the source of leak very easily. This leak can be either a liquid or

vapor leak. It can asphyxiate by the displacement of air. Under fire conditions the
cylinders or tank cars may violently rupture and rocket.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

• Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantities as fog

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away
0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers

• Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

" Avoid breathing vapors
* Keep upwind

* Wear protective gloves and goggles

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

* Approach fire with caution

Evacuation
* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame -

evacuate for a radius of 2,500 feet

If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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SODIUM HYDIOSULFID2 SOLUTION
CORROSIVE NATUIAL, BASIC

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (RQ-5000/2270)
STCC 4935268

NA 2922

Sodium hydrosulfide in solution is a colorless to light yellow colored liquid.
It is used in paper pulping, manufacturing dyes and dehairing hides. It Is soluble
in water. It is corrosive to metals and tissue.
Ift Material on Fire of Involved in Fire

* Extinguish fire using agent suitable for type of surrounding fire (Material
itself does not burn or burns with difficulty)

e Use water in flooding quantities as fog
e Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved In Fire
0 Keep material out of water sources and sewers
0 Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

Personnel Protection

e Avoid breathing vapors or dusts

e Avoid bodily contact with the material

• Wear boots, protective gloves, and goggles
e Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment
• Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious

amounts of water or soap and water
9 If contact with the material anticipated, wear full protective clothing

Environmental Considerations - Land Spill
• Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material
• Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed

concrete
• Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash or cement powder

Environmental Considerations - Water Spill

e Add soda ash

• Allow to aerate
• Use mechanical dredges or lifts to remove immobilized masses of pollutants

and precipitates
Environmental Considerations - Air Spill

• Apply water spray or mist to knock down vapors
• Evolves flammable hydrogen sulfide gas on contact with acids
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SODIUM HYDROXIDE LIQUID
CORROSIVE MATERIAL, BASIC

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (RQ-1000/151)
STCC 49352140

UN 1821

Sodium hydroxide liquid Is the water solution of sodium hydroxide. It is used
in chemical manufacturing, petroleum refining, paper making, cleaning compounds, and
for many other uses. The concentrated solutions will dissolve In additional water
with the evolution of heat. It is corrosive to metals and tissue.

If Material Involved in Fire

0 Extinguish fire using agent suitable for type of surrounding tire (Material
itself does not burn or burns with difficulty)

* Use water In flooding quantities as fog

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

If Material Not Involved in Fire

* Keep material out of water sources and sewers
* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors or dusts

* Avoid bodily contact with the material

0 Wear boots, protective gloves and safety glass
0 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment
* Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious

amounts of water or soap and water
0 If contact with the material anticipated, wear full protective clothing

Environmental Considerations - Land Spill

* Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material
0 Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed

concrete

* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash or cement powder
* Neutralize with vinegar or other dilute acid

Environmental Considerations - Water Spill
* Neutralize with dilute acid or removable strong acid

Environmental Considerations -Air Spill

0 Apply water spray or mist to knock down vapors
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STTR3VU l105ONR3 1IXUIITED
FLAIUAMIUL LIQUID, POLRIMADZAiLB

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS 303UTANC3 (IQ-1000/154)
STCC 4907265

UN 2055

Styrene monomer inhibited in a clear colorless liquid with an aromatic odor. It

is used to make plastics, paintsp and synthetic rubber, and to make other

chemicals. It has a flash point of 90 doe. F. Its vapors are irritating to the eyes

and mucous membranes. If it becomes contaminated or is sujeoted to heat, it may

polymerize. If the polymerization taken place inside a container, the container is

subject to violent rupture. It is lighter than water and insoluble in water. Its

vapors are heavier than air.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

a Use water in flooding quantities as fog

• Solid streams of water may spread fire

0 Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

e Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire

e Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of ignition away

e Keep material out of water sources and sewers

e Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

e Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

e Use water spray to knock down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

e Keep upwind
• Wear boots, protective gloves and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

e Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

Evacuation
* If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame -

evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet
" If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered

Environmental Considerations - Land Spill

e Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material

0 Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamd
concrete

* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash, cement powder, sawdust, or commercial
sorbents

e Apply "universal" gelling agent to Immobilize spill

* Apply fluorocarbon-water foam to diminish vapor and fire hazard

Environmental Considerations - Water Spill

e Use natural barriers or oil spill control booms to limit spill motion

0 Use surface active agent (e.g., detergent, soaps, alcohols) to compress and
thicken spilled material
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STYRENE MONOMER INHIBITED (oontinued)
FLAN(ABLE LIQUID, POLI'IRIZABLE

ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (RQ-1O00/5 )
STCC 4907265

UN 2055

0 Inject "univernalm gelling agent to solidify encircled spill and increase
effectiveness of boons

* If dissolved, apply activated carbon at ten times the spilled amount in
region of 10 ppm or greater oonoentration

0 Remove trapped material with auction hoses

• Use mechanical dredges or lifts to remove immobilized manses of pollutants
and precipitates

Environmental Considerations - Air Spill

0 Apply water spray or mist to knock down vapors

.
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PLAIO(ABLS LI QUID
ENVIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANICE (RQ-1000/15)

STCC 41909305
UNM 12941

Toluene Is aclear colorless liquid with a characteristic aromatic odor. It Is

used in aviation and automotive fuels, as a solvent for many materials, and to make
oib&r chemicals. It has a flash point of 410 deg. F. It is lighter than water and

insoluble in water. Its vapors are heavier than air.

If Material on Fire or Involved in Fire

* Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

0 Use water in flooding quantities as fog

0 Solid streams of water may spread fire

* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

* Apply water from as far a distance as possible

6 Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical

If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire

* Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of Ignition away
C. Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

4 Keep upwind

0 Wear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

4 Do not handle broken packages without protective equipmentf Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
amounts of water or soap and water

Environmental Considerations - Land Spill

* Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material
* Dike surface flow using soi1, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed

concrete
* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash, cement powder, sawdust, or commercial

sorbents
0 Apply "universal" gelling agent to immobilize spill

* Apply fluorocarbon-water foam to diminish vapor and fire hazard

Environmental Considerations - ',ater Spill

* Use natural barriers or oil spill control booms to limit spill motion

* Use surface active agent (e.g., detergent, soaps, alcohols) to compress and
thicken spilled material

* Inject "universal" gelling agent to solidify encircled spill and Increase
effectiveness of booms

* If dissolved, apply activated carbon at ten times the spilled amount in
region of 10 ppm or greater concentration

* 0 Remove trapped material with suction hoses

* Use mechanical dredges or lifts to remove immobilized masses of pollutants
* and precipitates

Environmental Consideration - Air Spill

* Apply water spray or mist to knock-down vapors
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VINYL ACETATE
FLAMMABLE LIQUID, POLYMERIZABLE

ENIRONMENTALLY HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE (RQ-1000/15$)
STCC 41907270

UN 1301

and plastics. It has a flash point of 18 deg. F. Its vapors are irritating to the
eyes and respiratory system. If It in subjected to heat or becomes contaminated It
is subject to polymerization. If the polymerization takes place Inside a container,
the container is subject to violent rupture. It is lighter than water and slightly

soluble In water. Its vapors are heavier than air.
If Material on Fire or Involved In Fire

0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

0 Use water in flooding quantities as fog

* Solid streams of water may spread fire

* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantities of water

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible

* Use "alcohol" foam, carbon dioxide or dry chemical
If Material Not on Fire and Not Involved in Fire

0 Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of Ignition away

* Keep material out of water sources and sewers

0 Build dikes to contain flow as necessary

0 Attempt to stop leak if without hazard
e Use water spray to disperse vapors, and dilute standing pools of liquid

Personnel Protection

0 Avoid breathing vapors

0 Keep upwind

0 Oear boots, protective gloves, and safety glasses

e Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

e Wash away any material which may have contacted the body with copious
_ _amounts of water or soap and water

Evacuation
0 If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-

evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

a If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered

Environmental Considerations - Land Spill

0 Dig a pit, pond, lagoon, holding area to contain liquid or solid material

e Dike surface flow using soil, sand bags, foamed polyurethane, or foamed
concrete

* Absorb bulk liquid with fly ash, cement powder, sawdust, or commercial
& sorbents

e Apply "universal" gelling agent to immobilize spill

* Apply fluorocarbon-water foam to diminish vapor and fire hazard

Environmental Considerations - Water Spill

e Use natural barriers or oil spill control booms to limit spill motion

* Use surface active agent (e.g., detergent, soapp, alcohols) to compress and
thicken spilled material
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VINYL ACTAI (oasUMe)

FL~iULMS L@IStb, ?LIM ,USLI
33VInOMUIUItLLtY MUSSUS ~3t& 3CR (3-10O/454i)

• Inect "univerealt telling Agent to solidity enooleled spill sad Increase
Ot eativenes of' boots

* If iasolved, apply activated carbon at ton times the spilled amount i
P"ien of 10 ppm or greater e9o0Mtration

a lt00eve trapped material with motlon heoe
* Ue meohanioal dredgsJ or lifts to eoe immobilized masses of pollutants

end precipitates
S Llr @sata ConsiderationS_- Air ISpll

* Apply water spray or list to knook-down vapors
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VINYL CHLORIDE
FLAMMABLE OAS
STCC 4905792

UN 1086

Vinyl ohloride is a colorless gas with a sweet odor. It Is shipped as a
liquefied gas under Its vapor pressure. Contact with the liquid can cause

frostbite. It is easily Ignited. Its vapors are heavier than air and a.flame can
flash back to the source of leak very easily. This leak may be either a liquid or
vapor leak. It can asphyxiate by the displacement of air. Under fire conditions the

cylinders or tank cars may violently rupture and rocket. Prolonged exposure of the
cylinders or tank cars to heat or fire may cause the material to polymerize with

possible container rupture. This material is thought to be a cancer suspect agent on
long term exposure to low concentrations. However, this effect has not been

demonstrated for single exposures to high concentrations of the material.

If Material on Fire of Involved in Fire
0 Do not extinguish fire unless flow can be stopped

* Use water in flooding quantites as fog
* Cool all affected containers with flooding quantites of water

0 Apply water from as far a distance as possible
If Material Not On Fire and Not Involved In Fire

e Keep sparks, flames, and other sources of Ignition away

* Keep material out of water sources and sewers

* Attempt to stop leak if without hazard

* Use water spray to knock-down vapors

Personnel Protection

* Avoid breathing vapors

* Keep upwind
e Wear self-contained breathing apparatus

* Wear protective gloves and safety glasses

* Do not handle broken packages without protective equipment

__________Approach fire with caution

0 If fire becomes uncontrollable or container is exposed to direct flame-
evacuate for a radius of 2500 feet

0 If material leaking (not on fire), downwind evacuation must be considered
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APPENDIX J

ACRYLONdITRILE flithibited)

Synonymts-Cyanethyline. fumiigrain. poienetrl. United Nations Number . .... IM
vistox. vinyl cyanide CHRIS Code...... ... G

ForulaCH2HCNBoiling Point ............. 772ZC .....UL F
Fomlac~c~NFreezing Point ..... -0E C .IZ2 F

Appearance-Odor -Calcite. liquid odor resembles Ifhat of
puas see Vapor Presaure 200C (680 F) (mmlig) 43H...

Specific Gravity-O.U1 Reid Vapor Pressure (pssa) .... &

Chemical Family -Nitrit Vapor Pressure 460 C (15
0 F) (pua). 5

Applicable bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subchapter -- a_.~ Solubiiy in Water . .. Mdae

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
Grade -C I'imeble liQuid
Electrcal Group-O

General -When lieated this material may evolve toxic cyanide go,. or explode, or both. Fire may caum violent rupture of
tank.

Flash Point (OF). ... 32
Flammable Limits ... .. 30-17.0%
Autoignitbon Temp (OF) 896
Ex tinguishing Agents........., dry chermical, alcohol foam
Special Fire Procedures . .. DO NOT use dry cheiscal fora impg. confined fire. Fire parties must weart

respiratory ProtectiOr and full protective clothing including rubber boats. Keep tank cool with water wpay.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

3,1.3 Unavailable 20
General -Harmful by inhalation and dkin absot Ption. LiQuid in dces causs delayed burnt. Pevnetroulather.

Symptoms-Eye orritation. headache. nausa. bluenerss of lips and fingertips. Contact with skin may also cas defrmatits

ySltr Exposure Tolerance -400 ppm for 30 minutes.

Exposure Procediurcsi-Remove victim to fresh air. If he is not breathing, apply artificial respiration. Remove contruae
clothing and waesh chemical from skin with a gentle flow of water. Get medical attention. If patietiisunconscious.
administer vapor of anmyl nitrite

REACTIVITY DATA
IStalsdty-Vorv reactive; may polymerize explosively in the presence of xtrong bases. Mutt be inhibited to prevent Poly.

marizatlon. Psolymerization could be initiated by visible liht.

a Compatibility -Mterial: Copper end copper alloys ame eked and should riot be used. This material penetrates leather.
so contaminated lea@e shoes and gloves should be detroyed. Attacks aluminum in highi concentrtions.

Cargo Group 1101 compatibity chart.

SPI OR LEAK PROCEDURE
It posbe werln rubber glovers, seltf-contained beathing apperatus. protective lotihng. *vMGd contact with li0uM.
Secure ignition sources. May add exass of strong celelum hypochlorite, solution. Scoop up ilurry. Washisat of spill

with stap soluion containing some. hypodilarles.
If a spill Occurs, call heNational Response Cnte 8004244-02

Remarks.
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ACETONE

Synonsys -40ssm.m III kine. btiarsrowe 2-poiateros United Nations Number .... m..
CH4RISCode........ . &CL

Boiling Point ..... 56,7.C 13 OFormula -CH3COCf43  Frezn Pon . ..7 A C -132c O~ F

Appriaance-Odor -Coloueism lmsid. sweetsil oor Vapor Pressure 200C 168O F) (mtmHgj .J1K
Specific Gravity -0,79 Reid Vapor Pressure (sii) . . __LU.._

Vapor Pressure 46 0
C (I 1SF) (PS-. ...JfaA.

Chemical Fansily-Kasone, Vapor D~ensiry (Air- 1.0) .... _

Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subichapter Q..&. Solubility in Water . ... ofka

FRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

Grade-C Flanisseise liqid
Eiectncal Group -0 -

GencrtsI-fghly flammale KeePawa,. fromt heal, Wvars, arit olsen flamer

Flash PointI (OF). . . 15
Flammable Limits. .. 2.5- 12 84
Autoignillon Temp. (OF) . 1040
Extinguishing Agents. C02. itt, Csremnal. alco0hol foam. water fog
Speiwl I-re Procedure, 1. waIt er I s ,ed, large quantities must oie asirlwd in Wiuer to prevent ret-suigrs. A

soiutOi Of 4% acetone .od 96% were ha, a flasrh of).t of 129OF

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health HuZjrd Ratings Odor ThreshoIJ~ (ppm) TLV (ppm)

1,0.0 20&400 100D
General- Irnitantr end aoaesrsretc effects Otte, frighcn~nt r exposures

Symnptom-Oowsonss and tra nTr,

"Shuort I Apussire I ci.,,,.e -10000 pr hal been rehoid as endurable to, 30-60 mirrures,tout symptoms

Expio~uti Procccdures -Vaiot-reitnioVcitm To fresth a-, -' breathing stops apiply arrilti respiration. Skin or eye
cosno-ertoo cootrn,ire Clothing anti qertt, #lu1M aftected areas with water for 15 minuses Get msedscal advic

REACTIVITY DATA
Sti kl( ifi ,orthoono

ICoisp~itllty -Massara Wifl issole, mannr plastics and rubber

Cargo Group i81[ol oatibilitir Oft

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE
if poisible Mar rucilet gloves. tace shield end Proteirnei Clothing Have all purpose canister, mask availale. Sesian
igitionsources Flutst spiflked acetone away witt, water Do noti flush into cot shed spece isuch as a sewer bemuseof
thre danger of explosion If a $pill occurs. Call the National Resons Center 110042488M2.

Remarks
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f
A01TON11 CYANCHYDNIN

I esy ma 4yYans iiebuaswornlule United Nations Number ....

2.slylmmltleCHISS Code ... ......

Boiling Poie . .... 121).2C -. 92
Foml~l4)~l~~dFreezing Point . ... -19 C .- 2OF

Appearance-Odlor -Cowaii iui;alim 'ado,
Vaspor Pressure 200C (680 F) (mmHSg -D-O-

Specific G-ivty-&.. Reid Vapor Pressure (pial .... -L
Chemica Famil-CiranavilrinVapor Pressure 460C (I I SOF) Ipsiaf). -i-
Oseacl smiyCvsovdlnVapor Density (Airv 1.0)......... -L-

a Applicable Built Regulations 46 CFR Subchapter n.., Solubity in Water .. aml

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
Grade -E: Coblustible liquid-ams 8poison
Electrical Group-0

General-Giees off flammerable Mnd poegoncus vapor leyanide gee) when heated.

Flash Point (0 F) ............ 16
Flammable Limits ........... 2111%
Autailptition Temp. (OF)..1270
Extinguishing Agents ........ CC. aloiol faw,. wowe fog
Special Fire Procedures- DONOT USE SOOA-ACIO EXTINGUISH4ER

Respfiratory protetion required for firefighing psnone. Wow lull protective. airttiht clothing.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) T LN. (ppm)

1.2,41 Unavelbs taailabl
Gencral-vapor viary Poisonous by inhalation. Liquid poisonous by absorption through the skin.

Symtoms -llHadce dimrness. nasa; bluenew of lips and fingernails

'Short Exposure Tolerance -Unavasilifi

Exposure Procedures -vapoor-remove vuctim to fesh air; it breathing stops, apply artificial respiration. Skin or eye
contact-remove cosntamitated clothing and gently flush affected eass wish water for 15 minutes. Keep victim at rest.
Get prnimt tridical aention for liquid ov vaor exposure. Wash contaminated clothing including shoes.

REACTIVITY DATA
StAtbitY-Whilln heated. decomposeso to form cyireder get. Mutt be kiept tliglhtiv acidifieri.

Compatibility - Material: Dilution with water causes decomposition with formation of hydrogen cyanide.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE
If posible. vieM lo" rubber gloves, self-contained breafting apparatst and protective clothing. Eliminate all sources ofignition. ESesset innel rips equipped with respiratory protection. Do not flush spill wher* humans or animals mav
Comta.

If a spil Occurs. call the Nattional Response Center 800-424-M9'2.

Remarks: *Dectspspees at the boiling Point.
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A11111311MA (AN4YOfACLO

United Nations Numbaler......1L
CHRIS Code.... .... -IL

ronmda-W3 ~df oint. ........ _2L.2C .. a.2F
--gpleala Clara flpda o ugMhgl Freeazug Point . .... =Zl.!C -107 2P

"Wneai Vapor Premuse 20PC (680 F) (mmHg) 6477.
Specifi Grafrty-t411a -ML2AC Plail) Raid Vapor Presures (pl ..... 21

Ce " Family -***4**is Vapor Pressure 46
0 C (IISO F) (pse). MA..

Vapor Deft ty (Air - 1. 0.... AL_
Apliable Bulk Radations 46 CFR Subchapter 0l.~ Solubility in Water . .. A sdw

FIRE & EXPLOSIO HAZARD DATA

Grad-Liqufled- ONprwd
Electriei Graup-O

CGeneral -Fe kIw whe n hig onilcentratios and at lila tempenrature. Oil r odow combustible vaporaincrease the
fire ft"Ws

Flaah Point (On) ...... dftnite, elo 2OF
Flammailae Limita ........... I1.-25%
Aztignitilon Tamp. (0 F). . . , 2M4
EJtinplialting Agents ...... Stoo this flow of am (lighter than air; coal tanks with wetr %wrey.
Special Fire Procedures . ... Lim respiratory easd body proteaction whim approaching ammonia-contaminated

emmr.Liberal use of vi log, wher poibe will ueduce vapor concentration.

EALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV Ippm)

4.2.2 Aporox S0 25
Gansra-Vator extremely iritating. LiQuid clabujnts.

SyMptons-Couhing; burning unaaoton, eye irritation or pain. Frozen arias turn white.

"Short Exposure Tolerance-A 2600 ppm (0.25%) concentration of aineonia in air is dangerous lor 30 minutas
*a -OO

Expolpure Procedurel -Remve iletim c, fresh air. Call a physician at onces. If not breathing, apply artificial repiration.
oxygen. If bratstIng is difflilt, administer oxygen. Flush affected seiks of body with plenty of water tor 15 minuthes.
00 FOOT FLUSH FROZEN ARI~A& Remove =ontminated clothing and shoes. Get prompet medical attention. Low-

veoiyfog is effectv for dwtarminating thie etmOSIcher.

Stability -Normall *w. Reacts with aicite rs. DAT

Compatibility -Marteri Corrosive to galvand surfaces, copper and cowe alloys. iron end steal are suitable for the
contruction of containers. fittings a Imig

Cargo: GroupS6 of compatibility chant.j

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE
Eveu Ie I n CMe of Imp leeks or tan rupture. Shut off leek if without ris. Wai Self-contuined breathing apparatus.
If "Gnem to ste ipi1 Oee, wima full protectve cl*otin including boots. Wate Wpay is extremeiy effectivel in

ekerleig iwinieppand alhould be used around leesks of gee only. DO NOT PUT WATER ON LIOSJID AMMONIA.
If a will prepae call the Netional Response Cane 500 4245502.I

Rearks;h
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vinvi othyloneCHRIS Code.. ..........

Formul-C41"sBoiling Poin nt............-4 O
Fru C46 FreezinS Point ......-100 C -1IL4.OF

Appearance-odor -colorless; a or liquid, mnild. aromatic odor
Vapor Preasure 200C (680 F) (mmHg) ......

Specific Gravity -063 Reid Vapor Pressure (pi& ... .... 111
Chemical Family -Unsaturated hydicrociabon Vapor Pressure 46

0 C (I I5
0 F) (pasaj. 7..N-

Vapor Density (Air - 1. 0 ..... _J

Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subtchapter 0.... Solubility in Water . .. _hwW _

FIRE & EXPLOSON HAZARD DATA
Grade -Liquefid Flammable Go* I LF431
Electrical Group -81

General -Unless flow of ga can be Stopped. extinguishing a butadiwle lire may Permit accumulation of an explosive
concentration of vapor. and aueecluens explosion or re-fash. Fire mayor cause violent rupture of tank.

Flash Point (OF ............ below 0
Flammable ismits ............ 2.0. 11.5%
Autcaintion Temp. (OF)..442
Extinguishing Aglents .......... Stop flow of gsa: C02. dry chemical, watear fog
Special Fire Procedures . .. Keep burning tank and adjacent tanks coo with a water Wray.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Haad ainsO ovheshl 1000 ) 1100pp
Hralt AbadRa pO ovheshl (1pm) T 10ppm

Geiiral -Liqaid or cold ges rrsa cause skin or eye injury similar to frost bile.

Svmptorns-shalstion: dlizziness. headache, skin contarct: frostbitten won5 will appear wite. Irritaitng to eyesi and raspira-
tory tract

Slihirt Espo~rrrc Tolerance-OOC0 ppm was found endurable for S hours with only slight irritation of the eyes and
urpper, respiratory tract

Lxprs~urr Prcedures-Vapor-remove victim to fresh air: if breathing stops. apply artificial respiratron. Skin w' aye
contac-romove contaminrated clotting and genitly flush affected areas with water for 15 minutes. Protect froitriten
areas fromr abrasions and mechsanical damage. Get meodical advi or attention.

REACIVITY DATA
114f~dilty -Mutt be inhibited to preenrt Polymerization. Forms unstable peroxides in presencer of oxygen endior tOn rust.

itipihiility -Materral Unsafe rn acetylde.lomring "naerials sun smortl cope or copper alloys,

Cargo Group 3001 cnpatibility chart.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE
Wrar rubber gloves. fae shield. protrctwve clothing. Hawe allpurppae canister mask scailabile. Secure ignition sources.
Do not extringuish lire unless leak can be secured. In chae of a %pill, call the National Response Canter 800-424 8802

RCmarks.
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SYMMYVV k&'-United Natwm Number ...... 1L
CHRIS Calk ... . . . . .... i

so 235-
Forlanh-Ngw Uci1ug Point .... .j.. C .JUOF"

Prssig Point O.Lc =6 F
A9.allailictOdor -Colotaf Uorev; wnwy logi: no 000 3 -344 .

SPI~ftGraity-w VA 6MAmlof n vewl V&Wo Ptmu, 200C (630 
F) (mzmHg) JI...A?4%

Raid vapor Pressure (psi . . aame
Cho" F~ftVapoPmsurs46

0 C (115 0F)(psM). w~mmdawa1 .m~y- i Vapo Dens. tY (Air - 1. 0)... ojvr

APO~'Wek hak Regullos46 VFR Subaflptse -- L.. Sobability in Water ... Capo

HRE & EXK fl'IM HAZARD DATA '
Elsetnos Group -%4A

Flesh Point (OF) ..... N"n
Fbmm.Wek Lumts ..... None.
Aastannition Temp. (OF0P... None
Eutipnaushing Agents ... .None.

0.3. NO Odor multi..
***n.CJMMI Ow. o fie evil On ipra wt h kn oeebrswihde krvn rduatt
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CHLORINE .DL.
S11RSnosm-41osim oa Unized Nations Numbe...... JflL_CHRISIN Code~ ~ : ;..........F

Formula -02 Boln Pon...... . fl2C -2U-OF

AppeahtanceOdo-4renss-viei~sm gas: chocking Odor

Che " Fmil-ft penVapor Pressure 460C (1S0 F)(psie). .JM2.._
GimclVapor Density (Air -1. 0).... 2

Applcabl Bul Reglatons 6 CF Subhaptr I Solubility in Water..

FIE&EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
Grade -Nosflasmeble compressed gas

Electrical Group-NA

Gerteral -Oslonile iS nonfexplicesre and non-tiamrmaebie. However, it cans upport cmbustion of certain subetansces.

Flash Point (0 F)........... None
Flammable Limits .......... None
Au toignition Temp. (OF) ... Non
Extinguishing Agents . ... None
Special Fire Procedures ... Clorine tanks exposed to fire ishould be cooled with a water SpWAY to decrease the

bialdup of Pressure. If leak seems likely. emergency personnel should carry self-cortined breathing apparatus so that
I aceptece may be donned withouit delay.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

4,2.4 3.5
General -Gas is primarily a respiratory irritaos: sere exposure can be fetal. Liquid or high concenstrations of gas in contact

with skin or eyes wil causa local irritation or bums.

Symptoms -Vapor: coulifing, choking, burning sensation in eyes and throat, a"s shortnens of breath. Liquid. Wrnre
irritawien or blistering. Frostbite can also result.

'Shtort Es posure Tolerance -Exiposure tonvapor concentration of 1000 ppni for 10lrminutes has caused deth.

Exposure Procedures -Remove victimi to fresh air. If breathing stops, apply artificial respiration. Oxygen. administered by
trained personnel, is often helpful, if eyes wre effected, wash gently with water for 15 minutes. If liquid chlorine has spilled
onto the skin, remtove Constaminated clothing and flood the Artose area geily with watar for 15 minutes. Get medical
attention promptly.

REACIVITY DATA
Stability -Will react with many inorganic and organic oosinus. seL"IY with an evolution of heat.

ICompatibility-Material: Selo" 230 degree F. copper, iron. lead, nickel, platinum, $ijer. steel aria tantalum we. chemically
resistant to dry Chlorine gas or liquid. Cartair cooper and ferrous alloys, including Hastalloy 'C". monel and typo 304 and

316 stainless steel lam are resistant.

j SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

West rubber gloves, self-constaineo, breatning apparatus, end protective clothing. Evacuate all downtwindl Personnel not
equipped with respiratory protection.

If a spill occurs, cell the National Response Center BO00424-6602.

Remarks.
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SylpmIa ~Unitd Kaiod, Numbr.... 1917.
umis cods ..... I.... .. h&

5km oua .... _ ... m.!2LF
Fmusgf Pdit ...... =&-Dc -13O

Vapor huMBM 20C (680 F) (mtol) ML-
Spilfl Garrity-" R3 Vapor Penuinw (pa)...... 'A.

Vow Plui 46
0

C 0 1 SOF) (P*) JL...
SVapor Density (Air - 1.0)....... AL..-

ApsW Bulk Rapoistiom 46 CFR Subdiae ... Solblitey in' Water ....

MR & EXR.h1O HAZARD DATA

Garlnd- I ,a by feet. some or gain lwt Fin rmae am. v~im nowe of mt.

Pk* t (a u(P)........... 6
Phumisi Linda;.......... 1.3%. 33%laikadW
AutalltlM TOM. (OF) ... Wwalskia
2XImpllsn Amnts ... C%. d, emal, isW fl. do"m falle
Specia Fire Procedure...YA W* a" WO a wsw w "a P, "ra Poly"mea~ztioa

HLALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hsuard Ratimp Odor 7hreshold (ppm) TLV (pprn)

3.2 AM?4 2
GsnsuI-vor srvltsgln

Symptom-lye md dom rvttsoat.dtormof bramid ounvulens.

Short Exposure Tolerance -50 am tr 15 mninuran 2000 por vwpo killed mau in4 hours wit death sittributable to
shar Pumnionery invrtiofl

Eapomare Psacedurus-Vapor-uaova victim to frea;if breathing sUoM. apply arificial Waapation. Skn or ea
wlu-vmmv situfle~a eoajl ad gently flushit fetd warnwAN wavarfar ISmwUrata.et mdcM4 d,'

or tn

RF.ACrIY DATA

Stabity -mm ipolymium onvmiv~s~if notl end.

CoMpetibility .-blmea Not corrosive to do umi matearlale af conatruction.

Caro Group 14 of compostbilty Oiwl,

YMUL OR LEAK PROCEDURE '
Wowsla e. a all ah rmata dailhin.5 MpoUatr mk "eaIO Avoid contact with (bawd.

J-8
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EThLN OIDE

Synioetyns-1, 2-Epoxnares ED United Nations Number .... .Q10.0
CHRIS Code .. ..... I. EQ

Formula-Z H,0Boiling Poinn.. ... ... 11 C ... a, F
Fn laCN0Freezing Point . ... -11toC .dJL2-OF

Apparace-dorcuw. ololes, fchd; chr41kl, da Vapor Pressure 200C (680 
F) (mmHg) .!W...

Specific Gravity -Cia Reid Vapor Pressure (paimd.... 386
Chemial FmilyAlkylne OidesVapor Pressure 460 C ( I I SoF) (psia), 48A.
Oimia FmiyAlytn oidsVapo: Density (Air -1. 0) .... 1.32

Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Sulichaspter 0..Q Solubility in Water . .Cosla

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
-Grade -A: Flammbenlsrqudi

Electrical Group -S

Genferal-Flamneble-dos niot need oxygen far combuastion. If foCal hot epots' develop in the tank. the liquid in thse
tank may explode.

Flash Point (OF) ............. Below 0
Flantmable Limis ........... 2-1010%
Auttegnition Temp. (OF)... wt
Extinguiishing Agents ......... 002 dry cemafrel. water tog
Special Fire Procedures ... it is important to keep the temperature of storage tank low. use large amounts of

waer. Approach only atear consicdering explosion dianger. Keep firefighting personnel behind eovet of praticable. If
thre water supply ins inadequate or the tank shows sigs of overheating eeacuaie ct area.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

3.3,2 50 50
General -Moderate hazard, for both icut arid chronic exposures. Volatility ins high and pulmonary absorption in rapind.

Sympom-unina sensation in eyes, nose and throat. dirtiness end hiedaches.

*Slrori Exposure Tolerance-200 ppm, for 50O minutes.

Exposure Procedures -vapor-remone nictimni to fresh er. if brethinrg stops. apply armiicrl respinration. Sin or eye
contact-remove contaminated clothing and gently flush affected men winth water for 15 minutes. Get medical
attenirornrrneduately

REACTIVITY DATA
Staility- Ethylene oxide's tendency cO polyrneriza inncreases rapidly when the temperature goes abovei 30

0
C.

1r will decompose with explosive violence when the temperature reaches; 571 OC.

(onipat ibility-Materia[: EO may Polymern vrolently when in contact wrth highly acive catalytic surfaces such.a
anhnydrous iron, tinr arnid aluminum cfnjlrrna. pure iron and .lurrunr oxindes "n alkali metal hydroxides. Do not use
copper, ser or therr alloys.

arsGroup 16 of cornostibilitv chart.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

Weow rubber gloves, large heavy faew shield (if in doubt Lae body shreld also) end sell-containeid breathing apparatus.
S1cure ignition eources. Anoid contact with liqurd. Flush with large quantities of water. Notilfy local f ire department

If a &pill occuars, cell the National Response Center OD00424-8802.

Remarks

J-9



YR Siffs-1N2  United Nations Number .......
CHRIS Code .. ..... UXL..

p sj Boiling Point....... -23 c C A -
Freezinag Poit . z3.... M C -45 F

Appenine-Oor -ololes liqid;ockrimVapor Pressure 200C (680F Fi mmHg) Yth
Speeific Grairi til -007 at Op. Read Vapor Pressure (psi&). L r

Cbeaica Famly-Vapor Pressure 460C (I 15'F) (pool very~
C~mclFml-Vapor Densty (Air .0) .... 07

Aplicabls, Bulk Regulationa 46 CFR Subchapter....Z Solubility in Water. Naibl

MIE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

Gnada-Lauelisd flammabl. e (.FGI
aacthical Group-B1

Gerargj-Will reac violenttly with oltmogn oxadriarfs Will pta.tloam with onygen Vaspontfoem ePlosneor combo-tibie
mtres with air over a wide range of concentration,

Flubh Point (OF ... ......... Ges
Flammable Lismits ........... 4.0- 75%
AutUdnitaon Temp. (OF) . 7io
ExtiusWath Aleasts ......... First stop flow atofr .. 2O. dry' cemical. "ere

aSpecal] Fire Procedures . .. Soure of hydrogen MUST be eliminated before fir. is pat at to wevent accutrtrlato
of explosive vapors. 11 the insulationt leafs oni a liquid hydfrogen tank revpaled to fie, the tank eell explode eccote fire.
figltn ad have themn take coer.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratintgs Odor Threshoald (ppirn) TLV (ppm)

Uflnaaible odoclea Unavailable
General-Not coetsidered tovi. Aeoid aket Contact with liquid

Symnptoms -nraator, Drowsiness and hig-ptched. sqeaky voice. Skin contact Nuanbnest and whtniNnof acoat
the area of contact

Short Exposure 7 olerance- Unaalale

Exposre Procedurres-Remoe victim to fresh air; it breating iap. apply artificial reapiration i aeo k utc
wirth houd or cold a., thetaw ftotted Parts with cold water 00 NOT PUB Get medical attentiond, tely Avoid
sparks jand opert flamers

REACrIVITY DATA e

Stability -WafI ignite realy whaer exposed to sparka tourc, Liquid hydrogen will flatsh ito vapor at remefaturps above

-400OF resulting in a sudden antd large increase in rette of r1.arfeaed

Cottpatibiitfy -Material Mild steel an~d moat iron alloys become brittle at laiouid hydrogen temtperatuare& Alumnumte and1
stainless steel 1300 linaei nay be usted

Cargo Not anaPe in bauik

SPIL OR LEAK PROCEDURE a

Sees,.v all nearby igntiont sourceimeiaetely isolate aprIll area and cell local fire depaertment anld the Captain of the4
Port U.S, Coat Guard. ithe liqi atado"a not catch fire. it will loon poll off aned leane no reiduer

if a Will aoccos, calf the Notional Response Center 800-42448902.

Rtemarks. *Not allowed to be ileprtd ,n pulkt

J- 10



MM~YL ALCOHOL

SMSynm-Amm oecl . carbintil. etanol, wedsyl United Nationsa Nubr...... J
htrdioluds. woood aohlCHI~S Code ......... MA

Formula -Cf430 Bodling Point .........6 C 4 JIF
Freeizing Poit -..... 144 OF

Ap9*~eOo-CbrhaIea;mxl.h~.wn rhtla Vapor Pressure 200C (680 F) (nunkl) I W
Speciric Gravity4.79 Raid Vapor Pressure (pil). ... 45

ChemcalFamly-le"Vapor Pressure 460 C(0I15
0 F) (psi&). 7....

~'"~ ~Vapor Densaty (Air - 1.0) ..... ..
Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subichapter D.~. Solubility in Water..

MIE & EXPLOSIO HAZARD DATA
Grade -C. F1wm~ laiud

Elctical Group -O

General -UsisIr aleeho isa flamsmabler lithid andf at ordinary Umeertwee. givas Ott a Vaorw nter in both toxic Ord. when

Flash Point (OF............61
Flmal iit ..... L3- 3.511,,

tnits coal wtwaerway. Water may not ba effectiveaUle~ss large quantitias we usad.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV ippm)

1., 2M.0 200
General-Vaow inhalation dangeros. May be absorbed ttrough skin.

Symptoms-ictines. unconsaciouiness. and sighing respiration.

"Short Exposure Tolerance-1
0 00 

ppm W~ I howi has causied hemadache. eye irriation anid fatipu...

Exposure Procedures -Remova victim t3 fresh air. Gina artificial respiation iftibratfiing slops. Skin o eve contact-
5 reman. contamtinated clothing. Flush affected areas gently with water for 15 minutes Got madical advire Or attention.

REACT1VITY DATA
StabdiCy-Staila. Cart ream vigorously with ox~dizing materiala.

CompalibilitY-41atarial: Compatible with mostteriala of construcion.

Cargo: Grouit 20 of compatibility chart.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

kW rubber gloes, proteetivia clothing. Hane albpwpos canister wait available. Anoid contact with liqud. Secure
intion aiomrie.

It a spill occurs all: the National Resapriss, Center 800434411102.

Remarks. ngEmmwe topotentially dangerousa rapor concentrations cart occur before der product carn be dolete by wxalt.



SYnOnYMA-rnmomesiaje m. tifwrne monotaomornethane United Nations Num .. ... 16
CHRIS Code . ...... T

Formude-Chl2Si Froeing Poi nt . . -97Vc -..3JD02OF

Appa~ace.do~Coleie led: xieg, l~lrolrm~e oor Vapor Pressure 20'1C (680F) (mesHfi 1420.

Specirlic Gravity-l1.73 Reid Vapor Pressure (psa ...
Cheica FailyMmgenW HdroarbnsVapor Pressure 46

0C (I S5uF) (psas) M _~..
asaaca FztslyI~eopxeu ~Vapor Density (Air le1. 01.........27...

Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subchapter 02.. Solubility in Water..7

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
Gmads-Oaeds ia uh point
Fiectnicai Group-0

Geeaeral-Preetxteity nnianmb Fire anid exiilosion hazard is Slighr.

Flash Point ('F1 .......... Nam iasuer
Flammable Limis.......... to to 15%
Autceagnation Temp. (OF). -m
Extingishing Agents . .Water liteay, dry cheumical
Special Fire Procedurfes. .... This is a ass 8 poison Cool tanks in vicinity of f~p wth a wrater %Pray LeaKing taks

rust not be approached unins wating full brody and respiratory treoteetiorl

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Th relitold f(ppm i TL% (pprni

3.3.4 Unw.0slal 4
Generall-Porosr inlaton. Effecurnis eoiesived L.qld csues tdury5. may Oe absorbed by ciorhrrg, vai.cuiarV

shoes, to cause delayed bunes.

Symtptomxs-oubile -Mson. nausear. dazarwas. hiiinfilreSreeePI'SttiS0 hl.lifi tlu~rteos n
posibly death

'Short Fxposure Tolerance-2o opt.i to, 5 rnne

E sposure Procedures -Ramono victim to flest, so Adrxhnrrer aflifreral rsyirat,oy nn~scros. Oxygen atirn-stered
by telexed personnii soften leuio G et mredical attrent-ronmsitierlr, NOTE -toe effeci ts ao tof rrater,

mray be delayed.

REACTIVITY DATA
Statrdrt) ..Fouiuaovrnroeke's nn reso o aorrn Aluminurm alk ri are sonntrooxy qn, able mnretaIs

CoenpatibitY-Maier-it Not corrawtotrostirsetais

Cargo Groop360flcymnoarsdry chart

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

WeW. rabMe gloee, seisnais1breathing 4oparaiMr. Protectivs Clothnmg Avol.ocmt wT! ',qud Persoitrilwiyot
resp~ratorY PeoucfttonsI be kepot ostherS of ril

9

If.a tspill oers, "fit the National Response Caet BOC-424 8802

Remarks NOTE? Expoesure to porentisity tlarigerols veno Concerartions rax occur before ti" Producnt ran Or

detected byi smel

J-12
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NITROGEN DIOXIDE

Synonyms-Nivaogn peroxide, nitrogen Intoed. United Nations Number ..... , 2L
CHRIS Code .. ....

Formula -#402 or N4204  Biling nt ant.....2 L !C U......F
Freezing Point ...- 1 L R 12L-OF

Appearance-Odor-Rd4remn Weirs In asipped I With a
Vapor Preasure 200C (680 F) (mmkg) -JAL-~

Specific Gravity-.4 Reid Vapor Press=. (ps). ... _M _
ChemcalFamly-hicaniiedVapor Pressure 46

0 C (I I OF) (ps). -42.AL
Cheicl amly-nseeieedVapor Density (Air -1. 0)......... ___IL

Applicable Bulk Regulaions 46 CFR Subchapter ... Solubility in Water . ..- --- 9MNgi

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
Grade-t appliwabe
Electrical Group-to applicable

is General-Non-fteatslei but can support combustion under certain circumstances. May tormo axploewe mixture witds
combustitim materials. Reactls dangerously with many otheir cargoes.

Fls Point (OF) ............ Non-flanm ek
Flammable Limits .......... Non-flanvbe
Autoignition Temp. (OF)...Non-flammable,
Extingtsing Agents ......... Nontflasintable
Special Fire Procedures .. 0 t aff gae supply and tol Uits Withs Water $pay Supply finre lighters with

breathing Apparatus and protectivne clothing.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV tppm)

4.4.4 5 5
General-Vaptor causes sayere inritiation to ekin and eyes Vapor innhalation ins vary dangerous. may cause (Moth due to lung

damage and asphyxia. Symistortns may be delayed

SYMPttsrn-Couging. choking. headachse. nausea. ss in chest and abournan.

*Snort Extposuire Tolerance-25 porn sate for a fews minutes

Exposure Procedures-Renmove patient to freish air. Keep at completes rest until seen by it physician For eye or skin
* contact, wash with copiocus amounts of water andi ratert to a phsysincian.

REAMrVITY DATA
Sulity-Milgsly reactive oxidizing aysnt thit will roact with orgenie materials Decomnposes into nitrice oide and oxygenJ as wo. heated. Oasotres in water to form acids

Compatibility-Material Copper and ints alloeys uilable.[ Cargo. Not a bulk chemical.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

v Wear lon rubber gloves, safety aliases or gogles sWAlt ntinod bareathig apparatus. protescive clothing. Residiuall
sillage will soon evaporatei. Aw"r :ontact with liquid. Secure igetion soturces. Ift possinble. allow gon to flow into a mixced
solution of causic soda and slaired tirma.

It a sprll occurs, cofl the Natronal Response Center EOO424-O02.

Reaks Bulkr sipnsents notpemited
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nMAS etmeall

4flymyme-LOX United Naions Numiber ...... 1073..
CHRIS Code .... .... .x

BoilingPint.. . . . C c -m-2F
Fresszng; Point . . .... -=ZLC A2 F

Apessance-Odor-Lglassu llbigandW
Vapor Pressure 200C (680 F) (mmlift Yasbigh

Spegalfic Gravity-I 14 (at bpi Raid Vapor Pressure (palss)..... o
Cliaica Famly-V pP f5eas re 46C(It5'Fi ipsia[ ). fE
Chmaaacsl Family-Vapor Density (Air *~ O . L

Appacabe Bualk Repliatioas 46 CFR Subchapter Solubiiy in Wter . ..- --- La

MIE & EXPLOSIO HAZARD DATA

Ggade -Omifted a nowsnflamal
Rlectnical Group-Not wmbs.

Geiuoivian goes has been' out sorts cobuution aegouwly A conilttlef material Onto which LOX as WoJIed
will bumt into flamea or eade it aowido to a spek Msum.

Flask Point (OF ..... hicanarnada
Flammable Limits . .... Non-flamnmable
Autisgiiition Temp. (OF) . .. Non-tfenamable
ExtistrAisune Apenl$ ...... Uedia turtab for substance wich is burning.
Special Fire Procedures ... If thie insulebson fail* on a LOX tank bepmid to fire, the tank will enolode. Evcuate

firefiters to a ise distmnce and hae them tUse cove.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppmi TLV ippmj

Untavailable None Urenatse
Generdi-No hefted for ge. Liquid can cause at un and tissue damage on contact -nth Sin

Symptoms-Ski.' contact with liquid well fraeze tise.

NSiort Exponsre Tolerance-Unvwslable

EXPOsure ProcedUres-Thaw trozen' mat by immersieng gently in cold water DO NOT RUB, Get nadicai attention
mtheot delay. AVOID SPARIKS AND OPEN FLAME.

REACTIVITY DATA
Stability- LOX wilesh into naow at tenrplraturea above - 18

0
F. If unconfiead. the a&opr will occupy abour 560 timea

the Volumne of Oha liquid. If confined. a sudgen and large pressure iniaw will result.

Compatibdiliy-Mteials LOX causes al. combuael moaterials to bumn vigorously A slitk t ot? aieuv needed to ignite
such a In- tuset.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

Securee igntion virme. tape off the saff aeS and call the fire deaurtmrent. Oxygean will quickly boil oil Entramt pre.
cauion agaist sperits must be observed before re-sntering the WpIl orea becauw. unlena the soil is in tihe open with a
good blese blowing. the ame wil be oxygen-sect for a long tim'.

It a all aess~, cal the Nastional Raaprima CAnter 81141424U11.

Remarks. Ntalwdt edbe nttl
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Synonyms -DiimwyMehano. aproyI hydride United Nations Number..... .. MIIL.
CHRIS Code . . ...... UL...

Fang-~4 oiling point . ..... -4Z2 C -64 F
Forull-%Mg reezing Point . ....- 187 

0C -2P-O
APperne1d -oida ono iud ieaip odo Vapor Preasure 201C (680 F) (mmHl) MML

Specific Gravjty-&53 lllqwd; Read Vapor Pressure (pw ...... MIL

Chemical Faminly -Satuaed fignst o Vapor Pressure 460 C (I ISO F) (psa). _.22L_
Vapor Density (Air - 1.0) . . ... JLS

tApplicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subchapter a.k Solubility in Water . ..

FIRE & EXPOSION HAZARD DATA a

Grade -Liquefied Flammasble Gas ILFG)

fire will permit the aecepsultion of an eaplosve conentrtion of vapor.

F~shPoit (F ........ astthan -44
Flammable Limits ........... 2.2-9.6%

Extinguishing Agents .......... Stops flow of lO. C02. dry chemical, water fog
Special Fire Procedures.. Tanks exposed to hire should be kept cool with a continuout spry of wate.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

0 '0.0 5,000 - 201000 ppm 1000
General -Liquid causes frostbite on skin contact. Cold vapor causes skin0 dasmage. Inhalation con load to asphyxiation.

Symptoms-feadache. diznass.drowinns. Contact mwith the liquid will cause frostbite.

"Short Exposure Tolerance-A vapor concentration of 10,000 ppmin for beief periods hies been reported a producing no
Symptoms.

Exposure Procedures- Remove victim to fresh air Give artificial respiration if breathing stops. Get medical attention. If
liquaid has spilled onto thse skin, the areas touched well probably he frostbitten and should he handled gently. All cas
of frostbite should receive medical attention.

Sta billCY -Stable 
R~ rv r A As

Compatibility-Cargo: Group 31 of cormpatibility chart.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE s

Wear rubber gloren, ftce lshied. protective clothing. Mae all-purpose canister meek available. Secure all gafeible
sources of ignition and call tie fiIre deparoment. The spilled liquid will boil away rapidly, leaning no residue.

If a spil occurs. call$ the Niational Response Center S0042,44M0.

a Remarks: NMTI Expoesure to porentidly, dangerous waow eaneentraftne can occur bneor Ine product can he dieeted
by esiell.
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Spay~gMawealwem.'is'.Uniead Nations Numbe........ ..
CHRIS Code .. .. . ... L

ForIuNII-"HCH: O42 Fraezng Point ......ZIOC -M' OF

Apsuaaoador-C"Gmi W p~ WMGI " lof mIeN. 1v1ear Vapor Preweure 2&C (680 F) (mmHg) WD3
Iggfloc Grwuit-4J Raid Vapor Prosgesis ........ BL..

~.maaI ~-0af.Vapor Puesure 460 C(UIS 1F) (pwa) 27U~cbegg" Fam*-OleaweVaOW Density (Air 1.0) .. ...- 41
Apffiacabli Bulk Ragailatias " CFR Uulcadkpter 11. Solubility in Water ... !Li naLOO sewa -

MEE a EKFWOSMO HAZARD DATA
Grade-Lsaeies Fi,.aveol Get ILFG)
DElctuica Group-C

Genergl-As ~l sein f ar. 0. only .140cm. sax"It Of ailtmgAMi K to shut Off the fuel "lpy Oheasa a more
0.mws ajiemson. the hsetaln Or s tailosui awallare conreedi.

Flasha Point (a F). ........... -102
Flammable Unmits ........... 2.0 -I IA
Autoi~ntiaa Temp. (OF) ... w7

Speare Proceduresma.... aet e to frsh ,, Al alciabe eptaol fbatf agwat ot etiui a

Conatlt-e f awarat vn Nonorreie sucma mastrong conrc o a broned-tto u fsad. emrae

Cram ar o routp 20ni of emost re c netrtosart.tteofaue "m

Symptoms ORsmes LEAKPROCDUR

SHey, Elpurpe Tolar neli~ ovafeu.4 pruoff spit a28 oaticin Cale fr 2 ptmentespoue.idnoiain
drproeioserw tge nof athe sklea i alal ee bo o etrte

Exfoa apd Prcees. t h re inti teso. Cente r Api atfcilrsprtoni retin lps otatrihIu.

caaus riltrlkesadcdainoi
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145% Souion)
SYnionYrna-8aium idn U mlfida, eadurs, bIIUIII4 United Nations Numbe ber.... YMWN

CHRIS Code ........ ... ..

Formula-iieNgfl&ZHo Boiling PosintL approx. 1S.0..C M_2F
Freezing Point .... ... c 40 C M _AF

Awpasace~oe iabVapor Pressure 200C (680 F) (q14) flj-
Specifc Gravty-IJSto 1.28 Raid Vapor Pressure (p as...0

ChemcalFamr-CeasicsVapor Pressure 460 C (I1S0 F) (psis). 1.61...
SFii itlVapor Density (Air.- 1. 0 )..... 1.17

4 Applicable Bulk Rejulat ions 46 CFR Subchapter 0~.. Solubility in Wter..

FIRE & EXPL.OSION HAZARD DATA
Grade-C: Fiensinble liquid
Electral Group- unieied

General-Moderate lire hazard due to hydriagen aulfidelgee liberated when exposed to heat or flame.

Flash Point (OF) .. .... 73
Flammable Limits ...... 4.3 to 46.5%IAutaigition Temp. (OF) ... naalable
Extimgsuhing Agents ......... Carbon dioxide
Special Fire Procedures .... Unavailable

nerame wAZtR D T meeue ouininl s

Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

SympomsRapld o ireguar beating couhin. troatirrtaton.bluih color. dizness. faintness, and mailk irregular
pleSkncontact witl caius. a cassatic type burn.

'hrExoueTollerance-Uevailabie

Exposure Procedure.-vastr-mmnove, victim to fresh air. 100% oxygen inhalation is receanded. Skin-hlush aee
with water. lywe-flueli with copious arrounts, of water. In oll taes call a doctor.

Stability -StaWl. Solution is mildly alkalline. E M YD T

Compatibility-Meeulels: Corroeive to tste aove 150
0
F. Avoid useof aluminum.

Crgo Group 5 of compatibility Ciean.

SPLL OR LEAK PROCEDURE
YW rubbe eeovss. boot and goggle, andl full shtin protection. Avoid contact with liquid.

is sll ciours, cd the Nlatloui rtespore Center 80"4244Mg.
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Synotyma-cifisnu cnnmotk. Owl l ert. styrelse United Nations Number.. . ....
srna. omylSwu CHRIS Code...... ...

Forrials-NSCHC2 Slaing Point ....... Isi C 2 -F
Foml-1NC4 2 Feezing Point ..... .. al OC -M.2F

Aeoaanc&eDdor-Coeim efulad. sweet ado when owr@
dis da*gsse -d whals' V5iSaskor Psessum 20C (68'F) (nimif) U....

Seacal Gervitt-emI Rid Vapor Pessure (p si& .... Q.ZL...
Cliaica! FaadyManaesVapor Pressure 460C (I 150 F) (psia,. O.L..
(~eusaiFasi-MseerVapor Density (Air se 1.0). ... M

Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subschapter -- 2.. Solubility in Water . ..---- Jlggis

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
Gisd.- 0 : Cambraail iK"i
Elacincal Group-o

Gentral-lon-ted by host and oen flame. Fire or conteamitiont may cama violent rupture of tank

Flash Point (o F. . iN .. o
Flammable Limits ...... 1.1-.1%
Aoitcignition Temp. (OF) . .. 914
ExtinpislinS Agents ..... O dry chemical. weter fog, floam
Special Fire Procedures .... Provide body sand rsspuratory protection for firefigriinglersoifim Tanks exsoled to

fire Whould be kept coal with a water spay,

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazird Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm)I FLV (ppm)

2.2.2 0."5 100General-Vapor vary irritaing to eyes. moderately irritating to respltiatory tract with movderate systemic effect. Liquid
iriketing to skin

SYmploms-wasnsa. dizines. nasaila and itieaunahi

"Shurt iExpi,-irr Tolerancec-10,000 ppmn mayno fisiin 30 to W minutes

Ex posure Procedures -Vao'-rmone victim to fresh air if breathing stops. apply artificial radpiration Skior eye
conil-emowe contamnatd Clothing ano gently flues affectad WMr with water for IS minuses. Soap. it avaslable.
muad, be used on aflea skirn arek. riat medoica attention

REACTIVrTY DATAflStabiJlity -Will readily farm peroxides which catelyfat polymrierization unfless inhibited feat. light end strong aciSalso
catalyse polymerizationt reeetron*

ICompaitibility -Matera. Montmatersdsoconstraction are sutablle. Do not use copper or its alloys, Styrene can ber
itplnme'iid at O.Ptoasee roae by Certain Conaminwnts.

carw. Gros 30 Of compatibility chart

Remarks. 'Even the aliited prouect. when heated aboI 1250F. cant polymerize with the gefneration of so muech heast
that ignition is possible.
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12LUENE

symaoym-ms" toorhass'. plaaotItwuue. tlo" United Nations Number..... 2L
CHRIS Code ......... JL

BoigPin ... ..... IIIAC ...fL2OFFonnula-CBHSCH3  Froeting Point . . ... AaU2C .430-F

Apperane-Oor Cakwm lqui; tonsinelke dorVapor Pressure 200C (680 F) (mtmHg) 2lLS0 C)
Specific Gravity-O.87 Road Vapor Pressure (goa)a........ 1.1

ChilicalFamiy-Aomatc hyrocabonVaporPleasure 460C (Il150F) (paal). 1.....
ChmialFals-omtmvdoerbnVapor Density (Air - 1.0).... 314

Applicable Balk Regulaions 46 CFR Subchapter QL Solubiitiy in Wae ...

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

Grado-C; fluimnabla liquid
C Electrical Group-C

General-Derarcwus fire hazad when ex posed to fh or flae". moderate wpfotaon hatord wl eat.posiatothflaw..

Flash Point (0 1 )............48
Flammable Limits ........... t27 -7.0%
Autoignitian Temp. (a F) .. 026
Extinpasung Agents ......... C02, dry efemicl. famn. water fog
Special Fire Procedures. .. Fight the some a a petroleum fire. The vapor% we more toxic mnan Chowa of petroeaea

ald should ha woadad. A fire should be foutit mn the same manner a anay Grade C flormabl petroleum product.

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Heafth Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

1.1.2 0.17 too
General- bQud Slaigtly irritatmeg. Vapor inhalation rioe moderate narcotic effect casiang di,nessu and headache,. wit

soeagu an d mental confuson.

Symptoms-Naee.. tininess and headaehe. The victim may appear to ha drunk

'Short Exposure Tolerance-Inlation of 600 ppmn for 30 mntes has caused seaere fatigue, mantel confusion, nous.
dizziness and fledischer.

Exposure Procedures -Ingiator-do NOT indue vomitmng. Vapor-ration. victim to f resh air, if breathimg stop%. apply
5 arlnfifeal respraor. Slim or e" contact-emoe contaminated clothing end gently flush affected wrea wai water for

16 minta.. Get medicaldvdne or attention.

R.EACTIVTTY DATA
Stability- Tolu"r is a atabple compound-

Compsabity-Mararal. Rubber exposed to toluene will Swell. atten. and deteriorate. Most meals ea compatible witht
toluerie.

Cargo: Group 32 of compatibility chart.

SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

Wow, plaacgVove. faes iwfd. proutiedoshing ee.lpupe aea ms lal. Anoid contact with liquid.
Secure igitin sources

If a wpill art, call the Nationel Respornse Center g0424-UO2.

Remarks:
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CHRIS Code ..........WM

Priming00w4 poin P ...... ..-100 C -18L!F

Apmmres4M-Coweaio m;saft
spedc avty*aVapor Fruauue 200C (480 F) (sniftg U...0.
Speti U1P4 AWd Vaoe P"Wr (Pia). ..... 1

Chemical FordiplMoose Vapor Pennona 460 C 0 1 SO F) (psa). U...
Vapor Desity (Air -1. 0) .... 237.

Applicable Dsslk Ropmlaoms 46 CPU U eapan .. A. Sability i Wateu .... 2

FIR & EXPLOSMO HAZARD DATA
Glade-c. Pittiviind aquid
lectical Group-0

Gesteraj-On boig h w aid 0w we gre off -p ir hay t sot. s or ows Roam Fire ma cause woaet rupsre

RaahPit (0
F ....... i

ftemanble Lifs...... 25-13.4%
AitiitiaMTftp. (F) .... no
EanaialsN4 Agpal.... 002, fry dswo, as~ Ilis. wow sgroa
Special Fire Procedurei. .... Of fir we yar n.e workt in cie atesime. provift rospisiov yreonw KOM

toat a"a wi s wo intr ay.

HEATH HAZARD DATA
Health Hard Ratinap Odor Threshold (ppmn) TLV (ppm)

1.1.2 0.A2 10

SYMPeoma-Ozs&mu. droWssWes

"Slaon Exposure Tolerance-aedm

EXaPOW11e Procedurea-V@pr-Wme velm. to ftah ser: If broadaii isaply ortifmisa sration Skin or eye
mucl-emins wtw~ae lo Ms ad peney tuds ef Sict UWM wilster& for 15 Mtinuoas. Got meatl civi~uce

REACMIITY DATA
Stabaiity-Posvmre rosisly if IMt edslsts Moal cn sun to emaction. Can rem ngorously wills oxtizing materims.

Compatibility-misearlat of a. .es maai," of ewnrull ee m ultible.

Corp Group 135 of mealItiiv don

9%IL OR LEAK PRO(IDURE t

Wow Woer iiem. fmt ijuod ar-M 1e-0 dos, se espuepon easaisl esdale. Avco contat with
115u sd.r basl pivows sourno. Flah wee.wt ills aso.

If al OM oirs. coi ose Meialw "Wit-a cwse $014244.U0
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Synoilnyma-slooone chlorevslene. VCL VCM United Nations N mbe .. .... O

vlCHRIS Code.................

For.ula-Csi2aHa Boiling Po int....... 1 O~ C ~L F
Freezing Point . ... 164 OC =21L0_F

Appeaurance-Odar -Colorless liquid or gon; Swat odor

Speifi Gaviy-o9iVapor Pressure 20
0C (660 F) (mmlig) 25L_..

SpciicGrsrty~Og1Raid Vapor Pressure (psi&)........ L5
Vapor Pressure 460C (I I So F) (puia). 95...Lliemical Family-Monosser Vapor Denity (Air - 1. 0) .... 2

9 ~Applicable Bulk Regulations 46 CFR Subochapter 0.... Solubility in Water . .. SjW

FIRE & EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

Grade-Liquefled Flammnable Gas MLFG)
Electrical Group-0

General - Osneaous fire hazard. Unless the flow of gas corn be stopped. putting out a vinyl chloride fire will pienmit
accumuslationl of an explosive vapor concentration with increesed danger of r.4las.

Flash Point (OF ........... -o
Flammable Limits ........... 3.6- 331'
Autaignition Temp. (OF)... 62
Extingising Agents ......... Stop flow of gs. CO2, dry, chemical, wat fog
Special Fire Procedures.... Cool tank with ater spray. Meat decomposes vintyl chloride to form higly toxic

algri a le Hst carn asoi case vinsyl chloride to polymerixe with explais force. Provide respiratory, protection for

HEALTH HAZARD DATA
Health Hazard Ratings Odor Threshold (ppm) TLV (ppm)

2.1,2 260'
General-Vapor harmful. Liquid or cold gas my ceuse skis or rve inury similar to frostbite.

Syrnptonts-Diainess and drowesiuss Frostbitten went will look whfite.

'Short Exposure Tolerance-SOD Ponm for 5 minutes

Eixpoysure Procedures-Ramps. ictim to fresh it. If breathing stops, apply artificial respiration. Do nos rub frostittss
areas. Inccasoff eVe contact, flood eye gently with water for 15 minutes. Get medicoattention.

jREACTIVITY DATA i

Stabdaty-Poymrizes ins presarnce of ir. sunliplit or heat.

Com pat iblity -Metei; Steasaisuofactory. However, contact withm copp oither acetylidie-formng. metals stay !orm

explosive compousnds.

Cargo. lGrttp 35 of comrpetibility, chart.

[ SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURE

L WflWe rubber Stores. eel feonumed breating apperetus, proteetiwa clothing. Avoid contact with liquid. Secure ignition

af spill occurs, call the Nional Reeponse Cinte 600-424 6602.

4Remarks. "Oeor threshold 1# not considered adequate warning so prsenot aepoessrsi to poeeibfr denfwoug vapor
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APPENDIX K

SAMPLE ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT DECISION SCENARIO

1. INTRODUCTION

This appendix provides an example of an accident management decision scenario
prepared for the assessment of and recovery from a highway transportation accident
involving the spill of a hazardous material. This scenario in its entirety is given
in Chapter 3 to the Titan II Propellant Hazard Management Guide, 26 March 1982, Ogden
Air Logistics Center pamphlet 00-ALCP 144-~4. The complete scenario presents

assumptions regarding availability and proper maintenance of equipment and gear
needed when responding to a highway mishap involving an Aerozine-50 transport
trailer/holding trailer. Alternate response actions are given for those situations
which are extremely dangerous or present requirements beyond the limited availability

of resources on-scene such as analytical and heavy equipment, neutralizing agents,
personal protective clothing, etc. For purposes of this example accident management

decision scenario two alternate actions are provided. For a complete listing of all

alternate actions refer to Pamphlet 00-ALCP 1444.
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DECISION MATRIX 1 - ALTERNATE ACTION 1.0
SITUATION ASSESSMENT AND REACTION PLANNING

Condition Atons/Conlderations

Air Force involvement. NOTes The actions and considerations are
given as guidance in assessing the seriousness
of an mishap situation and for planning
appropriate actions. A judgment of the
hazards or potential hazards must be made on
the situation.

1. Implement disaster reaction
plan/responses based on the mishap
situation. Specific requirements as well
as reminders of potential needs are
detailed below. This listing is not all-
inclusive and each respective base OPLAN
should be consulted.

2. Request backup resources if appropriate.

a. Back-up PTS crew.
b. Back-up firefighting and cooling

water.
c. Spill containment equipment,

personnel, and techniques.
d. Spill treatment materials,

equipment, personnel, and
techniques.

e. Trailers or trucks for fuel
transfer.

3. Identify additional resources which may
be required.

a. Emergency medical aid and/or
facilities.

b. Firefighting assistance: military,
local civilian, government.

c. Emergency response service agencies.
d. Clean-up and disposal contractors.
e. Potential disposal sites.

4. Notify environmental authorities,
National Response Center as well as state
and local authorities.

5. Estimate the fuel tank hole size then
estimate and record fuel leak rate from
Figures K-la and K-lb gpm.

NOTEs When hazardous conditions preclude
direct reading of tank pressure gauges, assume
worst case pressure values of 125 psig for
transport trailer and 50 psig for holding
trailer. Pressure relif valves will limit
pressures to these va'ues.

6. From Figure K-2 and Table K-1 estimate
the water requirements for the three
dilution ratios:

a. Total water required for: reduction
of flammable ;apors (3:1)
gallons.
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TABLE K-1. FUEL AND DILUTED FUEL SPILL SIZE

Spill Size
Fuel (Sq. Ft. Total Spill Size With

Volume per inch Dilution (Sq. Ft.
(Gallons) of Depth) per inch of Depth)

3t1 20i1

10 20 80 580
20 30 120 870
30 50 200 1,450
40 60 240 1,740
50 80 320 2,320
60 100 400 2,900
70 110 440 3,190
80 130 520 3,770
90 140 560 4,060
100 160 640 4,640
200 320 1,280 9,280
300 480 1,920 13,920
o00 640 2,560 18,560

S00 800 3,200 23,200
600 960 3,840 27,840
700 1,120 4,480 32,480
800 1,280 5,120 37,120
900 1,440 5,760 41,760

1,000 1,600 6,400 46,400
1,500 2,110 9,640 69,600
2,000 3,210 12,840 93,000
2,500 4,010 16,040 116,290
3,000 4,810 19,240 139,490
3,500 5,620 22,480 162,980
4,000 6,420 25,680 186,180
4,500 7,220 28,880 209,380
5,000 8,020 32,080 232,610
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DECISION MATRIX 1 - ALTERNATE ACTION 1.0
SITUATION ASSESSMENT AND REACTION PLANNING (oont'd)

Condition Actions/Considerations

Air Force involvement. b. Water required for dilution prior to
neutralization (20:1) gallons.

7. Determine the total water rate available
(pumper capacity) _ gpm.

NOTE: At least 500 gpm of water may be
available from a hydrant. Using another water
source with a pump and a two-inch line would
provide about 100 gpm.

8. Estimate spill size with dilution for
disposal purposes.

9. Continue in decision matrix with
continuous monitoring.

q
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DECISION MATRIX 1I ALTERNATE ACTION 1.a
1ISK ASSES3MENT

SITUATION ASSES3NINT AND REACT'ION PLANNING

Hazard Assessment

Mishap. I. In an mishap situation there may be
insufficient Information, materials, or
equipment for an optimum reaction. There
Is a need for plans which give guidance
on a broad range of mishap situations so
that rational decisions can be made under
emergency conditions. Since a mishap
situation Is dynamic, additional
resources (materials, equipment, and
personnel) should be anticipated and
requested at the on-set of an mishap.

2. Consideration should be given to
safeguard civilian population,
environment, property and other
resources. These considerations may
affect mitigating activities as well as

treatment, cleanup and disposal needs.
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DECISION MATRIX 1 - ALTERNATE ACTION 2.0
WATER NOT AVAILABLE OR INSUFFICIENT QUANTITY

Condition Actions/Considerations

No water Immediately available 1. Immediately notify local/base fire
or insufficient quantity department of situation.

WARNING
19

Do not approach mishap site without
sufficient water. With no water
immediately available, fuel vapors are
extremely hazardous to response
personnel. Any concentrations are toxic

*by inhalation and skin absorption. High
concentrations are very explosive.

2. Remove all ignition sources.

NOTE: If some water is available apply fog
spray to tanker/trailer for cooling and to
suppress vapors.

3. Locate water source:

a. Local hydrant
b. River/stream
C. Lake/pond
d. Farm holding tanks
e. Wells
f. Swimming pools

~4. Identify additional equipment needed to
utilize water sources, pumps, hoses, fog
nozzles.

5. Obtain water and monitor usage before
proceeding.

6. Monitor water usage and go to Alternate
Action 1.0, Formulate Reaction Plan.
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DECISION MA'IRIX I ALTERNATE ACTION 2.0
RISK ASSESSMENT

WATER NOT AVAILABLE ON INSUFFICIENT QUANTITY

Hazard Assessment

No water Immediately available or 1. With no water immediately available, high
Insufficient quantity. fuel vapor concentrations Pose extreme

problems to response personnel. The
vapors are flammable and toxic by
Inhalation and skin absorption.

2. The fuel is highly flammable and can
easily be ignited by Iron rust particles
or any contaminant.

3. Adequate water backup supplies are
essential for vapor suppression which is
of primary concern where response
personnel are engaged in fuel spill, leak
or fire situations.
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APPENDIX M

COUNCIL ON ENVIRONMENTAL
OUALITY

40 CFR Part 16510

Natgoa 0 and Hazardous
Subltan es Polution Contingency
Ptano Final Rvilosm
AOIINCY , Council on Environmental

Quality. Executive Office of the
President.
AciToW Final Revision of National
Contingency Plan.

SUMMAmRv These final revisions to the
National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan update the
Plan to conform to the Clean Water Act
amendments of 10" and restructure the
Plan to eliminate duplcation and
simplify reading. Substantive changes
include: (1) lncreesiqd Stale

participation in the Plan. (2) provision
for preparation of local contingrncy
piana. (3) incorporation of the National
Pollution Equipment Inventory System.
(4) provision for Scientific Support "
Coordinatos. (5) provision for periodic
field tstin& and (6) carilfication of the
application of the Endangered Species
Act. These changes are designed to
improvi the efficiency, coordination and
effectiveness with which Federal
agencies respond to discharges or
substantial threats of discharges of oil
and hasardous substances.
A. Purpose

We are publishing final revisions to
the National Ol and Hazardous
Substances Poilution Contingency Plan.
40 CFR 1510 (as amended March 26.
1076). The Plan Is te basis for Federal
action to minimize pollution damage
from discharges of all or hazardous
substances. The purpose of these
revisions ls to update the Plan and
improve the emflciency. coordination.
and effecoveness with which Federal
agencies respond to a discharge or
substantial tiat of dischege of oil or a
hazardads subetance. We expect the
revised regulationa to Improve planning
by and coordination emong Stale and
Federal agencis. to improve assessment
of nvrmwinmental damage from spills
and to facilitate evaluation of responm
effectivenss.
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APPENDIX N

TYPICAL EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE FOR OIL AND HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS SPILLS, CONTAINMENT AND CLEANUP

VACUUM UNITS & ACCESSORIES 3500-Gallon Vacuum Inductor
Pump Trucks with Radio Equipment
1800-Gallon Vacuum Inductor Pump
Trucks with Radio Equipment
1500-Gallon Vacuum Skid Mounted Units
1500-Gallon Vacuum Skid Mounted Units with Steam

Coils
1000-Gallon Vacuum Skid Mounted Units
Suction Hoses - 1 1/2", 2", 3", 4", 5", 6"

Manta Ray Skimmer Heads

OIL CONTAINMENT BOOM Booms - 4", & 6" with Trailers
Jon Boats with Motors - 14', 17'

BOATS Work Boats with Motors - 18', 20'
Ponton Boats - 30'

PORTABLE LIGHTING Generators - 1.5 KW, 3 KW, 5 KW, 10 KW, 12 KW,
15 KW, 25 KW, 50 KW, 75 KW, 150 KW

TRUCKS Low Boys
Tractors and Box Trailers
Stake Trucks
Pollution Control Equipment Trucks
Tandem Dump Trucks
Transfer Vans
Equipment Vans
Tankers - 6,000-Gallon
Four-Wheel-Drive Vehicles "Radio Equipped"

HEAVY EQUIPMENT & TRAILERS Portable Welders
Front End Loaders, Tracks & Rubber Tires
Backhoes, Tracks & Rubber Tires
Dozers - 1 with Swamp Pads
Mobile Office Trailers
Crew Trailers with Galley & Sleeping Quarters
Portable Lab Trailers
Transfer Trailers

PUMPS High Pressure Wash Down Pump - 1 1/2"
Diesel Trash Pumps - 3", 4", 6"
Electric Trash Pumps - 2", 3"
Diaphragm Diesels - 3"
Gas Trash Pumps - 2", 3", 4"
Specialty Chemical Pumps

AUXILIARY PERSONNEL & EQUIPMENT Civil Engineers
Chemical Engineers
Chemists
Geologists
Disposal Facilities
Sorbent Materials - Complete Stock
Storatainers (Portable Storage Tanks)
Weed-Eaters
Communication Network - Base Stations,
Hand Held Units, Truck Mounted Units

AIRLIFT CAPABILITIES Cessna 310'S
Seneca II's
Navajo Chieftans
Grumman Mallards
Helicopters
Jet Service
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PERSONNEL PROTECTION Arcid v Cluthts

Chemical/Gas Suits
Cooling Systems-Heat Exchangers
Fire Entry Suits

BREATHING EQUIPMENT Breathing Apparatuses
Regulated Manifold Air Supply Systems
Assorted Cannicter Masks and Cartridges

TRANSFER Chemical Handling Pumps, Hoses and Equipment
Accessories
Transfer Compressors with Dryers
(Hydraulically Operated)
Portable Steamers (up to 1,000,000 B.T.U.)
Transfer Trucks and Trailers

LABORATORY Portable Field Labs
& MONITORING Fixed Analytical Capabilities
EQUIPMENT Explosion Meters (Combustible Gas/Oxygen

Monitoring Systems)
pH Meters
Air Sampling/Detection Equipment
Spectrophotometers
Computerized Gas Chromatographs

(Portable/Stationary)
Field Laboratory Trailers
Core Boring Equipment (Soil Sampling)

PORTABLE TREATMENT EQUIPMENT Mobile Activated Carbon Filtration System
& SERVICES Vertical Carbon Column

Aeration and Retention Pools
Flash Mixing and Flocculation Systems
Groundwater Recovery Systems
- Hydrostatic Injection Systems
- Pneumatic Recovery Systems
Mass Media Filters
Ion Exchange Resin Systems
In Situ Treatments (Biological and Chemical)
Neutralizing Chemicals

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT Explosion Proof Lighting
Non Sparking Tools

-Aluminum Bronze/Beryllium Copper
Tank Patching Kits
Power Entry Tools
Air Blowers
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